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Abstract
The instruction scheduler is one of the weakest points of GCC on IA-64 architecture. This
paper will describe an ongoing project for improving GCC instruction scheduling for Itanium. We aim at adding support for IA-64 control and data speculation to GCC, doing this
similarly to the existing implementation of interblock motions. Our work on this issue forces
us to address weakness of the alias analysis
used in the scheduler. Absence of the address
displacement on IA-64 makes the problem even
more relevant. We suggest the following improvements: 1) propagation of points-to information from tree-ssa to RTL for pointers, and
2) tracking pointer arithmetic, which is performed for addressing non-pointer variables, in
alias.c.

1

Introduction

The Itanium architecture (known as IA-64) was
named EPIC by Intel, which stands for Explicitly Parallel Instruction Computing. The program compiled for IA-64 should have instruction level parallelism (ILP) explicitly exposed

by the compiler. For this purpose, the architecture provides massive resources such as a
huge register file and many execution units. IA64 also supports features for enhancing ILP,
such as data and control speculation, predication, and rotating registers.
An instruction scheduler is a component of the
compiler that rearranges instructions to achieve
better performance. Aggressive global scheduling is a key to utilize Itanium ILP features
[Muthukumar05]. The GCC scheduler doesn’t
fully obtain this goal. The current approach is
not powerful enough to express much ILP, and
it doesn’t support IA-64 features such as speculation or rotating registers.
This paper presents an ongoing project aimed at
improving GCC instruction scheduling for Itanium. The project is sponsored by the Gelato
Federation. The primary goal of the project is
to add support for control and data speculation
to the scheduler. To benefit from this improvement, a problem of weak RTL alias analysis on
IA-64 should be also addressed. The problem
is important because there is no “base + offset” addressing mode on Itanium. We suggest
a two-step solution: propagating points-to information from the Tree SSA to the RTL, and
tracking pointer arithmetic within alias.c.
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The third small improvement, which we suggest, is using standard GCC probability analysis instead of the current historical implementation used by the scheduler.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 contains the description of the current GCC scheduler. Sections 3 and 4 describe
in detail our work on supporting speculation
and enhancing alias analysis, respectively. Section 5 mentions the changes in probability analysis. Our experimental results are sketched in
Section 6. Section 7 outlines the directions for
the future work.

2

GCC instruction scheduling

The GCC instruction scheduler is an adopted
version of the interblock scheduler from IBM
Haifa Labs. Scheduling pass is performed
twice, before and after register allocation. The
first pass does interblock scheduling, while the
second pass schedules extended basic blocks
(EBBs) on Itanium and single basic blocks on
other platforms.
1st pass:
Interblock driver
sched−rgn.c

register allocator
reload

haifa−sched.c

DFA resource
ia64.md

2nd pass:

sched−ebb.c

The Haifa scheduler manipulates instructions
using list scheduling (see Figure 2). Firstly, the
instruction priorities are calculated basing on
data dependencies. Scheduling is started with
a list of ready and pending instructions. The
list is sorted according to the set of heuristics.
An instruction is chosen from the ready list and
scheduled or queued, if there is not enough resources to issue it. Pending instructions are
moved to either the ready list or the queue as
their dependencies are satisfied. After scheduling the register live information is updated.

List scheduling

modeling

EBB driver

in haifa-sched.c. The common part
of data dependencies calculation is done in
sched-deps.c. Routines for interblock and
EBB scheduling are in sched-rgn.c and
sched-ebb.c, respectively. The entry point
for the scheduling passes is the schedule_
insns routine. It calculates data dependency info, computes “regions” for interblock
scheduling, and schedules every block in the
region via schedule_block. The scheduler uses sched-int.h for communication
between the components. Pieces of logic abstracted away from the Haifa part to either interblock or EBB parts are accessed through
hooks from the current_sched_info structure.

Bundling
ia64.c

Figure 1: GCC instruction scheduler.
Scheduler infrastructure is shown in Figure 1.
Generic routines doing list scheduling manipulations for the basic block are located

The scheduler communicates with the backend
via various hooks. The backend could adjust
instruction cost and priority, reorder list of instructions ready for scheduling, etc. The scheduler uses a pipeline hazard recognizer to ask
for a possibility of issuing an instruction on the
given cycle. The pipeline hazard recognizer is
based on a deterministic finite state automaton
(DFA). On Itanium, the scheduler uses a nondeterministic version of the automaton for the
interblock and the EBB passes. After EBB is
scheduled, its instructions are bundled by using deterministic automaton. The bundling algorithm uses dynamic programming for finding the best sequence of the bundles. The algo-
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schedule_block() {
/* queue - ready, but could not be
scheduled on this cycle
ready - could be scheduled now */
foreach (insn in the region)
if (new_ready (insn))
move insn to ready;
while (should schedule)
{
move insns from queue to ready;
while (could issue on this tick)
{
insn = choose from ready;
if (could schedule insn now)
{
schedule insn;
foreach (insn1 with resolved
dependencies)
if (new_ready (insn1))
move insn1 to queue or ready;
} else
move insn to queue;
}
goto next tick;
}
}

Figure 2: Haifa scheduler pseudocode

rithm performs the forward pass over the EBB
to find the sequence. Then the backward pass
performs actual inserting templates and NOPs
in the sequence.

3
3.1

Speculation support
Overview

Data and control dependencies limit freedom
of instruction movement. Using speculation allows the compiler to overcome the dependencies by moving a load through the ambiguous store (doing data speculation) or moving
a memory load across a branch (doing control

speculation). Uses of such a load could also
be moved. These techniques provide the way
of hiding memory latency of moved loads and
reduce the execution time.
IA-64 architecture supports both control and
data speculations via separation of data loading
and possible exception handling. Speculative
versions of load instruction are supported. The
control speculative (or just speculative) load
defers possible exceptions. The data speculation (or advanced) load saves the address of the
load. Later on, check instruction detects deferred exception/possible store conflict and either reissues the failed load or branches to the
recovery code. The examples of IA-64 control and data speculation are shown on Figure 3 (some instruction completers and nops are
omitted for clarity).
Data speculation:
Before

After

adds r15=r16,r14
st8 r14=[r14]
nop.i
ld8 r18=[r19];;
st4 r15=[r33]
nop.i
ld8 r14=[r18];;

ld8.a r18=[r19];;
adds r15=r16,r14
nop.i
st8 r14=[r14]
ld8.c.clr r18=[r19]
nop.i;;
ld8 r14=[r18]
st4 [r15]=r33

Control speculation:
Before

After

mov r1=r42
adds r14=1,r8;;
cmp4.ltu p6,r14
(p6) br.cond bd0
ld4 r14=[r33];;
add r14=r14,r8

adds r14=1,r8
ld4.s r15=[r33]
mov r1=r42;;
cmp4.ltu p6,r14
(p6) br.cond bf0
chk.s.m r15,b40;;
add r15=r15,r8

Figure 3: IA-64 control and data speculation

When the advanced load is executed, the load
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address is recorded in a hardware table called
ALAT (Advanced Load Address Table), which
is indexed by the destination register number. Stores writing to the overlapping address
and/or advanced loads to the same register remove previously added entry. When a check
instruction with the same register number is executed, the ALAT is searched for the entry indexed by this register. If the entry is not found,
speculation is considered failed and its results
should be recomputed.
When the control speculative load is executed,
the Not A Thing (NaT) bit is set on the destination register, if an exception occurs, signaling that the exception is deferred. The NaT
bit could be set for each general register. If
the NaT bit of a register is set, it is propagated
through dependent computations with this register. The control speculative check instruction
branches to recovery code, if the NaT bit of the
destination register is set.
3.2

General approach

We propose a notion of speculative blocks for
modeling speculation in the scheduler. Some of
the instructions could start such a block (memory loads). Then more instructions could be
scheduled speculatively (uses of these loads).
Finally, special instructions should end a speculative block (check instructions). Thus, each
speculative load and check form a block, which
could optionally include uses of the load.
We extend both instruction and dependence
data to reflect their speculative properties. The
speculative flag of data dependence means “this
should be done to overcome me,” while speculative status of an instruction means “this is a
possible way of scheduling me” (see Table 1
for examples). The status could also mark out
the instructions, which are more preferable for
speculation, or should not be speculated at all.

The instruction flag is placed in haifa_insn_
data structure. A speculative status of a dependence could be placed inside LOG_LINKS.
We have chosen to create a new kind of dependence, INSN_DEPS, to be used only by the
scheduler and to keep the new flag in it. This
solution allows more freedom of experiments
with the patch. After the patch is finished, this
part can be rewritten to use LOG_LINKS.
The life cycle of a speculative instruction is as
follows. Firstly, the INSN_DEPS dependencies are calculated together with LOG_LINKS.
An instruction (together with its dependencies) acquires its speculative status in the new_
ready function. The status affects the rules of
choosing an instruction from the ready list for
scheduling. Later, when the instruction is selected for speculative scheduling, it can be still
last-minute rejected by the backend (e.g., when
there are too many subsequent speculations). If
the instruction is scheduled, its speculative status is cleared, and other instructions (e.g., its
uses) can acquire speculative status, again in
new_ready.
Speculative instruction is scheduled as follows.
If the instruction is supposed to begin a speculative block, it is split on a speculative part and
a check part (or simply check). Both the backward and forward dependencies of the original instruction are moved to the check, and
a dependence between the speculative and the
check part is added. The speculative instruction
is scheduled on the current cycle. The check is
marked as an instruction for the end of the speculative block, and scheduled later as usual.
3.3

Filling the ready list

An instruction could be placed in the ready
list either when scheduling is started, or when
other instruction is scheduled and some data
dependencies are satisfied. Validity of this action is checked via the new_ready function.
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Table 1: Speculative status examples
Speculative status
is:
BEGIN_DATA
BEGIN_CONTROL
BE_IN_DATA
BE_IN_CONTROL
FINISH_DATA
FINISH_CONTROL
HARD_DEP
WEAK_DEP

Dependence
could be broken with:
advanced load
speculative load
uses of advanced load
uses of speculative load
—
—
could not be broken
preferable for speculation

An instruction could be either from currently
scheduling basic block or from another one. In
the first case, the instruction may have no dependencies, and thus it is ready for scheduling.
If the instruction has unsatisfied dependencies,
it is a candidate for data speculation. It may
either open a new speculative block or go inside the existing one. The latter case happens
when the instruction depends only on checks,
i.e., it consumes data only from the speculative
instructions.
Data speculation would be valid iff the speculative motion preserves the correctness of register
operations. Consider the following code snippet:

(i.e., unlikely) or hard (very probable), its speculative status (and thus its motion) is encouraged or disallowed accordingly.
The second case is checking the candidate instruction from other basic block for the validity of interblock motion. When the candidate
has no dependencies, it is placed in the ready
list for regular scheduling, if it is exception-free
instruction. This is not the case with memory
loads, which are exception-risky. Such instruction will be considered for control speculation,
if its execution probability is high. In this case
the instruction will start the control speculative
block.
3.4

<current scheduling point>
add r3 = r3, r4
st [r6] = r3
ld
r4 = [r5]
A store to r4 may not be moved speculatively to the current scheduling point, because
this move would violate the anti dependence
between ld and add instructions. However,
only true dependencies could be overcome with
speculation. To reflect this issue, the speculative status is assigned to the true dependencies
only. Besides this, if the dependence is weak

Instruction
could be:
an advanced load
a speculative load
a use of advanced load
a use of speculative load
an advanced check
a speculative check
could not be speculative
preferable for speculation

Sorting the ready list

After the ready list is filled with the appropriate
instructions, it is sorted according to the set of
heuristics of the Haifa scheduler and the backend. Then the max_issue function is used to
select from the list the first instruction, which if
scheduled, will allow scheduling the maximal
number of other instructions. This instruction
is determined with limited depth backtracking
using DFA interface.
Speculative instructions affect both the sorting
rules and the max_issue logic. The follow-
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ing heuristics are used for prioritizing speculative instructions in these functions:
• prefer a non-speculative instruction to
speculative one;
• prefer a data speculative instruction to
control speculative one;
• if both instructions are data speculative,
prefer one with a smaller number of dependencies; break ties with preferring one
with a greater number of weak dependencies (Section 4.4 explains when the dependencies are considered weak);
• if both instructions are potential control speculative ones, prefer the one with
greater execution probability.
3.5

Backend support

Changes in target .md file are required to
support generation of speculative instructions.
In ia64.md, the speculative load is represented with [parallel (set reg mem)
(unspec lda/ldc)] pattern. A check is represented with [parallel (set reg mem)
(unspec reg)] pattern. The unspec part
is used as a marker for a speculative instruction. It also prevents optimizers from breaking
the parallel block. Using set allows backend to treat the instruction as an ordinary load,
for example when bundling. (unspec reg)
creates the dependence between the load and
the check instructions. A latency of the check
instructions is set to zero in DFA description.
This allows other instructions to be placed in
the same bundle as checks.
Besides, a number of hooks is added for proper
cooperation between the scheduler and the
backend. The hooks are as follows: can_be_
speculative_p(insn,status) checks for

possibility of an instruction to be speculative
with the given status; generate_recovery_
code(insn,status) splits an instruction on
the load and the check part with the given status.
3.6

Current implementation status

We have implemented the general infrastructure for the speculation support. As of now,
speculation of the integer and the float loads,
and speculation of the predicated instructions
(COND_EXEC) are supported. The current implementation does not support generation of a
full recovery code. This disallows for speculating uses of control/data speculative loads.
The control speculation is also not fully correct
because of chk.s instruction, which requires
the address of the recovery code to be specified. The current implementation specifies the
address with zero offset (i.e. jump on self).
We have improved region formation in the interblock scheduler. The existing algorithm will
only form a non-trivial acyclic region for a
function that has no loops. If the function has
a loop, then non-trivial regions can be formed
from the loop body, and all other basic blocks
will form single block regions. This significantly reduces the possibilities for interblock
motions.
We have fixed this approach as follows. When
the loops are selected, we perform additional
traverse of the flow graph in topological order
and search for the basic blocks that are not yet
assigned to any region. We mark these blocks
with their region numbers as follows. If all predecessors of block X are assigned to the same
region R, then X is also assigned to R. If X belongs to R, and its successor Y doesn’t belong
to R, then all successors of X should not belong
to R. The process of assigning regions to blocks
is repeated until no changes are observed.
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4
4.1

Memory disambiguation support
Overview

To benefit from data speculation support, good
memory disambiguation is required. This
means an aggressive alias analysis is to be performed. Furthermore, speculative scheduling
makes demands for hints from aliasing machinery. The hints may be given for such pairs of
memory references, which cannot be proven
independent, but likely are (see Section 4.4).
This technique is extremely useful when interprocedural analysis may not be performed
[Muthukumar05].
The alias analysis on IA-64 is weakened by
the absence of displacement. For such architectures, GCC uses pointer arithmetic to compute load and store pointers for e.g. array references. Then GCC fails to disambiguate these
references because of different base registers.
Consider the following example (inspired by
[Gupta03]):
void foo (int ∗a, int c) {
a[1] ∗= c;
a[2] += c;
}
The addresses of array elements are computed
as shown below. This prevents GCC from
disambiguating memory stores to r341 and
r346, because the GCC aliasing doesn’t track
pointer arithmetic.
r342 [a] = r328 [sfp]
r341 = r342 + 4
<...>
r346 [a] = r328 [sfp] + 8
We implement a two-step solution for the problem. The alias analysis used in the scheduler

is improved by propagating points-to information from the Tree SSA to the RTL level. Additionally, tracking of alias arithmetic is performed on the RTL level. Aliasing machinery
also gives hints to the scheduler using a notion
of weak dependency.

4.2

Propagating points-to data

Propagation of alias information needs support both on the Tree SSA and RTL levels.
Points-to information gathered on tree-ssa for
a pointer is merged from all SSA versions of
the pointer. If there is a version of the pointer
that hasn’t points-to data computed, or the pt_
anything flag is set, then the flag is also set
on merged points-to set. Resulted set is saved
in a hash table for the later use on the RTL level.
This work is performed when quitting from the
SSA form, so additional may alias pass is inserted before pass_del_ssa.
On the RTL level, tree expressions are associated with registers addressing MEMs. The
links to the original tree expressions are
used for disambiguation of MEMs in the *_
dependence functions. Two cases are supported: both MEMs have the REG_EXPR links,
or one MEM has the REG_EXPR link, and
other one has the MEM_EXPR links. This allows to disambiguate the following cases:
• ptr->field and *p, if points-to sets
for ptr and p doesn’t overlap;
• arr[index].field and *p, if pointsto set for p doesn’t contain arr;
• var.field and *p, if points-to set for p
doesn’t contain var;
• arr[index] and *p, if points-to set for
p doesn’t contain arr.
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More chances for disambiguation could be
brought up with using structure aliasing and
memory classes. The structure alias analysis
generates structure field tags (SFTs) for all inner subobjects of a structure. The SFTs are kept
as “subvariables” of a structure variable and are
used to specify aliases with structure fields in
the points-to sets. This information is saved in
the hash table analogously to regular points-to
data. The get_subvars_for_var routine
is patched to look up subvariables not only in
the var_ann field, but also in the hash table.
Then it is used on the RTL level for another
chance of disambiguation.
Using memory classes for disambiguation is
partly supported by GCC with disambiguating
global and stack variables. The pt_malloc
attribute may be also used for disambiguation
of stack and heap variables. Unfortunately, this
attribute is not properly propagated in the Tree
SSA alias analysis (as of March 2005).
4.3

Tracking pointer arithmetic

The patch targeted for tracking “base + offset”
arithmetic was suggested by Sanjiv Gupta in
2003 both on the GCC Summit [Gupta03] and
in the gcc-patches mailing list [GuptaGCC].
We use the infrastructure of the patch in our
experiments. The patch handles offsets within
lower m bits of abstract address value, where m
equals to the bit size of the HOST_WIDE_INT
type. That is, on IA-64 the patch is able to distinguish up to 64 distinct displacements. Each
pseudoregister is mapped to an address descriptor at each program point. This structure
contains a defining instruction for the pseudo
and the set of possible displacements (called
mod-k residues set, k = 2m ) represented as a bit
set in a variable of the HOST_WIDE_INT type.
During the analysis stage, address descriptors
are propagated through the SET and PLUS in-

structions, and merged in corresponding control flow points. Data flow information for
the given program point is represented as a
list of address descriptors and saved at the end
of each basic block. The lists are then used
when answering aliasing queries in the true_
dependence function. Disambiguation routine finds defining instructions for the MEMs,
computes valid data flow information for the
instructions, and checks if corresponding address descriptors have the same base pseudo,
and their residues sets do not overlap.
The patch has two major pitfalls. First of
all, the algorithm suggested is very expensive.
Consider the following loop:
for (i) {
x = a[i − 1];
<...>
a[i + 1] = y;
}
The algorithm will iterate over this loop exactly
k times (64 times on IA-64), because on each
iteration mod-k residues set for i will change.
The patch tries to handle such situations with
looking at the PLUS instructions where destination and first source registers are the same. This
doesn’t work as expected because different registers are commonly used for holding value of i
on subsequent iterations. Second pitfall is that
the patch doesn’t handle auto increment expressions, failing to adjust register value during data
flow analysis.
The scheduler works only with acyclic regions
of flow graph. Thus, data dependencies between loop iterations could be abandoned when
scheduling. In the example above, the scheduler doesn’t need to know that a[i-1] and
a[i+1] may access the same memory locations between iterations. It is sufficient to know
that these expressions are independent within a
single iteration. Using this idea, we have modified the algorithm of data flow analysis used by
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the patch. To minimize the number of required
iterations, we traverse the flow graph in topological order and propagate the data flow from
visited to unvisited nodes. In other words, we
don’t allow propagation of the data flow along
backedges. This allows to complete the data
flow analysis during one iteration, and computed information is exactly what is needed by
the scheduler.

speculation failure. Other heuristics are proposed in [Muthukumar05], but they are covered either with structure aliasing or with the
-fstrict-aliasing flag.

The patch was also fixed to handle auto increment expressions. The algorithm used the
note_stores function to propagate the data
flow through an instruction. This function
doesn’t notice auto increments. We use for_
each_rtx to find auto increments in RTX and
update data flow information. This change allows to use the patch in all {true,output,
anti}_dependence functions.

The interblock scheduler computes execution
probability of each basic block relative to each
other block when initializing data structures
of the region. Execution probability of basic
block X relative to block Y is used as a cutoff when instructions from X are considered for
interblock motion into Y. Historically, evaluation of the probabilities in the scheduler is very
inaccurate. Given basic block X, each outgoing edge from X is considered to have equal
probability, if this edge doesn’t leave the region. If some edges from X leave the region,
then aggregate probability of taking these edges
is assumed 10%, and remaining 90% is again
distributed evenly among the rest of outgoing
edges.

4.4

Weak dependencies

As noted above, alias analysis could help
greatly to speculative scheduling with giving
hints for useful data speculation. The hints are
organized in the form of weak dependencies.
Weak dependency serves as an attribute of the
true dependency. The following hints are used
for deciding on weakness of a dependency:
• Two pointers have disjoint points-to sets,
but one of the sets has the pt_anything
flag set (see Section 4.2);
• Two pointers are different function parameters;
• Two pointers have different bases, that are
different function parameters.
In contrast, a dependency should not be broken with data speculation, when two pointers are reported to have intersecting pointsto sets. This designates high probability of a

5

Probability analysis support

We fix this situation by using GCC framework
for estimating execution frequency of a basic
block. This is possible either with profile information (-fbranch-probabilities) or
with prediction (-fguess-branch-prob,
turned on at -O2 and higher). An old scheme
is used in all other cases.
Two hard-coded scheduler parameters influence the number of instructions considered for
interblock motions. These are maximal instruction latency (which is 3) and minimal probability cutoff for basic blocks (which is 40%). A
bigger first parameter and a smaller second parameter make the interblock motion more aggressive. We have introduced new scheduler
parameters for using instead of old hard-coded
values and adjusted the values according to the
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results of the experiments. Increased minimal conflict delay (up to 5–6) shows more interblock motions than default value of three.
Lowering the probability cutoff to 25–30%
helps only when profile information is available.

6

Experimental results

Our work is based on HEAD 20050407 snapshot. This snapshot doesn’t allow us to test all
four proposed patches together. We need to
schedule additional pass_may_alias just
before quitting the SSA form to perform propagation of alias information. Unfortunately, it
is not possible to run alias analysis after ivopts,
because it is not always successful in correct
update of aliasing information. This should be
corrected soon by Diego Novillo. While the
bug is still in the mainline, we are testing only
speculation, pointer arithmetic, and probability
patch together.

comparing to the tweaked compiler, and 1.97%
speedup when comparing to the reference compiler. When looking at -O3 results, it could be
noted that our patches smooth a negative effect
of aggressive inlining on certain benchmarks.
This is because automatic inlining is turned on
at -O3.
Benchmark
164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
252.eon
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf
SPECint_base2000
164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
252.eon
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf
SPECint2000

Old New
622 619
812 811
915 912
690 670
862 858
717 719
646 649
822 814
542 574
883 890
671 669
971 967
752 753
656 655
829 824
913 910
693 685
854 854
772 774
655 654
828 800
541 574
893 901
674 674
970 964
763 763

Diff, %
–0.48
–0.12
–0.33
–2.90
–0.46
+0.28
+0.46
–0.97
+5.90
+0.79
–0.30
–0.41
+0.13
–0.15
–0.60
–0.33
–1.15
~0.00
+0.26
–0.15
–3.38
+6.10
+0.90
~0.00
–0.62
~0.00

Tables 2–4 show the results of SPECINT runs
with and without our patches. Base tuning
is -O2, and peak tuning is -O3 respectively.
We have also tried the patches with tweaked
inlining parameters. We approximately double the parameters, because aggressive inlining increases possibilities for speculation. In
the tables we use “spec” to denote the speculation patch, “pa” to denote the pointer arithmetic patch, “prob” to denote the probability
patch, and “inline” to denote the inlining patch.
The reference compiler results are denoted with
“ref.”

Table 2: ref vs.
peak=-O3

The tested patches do not contain improved region heuristic and do not use weak dependencies as hints for speculation. The patches do
not improve SPEC results in average when used
as are. Tweaking inlining parameters allow
patches to show 0.8% speedup in average when

Table 5 contains newer results achieved for
SPECFP at -O2 on HEAD 20050503 snapshot.
In this table the probability patch is included in
the speculation patch, and the alias patch contains both the pointer arithmetic patch and the

spec+pa+prob, base=-O2,
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Benchmark
164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
252.eon
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf
SPECint_base2000
164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
252.eon
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf
SPECint2000
Table 3: inline vs.
base=-O2, peak=-O3

Old
620
808
913
686
863
713
716
819
539
878
668
970
756
655
841
899
693
863
772
750
824
539
889
680
975
772

New Diff, %
620
~0.00
810
+0.25
914
+0.11
684
–0.29
859
–0.46
720
+0.98
724
+1.12
816
–0.37
574
+6.49
891
+1.48
670
+0.30
968
–0.21
762
+0.79
656
+0.15
845
+0.48
900
+0.11
694
+0.14
857
–0.70
778
+0.78
755
+0.67
822
–0.24
577
+7.05
907
+2.02
681
+0.15
971
–0.41
778
+0.78

inline+spec+pa+prob,

propagation patch. “Data” and “Control” denote the speculation patch with only data or
control speculation enabled, respectively. “All”
denotes the merged patch. The best achieved
results for SPECFP, which are at -O3 with only
the speculation patch enabled, and denoted as
“Best,” are provided for clarity.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the results
of the project of improving GCC instruction

Benchmark
164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
252.eon
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf
SPECint_base2000
164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
252.eon
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf
SPECint2000

Old
622
812
915
690
862
717
646
822
542
883
671
971
752
656
829
913
693
854
772
655
828
541
893
674
970
763

New Diff, %
620
–0.32
810
–0.25
914
–0.11
684
–0.87
859
–0.35
720
+0.42
724 +12.07
816
–0.73
574
+5.90
891
+0.91
670
–0.15
968
–0.31
762
+1.33
656
~0.00
845
+1.93
900
–1.42
694
+0.14
857
+0.35
778
+0.78
755 +15.27
822
–0.72
577
+6.65
907
+1.57
681
+1.04
971
+0.10
778
+1.97

Table 4:
ref vs.inline+spec+pa+prob,
base=-O2, peak=-O3

scheduling for IA-64 platform. We have chosen
to implement the framework for speculation
support as the main goal of the project. Other
infrastructure changes are needed to make this
framework profitable. The changes should improve alias analysis on the RTL level. We proposed to propagate points-to information from
the Tree SSA to RTL level, and to track pointer
arithmetic within alias.c. The latter change
should compensate for the absence of displacement on IA-64. During our work on the project
we have implemented some other scheduler improvements.
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Benchmark
168.wupwise
171.swim
172.mgrid
173.applu
177.mesa
178.galgel
179.art
183.equake
187.facerec
188.ammp
189.lucas
191.fma3d
200.sixtrack
301.apsi
SPECfp2000

Data
+0.71
–0.30
0.00
+0.24
–1.09
+2.51
+1.05
–0.90
+0.19
+18.84
+0.12
+0.73
+2.43
+1.12
+1.71

Control
Spec
+1.43
+1.43
–0.30
+0.30
0.00
+0.30
0.00
+1.18
0.00
+2.89
–5.75
+2.51
+0.06
–0.17
–0.23
–1.13
0.00
–1.12
+0.15 +18.84
–0.12
–0.36
–0.36
+0.36
0.00
+2.08
–0.67
+0.45
–0.57
+1.89

Alias
All
+1.66
+0.95
–0.44
–0.15
+4.79
+5.09
–0.71
–0.24
+0.14
+0.82
–5.92
–3.41
–0.06
+0.58
–0.23
–0.45
–3.16
–2.99
–1.52 +16.87
–0.12
0.00
+0.73
+2.93
–1.04
+1.04
–4.45
–3.13
–0.76
+1.14

Best (Spec at -O3)
–0.47
–0.15
–4.84
+0.95
+1.73
+8.76
–0.23
–2.24
+2.87
+20.68
0.00
–0.72
+3.16
+5.57
+2.46

Table 5: SPECFP results at -O2, % to the reference GCC

The current experimental results (yet with unfinished patch) show that we have taken the
right direction when trying to get the performance improvements for IA-64 with fixing instruction scheduling. We hope that our next
long term project in this direction will be implementing a new interblock scheduler for GCC.
We think that the new scheduler should follow one of DAG approaches with support of instruction cloning. The parts of the framework
we created in the current project will be reused
in the new scheduler.

8
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Abstract
The intermediate code in a compiler can be divided into three broad categories: register operations, branching instructions, and storage operations. Register operations and branch instructions1 have transparent semantics, i.e. they
are easy to understand. Storage operations are
more difficult to understand because of their
underlying addressing computations. Because
many different address expressions can map to
the same address, care must be taken when either reordering or removing memory operations
to assure that the source program still computes
the same result.
While there is a one-to-one mapping between
the register operations and values computed
in the program, no simple relationship exists
for the storage operations. Loads and stores
typically reference sets of memory locations,
and two seemingly independent address expressions may evaluate to the same storage location.
Thus, while it is fairly straight-forward to reorder register operations, the ability to reorder
storage operations is limited by the ability to
reason about the addresses that may be created
in the reordered computations. The analysis of
the computations that produce the addresses is
called alias analysis.

ory reference can cross. Barriers inhibit many
optimizations, especially those that attempt
to either remove redundant computations, or
move operations to locations where the execution is less costly.
We present both an alias analysis phase as well
as several transformations that make use of this
information. The paper concludes with some
simple measurements as well as directions for
further work.

1

The literature contains a large number of papers that describe techniques for alias analysis.
There are many parameters that can be used to
characterize the algorithms:
scope How much of a program can be analyzed at one time? Common values range
from small regions, like single loops to entire programs.
flow sensitivity Does the algorithm attempt to
understand the control flow of the program?

In the absence of alias analysis, each write operation becomes a barrier that no other mem1 with

Alias Analysis

the exception of computed goto statements

• 15 •

In a flow-sensitive algorithm, information
is propagated along the control flow graph
edges. In a flow-insensitive algorithm, the
ordering of the statements is ignored.
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Many algorithms that have their scope
limited to a single function or smaller can
afford to be flow-sensitive. It is unusual
to find flow-sensitive interprocedural algorithms that can be performed fast enough
to be used in a compiler.
unit of analysis What is the smallest unit of
analysis? For many algorithms, each variable is analyzed independently. For others, all the variables of the same type are
aggregated together.
The choice of intermediate representation
can make a difference here. If the unit
of analysis are variables, translation to
static single assignment (SSA) form can
be of great benefit. SSA form provides
many of the benefits of a flow-sensitive
algorithm when using a flow-insensitive
framework without incurring the cost of
flow-sensitivity. This is because SSA form
encapsulates many aspects of flow into its
representation.
records and structures Does the algorithm
assume that an assignment to a structure
may modify all of the fields of the structure or can each field be modeled separately?
arrays and lists Does the algorithm assume
that an assignment to an array may modify
all of the elements of the array or can each
element, or groups of elements, be modeled separately?
type system Does the algorithm take into account any restrictions that the type system
or inheritance system places on acceptable
programs?
time and space complexity How much time
and space are used to compute the result?
The limiting factor of many techniques is
the time complexity.

Understanding how the parameters interact is
important to understanding what aliasing can
do. Most techniques have a sweet spot, where
they provide useful information at a reasonable
cost. But if you try to push the technique beyond that point, the algorithm may become prohibitively expensive.
For this reason, most compilers implement several different alias algorithms, each providing
a different kind of information useful for a different set of transformations. For instance, in
GCC, the scalar evolution pass is flow-sensitive
and only deals with arrays and index variables;
however, its scope is limited to loops that have
very restricted structure. When outside this particular domain, the algorithm provides no useful information about the variables.
1.1

New Alias Analysis for GCC

There are two approaches we could have taken
to decide what to add to GCC: a top-down approach: search the literature for the latest hot
algorithm or a bottom-up approach: address
some obvious shortcomings in GCC. We decided on the latter approach.
The shortcomings we decided to address are:
• All of the aliasing in GCC is only done
on small units of analysis, such as basic blocks, single loops, or at most, single functions. This narrow focus is historical, GCC was originally a line-at-atime compiler that has since evolved into
function-at-time-compiler. However, C,
C++, Java, and ObjC are file oriented languages where a single file may contain
many closely related functions. There are
three file level targets to look at:
– Most files contain a significant number of local functions. Aggressive inlining eliminates the need for some
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of the information that interprocedural alias analysis could provide.
However, it is not desirable to inline
everything, so opportunities for more
precise alias information may be lost.
– There are a significant number of
variables that are defined at the filelocal level. A file-at-a-time analysis
allows these variables to be analyzed
in a limited closed world framework.
Function-at-a-time
compilation
forces these variables to be handled
as if they were global variables
with a localized name. However,
file-at-a-time analysis, for those
static variables that do not escape
the file, analyzes their entire lifetime
before the functions that use them
are compiled.
– There are a significant number of
types whose scope can be determined to be local to the file. A
file level approach to any variable of
one of these types provides limited
closed world analysis for these variables.
• Structures are handled poorly. At least for
the purposes of aliasing, an assignment to
any element of a structure is modeled as a
kill of the entire structure.2

The underlying analysis algorithm in our approach is rather straight forward. However, the
implementation required significant engineering because the correctness of this analysis depends on seeing the entire compilation unit at
one time. While this is routine in most production compilers, it had never been attempted in
GCC and required significant re-engineering of
several components to accomplish this goal.
2 This

problem has been addressed in 4.1.

1.2

The Algorithms

There are five kinds of analysis that are performed by this pass. All of them share a single scanning pass of the intermediate code and
declarations. Data structures are built during
the scan, and in some cases the further analysis
is performed on the data structures.
The scope of our framework is an entire compilation unit. The method of attack we have
chosen is to use flow-insensitive interprocedural techniques, and apply them to variables as
well as types. Several of the problems deal explicitly with structures and inheritance but in
all cases we aggregate arrays into single blobs.
The worst case time and space are associated
with number of functions times the number of
static variables, which is easily a manageable
quantity.

1.2.1

Addressable and Readonly Analysis
for Static Variables

GCC associates an addressable bit with
each variable. This bit is set whenever the address of the variable is actually needed. For
variables where this bit is clear, more aggressive transformations can be performed. In the
past this bit has only be considered valid for local variables since it was not possible to see the
entire usage of a variable with larger scope.
By analyzing an entire compilation unit before
the individual functions are compiled, all of addressing operations associated with static variables can be seen. Any static variables that have
no addressing operations have their addressable
bit cleared. This enables the compiler to determine that the address is not needed, allowing
further optimization of these variables.
Likewise, we also track assignments to static
variables, and any static variable that is not ad-
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static int foovar;
void func1()
{
return foovar + 6;
}
int bar()
{
func1();
return foovar;
}
Figure 1: Example of static variable that is neither addressed nor clobbered
dressable and has no stores to it aside from the
static initialization are marked readonly.
All of this information can be gathered with a
single scan of the entire compilation unit. None
of this requires any type of propagation or deep
analysis.

1.2.2

Type Escape Analysis

Types, especially complex ones, can be analyzed in a manner similar to what is done with
static variables. If no instance of a type t escapes from the compilation unit, it is possible
to improve the compilation of all instances of
t.
There are many ways that a type t can escape
a compilation unit:

• An operation other than plus, minus or
times is applied to the pointer to t.
• A field is declared of type t in a record or
union with a type that escapes.
As with the pointer escape analysis, most of the
processing is a single pass that examines the entire compilation unit. This is followed by a recursive walk of all of the type trees. Note that
this analysis differs in a significant way from
the addressable analysis in Section 1.2.1. In the
analysis here, a type does not escape if an instance of the type has its address taken, it only
escapes if that address escapes the compilation
unit or is cast to or from escaping type.
Two very important special cases are made with
respect to the flow-insensitivity of this algorithm. These are flow-sensitive processing, but
limited to flow within a single basic block:
• The result of any function with the ECF_
MALLOC flag set is exempted from the
cast rule. This flag corresponds to functions that are like malloc, and return new
memory.
• The parameters passed to functions with
the ECF_POINTER_NO_ESCAPE flag
set (such as free) are exempted from the
cast rule. This flag corresponds to functions that guarantee the pointers will not
escape.

• An instance of a pointer to t can be a parameter or return type of a global function.

These very common cases allow objects to be
allocated and freed without being marked as escaping.

• An instance of a variable of type t can be
a global variable.

1.2.3

• A pointer to t can either be in a cast where
the other type is an opaque or general type
(such as char * in C).

GCC currently makes very pessimistic assumptions about accesses to structures, records and

Structure Analysis
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unions. GCC does not make effective use of
type and structure layout information in deciding if a store to one structure or field can effect
a pointer to another record.
There is a very powerful assumption that is consistent with the language semantics of C, C++
and ObjC3 that make it possible to be aggressive about disambiguating structure references.
Assume that you have a pointer p to
object o. There are a limited set of
operations that can be performed on
p. Namely p can be used to reference anything within o but it cannot
be used to reference objects before o
or after o in memory.
Thus, if the address of a field f is
taken, no other fields at the same level
or at outer levels within that record
can modified through the pointer &f.
However, if f1 is itself a record or
union within f, the pointer &f can
be used to access any fields declared
within f1.
This forms the basis of a simple analysis: mark
a field f if it has its address taken within a
record. If f or any of its containing records
do not have their address taken, then stores
through pointers of type tf (where tf is the
type of f) cannot modify any record that contain f.
There are two boundary cases:
• If type t escapes, all fields within t escape.
• If type t escapes, all supertypes of t escape.
3 Since

Java and Fortran do not allow address to be
explicitly taken, they are free of any of these problems.

As with the previous analysis problems, this algorithm consists of scanning of all of the operations in the compilation unit followed by
modest amount of post-processing. The data
structure used is similar to the current sets in
alias.c with two exceptions:
• For this analysis, structure and union types
are only represented if they do not escape.
If they do escape, the analysis falls back
on the existing code.
• For this analysis, for the types that are represented, the only fields listed as conflicting within the type record are those who
have their address taken (and their subtypes). In alias.c, all fields that are
accessed in the current function are listed
and are assumed to cause conflicts.
These differences are significant: alias.c
pessimistically assumes that every field that is
referenced can cause a conflict, unless proven
otherwise. Here, we optimistically assume that
a field can cause a conflict only if there is evidence of the address being taken or the record
type escapes the compilation unit. This provides for a much smaller potential set of conflicts.

1.2.4

Call Side Effect Analysis

For functions within the compilation unit, it is
possible to summarize some of the effects that
a call to that function may have, namely which
static variables may be read and which may be
modified. Only static variables that are not addressable are considered for the analysis.
The algorithm consists of four phases:
1. A scanning phase which processes all if
the intermediate code and declarations.
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The output of the phase is a pair of bit vectors for each function. The first bit vector
describes the set of variables locally read
and the second describes the set of variables locally stored. In addition, there is
a bit vector that contains the universe of
static variables that this analysis is applied
to. Any static variable that has its address
taken or has the used attribute is excluded
from this set.
2. An analysis of the call graph of the compilation unit. The structure of the information being propagated through the call
graph is such that any information that
reaches any node that is in a cycle in the
call graph reaches all nodes in that cycle.
Thus, it is profitable to use Tarjan’s depth
first cycle reduction first to build a derived
acyclic graph.
3. Propagation of the information produced
in the first step along the derived graph
of the second step. This produces two
bit vectors for each node in the reduced
graph: one for the variables that may be
read and another by the set of variables
that may be written by executing a call to
one of the functions represented by that
node.
4. Expansion of the information into a form
that is acceptable to the rest of the compilation unit. All of the bit vectors are stored
with bits indexed by the DECL_UID field.
However, the APIs used at the SSA level
are based on the var_ann UID field.
Steps 2 and 3 are required because it is not
enough to just understand the potential side
effects of an immediate callee, a, a correct
picture can only be had processing all of a’s
callees and, recursively, the callees of a’s
callees. For this analysis, the more functions
that are contained in the compilation unit, the
more precise the information will be.

Of course most compilation units do not contain the entire program so conservative approximations must be employed for the parts of the
program that are not available. Calls to functions outside the compilation unit fall into two
categories, ones whose side effects are understood, and everything else. Calls to the first
category generally do not effect the side effects
since those that can possibly call back into the
compilation unit are excluded. For the everything else category, it is assumed that a call to
any of these can read or modify all static variables. The need for such a pessimistic assumption is that it must be assumed that there is a call
path from the external function being called to
every globally visible function in the compilation unit. Functions are globally visible if they
are extern or have their address taken.
It is interesting to note there are a set of standard library functions that fail the well known
and understood test. The obvious ones are
bsearch and qsort. However, the GNU
C library contains obscure extensions that disqualify a large number of functions from this
special treatment. The standard IO functions
like printf allow callbacks to be registered
for formatting certain data types. Since these
callbacks can, in general, call any function and
reference any variable, this analysis cannot take
advantage of these common functions. In practice, this extension severely limits the usefulness of the analysis. That said, this analysis
improves regular examples such as Figure 1
because the compiler no longer believes that
func1 clobbers foovar.
1.3

Pure and Const Function Detection

With all of the scanning machinery in place it
is not difficult to detect pure and const functions during scanning.
Pure functions are functions which depend only
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on the arguments passed, and reading from
memory (they cannot write to memory).
Const functions are a subset of pure functions
which are only allowed to read from readonly
memory.
Currently this detection is done at the RTL
level. The processing is much the same as
was previously done at the RTL level with one
exception; Since all the processing is done at
once, it is possible to remove all dependencies
on function ordering on the processing: recursive functions are handled properly and their
are no cases where a function is referenced by
another function before it is marked as being
pure or const.

2

The Engineering

The difficult part of the implementation was
convincing the existing front ends of the compiler that there had to be one specific time
when absolutely all functions and variables
were available. Prior to implementation, the
C++ frontend would often create variables or
functions in the middle of compilation, and
later shoehorn them into the callgraph. The correctness of this analysis depends on seeing everything because, for instance, if the one missing fragment is the one place that takes the address of a variable, that address has still been
taken and can be spread throughout the entire
program.
The task of making the front ends give up all of
the secrets up front fell on Jan Hubicka of SuSE
Labs. He had been implementing an interprocedural pass analysis (IPA) framework to facilitate CFG-aware inlining and was interested in
more clients. As with many things in GCC, we
did not understand the magnitude of the hiding problem until we were both well into implementation. As it turns out, inlining is not a

particularly good test to determine if you are really getting the front ends to behave because the
inlining will be correct even if you miss a few
functions or variable declarations. For more
sophisticated analysis, promises made must be
kept.
However, Jan, with the help of many other people was able to get all of the front ends to behave.

2.1

Whole Program Analysis

In theory these analysis algorithms would work
with no further modification when applied in
whole program mode. In this mode, all of the
modules are compiled at one time. Variables
and functions that are declared global in a normal computation are converted to static variables.
In practice whole program mode still needed
a lot of engineering. The problem is the way
types are represented at the top level, especially
in C and C++, which do not have a formal module system. It is perfectly legal to have to two
types declared with the same name but in some
modules the types have one representation and
in other modules have a second representation.
What is missing from whole program mode
is a pass that performs type unification across
all the instances of the types. Without such
a mechanism, the whole program mode likely
contains many latent bugs.
For this analysis, we implemented the most
rudimentary type unification system. This was
sufficient for our purposes, but should not
be considered a blueprint for what is really
needed, in that if two types do not unify, the
system just assumes that there is no information
available about the variables of those types.
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2.2

Enhancements to the Analysis

contain places where a variable of a
pointer type pt is converted from pt to
a char * and then back a different variable of type pt. There are no bad operations performed on the value while it
is a char * and this could be easily detected with a flow-insensitive algorithm,
especially one run over the intermediate
code in SSA form.

The analysis algorithms discussed above are
quite simple. All involve only a scanning of
the intermediate code followed by some simple
data reduction. There are ways of enhancing
them:
SSA Form All of the problems discussed
above could benefit by performing constant propagation and dead code elimination before applying the analysis. In the
context of the existing GCC infrastructure this involves converting the intermediate code to SSA form before applying
the analysis.
However, it is difficult to have all of the
functions in SSA form at the same time
because of an unfortunate data structure
decision. There is a constraint that the
var_ann UID field be densely packed
for each function. The current SSA builder
does this, but in the process renumbers
this field for the static and global variables also. Thus, SSA form, with its current datastructures cannot exist simultaneously for all functions in the compilation
unit. This will be fixed in either 4.1 or 4.2
which will allow a richer set of analysis
and transformations to be done at the IPA
level.
Types v.s. Values Type escape analysis (Section 1.2.2) and structural analysis (Section 1.2.3) could both benefit by performing the analysis over each individual variable. It is not always true that all of the
instances of a type are connected and partitioning the variables into disconnected
components could allow better information to be obtained for some partitions that
assuming the worst for all partitions.
This is clearly true for some of the
SPEC2000 benchmarks. Some of them

While somewhat odd at the source level,
this kind of casting code may be common
after inlining. If a variable of type pt is
passed to a function expecting a char *
and that function is inlined, then the same
code would exist (depending on what the
function body did to the variable) as in the
SPEC benchmarks.

3

Transformations

We have implemented a number of transformations based on this analysis. There are many
other possibilities.
3.1

Call Clobber Analysis

Using the side effect information that we obtain in Section 1.2.4, we are able to remove many static variables from the call clobber sets of function calls.
This has required a certain amount of reengineering of
the tree-ssa-operands: add_call_
clobber_ops since the recently added cache
was not call site specific.
3.2

Static Variable Promotion

In the past it has not been possible to promote
a static variable to a register. Each load or store
to the value has required a memory reference.
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Under certain conditions this is neither necessary nor desirable. The side effect information
in Section 1.2.4 provides enough information
to decide if it is safe to promote a static variable to a register. It also provides enough information to determine at which function calls the
variable must be stored back before the call or
reloaded after the call.

• If there were any stores to v in f, r is
stored to v before any function call.

The only other remaining issue is if it profitable
to promote a static to a register:

After this promotion code is added, SSA form
is then built for the registers. The cases cover
the entire function f, not just where the v was
live. An enhancement to dead code elimination
removes the live ranges that were not necessary.

• Statics with the readonly attribute are
not promoted since it was considered better to simply teach constant propagation
to replace the loads with references to the
constant value.
• Arrays are not promoted because the cost
of loading or storing the large aggregates
makes them not profitable in almost all
cases. We have considered adding code
to the scan all of the references and if the
only constants are used for the indexing to
consider promotion.
• Non-readonly scalars are always promoted.
• Aggregates
whose
type
passes
tree-sra: sra_type_can_be_
decomposed are promoted.
Promotion code for each variable v may be inserted into seven contexts in function f:
• At the entry of the function, v is loaded
into virtual register r.
• The code that loads v is replaced with
code that copies from r.
• The code that stores v is replaced with
code that copies to r.

• After any function call that may modify v,
r is reloaded from v.
• If there were any stores to v in f, r is
stored to v before any return.

3.3

Enhanced Alias Analysis

A function has been added which takes a record
type and a field type, returns true if the store to
a pointer to the field type can not clobber the
record type.
This has been integrated at the tree-ssa level
in tree-ssa-alias.c: may_alias_p
and at the RTL level in alias.c:
nonoverlapping_memrefs_p.
No changes to the underlying representation
of aliases has been done, nor have any of the
clients of alias analysis been modified in order
to support this enhancement.

4

Results

The performance for the call clobber analysis
and static promotion have been modest. They
essentially provide slightly better code but the
situations where either is a critical problem are
rare. Both of the optimizations are crippled
because of the enhancements to libc. Most
large software projects contain debugging code
in a large percentage the functions. Having to
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make the most pessimistic assumptions about
such code because of these rarely used enhancements seems like something that should
be considered.
4.1

Results for Enhanced Alias Analysis

The enhanced alias analysis currently has a limited effect at the SSA level because it has been
difficult to fit this kind of information into the
alias sets of the current compiler. This will
change as the underlying representation is enhanced.
At the RTL level, the story is completely different. Turning on the alias analysis has an effect of ±20%. Small compilation units tend
to improve and large compilation units tend
to degrade. On standard benchmarks, such as
Spec2000, some benchmarks improve significantly: 171.swim improves 10%, 179.art
improves 5%. The rest are a mixed bag. Some
improve by 1%, some degrade by roughly 1%.
While at first glance this may seem problematic, it is actually really good news. Poor analysis tends to make a compiler behave as if it is
a machine with a very viscous lubricant. As the
aliasing improves, the machine parts are able
to spin faster and accomplish more. GCC was
developed with either no or very poor aliasing information available. It is not surprising
that the transformation that depend on aliasing
make globally poor decisions when suddenly
given more freedom to work than they were designed or tuned for.
Particularly hard hit are scheduling, register allocation and spilling. At no point does the
scheduler have any understanding of how many
registers the machine has or how many it is currently using. It simply tries to separate the loads
from their uses without any understanding of
the consequences. The register allocation is

also a problem because there is no rematerialization available to reduce register pressure and
the spilling choices are generally not good.
For small programs this is not a problem because, even with very good information, there
is simply not enough code to pile on a lot of
live ranges. However, larger compilation units
provide a lot of opportunities for procedure inlining to bulk up the inner loops with a lot of
instructions that can be moved around. With no
controls on how much to do, it is inevitable that
better information produces poorer results.

5

Conclusions

The future of the alias analysis described here
is not clear. Danny Berlin is working on a more
precise algorithm which tracks values rather
than types. This should provide still better alias
information. Until the tree-ssa alias representation is enhanced, it is unlikely that Danny’s algorithm will show much at the tree level; at the
RTL level the better aliasing may exacerbate
the problems discovered with this more modest
analysis.
However the cost of that analysis has yet to be
measured. If the time and space are close to this
algorithm, then a few of the edges that are not
covered in that algorithm will be mined from
this algorithm and the code will be abandoned.
However, it is more likely that this will prove
to be much cheaper (since this just consists of a
scan of the program followed by a modest number of bit vector operations) and that this will
become the default technique at -O1.
What is clear is that the RTL level squanders
a lot of performance because it does a bad job
of managing the resources available on the machine. When this is fixed, we should see substantial improvement.

Structure aliasing in GCC
Daniel Berlin
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
dberlin@us.ibm.com

Abstract
GCC has a well known deficiency in the ability
to detect and optimize structure accesses (a.b)
and pointer-to structure accesses (a->b). We
present a structure overlap determination algorithm and a structure access disambiguation algorithm for the SSA middle-end of GCC. We
also present an algorithm for field sensitive
points-to analysis.
This paper also describes the changes necessary
to make this information available to the tree
optimizations.
These algorithms can be applied both intraprocedurally and interprocedurally. They are efficient enough to be applied to whole programs.

variables, have a “virtual” SSA form that represents the aliasing properties. An example is
given in Program 1. Virtual SSA form is shown
by the V-USE and V-MAY-DEF for non-scalar
operations. Like regular SSA form, use-def and
def-use chains are created and kept up to date
for the virtual form.
Program 1 Program with virtual SSA form for
non-scalar accesses. Arrows represent def-use
and use-def chains
struct foo
{
int a;
int b;
} temp;
int main(void)
{
int t1, t2;

With these algorithms implemented, the GCC
tree-SSA optimizers automatically take advantage of the new information and produce significantly better code when faced with structure accesses, and pointer to structure accesses,
which are heavily used in both C and C++.

test_1 = V_MAY_DEF <test_0>
temp.a = 5;
test_2 = V_MAY_DEF <test_1>
temp.b = 6;
VUSE <test_2>
t1_1 = temp.a;

1

Introduction

VUSE <test_2>
t2_2 = temp.b;

GCC’s middle-end is entirely SSA based. Variables that cannot be directly renamed due to
aliasing, call clobbering, or being non-scalar

}
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return t1_1 * t2_2;
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Structural aliasing information was not present
in the initial implementation of the SSA
middle-end. In particular, there are three forms
of structural aliasing GCC’s middle end currently lacks1 , each demonstrated by a motivating example2 .
1. In Program 1, we’d like the ability to disambiguate between regular references to
structure fields, and determine that they do
not interfere with each other.
2. In Program 2, we’d like the ability to differentiate between dereferences of structure pointers, so we can
(a) Determine that the loads and stores
of t2->a only affects what happens
to structure a (and in particular, field
a of structure astruct),
(b) Determine that the loads and stores
of t2->b only affect what happens
to structure b (and in particular, field
b of structure bstruct).
Note that if Program 2 changes slightly,
we may not be able to determine this, for
reasons explained later.
3. In Program 3, we’d like the ability to discover what t3.afield points to, and
what t3.b points to, so that we can determine that they do not alias each other,
and the loads and stores to each field are
independent.
The second two problems are actually part of
the same problem (field-sensitive pointer analysis), and will be treated together.
1 It

should be noted that the backend of GCC can often disambiguate these by luck, because they are usually
simple base + offset addresses in registers by that time.
2 These examples are, of course, quite contrived, although the idioms occur often in real programs.

Program 2 Motivating example for the second
issue
struct foo
{
int a;
int b;
};
int main(void)
{
struct foo astruct, bstruct;
struct foo *t2;
int temp1, temp2;
t2 = &astruct;
t2->a = 5;
temp1 = t2->a;
t2 = &bstruct;
t2->b = 6;
temp2 = t2->b;
return temp1 * temp2;
}

2

2.1

Disambiguating
structure fields

references

to

Finding structure overlaps

In order to resolve the issue of structure overlaps, we first must discover where the overlaps
are. To discover overlapping fields, we walk the
structure type recursively and record the offset
and size of each field. All nested structures are
effectively inlined into the main structure. In
other words, we consider fields of nested structures to be fields of the containing structure, at
a different offset.
The basic algorithm for getting the list of fields
from the type is given in Algorithm 1 for reference. The check for whether anything was
added to fieldlist is used to handle empty structures. The actual GCC implementation uses a
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Program 3 Motivating example for the third issue
struct foo
{
int *afield;
int *bfield;
};
int main(void)
{
int a, b;
int temp1, temp2;
struct foo t3;
t3.afield = &a;
t3.bfield = &b;
a = 5;
b = 6;
temp1 = *(t3.afield);
temp2 = *(t3.bfield);
return temp1 * temp2;
}

stack, and checks whether anything was pushed
onto the stack by the recursion.
2.2

Representing structure overlaps

Figure 1: Alias Oracle approach to aliasing
There are two commonly used mechanisms for
providing aliasing information to the optimization passes: calling an oracle or encoding the
information into the intermediate representation. The oracle method (which looks like
Figure 1), used at the RTL level, places the
implementation burden on the optimization to
ask about the memory references involved in a

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for generating a list of
fields into f ieldlist from a structure type s
for all fields in s do
if f ield is a structure type then
temp ← f ieldlist
recurse on field
if temp = f ieldist then
f ieldlist ← f ieldlist ∪ f ield
end if
else
f ieldlist ← f ieldlist ∪ f ield
end if
end for

Figure 2: IL Encoding approach to aliasing
transformation before the transformation is applied. The representation method (which looks
like Figure 2), places the burden on the analysis phase to represent the output in the encoding used for the intermediate code. With
this, one can determine whether two statements
may-alias (may access the same memory location) directly from the virtual SSA form versions on each statement.
For low quality alias information, the encoding
mechanism works fine because little or no work
is required to get the transformation to work
in the presence of aliasing information. However, as the aliasing gets more sophisticated, the
representation method either becomes bulky, or
fails to be able to represent the aliasing information.
For now we have chosen to work within the
representation framework but the quality of information available with this analysis begs that
this decision be revisited in the near future.
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Virtual SSA form makes regular structural
aliasing a bit trickier to do than the oracle
method. We can’t just say “these things have
different base + offset, therefore they are different,” we must actually encode this into the variables used in the virtual form so that the various
use-def and def-use chains are kept up to date
as the SSA form is changed and incrementally
updated.

Program 4 After structural aliasing
struct foo
{
int a;
int b;
} temp;
int main(void)
{
int t1, t2;

GCC currently has a notion of memory tags that
represent abstract memory locations, and these
are are attached to pointers and aggregates to
represent what the variable can alias. These
memory tags are, in effect, virtual variables
that represent type based aliasing and points-to
aliasing results.

SFT.0_1 = V_MUST_DEF <SFT.0_0>
temp.a = 5;

In order to represent structure fields, we create
a memory tag for each structure field, for each
variable that is a structure.

VUSE <SFT.1_1>
t2_2 = temp.b;

The first field of foo at offset 0, with a size of
32 bits becomes variable SFT.0. Anywhere
then, when scanning the statements, and for
aliasing purposes, a component access is considered to must-use/must-def the structure field
tags for the fields it would access. For accesses
where we cannot determine what structure field
is being accessed, we consider the access to
may-use/may-def the structure field tags for all
the fields of that structure.
After encoding the structure overlap information into the variables, the SSA renamer takes
care of linking everything together. All of the
SSA optimizations will see that the loads and
stores from one field don’t interfere with the
other. This results in Program 4, given the original input from Program 1.
This encoding has the unfortunate problem that
it requires a new variable for each section of
a structure field type for each variable that is
a structure. Ideally, we would want to simply encode the overlap information for each

SFT.1_1 = V_MUST_DEF <SFT.1_0>
temp.b = 6;
VUSE <SFT.0_1>
t1_1 = temp.a;

}

return t1_1 * t2_2;

type, and be able to use that directly. Unfortunately, this is not possible with the current
virtual SSA representation, because it requires
real variables. An example of this is shown in
Program 4. For each structure field in temp,
there is a variable named SFT. If another variable of type struct foo were created and
used, there would be more SFT variable for
each of its fields as well. This is all because the
virtual SSA form depends on accesses to the
same location being represented with the same
name.
As a result of this, the current scheme for expressing structure overlaps can become expensive in terms of the number of virtual operands,
especially when things like call clobbering and
pointers to structures, are taken into account. If
two structures are call clobbered, each with 10
fields, you end up with 20 virtual operands at
every clobber site. In contrast to all of these
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variables and operands, if we were using the
oracle method, the oracle could simply look at
a prebuilt map of where the overlaps are for
each type, and determine whether two component accesses to the same structure overlapped.
The cost of such a map is O(n) space where n is
the number of fields in the type. For the represenation method we currently use, the cost is at
least O(ni) space, where i is the number of instances of that type. The cost is actually much
higher than that, since you have the space of
virtual definitions and uses, for each definition,
use, and φ of a variable representing a field.

To help keep the number of extra virtual
operands down, we perform analysis to determine which parts of the structure are actually used in a given function, and only create
the virtual variables for those portions. Variables whose only uses are being passed by address to another function have no virtual variables created for them, at least at the moment.
This significantly reduces the number of virtual
operands that need to be created to represent
call clobbering and aliasing.

Early prototypes of this work attempted to introduce partial may/must-def (IE include an
offset and size in the operation) and partial use
operations into the virtual form, but this did not
mesh well with the incremental SSA updating
that is performed. In particular is algorithmically more complex to handle, because you end
up with reaching definitions and φ nodes on a
per-offset basis. If you end up encoding that information into the name, you get the result that
the standard SSA algorithms will rename it all
properly for you.

3

Disambiguating dereferences of
structure pointers and structure
fields

The problem of determining whether t->a and
t->b can alias at all (as opposed to determining
what they end up pointing to) can be formulated
as a base + offset problem, and solved in the
same way as the structure overlaps (by creating
virtual variables).
However, determining what the structure pointers actually point to, and the structure fields
point to, in Program 2 and Program 3 are actually much harder problems, as they involve
statically determining what pointers can point
to.
This is generally known as points-to analysis,
and is a well studied problem [4].
3.1

Introduction to pointer analysis

The general way compilers implement pointer
analysis is either using a unification approach,
such as [9], or a set constraint based approach,
such as [1], [3].
The unification approach is very fast, and can
be made somewhat precise (see [2]), but unfortunately patents prevent its use in GCC. As
such, GCC has avoided using unification based
pointer analysis, and stuck with set constraint
based pointer analysis.
The set constraint approach is considered more
precise, but more expensive. However, with efficient implementation techniques, these techniques run fast enough for most code bases (See
[3]).
Set constraints are a way of modeling program
analysis problems that involve sets. They consist of an inclusion constraint language, describing the variables (each variable is a set)
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and operations that are involved on the variables, and a set of rules that derive facts from
these operations. To solve a system of set constraints, you derive all possible facts under the
rules, which gives you the correct sets as a consequence.
3.2

Simple pointer analysis

The most basic constraint system for pointer
analysis has a constraint language consisting of
the following:
p ⊇ q | p ⊇ {q} | p ⊇ ∗q | ∗ p ⊇ q | ∗ p ⊇ {q}
Here, p ⊇ q means that set p includes all the
members of set q, and p ⊇ {q} means that p
contains the member q itself. ∗ is the normal
dereference operator.
The basic rule system for pointer analysis consists of 4 rules, shown below, and originally described in [1]:
[copy]

p ⊇ {q} r ⊇ p
r ⊇ {q}

p ⊇ ∗q q ⊇ {r}
p⊇r
∗p ⊇ q p ⊇ {r}
[store1 ]
r⊇q
∗p ⊇ {q} p ⊇ {r}
[store2 ]
r ⊇ {q}
[load]

The top portion of the rule describes the facts
required for the rule to apply. The bottom portion of the rule describes the fact derived from
the rule.
In order to generate points-to sets for a program, we transform the program into set constraints, then solve the system of constraints by
deriving all the facts. An example program and
the set constraints generated from it is given in
Program 5.

Program 5 Example program and set constraints generated from them
int * p,**pp,*b,q,c,f
p = &q
p ⊇ {q}
b=p
b⊇ p
pp = &f
pp ⊇ { f }
pp = b
∗pp ⊇ b
pp = &c
∗pp ⊇ {c}
3.3

Solving

In order to solve the system of set constraints,
the following is done:
1. Each variable x has a solution set associated with it, Sol(x).
2. Constraints are separated into direct, copy,
and complex. Direct constraints are direct
addressof constraints that require no extra
processing, i.e. p ⊇ {q}. Copy constraints
are those of the form p ⊇ q. Complex
constraints are all the constraints involving
dereferences. The reason for this partitioning will become clear in a few moments.
3. All direct constraints of the form p ⊇ {q}
are processed, such that q is added to
Sol(p)
4. All complex constraints for a given variable are stored in a linked list attached to
that variable.
5. A directed graph is built out of the copy
constraints. Each variable is a node in the
graph, and an edge from q to p is added
for each copy constraint of the form p ⊇ q
6. The graph is then walked, and solution sets
are propagated along the copy edges, such
that an edge from q to p causes Sol(p) ←
Sol(p) ∪ Sol(q).
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7. As we visit each node, all complex constraints associated with that node are processed by adding approriate copy edges to
the graph, or the approriate variables to the
solution set.

pp
{f}

p
{q}

8. The process of walking the graph is iterated until no solution sets change.
As an example, we will use the constraints from
program 5. The solution set for each node is
displayed under the node label in the brackets.

b
{q}

f
{c}

Figure 4: Result at start of iteration 2
Because iteration 3 doesn’t change anything,
we now have our final result, shown in Figure 5.

pp
{f}

Before the first iteration of solving, the direct
constraints have been processed, and we have
an edge from p to b due to the constraint p ⊇ b.
The result is the graph in figure 3.

p
{q}

b
{q}

f
{q,c}

pp
{f}

Figure 5: Result at start of iteration 3

f
{}

Solving this simple set of constraints gives the
following points-to sets:

p
{q}

b
{}

p = {q}
pp = { f }
f = {q, c}
b = {q}

Figure 3: Result at start of iteration 1
3.4
During iteration 1, processing of the constraint
∗pp ⊇ f , causes us to add an edge from b to
everything in Sol(pp) (which consists of f ),
giving us the graph in Figure 4. Processing
the constraint ∗pp ⊇ {c} causes us to add c
to Sol(x) for all x in Sol(pp), which adds c to
Sol( f ). In addition, we have propagated Sol(p)
to Sol(b), causing q to be added to Sol(b).
During iteration 2, Sol(pp) has not changed,
so we don’t have to add any more edges to the
graph due to the ∗pp ⊇ f constraint. We propagate Sol(b) to Sol( f ), adding q to Sol( f ).

Handling fields

While the constraint system given before is
enough to handle non-aggregates, aggregates
present a problem for it in some languages. In
a language like Java, there is no way to take the
address of a field, so one can simply treat every
field like a separate variable, and achieve fieldsensitivity that way. However, in C and C++,
you run into the issue that one can take the address of a field. This means we need some way
to express a constraint that loads the current solution of a variables and adds the appropriate
offset to it (the equivalent of &((*p) + 32
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bits), in order to model taking the address of
a field.

set, just like those in [7], as follows:

In [7], a method is described to both handle
structures, and taking the address of a structure
field. The method is as follows
1. The constraint graph is turned from a
directed graph into a weighted directed
graph.
2. All fields in a structure are assigned consecutive blocks of constraint variables, so
that if field a of foostruct in Program 6 was associated with a constraint
variable with id 1, field b of foostruct
would be a constraint variable with id 2.
3. The edge weight is used as an offset during constraint processing, and is added to
the id of each member of the solution set
before the solution set is propagated along
the edge. Thus, if the weight of an edge
was 1, and the solution set contained field
a’s variable, the solution set we propagate
would now contain field b’s variable.
Unfortunately, relying solely on the “index”
of a structure field is not easy when generating the constraint variables for a structure (it
requires lookup and normalization, and won’t
work when you allow structures whose first
field is not at offset 0), so GCC takes a slightly
different approach. We do not assume the constraint variables for a field are consecutively allocated, nor do we use the simple indexes to describe offsets. All constraint variables of an aggregate are linked together in a linked list along
with the offset, in bits, from the beginning of
the structure, and the size of the field, in bits.
Our multigraph weights are also offsets in bits,
rather than simple integers.
New rules are also added that deal with this off-

[ f ieldload]

p ⊇ (∗q + o f f set) q ⊇ {r}
p ⊇ (r + o f f set)

[ f ieldstore1 ]

(∗p + o f f set) ⊇ q p ⊇ {r}
(r + o f f set) ⊇ q

[ f ieldstore1 ]

(∗p + o f f set) ⊇ {q} p ⊇ {r}
(r + o f f set) ⊇ {q}

[ f ieldaddr]

p ⊇ (q + o f f set) q ⊇ {r}
p ⊇ {(r + o f f set)}

An example program using these new constraints is shown in Program 6.
Program 6 Example program for field based
set constraints
struct foo { int *a; int *b }
int * p,*q, r
struct foo foostruct
struct foo *foop
foop = &foostruct
p = &r
foop->b = p
q = &foop->b

f oop ⊇ { f oostruct}
p ⊇ {r}
(∗ f oop + 32) ⊇ p
q ⊇ ( f oop + 32)

Solving this set of constraints gives the following points-to sets:
f oostruct.a = {}
f oostruct.b = {r}
p = {r}
f oop = { f oostruct}
q = { f oostruct.b}

4

GCC Implementation

There are two implementations currently in
progress, one interprocedural, one intraprocedural. The reason for two implementations is
that at the time of writing, the interprocedural framework for GCC is still being built; we
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wanted to take advantage of whatever fieldbased alias analysis we could do in the meanwhile.
The intraprocedural version makes conservative assumptions around calls. In particular, we
assume globals can point to anything, and that
pointers that escape the function can also point
to anything.
4.1

Making it fast

Without using some techniques to speed up the
constraint solving, set constraint based pointer
analysis can become very slow, as has been
pointed out over the years. GCC’s solver is
based on the solver presented in [7], which also
covers most of these techniques. The ideas and
why they are used are redescribed for the convenience of the reader.

4.1.1

each component are then collapsed to a single
node in the graph.
The algorithm to find and collapse static cycles
is reprinted as Algorithm 2. Unifying nodes
also allows us to store the points-to sets for
all the nodes in the cycle once, saving memory. The only caveat is that when querying the
points to sets, we have to look at the representative for a node, instead of the original node
itself.
Algorithm 2 Collapsing cycles in the graph
Compute the strongly connected components
of the graph
for all SCC (c) in the graph do
for all nodes (n) in c do
Merge all edges in the graph for n into
Root(c)
Sol(n) ← Sol(Root(c)) ∪ Sol(n)
Rep(n) ← Root(c)
end for
end for

Static Cycle Elimination

Cycle elimination is a very important part of an
efficient Andersen’s implementation. Cycles in
the constraint graph are usually formed because
of recursive procedure calls, or pointer variables modified during loops. All members of
a cycle will necessarily have the same points to
set, because the solution will continually propagate around the cycle. As a result, each cycle
will cause additional iterations of the solver, but
none of the 0-weight cycles are necessary for
correctness or precision of the solutions.
In order to perform this static cycle elimination,
we use Tarjan’s strongly connected component
algorithm [10], as modified by Nuutila to keep
only non-root nodes on the stack [5]. All members of a cycle in a graph will be in the same
strongly connected component. Thus, once we
have found the SCC’s of the graph, all nodes in

4.1.2

Variable substitution

Prior to solving the constraint graph, off-line
variable substitution, as described in [8], is
performed, in order to collapse nodes which
will end up with equivalent points-to sets. No
nodes with 0-weight edges between them are
collapsed, in order to preserve correctness of
the constraint graph. See [7] for more details
on why this is necessary.

4.1.3

Ordering

The order in which nodes and edges are processed is also important to the speed of solving. We process the constraint graph in weak
topographic order. [6]
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4.1.4

Processing complex constraints may cause new
edges to be added to our constraint graph.
These new edges may, in turn, causes additional
cycles in graph. In order to remove these cycles
that occur during solving, we run cycle elimination at the start of each graph iteration. The cost
of doing so is far outweighed by the amount of
work it saves.
4.2

Program
make 3.79
make 3.78
gcc 2.95
gcc 2.95
emacs 20.7
emacs 20.7

Removing Cycles Dynamically

Timings

type
fs
fi
fs
fi
fs
fi

vars
6920
4773
75279
42822
38170
17961

time (s)
0.05
0.03
20.1
3.1
0.178
0.313

The reason that emacs is faster in field sensitive
mode than field insensitive mode is that field
sensitive mode has the constraints split up in a
way that causes less iterations of the worklist
solver to be needed.

The majority of the time spent in our pointsto analysis is spent in the constraint solving,
mainly because constraint generation can be
done in linear time in a single walk over the
program. In order to show that the solving algorithm is scalable enough for GCC’s immediate future (next few years), we need to show
that the solver can scale to whole programs,or
at least large portions of programs, that gcc is
likely to see in the next few years.

Even when processing an entire program at
once (which is something GCC is still building the infrastructure to do), the algorithm still
is fast enough to be useful, given that a compilation taking 20 minutes (all of gcc 2.95), 20
seconds is not a long time. In addition, timings
when no structure fields are used show that degrading sensitivity if necessary would make it
fast enough to useful for even very large programs.

David Pearce was kind enough to provide his
constraint files he generated from several significant size whole programs, including emacs
and gcc 2.95. These file consists of a list of
variables, and the set constraints from the entire program processed at once.

Note that the timings here are significantly
faster than those reported in [7], in part because
we use a sparse bitmap implementation, so our
set union operations are O(E), where E is the
number of set bits in the bitmap.

These constraint files were read into the GCC
implementation solver implementation, and the
constraint graph solved.

5

Field insensitive versions are simply the same
programs, where seperate variables for seperate
fields are not generated (instead, a single variable represents the entire structure). This is a
useful comparison for purposes of determining
whether we pay too high a cost for field sensitivity.
Timings were as follows (fs = field sensitive, fi
= field insensitive):

Conclusion

An enhanced representation for structure fields
offers GCC the ability to transform and optimize a significant amount of code at the tree
level that it could not before. Improving GCC’s
pointer analysis so that it can take into account structure fields also provides significant
improvements in what can be optimized by the
tree level, and provides a framework for building an interprocedural pointer analysis that can
give even more.
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“The C++ library is being enhanced”
Paolo Carlini
SUSE Labs / Novell
pcarlini@suse.de

Abstract
This contribution summarizes the contents of
TR1 (Technical Report 1) and the rationale behind the most relevant additions to the standard
in force: components for creating and manipulating function objects, support for metaprogramming techniques and unordered containers, are some of the items described in better
detail. In particular, it is discussed how those
facilities have been added to the C++ run-time
library delivered as part of GCC 4.0: the project
experimentally provides a large subset of the
new features, both to the benefit of the users
and contributing to the ongoing standardization
process. Moreover, the present work reviews
the most important open issues and a few topics at the interface with core language and GNU
C++ front-end development, such as alignment
attributes in templates, prospective techniques
dealing with macro-related troubles and variadic templates, which surfaced, often unexpectedly, during the first months of the effort.

1

Introduction

To date, the home page of ISO WG21[ISO] still
shows the headline that “The C++ library is being enhanced.” The news dates back to May
2001, when, at the Copenhagen meeting, the international standardization working groups J16

and WG21 passed a motion to request a new
work item: a technical report of type 2 on standard library extensions. Four years later, the
document—known as TR1—is being finalized,
its latest incarnation being draft N1745.
In practice, this means that almost certainly
the described items will be part of the next
C++ Standard—C++0x—with possible minor
modifications dictated by consistency with core
language changes: most of the proposals in
TR1 stem by and large from existing practice
[Boost], relying only on features provided by
the current language. Other libraries will be
considered for C++0x inclusion besides those
already present in TR1: October 2005 is the
cutoff date for major proposals. A few additional proposals in the area of system programming have a very good chance to be accepted [Stroustrup05], and the same is true
for the library part of the exciting “move semantics” novelties (see N1771, N1770, and
N1690/N1377 for background).
This contribution, however, concentrates on library additions already voted as part of TR1,
with particular attention devoted to the components part of the C++ runtime library delivered with GCC 4.0: smart pointers, facilities for
the creation and manipulation of function objects, support for metaprogramming techniques
and unordered containers are some examples.
Moreover, the work reviews the most important
open issues and touches upon a few topics at
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the interface with the core language and GNU
C++ front-end developments, such as alignment attributes in templates, prospective techniques dealing with macro-related troubles and
variadic templates, which came to the fore, often unexpectedly, during the first months of the
implementation effort.

• Chapter 6 – Containers
– Tuple types (N1403)
– Fixed size array (N1479)
– Unordered associative containers
(N1456)
• Chapter 7 – Regular expressions (N1429)

2

• Chapter 8 – C compatibility (N1568)

What’s in TR1?

Let’s start by summarizing the content of each
chapter of TR1, together with the number of the
original proposals, which often discuss enlightening background material and provide the rationale for each addition1 :

Items in boldface are provided in GCC 4.0,
with various levels of completeness and solidity2 and are further discussed in the remaining part of this section, with particular attention
to the problems encountered during the implementation.

• Chapter 2 – General utilities
2.1

Smart pointers

– Reference wrappers (N1453)
– Smart pointers (N1450)
• Chapter 3 – Function objects
– Function return types (N1454)
– Member pointer adaptors (N1432)

A shared-ownership semantics smart pointer is
probably one of the most requested additions,
and, among many other interesting uses, is the
canonical solution for storing polymorphic objects in containers (Figure 1).

– Function object binders (N1455)
– Polymorphic function wrappers
(N1402)
• Chapter 4 – Metaprogramming and
type traits (N1424)
• Chapter 5 – Numerical facilities
– Random number generation (N1452)
– Mathematical
(N1422)
1 Beware,

special

functions

however, that only the most recent draft,
N1745 to date, constitutes the reference for all the technical details. The same remark applies to documentation
coming with Boost libraries, often very useful but not
necessarily consistent with the facilities in TR1.

class B
{ /* ... */ };
class D : public B
{ /* ... */ };
...
typedef shared_ptr<B> Spt;
vector<Spt> vp;
Spt b(new B);
Spt d(new D);
vp.push_back(b);
vp.push_back(d);

Figure 1: Vector of polymorphic objects
2 Maybe

this is the proper place to remind again, as
done in the release notes, that this is experimental material and no guarantees are provided.
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At the same time is one of the hardest to
implement correctly: exception safety, thread
safety are very difficult to get right. In short,
there are very good reasons to have it standardized in the library. In addition to class
shared_ptr, tr1/memory provides also
weak_ptr, which stores a “weak reference”
to an object already managed by shared_
ptr. The latter allows functions or classes
to keep references to objects without affecting
their lifetime. As convincingly argued in the
original paper, it’s important to have available
both, to cover all important shared-ownership
use cases and avoid memory leaks with cyclical data structures, inescapable with shared_
ptr alone due to its reference-counted nature.
The latter issue brings naturally to delicate
design choices and to GNU’s TR1. When
Jonathan Wakely ported the reference Boost
implementation (due to Peter Dimov, Beman
Dawes and Greg Colvin) to libstdc++-v3, it
became quickly clear that parts of the project
were not ready for the “concurrency revolution” [Sutter05]: around March-April of this
year, when the Boost project was already moving to very efficient “lock free” solutions (for
an introduction, see [Alexandrescu04]), embarrassing disuniformities surfaced in the quality of the atomicity primitives across the various targets: e.g., missing memory barriers,
etc. Many of these troubles can be obviously
avoided if a large set of compiler builtins for
atomic memory operations is available, easily
usable in the library. Indeed, this is now the
case in mainline (i.e., for GCC 4.1): Richard
Henderson added a complete set of builtins
modeled after the operations defined by Intel
for IA64 and target bits are already done for
x86, ia64, alpha, powerpc. This means that
very soon any concurrency paradigm will be
easily at reach; in the meanwhile, in the 4.0.x
time frame, the open coded atomicity primitives in the library are audited and opportunistically fixed.

2.2

Reference wrappers and function objects

Over the years, many founded complaints
have been advanced about facilities in
<functional>, see, f.i., [Meyers01]: TR1
both adds powerful generalizations of existing
facilities and also offer new ones [Becker05],
summarized here as follows:

reference_wrapper A CopyConstructible and
Assignable wrapper around a reference
to an object.
Implicit conversion to
a reference is provided, and two functions, ref and cref, return instances
of reference_wrapper (Figure 2); it
can be used where ordinary references
cannot, e.g., in containers.
void f(int& r) { ++r; }
template<class F, class T>
void g(F f, T t) { f(t); }
int i = 0;
g(f, i);
cout << i; // 0
g(f, ref(i));
cout << i; // 1

Figure 2:
N1453).

tr1::ref by example (from

function A powerful generalization of the
notion of function pointer, subsuming function pointers, member function
pointers and arbitrary function objects
[Sutter03.1]. In Figure 3 are shown a few
simple examples, a glimpse at its flexibility and facility of use.
mem_fn Can be considered a generalization
of std::mem_fun and std::mem_
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int add(int x, int y)
{ return x + y; };
function<int (int, int)> f;
f = &add;
cout << f(2, 3); // 5
f = minus<int>();
cout << f(2, 3); // -1
function<bool (int, int)> g;
g = equal_to<long>();
// argument conversion ok

Figure 3: tr1::function in action (from
N1402).
fun_ref, supporting pointers to member functions with an arbitrary number
of arguments (subject to implementationimposed constraints3 ) and pointers to data
members. Returns a function object accepting a reference, a pointer, or an iterator as its first argument: this means
that, for example, all the cases discussed
in [Meyers01] can be elegantly covered
with something as simple as Figure 4.
template<class It, class R,
class T>
void
for_each(It first, It last,
R T::* pm)
{
for_each(first, last,
mem_fn(pm));
}

Figure 4: tr1::mem_fn solving Meyers
problem (from N1432).
bind In turn, can be seen as a generalization of
std::bind1st and std::bind2nd,
again supporting arbitrary function ob3 At

least 10, according to Annex A, but see below.

jects, functions, member function pointers, etc: see Figure 5 for some introductory examples, also involving the interesting _X syntax for the placeholder arguments.
int f(int a, int b)
{ return a - b; }
int four = 4;
int six = 6;
cout <<
bind(f, 3, _1)(four); // -1
cout <<
bind(f, _2, _1)(four, six); // 2

Figure 5: tr1::bind and its placeholders
(adapted from our testsuite).

By now should be sufficiently obvious that
fulfilling completely this kind of requirements
(only partially sketched above) asks for a lot
of ingenuity. Indeed, the GNU implementation has been contributed by Doug Gregor,
one of the most active members of the Boost
project and regular of the ISO C++ meetings.
Still, the first draft of the bind function template stressed the compiler to the point that
each testcase required tens of seconds to build!
Compile-time performance bottlenecks not encountered before in the name lookup area4 became important, and only with a concerted effort of a few days, partially touching the compiler too—much more work is needed—a decently fast version has been prepared in time
for GCC 4.0.
Before moving to the next section, an hint to
a vast topic, that cannot be really discussed
here, but is very important for the programmer. These sophisticated abstractions have non
trivial costs, both in terms of performance and
4 See

http://tinyurl.com/ahno6.
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of space: for instance, in the GNU implementation a function object is typically the
size of four pointers and may require two calls
through function pointers. In the older Boost
version different trade-offs have been preferred
and things may further change in the future as
the implementors receive more feedback from
the actual users of the library.
2.3

Metaprogramming and type traits

The presence of support for metaprogramming
techniques could be largely expected considering the growing importance of such topics
during the last years [Abrahams05]. In fact,
only the most basic facilities are included, under the name of type_traits. The set of
categories, properties and relations is however
very large and includes:
• A rather complete set of primary categories, e.g., is_void, is_integer,
is_pointer, is_function, etc.
• Likewise for composite categories, for instance, is_arithmetic, is_object,
is_scalar, etc.
• Type properties, e.g., is_const,
is_polymorphic, is_abstract,
alignment_of, rank, etc.
• Relationships between types, like is_
convertible or is_base_of.
• Modifications of array types, reference
types, const–volatile qualifiers, pointer
types, and an aligned_storage class.
Figure 6 shows an example involving align_
of and aligned_storage, maybe two
among the less obvious facilities, that actually
fulfill a very common need.

const size_t a =
alignment_of<int>::value;
typedef aligned_storage<8, a>::type
a_type;

Figure 6: Introducing tr1::align_of and
tr1::aligned_storage: a_type is a
type suitable for use as uninitialized storage for
any object whose size is at most 8 and whose
alignment is a divisor of a.
An interesting feature of type_traits is
that its members are either a delight to
implement—consider, for instance, a typical, recursive implementation of rank or the
mildly sophisticated and instructive applications of “SFINAE” [Vandevoorde03] in other
cases—or next to impossible to program in pure
C++ without compiler support—consider is_
union (vs is_class) or the various has_*
properties. In the face of this, implementors
are temporarily granted a latitude to implement some features only partially or in a weak
form. Consider, f.i., is_pod<T>: it’s only required that it evaluates to true for T irrespective of cv-qualification, irrespective of being
T element type of an array, and always when
is_scalar<T> is true or is_void<T> is
true.
As far as the GNU effort is concerned,
having clarified that we are indeed availing ourselves of the above mentioned latitude, a few other remarks are in order.
First, once more, the C++ front-end has
been stressed in rather uncommon directions:
for example, to satisfactorily implement is_
member_function_pointer and is_
member_object_pointer, a rather obscure bug/missing feature surfaced5 and had
to be fixed anyway for the sake of bind.
Likewise, aligned_storage emphasized
5 One

of our “bug masters” even considered closing it
as “INVALID.”
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long standing weaknesses of attributes in templates in general, and alignment attributes in
particular—see, for example, c++/17743 and
c++/19163. Currently a workaround specializes aligned_storage for alignments in
the range from 1 to 32, but a much cleaner and
general implementation is certainly possible in
principle, only delayed to better times.
A final note about the potential usefulness of
type_traits for implementing other chapters of the standard library: after all, our cpp_
type_traits.h provides a very small subset of those functionalities and is now arguably
redundant. Unfortunately, section 1.3.3 of TR1
reminds us of annoying issues with user macros
that would spoil the standard conformance of
the implementation. Luckily, as will be briefly
discussed below, there are hopes that these annoyances will be soon fixed at the core language level.
2.4

Tuple types

One the first two proposals accepted for TR1,
in October 2002. Tuples are already present in
several other languages (e.g., Python, Haskell,
ML, etc.) and can considered a straightforward
generalization of std::pair. Getting oneself acquainted with tr1::tuple is therefore
easy [Sutter03.2] and, compared to pairs, it offers handy facilities, like tie, that allows to
unbundle in a single statement all the elements
to separate variables (Figure 7). Also, types can
be accessed via tuple_element, overloads
of the streaming operators << and >> are provided, and more.
Interestingly, however, in N1403, Jaakko Järvi
pointed out right at the beginning that, whereas
tuple can be implemented without requiring
any core language change, this requirement was
part of the TR1 call, it would benefit from a
set of changes, like variadic templates (N1704),

tuple<int, double> t(1, 1.0);
int
first;
double second;
tie(first, second) = t;

Figure 7: Unbundling a tr1::tuple
templated typedefs, default template arguments
for function templates, and making a reference
to a reference to some type T equal to a reference to T6 . Once more, becomes clear that often implementing the powerful abstractions of
TR1 is not at all straightforward and pushes the
language to its limits. Chris Jefferson, rewrote
at least two times our tuple, testing various
trade-offs between compile-time performance,
size of the headers and flexibility. In particular,
without variadic templates, one is forced to duplicate a lot of template code for a number of arguments varying from one up to a maximum—
at least 10, according to TR1: the issue can be
hidden somehow but can only fundamentally
solved by language changes.

2.5

Fixed size array

This is a very simple wrapper, a drop-in, efficient and safe replacement for a traditional array. A few basic observations, based on the
original proposal:
• Constraints on the design: must be implemented as an aggregate type in order to
support initializer syntax:
array<int,4> a = {0, 1, 2, 4};

• Stack allocation is typically more efficient
and safer than dynamic allocation.
6 Actually,

this may happen soon as part of the “move
semantics” proposals, see in particular the section “Reference to References” of N1377.
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We have a special affective attachment for this
simple container, the very first bits of GNU’s
TR1, back in October, 2004.
2.6

– float max_load_factor() const
– void max_load_factor(float)

• A so-called bucket interface, that exposes
the bucket structure:

Unordered associative containers

– Overloading of begin() and
end():
in n is an integer,
[begin(), end()) is a range
of iterators pointing to the elements
in the nth bucket.

This is definitely a very welcome addition:
hash tables were proposed for the C++ standard back in 1995 and the proposal rejected for
reasons of timing. Finally TR1 includes hashbased counterparts of the map and set containers, to wit
• unordered_set
• unordered_multiset
• unordered_map
• unordered_multimap
For most operations the worst-case complexity
is linear but the average case is much faster. As
part of the proposal, Matt Austern discussed
the existing implementations (as extensions),
in particular the rather popular GNU version,
inherited from the original SGI code and currently provided in namespace __gnu_cxx.
The following is a partial7 list of interesting differences:
• Among the specialization of the hash
function object, two are provided for
string and wstring.
• A complete set of load factor8 control facilities:

– begin(n) and end(n) return iterators of type local_iterator
(or const_local_iterator).
The bucket interface was probably the most
controversial part, not present in any of the
existing implementations of hashed containers:
the provided rationale is an interesting reading, in particular about its usefulness for investigating how well the hash function performs,
which reminds the use_count member of
shared_ptr, also meant for debugging and
testing purposes.
In the GNU implementation, provided by Matt
Austern himself, names are not uglified (i.e.,
are not prefixed by underscores), not deemed
necessary as long as the classes belong experimentally to namespace TR1 and are not part
of the actual C++ standard—some members of
the project also consider that auspicious for the
solution of the already mentioned annoying issues with macros. However, this caveat is necessary for users willing to try immediately the
new features together with pre-existing code.

3

(More) open issues

– float load_factor() const
7 Also,

pure “bug” fixes will not be further discussed,
f.i., insert(iterator, const value_type&)
missing from the SGI extension.
8 Defined as the average number of elements per
bucket.

This section returns to a few themes already
touched upon in the first part of the paper, to
provide additional details, missing references
and, in some cases, solicitate appropriate actions.
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3.1

type_traits vs reflection

As already observed in Section 2.3, parts of
type_traits are impossible to implement
without compiler support. Whereas these days
there is a lot interest in “reflective” techniques
and libraries (see, f.i., N1775 and N1751), there
are no plans to provide such facilities as part
of C++0x. Therefore, in order to completely
implement the final form of type_traits—
when the special latitude temporarily granted
in Section 4.9 of TR1 will be removed—an effort will be needed in the GNU C++ front-end:
very likely, it could take the form of additional
builtins, similar to the current __align_of__,
used by the library to ascertain properties of
types, especially class types. More generally,
during the recent years we are learning that in
many other areas of the runtime library, builtins
are maybe not strictly necessary but often very
useful to improve the QoI from various points
of view and increase the chances for optimizations: besides the atomic primitives, already
mentioned in Section 2.1, mathematical functions are also an important example.
3.2

Macro scopes and modules

In two different circumstances, use of type_
traits in other areas of the library and
unordered containers, annoying issues with
macros have been mentioned. Recently, Bjarne
Stroustrup in person presented a proposal,
N1614, for a new, simple scoping mechanism
for the preprocessor, see Figure 8 for a practical explanation of its basic features. In a nutshell, a mechanism of “macro scopes” is introduced, useful to isolate code inside the scope
from code outside.
Another concrete possibility is that modules
will be part of the next standard: at the
Lillehammer meeting, David Vandevoorde officially presented for the first time a scheme for

#define A 9
#define B 10
#scope
int A = 7;
// ok
#define B 7; // ok
#define C 99;
#endscope
int y = B; // 10
int z = C; // error: C undefined

Figure 8: #scope (aka #nospam) in action
(from N1614)
namespace << std;
int main()
{
std::cout << ‘‘Hello!‘‘;
}

Figure 9: An “Hello!” from the future (from
N1778).
modules in C++, nicely summarized in paper
N1778. Modules would be completely shielded
from macros: in Figure 9 a module namespace named std, encapsulating the library, is
imported and made available to the translation
unit. Macros possibly defined in the latter cannot reach into std.

4

Conclusions

Exciting days for C++! Ahead of us there is
a lot of hard work but also a better programming language and, especially, a better library.
The GNU project is not badly positioned in the
context of this effort but certainly help is immediately needed to complete the implementation of TR1—some of the missing chapters are
very big—and keep on tracking the standardization effort. Beyond TR1, other large chunks
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of work will impact the C++0x library. A cursory list would mention: an expected overhaul
of iterators, allocators, the library half of “move
semantics,” and of course concepts (see, e.g.,
N1782 and N1799). But that is really another
story. . .
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Abstract
This paper addresses the expansion of the frontend specific representation to the common
intermediate representation (GIMPLE). Currently, this process of “gimplification” is based
on the tree rewriting, i.e., the code is matched
against a pattern and rewritten to a simpler
form. The result of a single step of the rewriting
does not have to be a valid GIMPLE—a single
idiom may need to be rewritten several times.
This approach has several drawbacks; in particular, none of the improvements described below can be reasonably implemented in the current framework.
The paper describes a different approach. The
main difference is that valid gimple statements
are produced directly. This should be more efficient because of the lack of the repeated matching. The well-defined structure of the produced
code makes it possible to incorporate simple
cleanup passes (local versions of CCP, DCE
and CSE). According to literature, this should
improve the compiler performance by decreasing the amount of the code to process later.
Additionally, this approach simplifies making
changes in the representation of GIMPLE (e.g.,
changing the type used to represent GIMPLE
and avoiding the usage of labels) and preserving information passed by the front-end (e.g.,
loop specific #pragma’s).
Most of the compilers work internally over

some intermediate representation of the code,
instead of the source language itself. This has
many advantages—such intermediate representation is usually much simpler and thus easier to
work with, and it also enables using the same
set of optimizers for many different languages.
Often, a single compiler uses several intermediate representations, differing in the level of
description. The level may range from very
high, mapping almost 1-1 to the original source
code, middle levels where some information
about the original source code is still preserved
(types, structure of memory references), up to
very low levels that map almost directly to the
target architecture assembler. The physical realization of the different representation levels
may be either completely different, or obtained
just by restricting the amount of allowed idioms
in a common language.
In GCC, we can recognize several intermediate
representations. Physically there are two realizations: trees and Register Transfer Language
(RTL). Trees originated from the syntax trees
used to describe the source languages, while
RTL is more suited to description of the target
assembler. While in trees we deal with original variables that still preserve the complete information about their types, at RTL we work
with pseudo-registers, for whose the type information is reduced to “mode” that only describes the size of the stored information. Even
the information about the signedness is lost in
RTL, and there exist separate instructions for
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the signed and the unsigned case for the operations where the signedness matters (division,
extending). Logically, there are the following
levels of abstraction:

jump instructions. This makes it suitable
for building and work with CFG, as well
as for creation of SSA form, and most
of the middle-end optimizations are performed at this level.

language-specific trees Each front-end may
define the language using specific set of
trees. Middle-end does not perform any
optimizations over this representation, and
it is immediately lowered to one of the following forms.

RTL Low-level language that maps almost directly to the target architecture assembler.

GENERIC A not very precisely specified
level, basically trees using the common
set of supported operations. GENERIC
should be language independent. Theoretically, front-ends could produce
GENERIC directly, and thus avoid need
to support translating of the language
specific tree nodes to the lower forms of
representation. This form however does
not really exist at the moment—although
the amount of language specific tree
nodes was decreased, some still remain,
and in some areas (representation of the
language type system), their complete
elimination is not very likely to happen.
GIMPLE Trees using the common set of
source-language independent operations
(but the type system is still partially language specific). The complex expressions
are split into two-operand operations, and
some other simplifications are performed,
but control flow instructions and exception
handling still remains in the original structured form. At the moment, only very simple cleanups and function inlining is performed at this level, and the function inlining is going to be moved to the lower
level soon.
unstructured GIMPLE GIMPLE with structured exception handling lowered and the
control flow control reduced to simple

There are some proposals for narrowing the
gap between unstructured GIMPLE and RTL
and introducing some form of even lower level
GIMPLE, where for example address arithmetics would be explicit and exposed to the optimizers.
By the unofficial general consensus of GCC
developers, the process of lowering the language specific trees or GENERIC to GIMPLE
is called “gimplification” and the pass performing this operation is “gimplifier.” This paper
deals with a work on improving the gimplification process. In the next section, we provide
some more detailed description of the GIMPLE
language and its evolution. In Section 2, we
describe the current gimplifier. In Section 3
we point out some deficiencies in the gimplifier, and discuss the possible improvements. In
the following Section 4, we describe a design
of the new gimplifier we are currently working
on. Finally, in Section 5 we describe the current state of the project and present the results
obtained so far.

1

GIMPLE

The original GIMPLE was influenced by the
SIMPLE intermediate language used by the
McCAT compiler developed at McGill University [1]. SIMPLE preserves the control flow
structures, and in fact any goto statements are
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disallowed. To enable representation of realworld programs, a goto elimination pass is necessary [2]. This approach is highly impractical,
requiring introduction of superfluous control
structures and temporary variables, which is not
desirable in a production compiler. Therefore,
goto statements were allowed in GIMPLE
from the beginning. Also, some other types of
statements had to be introduced to the language
in order to suit the needs of GCC.
The original attempts to preserve structured
control flow statements did not show up to
be profitable.
While it was possible to
perform many optimizations over the structured GIMPLE, any control flow related
transformations were exceedingly difficult to
implement—just the code to redirect the edge
in CFG had more than 500 lines, required creation of up to two new basic blocks in order
to redirect a single edge, and actually it still
did not handle all the corner cases. Even just
traversing the statements in the code was nontrivial and had to be handled by complicated
functions. And it turned out that no optimization significantly used the structured control
flow. After some discussions, it was decided to
transform the code to the unstructured form before optimizations. In unstructured GIMPLE,
the branches of if and switch statements
may only contain goto’s, thus making CFG
manipulation trivial.
The program in GIMPLE consists of list of
statements. The expressions in GIMPLE never
directly modify values of their operands, i.e.,
such modifications are always expressed using
statements. The operands of the statements are
kept as simple as possible, in particular nested
expressions are not allowed and the operands
of expressions thus must be simple variables or
constants.
For full description and grammar of GIMPLE,
see the documentation of GCC [4]. Here we

present just a simplified version of the grammar (Figure 1), sufficient to demonstrate the
results of this paper. The real GIMPLE is a
bit richer, and there are some additional invariants not expressed in the grammar. For example modify statement does not contain two references to memory, if the type of assigned values is scalar—this restriction simplifies the optimizers. The unstructured version of GIMPLE
is obtained by removing the block statement
and replacing compound-stmt in the clause
for if statement with goto-stmt, thus making the compound-stmt only possible on the
top level of the program.

2

The Current Gimplifier Outline

The current gimplifier uses the fact that the output GIMPLE language is a subset of the input GENERIC language, and works by rewriting the trees. Basically, it recursively traverses
the input tree, and when it encounters an operation that either is not part of GIMPLE, or
whose operands do not match the constraints, it
rewrites the operation using the GIMPLE statements and enforces the constraints by possibly
assigning the values to temporary variables.
The core part of the gimplification is contained
in gimplify_expr function. As one of the
parameters, this function takes a predicate that
specifies the form of the output (rhs, lhs,
etc.). The gimplify_expr function first
calls the front-end to gimplify any language
specific tree nodes, and then repeatedly calls
an appropriate function for gimplification of the
currently processed tree node until the current
node satisfies the required constraints.
The gimplification functions return the status,
which may be one of the following:
GS_ERROR An error occurred during gimplification, we may need to abort it.
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GS_UNHANDLED The function did not
know what to do with the tree node. This
return value is only valid for the frontend gimplifier, or when used internally by
the gimplification functions—it cannot be
returned to gimplify_expr, since this
would lead to an infinite loop.
GS_OK The function transformed the node
somehow, but it still does not necessarily satisfy the required constraints. The
gimplify_expr function needs to regimplify the node.
GS_ALL_DONE The node was gimplified to
the required form.

To accumulate the statements produced by gimplification, two lists are passed to gimplify_
expr—pre and post lists. Normally, the
statements are stored to the pre list. For operations whose side effects need to be performed
after the evaluation of the returned expression,
post list is used. This makes it possible to
avoid creating a temporary variable and increasing a register pressure in some cases, for
example
x = a++ + b;
becomes

x = a + b;
a = a + 1;

instead of the straightforward code

tmp = a;
a = a + 1;
x = tmp + b;

3

Drawbacks and Improvements

The approach described in the previous section
has many advantages. It is quite simple and
flexible, and by rewriting the trees in-place, it
saves memory. However, there are some drawbacks.
• The approach uses the fact that the physical representation of the input and the output language is the same. It is hard to determine the point where the original trees
become GIMPLE. The rewritten result of
gimplify_expr may be of any type
depending on what predicate was passed
to it—lhs, rhs, even the list of GIMPLE
statements.
However, representing (especially unstructured) GIMPLE with trees is inefficient. The representation of the common a = b + c statement requires two
nodes—one for MODIFY_EXPR, one for
PLUS_EXPR. Each of the nodes carries some redundant information (reference to type, TREE_CHAIN pointer, annotation pointer), as well as pointers to
the operands. This wastes memory and
decreases performance of caches. Also,
it makes some operations with the statements more complicated, for example
traversing the operands is nontrivial and
the pointers to operands have to be extracted to separate structures, thus wasting
even more memory. A flat representation,
where the statement would be represented
just by its code, type, and a simple array of
operands would seem to be more efficient.
Changing the GIMPLE representation
without significant changes to gimplifier
would be quite difficult. The simple approach would be to take the output of the
gimplification and copy it to the new structures, however this somewhat beats the
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• The structured GIMPLE is produced, but
(after a trivial cleanup pass that is much
weaker than what we can do with a proper
infrastructure directly during the expansion) it is lowered to an unstructured
GIMPLE. This is a waste of compile time
and memory.

purpose of getting more memory efficient
representation.
• The fact that the input and output representations are not clearly separated also
makes it more likely to introduce bugs
where non-GIMPLE statements from the
input leak to the output.

• If the unstructured GIMPLE were generated directly, it would be possible to construct CFG directly during the code expansion. This would enable further cleanups,
and also if the control flow would be represented implicitly by CFG, it would not
be necessary to generate new label statements on tree-level, and also the control
flow statements would not need to contain references to these labels, thus making them smaller. The labels would only
need to be added during expansion to RTL,
which would save some memory.

• During code expansion, it is possible to
perform some simple optimizations, like
unreachable code removal, CSE, and copy
and constant propagation, see for example [3]. While these optimizations are not
very powerful, they are fast and they reduce the amount of code passed to the
more powerful but slower optimizers, thus
improving the compile time and memory
consumption.
However, the description of the results of
gimplification by just the pre and post
lists is too limited to enable these optimizations. We would like to include more
information into the results, like the values
of variables that are known to be constants,
the fact whether the current point in code
is reachable, etc.

• The iterative nature of the gimplification
makes it more difficult to pass the information from the front-end. The information may need to be preserved during several rounds of rewriting of the same tree.
• The fact that gimplify_expr may produce many different types of output depending on the input predicate makes the
code harder to read and maintain than necessary.

In fact the separation into pre and post
lists is not sufficient even for their original
purposes. For example in
if (a++ + b != 0) goto L;
we produce
tmp1 = a + b;
tmp2 = tmp1 != 0;
a = a + 1;
if (tmp2) goto L;
Instead of
tmp1 = a + b;
a = a + 1;
if (tmp1 != 0) goto L;

4

The New Gimplifier Design

Here we describe the changes to the old gimplifier necessary to allow the improvements described in the previous section. We decided to
extend and modify the code of the old gimplifier instead of writing a new gimplifier from the
scratch, because the gimplifier contains a great
amount of knowledge of the semantics of the
trees that would be hard to preserve otherwise.
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• Separate types for the various elements of
GIMPLE grammar are introduced—
gimple_stmt,
gimple_rhs,
gimple_lhs, etc.
For now these
are just aliases for the tree type, but
this makes it easier to change the types
in the future, as well as making the code
easier to read by making the constraints
on the operands easier to see. At the
moment, we are not very strict with the
casts between the types—we often use the
gimple_lhs values as gimple_rhs
if necessary, for example—but if we
later change the types to the specialized
ones, the type checking should make all
the necessary changes a straightforward
mechanical task.
• To conserve the memory, we still rewrite
the trees in-place. However, we provide separate functions to generate most
of the elements of GIMPLE grammar, called gen_gimple_rhs_unary,
gen_gimple_rhs_binary, etc. The
functions take the node to reuse as a separate parameters in addition to the operands
and the code of the operation. This makes
it possible to change the physical representation of the elements of the grammar easily, as well as to create different expressions in case constant propagation or CSE
determines that it is possible to simplify
the produced one.
• We preserve the gimplify_expr function, but in order to match its new
semantics, we rename the function to
gimplify_to_void_or_rhs. This
function no longer takes a predicate to
specify what its output is. This function
returns (in addition to gimple statements
realizing the side effects of the gimplified
computation) a rhs expression to that the
input evaluates if the caller asks for it.
The caller may specify that the value is

not used, in that case only the side effects
are produced. Additionally, it is guaranteed that if the input to gimplify_
to_void_or_rhs is lhs, the output is
lhs as well—this is always possible to
achieve, since lhs is a subset of rhs in
the GIMPLE grammar.
The functions gimplify_to_void,
gimplify_to_rhs, gimplify_to_
lhs, gimplify_to_operand, etc.,
are provided. These functions are used
to transform its input to the prescribed
form. They use the gimplify_to_
void_or_rhs function internally and
then process its output.
In case some more precise subtype of the
result is needed (for example, there are
various forms of rhs allowed in the modify statement depending on the lhs and
type of the expression), which the current
gimplifier enables to express using various predicates (is_gimple_formal_
tmp_rhs, is_gimple_reg_rhs and
is_gimple_mem_rhs for the rhs element of the grammar, for example), the
gimplification function needs to enforce
such restriction itself by processing the result of gimplify_to_rhs. Functions
performing this are implemented for the
common cases.
• The
gimplify_to_void_or_rhs
function does not iterate. The gimplification functions for the elements of
the GENERIC grammar are required
to produce directly the GIMPLE statements and possibly the gimple_rhs
result. In (very rare) cases when the
iteration is the only practical way of
achieving the required result, they must
call
gimplify_to_void_or_rhs
recursively.
• Front-ends may define two
guage
hooks—genericize,

lanthat
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should rewrite the passed languagespecific tree node to GENERIC, and
gimplify_to_void_or_rhs, that
may produce the GIMPLE statements
for the node directly. The transition to
genericize hooks should be easier to perform, but longer term, the
gimplify_to_void_or_rhs hooks
should be preferred.
• Mostly unstructured GIMPLE is produced
directly. The only statements left in structured form are the exception handling
constructs (try, finally and catch
blocks) that are lowered later by a separate (and quite complicated) pass. It might
be possible to perform full lowering to
unstructured GIMPLE, but it is not clear
whether the increased complexity of the
code obtained by merging two nontrivial
tree rewriting passes is worth that.
• Output of the gimplification (representing basically the list of gimple statements)
is represented by a goutput object that
enables more precise information to be
recorded with the output. A set of functions to manipulate goutput objects are
provided, including adding statements of
various types to the object and joining the
objects one after another. These functions
automatically gather and propagate the information from the statements.

The goutput object carries the following information:

stmts The list of GIMPLE statements represented by the object.
side_effects The list of postponed side effects,
roughly corresponding to the post list
of the current gimplifier.
The function
gimplify_to_void_or_rhs

automatically adds those side effects
that do not affect the value returned
by it to the stmts list. Additionally,
goutput_sequence_point
function may be used to force evaluation of
side effects—this function also replaces
the references to the changed variables
inside the currently processed expression
by temporary variables containing the
original values of the changed variable,
in order to preserve the semantics. For
example
if (a++ + b != 0) goto L;
becomes
tmp1 = a + b;
a = a + 1;
if (tmp1 != 0) goto L;
as we wanted, but
if (a++ != 0) goto L;
is transformed to
tmp1 = a;
a = a + 1;
if (tmp1 != 0) goto L;
as necessary to preserve the value of the
comparison.
may_fallthru Specifies whether the control
flow may continue directly after the object.
Statements like goto set this flag to false,
while labels set it to true. This flag is used
for unreachable code elimination—when
may_fallthru is false, we do not emit
new statements up till the first label.
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no_exit Specifies whether the last statement
in the object postdominates the first one,
i.e., whether there is no other exit from a
block other than falling though it. This
flag is used for unnecessary exception
handling statements removal—if the try
part of a try-finally block has no_
exit set, the try-finally construction is not needed and we may just join
the finally block directly after the try
one.
consts A table of variables known to have constant value. Used by a constant propagation. The gen_gimple_... functions
automatically try to substitute values from
this table to their results. The functions
that add statements to the object automatically update or invalidate entries in the table.
copies A table of variables known to be just
copies of other variables, handled similarly to the consts table.
values A table of values of variables used by
local value numbering and CSE. While the
consts and copies tables are updated
over simple control flow (structured if
statements, etc.), this table is purely local to a single basic block in order to keep
the optimization fast—the non-local optimization opportunities are left for the real
optimization passes.

5

State of the Project

At the moment this paper is finished, we have
implemented the core of the new gimplifier outlined in the previous section. This core is sufficient to gimplify most of the C language, and
we are able to to compile libgcc and to pass
most of the tests in the testsuite. None of the

optimizations described above is implemented
yet, except for the unreachable code removal
and better handling of post-modify side effects.
We hope to get the gimplifier to the state when
some reasonable comparison with the old gimplifier is possible before the GCC summit, and
present the results at the conference.
Our plans are:
• Fix up the corner cases by making GCC
with the new gimplifier pass C testsuite
and bootstrap.
• Implement the simple optimizations and
cleanups described in this paper, and get
comparison with the old gimplifier. If the
results turn out to be positive,
• open the branch to encourage testing and
contributions to the project,
• implement gimplification for the remaining languages and update the target gimplification hooks, and
• merge the changes to mainline.
• Proceed with the changes of the representation of GIMPLE.
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Abstract

1

Typical computer systems perform calculations
using binary floating point arithmetic. While
binary floating-point has been relatively simple
and efficient to implement in hardware, most
humans are accustomed to performing arithmetic in the decimal system. Unfortunately,
conversions (from decimal) to binary float and
back, as well as, performing various arithmetic
operations on binary floating-point numbers
can introduce non-obvious errors and/or unacceptable behavior for some applications. For
example, commercial and financial software often demand accurate decimal behaviors for calculations involving monetary values, such as
billing or currency conversion.
Recently, the IEEE 754r revision has undertaken efforts to standardize decimal floatingpoint encodings and arithemetic operations.
Consequently, the ISO JTC/SC22/WG14 has
started developing (currently Draft 5) “Extensions for the programming language C to support decimal floating point arithmetic.”
To examine the emerging C extension and decimal floating point arithmetic (and in absence of
real hardware), the decNumber package from
Mike Cowlishaw has been integrated into GCC
to provide decimal arithmetic operations.

Introduction

If one were to multiply the values of 0.70 by
1.05, the typical expected result would be 0.735
and then rounded up to a result of 0.74. However, this calculation as coded in the C program
in Table 1, and executed on my test system1 ,
results in the following:
$ ./fp
result = 0.73
What is going on here? Instead of the expected2
result of 0.74, the program calculates a value of
0.73.
#include <stdio.h>
int main (void)
{
float x=0.70f,y=1.05f;
printf ("result = %.2f\n",
x*y);
return 0;
}

Table 1: Simple C program
Well, contemporary floating-point units implement binary floating-point, which do not nec1 An

iBook G4 running Linux
expected is not quite accurate, as the program
is conforming to the C language standards, but the results
are possibly non-obvious to one accustomed to decimal
calculations.
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2 Well,
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essarily convert perfectly to and from the decimal system we are normally accustomed to in
day-to-day arithmetic, such as calculating interest on a savings account. In the above case,
the calculation results in a value of 0.73, as the
binary encoding of the result was slightly less
that 0.735, with the default rounding-mode then
rounding the value to 0.73.
Binary floating-point behavior is inadequate
for a variety of applications, and consequently,
various software packages have had to implement (or link to) their own support code to
handle decimal arithmetic correctly. However,
this could increasingly become an issue for accounting and financial applications. A mundane, but relevant example, would be the added
volume of calculations required by a per second billing system at a large telecommunications provider. Some commercial workloads
have been identified that spend as much as 50%
of their time processing decimal data in software [Cowl1].
Accordingly, there is renewed interest in decimal floating-point as a solution for such market needs. There is work in the IEEE floating
point standards group to define the encoding
and arithmetic for decimal floating-point. Research suggests that hardware implementations
should be 1 to 2 orders of magnitude faster than
software implmentations [Sch1]. Additionally,
there are C and C++ extensions in draft to support the IEEE standards effort.
1.1

Floating Point Standardization

There are obviously many different ways that
real numbers can be represented and acted upon
by computers. Floating-point representation is
a common method to represent numbers, where
the number can be represented by a base number multiplied by an exponent. The term floating indicates that the scale is not fixed, where

the scale can be sufficiently represented by the
exponent component of the number. While
floating-point was a well understood concept,
until IEEE 754, there were disturbingly different behaviors seen between different floatingpoint implementations that made writing software quite problematic and error-prone (and interoperability near impossible)3 .

1.1.1

IEEE 754

IEEE 754, provided a standardized model, encoding, and arithmetic operations for floatingpoint numbers. The model includes three basic components, a sign, a fraction (or mantissa), and an exponent (radix 2). Additionally,
the standard specifies several special values, including infinity and NaN, or Not a Number, obviously useful as the outcome of various arithmetic computations. NaNs, come in two flavors, signalling NaNs, which throw a processor exception, or quiet NaNs. Signed zeros and
signed infinities are also representable in IEEE
754.
IEEE 754 describes both basic and extended versions of single-precision and doubleprecision formats, however, the extended formats are loosely defined so that implmentations
using them may be “so different that numerical approximation routines using them could
be non-portable.” [Hol1] The basic singleprecision and double-precision formats require
32 and 64 bits, respectively, for their encodings.
Besides the bit encodings, IEEE 754 also mandates the behaviors of various operations, including the expected math operations of add,
subtract, multiply, and divide, but also described several rounding modes that can control the rounding behavior, such as rounding towards +∞ or rounding towards −∞.
3 See

[Sev1] for a quite interesting recollection of this
standards effort elicited from Professor Kahan.
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However, rather than focusing on binary
floating-point, let’s investigate the details of the
decimal floating-point standards proposal.

1.1.2

IEEE 754R and Decimal FloatingPoint

Certainly, binary floating-point is sufficient for
a variety of applications, including those in
the the scientific domain. However, as discussed earlier, commericial and financial applications need behavior much more like a handcalculator, as opposed to binary floating-point
hardware in commericially available computers
today.
Currently, the IEEE 754 standard is in the process of being revised. One of the revisions
includes standardizing decimal floating-point
[IEEE1].
The concepts noted for IEEE binary floatingpoint are now extended to decimal floatingpoint, including signalling and quiet NaNs, infinities, and signed zeros. The components
of the number are the familiar basic components of sign bit, significand, and exponent (not
suprisingly, radix 10). A decimal floating-point
number is expressed as
(−1)sign ∗ coefficient ∗ 10exponent .
Currently, three decimal floating-point formats
are proposed: decimal32, decimal64, and decimal128, where the numerical suffix to the format name indicates the number of bits needed
in the format. For example, the decimal64 format requires 64-bits, which are broken down
into the fields [Cowl2] seen in Table 2 as represented in network byte-order.

indicates a non-finite value, such as infinity or
NaN. Otherwise, the field represents a combination of two most signficant bits of the exponent and the most signficant digit of the coefficient (or significand).
The size of the exponent continuation and coefficient continuation fields depends on the the
representation and for decimal64 case are respectively 8 and 50 bits wide.
The exponent continuation field contains the
least significant bits of the base 10 exponent encoded as an unsigned binary integer. The 2 bits
from the combo field may only take on values
0-2 and are prepended to the exponent contination field. Additionally, a bias (e.g. 398 for
a decimal64) is subtracted from the decoded
value, to enable a range of both positive and
negative exponents. The calculation of the bias
and this range of exponent values is dependent
on the maximum value of exponent encodable
for a given format [Cowl2].
The coefficient continuation field contains the
remaining bits of the significand that were partially encoded in the combo field. An added
(interesting) complication is that the coefficient
is neither a binary integer value, nor a binary
coded decimal, but instead a new format referred to as a Densely Packed Decimal, or DPD
[Cowl4].
With DPD, each 10 bits of a DPD represents
3 compressed decimal digits. The coefficient
continuation is appended to the most significant
digit provided by the combination field (this
MSD may only hold values 0-9). Consequently,
a decimal64 number with a 50-bit continuation
field, can hold
50/10 ∗ 3 + 1 = 16

The sign field is a single bit that indicates a negative value.

significant digits.

The 5-bit combination field serves a dual purpose. When all of the first four bits are 1, this

See Table 3 for a summary of the various limits
and parameters for the three new formats.
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Length(bits)
Content

1
Sign

5
Combination

8
Exponent
contination

50
Coefficient
continuation

Table 2: Fields of decimal64
Format
Coefficient length in digits
Maximum Exponent (Emax )
Minimum Exponent (Emin )

decimal32
7
96
-95

decimal64
16
384
-383

decimal128
32
6144
-6143

Table 3: Decimal Floating-Point Parameter Summary
One interesting characteristic of the decimal
floating-point is that trailing fractional zeros
are capable of being encoded, whereas IEEE
754 binary floating-point cannot record such information. On a loosely related subject, decimal floating-point values are not normalized,
as again, this destroys potentially relevant information. Additionally, the avoidance of normalization can provide performance and design
simplicity benefits [Cowl3].
Besides the rounding-modes specified by IEEE
754, the revision specifies an additional rounding mode for decimal-floating, Round to Nearest, Ties Away from Zero, where the value will
round to the nearest value, but where equally
near, will round towards the larger magnitude
(or away from zero).
Otherwise, IEEE 754R specifies all the expected math operations, such as, add, subtract, multiply, divide, remainder, compare, and
negate. Additionally, this proposal specifies the
various conversions to and from the various formats, including between the binary and decimal
formats.

1.2

C Language Extension

Just as the C language supports float and double types to represent floating-point values, and

supports the variety of operations through either the language or through C library functionality, the ISO JTC/SC22/WG14 has started efforts to define the types and operations needed
to support decimal floating-point to coincide
with the IEEE 754R proposal.
Since the C language predated the IEEE
754 standardization, the C language supports
floating-point through a very abstract model,
where the lower layer of the model is implementation defined, including the size of
data types and their actual encoding. Interestingly, even the radix is implementation specific,
though obviously binary floating-point drives
most C implementations to radix two implementations. Consequently, creating portable C
floating-point software can be difficult. However, the C99 standard now provides support
for IEC 559 [C99], where IEC 559 is the ISO
standard that adopted IEEE 754 as the binary
floating-point standard. In C99, an optional __
STDC_IEC_559__ can indicate an IEC 559
compliant system, so some level of portability
seems possible between the prevalent IEEE 754
systems.
Since decimal floating-point formats and operations are being tightly specified to avoid fragmentation and interoperability problems, it is
also desirable to more precisely specify the C
language bindings for decimal floating-point,
as opposed to the abstract model originally
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specified for the C language. The extension
makes a distinction between generic real types,
and decimal real types, where decimal real
types are a subclass of the generic real type.
A brief over view of the C language extension
proposal follows.
The C Extension for Decimal Floating-Point
[CExt1] defines three new types to exactly correspond to the decimal floating-point formats as
described in IEEE 754R:
• _Decimal32
• _Decimal64
• _Decimal128
Note, however, that the proposed extension (intentionally) does not specify decimal complex
and decimal imaginary types.
New constant suffixes of df, dd, and dl, indicate the respective types of _Decimal32,
_Decimal64, and _Decimal128, however, such constants may not be used in a
hexadecimal-floating-constant.
A new header <decfloat.h> defines various macros that specify the decimal floatingpoint limits and parameters.
Various conversions are specified by the extension, including usual arithmetic conversions and defining the rounding behavior when
arithmetic, or in general, conversion cannot be precisely represented. The roundingmodes are similar (though the rounding-mode
macro names slightly differ) to those found
with C99 IEC 559 support and controlled via
fsetround and fgetround routines. The FE_
DEC_TONEARESTFROM_ZERO macro represents the IEEE 754 Round to Nearest, Ties
Away from Zero mode.

The C language operators seem specified to
obvious behavior. Additionally, the extension
calls out a many math library functions and
classification macros that will need to account
for decimal floating-point. Of interest, is that
most of the functions are allowed to have implementation dependent accuracy, except for
sqrt, max, and min. There are two new functions, quantize, and samequantum which correspond to functionality defined in 754R convert or compare exponents for decimal float
values.
Besides the math functions, the C library input/output routines, such as printf and scanf
will need to be updated to handle the new types.
Over time, other languages are expected to
incorporate bindings to IEEE 754R decimal
floating-point. For example, work has commenced in the the C++ Working Group to investigate how to address DFP, but drafts are not
available for viewing as of this writing.
1.3

decNumber Library

The decNumber library, authored by Mike
Cowlishaw, is a software implementation of
the General Decimal Arithmetic Specification
[Cowl6] and with a few exceptions implements
the decimal floating point encodings and arithmetic of IEEE 754R [Cowl5]. This library provides decimal floating-point support up to a billion digits of precision and 9 digits of exponent.
Obviously, this is a bit more than required by
the base decimal floating-point types required
by IEEE 754R.
The main abstractions provided by decNumber are the decContext and decNumber abstractions. The decNumber abstraction represents a generic decimal floating-point value,
with its own internal representation of a decimal floating-point value that is efficient (at least
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for software) operations. The decContext
class represents a control abstraction, controlling aspects such as rounding mode, precision,
and exception behavior to be applied for a given
function invocation.
Besides the decNumber abstraction, the
library also provides classes that directly
correspond to the base decimal floatingpoint formats, realized as modules which
implement decimal32, decimal64, and
decimal128 formats. These formats are useful for storage and interoperability, but must be
converted into decNumber format for the wide
variety of operations that one wishes to execute. So for one to add a decimal32 with a
decimal128 encoded value one would need to
first convert each to a decNumber, as seen in
Table 4.
The library itself is split into various modules
which map to C source files representing the
core abstractions. For example, decNumber.
c and decNumber.h represent the decNumber abstraction. Consequently, navigating the
source code is very easy.
The more interesting interfaces live in
decNumber.h. A very important macro in
this file, is that of DECNUMDIGITS, which
eventually is responsible for defining the
storage size used by the decNumber internal
representation. One may manually set this
hook, or a default value will be set, for example, when including the concrete representation
header files (e.g. decimal128.h), but take
note that the order of including these header
files is important to make this work right.
The are a large number of public interfaces declared in decNumber.h, each prefixed by a decNumber. A quick survey of some of the functions in this file include, Abs, Add, Compare,
Divide, Max, Min, Normalize, Quantize,
SquareRoot, Subtract, ToIntegral, Trim, and
Zero.

Overall, the decNumber library contains a very
robust set of operations with which to manipulate decimal floating-point numbers. Written
in portable ANSI C, the library provides strong
foundation for implementing a software based
implementation of decimal floating-point support within GCC.

2

GCC

After that whirlwind overview of various decimal floating-point it is finally time to look at
GCC.
To analyze and investigate issues involved with
decimal floating-point support, we4 decided
to use Mike Cowlishaw’s decNumber library
as a foundation for implementing the DFP C
extension in GCC. There are several several
long term issues with actual integration into the
GCC source code. Some issues are easily addressed, such as coding style. Others, are intentionally ignored, such as GCC specific memory management, for the purposes of purely
exploring DFP and the proposed C extension.
Certainly, these issues will need addressed for
long term maintenance, but this situation can be
remedied as time and priorities dictate.
A primary goal is to develop an initial implementation with which to root out issues with
the draft C extension, as well as, discover any
changes needed within the GCC infrastructure
to support said extension. This GCC work can
then be supplemented with changes in related
tools, such as the debugger and C library, and
we also plan to modify GDB and GLIBC to
handle the proposed C extension.
This effort to develop the decimal floatingpoint extension is being done in the dfp-branch
4 Currently,

myself

Ben Elliston, Dwayne McConnell, and
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decimal128 add32to128(decimal32 d32,
decimal128 d128)
{
decContext set;
decNumber a, b;
decContextDefault(&set,
DEC_INIT_DECIMAL128);
set.traps = 0;
decimal32ToNumber(d32, &a);
decimal128ToNumber(d128, &b);
/* Result into a. */
decNumberAdd(&a, &a, &b);
/* Convert back into decimal128.*/
decimal128FromNumber(&d128, &a,
&set);
return d128;
}

Table 4: Simple decNumber code
off of GCC’s CVS and the branch is routinely
merged with changes from CVS HEAD.
One of the added benefits to implementing decimal floating-point, is that the activity really
provides a broad survey of the GCC landscape.
The activity stretches from the C front-end all
the way to the backend emulation of decimal
floating-point operations, along the way, interacting with the various internal machinery of
GCC.

2.1

The C Front-end

The changes needed in the C front-end are not
at all invasive to implement.
The libcpp library was changed to identify the new constant suffixes of df, dd, and
dl, and appropriately classify values as having decimal floating-point characterstics. A

new CPP_N_DFLOAT classifies the number
as a decimal float, while the already existing
CPP_N_SMALL, CPP_N_MEDIUM, and CPP_
N_LARGE respectively flag the 4-byte, 8-byte,
and 16-byte sized decimal floating types. Accordingly, the C front-end uses this information
to assign an appropriate type to the numeric input. This is also where hexidecimal representation for decimal float constants are rejected.
Obviously, the 3 new decimal float type names
need to be understood by the front-end. Luckily, the C front-end makes this quite simple. The c-parser contains a structure of reserved names and various characterstics about
the name. The new type names are now added
into this structure (and currently marked as a
GCC extension feature). The C front-end machinery uses this structure to parse out the types
and correlate the name to an internal RID, or
Reserved ID, value. Another important task by
the front-end is to convert decimal float con-
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stant strings to the GCC internal representation,
REAL_VALUE_TYPE.
GCC has also been modified to emit builtin
defines to be used by an implementations of
decfloat.h macros. These builtin defines
are quite trivial to implement,
However, unlike the corresponding regular
float.h macros the decfloat.h versions
should be identical across implementations (as
the C extension is tightly coupled to the IEEE
754 decimal floating-point), so might not really
be needed. However, the builtins are not difficult to implement, so remain here for flexibility.
Other issues handled in the front-end include rejecting invalid combinations of typespecifiers, such as a short _Decimal64
and disallowing complex decimal float types.
Additionally, this layer provides various warnings for conditions such as unsafe type conversions. However, the -Wformat I/O format
checking is an example of one diagnostic not
implemented yet.
2.2

Middle-end: Internal Representation

The middle-end is where things start to get interesting.
GCC generically represents floating-point values via the REAL_VALUE_TYPE. The internal
representation stores real values in it own encoding within the following structure:
Additionally, there are a set of interfaces exported from real.h that can be used by the
components of GCC to operate on REAL_
VALUE_TYPE structures, including the ability to do compile-time arithmetic, comparisons,
and conversions.
This generic representation, is eventually encoded into to a format appropriate for the

underlying hardware (most often IEEE 754).
Target formats are represented by struct
real_format and include function hooks to
encode to the target format and decode back to
the internal format.
An important issue is how to represent a decimal floating-point value internally, as converting into the current internal binary format is not
really acceptable, as this incurs the same inexact encoding issues that decimal floating-point
is trying to avoid in the first place. Creating a
new structure, was not acceptable as this would
duplicate all sorts of code, whereas much of
the GCC source would not care whether this
was really a decimal floating point, instead just
needing the various abstract operations to succeed. Two new files, dfp.h and dfp.c, hide
most of the gory details between mapping between GCC needs and the decNumber library.
A bit was stolen from the uexp field of
the REAL_VALUE_TYPE to define a new
decimal bitfield, to differentiate between a
regular (binary) real and the new decimal internal representation. For example, this field is
used to override the behavior of operations executed against REAL_VALUE_TYPEs, such as
comparison or arithmetic.
The current implementation stores a decimal128 encoded value as the internal representation of a decimal float. Now, as mentioned in
section 1.3, the decNumber library has its own
internal format for most of the interesting operations. Consequently, this means that in implmenting the various real interfaces, one must
first convert out of decimal128 format into a
decNumber 5 At a later stage of development,
it could be investigated whether worthwhile to
increase the size of a REAL_VALUE_TYPE
large enough to hold a decNumber structure
in hopes of speeding up compilation.
5 Of

course, encoding to decimal128 target format becomes a no-op!
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/* Maximum exponent for _Decimal128 type. */
builtin_define_with_int_value ("__DEC128_MAX_EXP__", 6144);
/* Maximum representable _Decimal32. */
builtin_define_with_value ("__DEC32_MAX__", "9.999999E96DF", 0);

/* From real.h */
struct real_value GTY(())
{
/* Use the same underlying type for all bit-fields, so as to make
sure they’re packed together, otherwise REAL_VALUE_TYPE_SIZE will
be miscomputed. */
unsigned int /* ENUM_BITFIELD (real_value_class) */ cl : 2;
unsigned int decimal : 1;
unsigned int sign : 1;
unsigned int signalling : 1;
unsigned int canonical : 1;
unsigned int uexp : EXP_BITS;
unsigned long sig[SIGSZ];
};
#define REAL_VALUE_TYPE struct real_value

Currently, the overriding of real behavior relies upon checking the decimal field and
calling out to a decimal float specific function
from within the real.c provided functions.
Rather than cluttering real.c with such callouts, the current set of exported interfaces and
macros could be turned into wrappers that call
the appropriate routine in either real.c or
dfp.c without affecting callers. At the bottom of real.h, there appear to be macros, for
example REAL_CONVERT, that could be used
as such wrappers. However, these macros do
not appear to consistently used across the GCC
source code.

The decNumber library was heavily relied
upon to provide the internal arithmetic, comparisons, and other fundamental operations.
A decNumberNegate macro was added to
provide simpler implementation of the internal
negate operation.

Besides the various arithmetic operations mentioned, the dfp.c module implements various
conversion routines, including routines to convert between various precisions of both decimal
and binary floating-point types. One inefficiecy
in the conversions between binary and decimal
representations, is that the values are converted
first to an intermediate string format and then
converted back down to the needed type. This
implementation choice was due to the convenience of string conversion utility functions already available in GCC.
In GCC’s tree representation of a program,
types have corresponding type nodes, and as
such, there are new type nodes to represent the
3 new decimal float types. Additionally, each
type will map need to map to to an RTL based
machine mode. New RTL machine modes of
SDmode, DDmode, and TDmode, represent the
IEEE 754R 4-byte, 8-byte, and 16-byte decimal
floating-point types.
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One (possibly very) troublesome issue with the
middle-end, is a wide-spread use of the TYPE_
PRECISION macro in ways that don’t consider that there may be more than one REAL_
TYPE that has an identical result and that the
underlying type might not actually be binary.
The TYPE_PRECISION macro indicates the
“number of bits used in the representation.”
[GCC1] For example, the TYPE_PRECISION
of a float_type_node may be identical to
the type node of a _Decimal32. A search on
the GCC sources shows many comparisons and
consequent actions that need investigating to
determine whether safe, though a large number
of them are strictly with non-real types that will
not cause problems. It may be possible to instrument the TYPE_PRECISION macro to assist in rooting out problems. To date, this issue
has not been addressed sufficiently (though various instances have been fixed-up as discoverd
to be causing problems.)

2.3

Back-end: Software Emulation

While soft-dfp support should be possible
across most, if not all, architectures, there is
still some back-end specific efforts to make it
work. As such, the new decimal float machine
modes are defined by the backend and the work
described herein is implemented on the rs6000
backend.
As GCC already provides examples of floatingpoint emulation, the same patterns were followed to plug in soft-dfp support.
The
dfp-bit.c module implements functions
that are linked into libgcc to provide the actual implmentation of the operations needed to
implement the runtime emulation of decimal
float support. Unsuprisingly, there are arithmetic operations, comparison operations, as
well as, conversion operations, and are backed
by decNumber under the covers.

Another back-end responsibility is how to pass
and return these types. This has not yet been
implemented, but passing of arguments seems
to be working by luck, possibly falling into
logic that decides how to pass floats of sizes
already handled by the rs6000 back-end.
Additionally, the back-end will need to be
taught how to move these new decimal float
types around. The current plan is to create a
new file, decimal.md to hold the new patterns. The move patterns, as well as, the ABI
issues described, could be implmented with
GPRs and/or memory, or could even use FPRs,
if available for a target.
Currently, there is no method to pass a
rounding-mode down into libgcc and consequently, the current IEEE 754 binary floatingpoint software emulation only supports a default rounding mode. While the decNumber library implements the various IEEE 754R
rounding-modes, and this situation might be
addressable for soft-dfp, this issue is likely to
be deferred for later exploration.
2.4

Generating Tests from dectest

Complementing the decNumber library, the
dectest testsuite [Cowl7] defines and provides a language independent testsuite for
the General Decimal Arithmetic. The testcases are described in high level directives,
operations, conditions. The dectest testsuite
is available at http://www2.hursley.
ibm.com/decimal/dectest.zip
For example, a simple dectest testcase might
look like:
addx361 add 0E+50 10000E+1 ->
1.0000E+5

A clever idea from Ben Elliston is to autogenerate C language testcases from the dectest test-
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suite. The General Decimal Arithmetic specification is much broader than the needs of
IEEE 754R base decimal floating-point needs,
so only some of the tests are relevant. An example autogenerated test follows:

support6 .

#include <assert.h>
#include <fenv.h>
#include <math.h>
int main ()
{
union {
_Decimal32 d;
unsigned char bytes[4];
} u;

Besides the compiler implementation, there is
also work underway to make complimentary
changes to the GDB debugger and the GLIBC
library. There is a proposal to DWARF Standards Committe to add support for the new
types specified by the C extension.

/*
/*

FIXME: Set the
rounding mode. */
assert (fsetround
(FE_DEC_TONEAREST) == 0); */
u.d = 0E+50df + 10000E+1df;
return (!(u.d == 1.0000E+5df));

}

To enable this testsuite, one first needs to download the testsuite, then export a DECTEST
environment variable pointing to the location
of the unzipped dectest sources. Running the
GCC testsuite will execute the testsuite, or one
can explicitly test via command of
make check-gcc RUNTESTFLAGS=’’
dectest.exp’’.

There are still several thorny issues and/or unknowns to deal with, but hopefully, a few of
the concerns will have been handled in the next
couple months even.

To date, the C extension for decimal floatingpoint provides a reasonable mapping of IEEE
754R decimal floating-point into the C language. Decimal floating-point math is hoped to
be simpler to program for and hopefully hardware implementations will follow someday to
address the performance issues driving IEEE
754R decimal floating-point standardization.
Overall, GCC is fantastic playground to test
and explore the C extension for decimal
floating-point. GCC is uniquely positioned to
propagate this extension to a wide variety of
OS and processor platforms. Hopefully, this
initial effort can serve as a foundation for decimal floating-point support in GCC and welcome ideas for improvements to the implementation by the audience 7 .
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Abstract

1

Many programs suffer from poor cache behavior due to poor locality of their data. We are
interested in optimizations that improve data
locality by changing the layout of data structures in a cache aware manner. One technique
for changing the layout of a data structure is to
change its high level definition (struct definitions in C and struct/class definitions in C++).
There are two such transformations that we can
perform on data structures: structure splitting
(splitting fields into several sub-structures) and
field reordering. In this paper we present our
implementation of these optimizations in GCC.
Our optimization consists of three main stages:
Deciding if it is safe to perform the optimization; Determining how to rearrange the data
records; and, applying the transformation. We
measured the performance impact of our optimization and discovered that while some programs had no noticeable performance improvements, in at least one case there were significant gains in cache behavior and overall performance.

Introduction

General purpose programs with large data sets
tend to suffer from high cache miss ratios and
thus from a severe degradation in performance.
The cache memory in particular, and the memory hierarchy system in general, was introduced by computer architects several decades
ago based on the observations that applications
tend to follow the locality of reference principle. This principle states that programs tend
to spend 90% of their execution time accessing 10% of their data. This is also known
as the 90/10 rule [6]. There are two types
of data locality: temporal locality and spatial
locality. Temporal locality states that if an
item is referenced, it will tend to be referenced
again soon. Spatial locality states that items
stored in nearby memory locations are likely
to be accessed close together in time [5]. Programs which violate the data locality rule exhibit “poor data locality.” Programs with poor
data locality do not use the memory hierarchy
system very efficiently, and hence their performance suffers.
To solve the problem of poor data locality there
are two main approaches: The first, which is
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widely used and is considered traditional, is
to change the access patterns in the program.
Such optimizations change the order of instructions accessing the data (e.g. loop interchange,
loop distribution, etc.). The other approach is
to change the layout of the data itself. We take
the latter approach. We attempt to improve
cache behavior of general data structures that
involve both structs in C and structs and classes
in C++. Such an optimization doesn’t concentrate on any particular loop; when performed it
affects all places in the entire program that use
the data type for which the memory layout has
changed.
A variety of work has been done in this field.
The less aggressive approaches are those that
try to reorder data elements: reordering of automatic variables on the stack; reordering of
global variables [1]; field reordering within a
record [4, 2]; and cache-aware reorganization
of heap allocated objects [1, 3]. A more aggressive optimization is structure splitting [4, 2], in
which each data record is split into two or more
records (sub-structures). In each sub-structure,
the fields that are likely to be accessed together
all over the program are grouped together.
Throughout this paper we need to distinguish
carefully between the definition of a record data
type (struct or class definitions) and the use of
such data types to construct larger data structures (trees, graphs, arrays, lists, etc.). Therefore for the rest of this paper we will use the
term “record” to refer to an instance of a record
definition, and the term “data structure” to refer
to larger constructs based upon and built from
the individual records. Also, for the sake of
brevity, we may sometimes refer to “types” in
the source program when we really mean “variables declared to be of the types.”
We concentrated on two transformations: field
reordering and structure splitting. Any work on
implementing these two transformation has to
address three main issues: Guaranteeing that

the code will be correct after applying the transformation (correctness issue); Deciding what
has to be done to achieve the desired layout
(transformation issue); and, determining how
to we reorder or split the fields to obtain better performance. All of the previous work in
this area tacitly agrees that finding the optimum new layout is an NP-complete problem,
and even finding an approximation to it is very
hard. However several studies have proved that
such optimizations can provide significant performance gains in various real world programs.
There are also several studies that report improvement on the SPEC2000 benchmark suite
and other known benchmarks, using such techniques. So, how do we determine the desired
layout? It is common to use a cost-model that
decides on the desired layout based on profiling
information. In our work we use the existing
GCC basic block profiling mechanism to provide an estimation of the access patterns to the
data elements (fields of a record).
The basic block profiling in GCC provides us
with execution counts for each basic block in
the instrumented program. Our optimization
takes the control flow graph (CFG) with the
counts on the basic blocks, and stores for each
block the list of fields accessed within it (for
records in which we are interested). It then
builds a graph that represents accesses to fields.
This graph is then traversed and compacted into
another graph that represents relations between
fields (rather than accesses to fields). We call
this the Close Proximity Graph (CPG), which is
described in Section 2.1. We traverse the CPG
using various heuristics and algorithms, making recommendations about how to rearrange
the fields of the records in question.
Once we have the recommendations, we verify that the desired transformations are safe and
legal to perform, with respect to the rest of
the program. If so, we apply the transformations. There are three types of transformations
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that our optimization can attempt: field reordering, structure splitting and structure peeling.
Field reordering is just what it sounds like: we
change the order in which fields are defined
within the record to match more closely the
way they are accessed by the program. Structure splitting is removing some fields from the
original record and placing them into a new
record, which is then pointed to from the original record. Structure peeling is a special case
of structure splitting. Each of these transformations is described in more detail later in this
paper.
After implementing this optimization in GCC,
we ran it on the SPEC 2000 benchmark suite
to see what performance improvements we obtain. While in most cases the performance
gains were negligible, for one particular benchmark which had exhibited particularly poor
cache performance, we saw a performance gain
of 47%. In no case was there a noticeable performance penalty.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we give an overview of our implementation. Section 3 describes the various
design and implementation issues in greater detail. We present our measurement data in Section 4, and in Section 5 we describe the current state of the implementation and our future
plans.

2
2.1

Design details
The Close Proximity Graph

The Close Proximity Graph (CPG) summarizes
a relation between each pair of fields called
the close proximity (CP) relation. The close
proximity relation between two fields is an estimation of the likelihood of accessing one field

“shortly” after accessing the other during the
program execution (temporal closeness). The
estimation of the close proximity is usually
based on profiling information. There are several different profiling techniques that were
used in previous work. Some collect trace
data and others are based on path profiling,
while still others are based on basic-block profiling. After the profile information is gathered, the information is collected in a relation
graph, which tracks relations between the data
elements. This graph is then traversed to determine the desired grouping (splitting) or ordering of the fields. The profiling information
could be highly accurate (tracing) or could have
poor accuracy. However the fact that heuristics
rather than optimal algorithms are used to traverse the relation graphs can mask the difference in profile accuracy. This technique uses
the execution counts of the basic blocks to estimate the number of times a pair of instructions
are executed “consecutively” during the instrumentation phase (As described in [5]). The
CPG summarizes for each pair of fields the
counts and “distances” of instruction pairs that
accessed the fields. In this case “distance” is
the amount of memory accessed in between the
execution of the access instructions pair.
As previously mentioned, GCC uses the basic
block profiling technique. To use this data we
first build what we call the field reference graph
(FRG) which is the same as the control flow
graph (CFG) except that a node in the FRG
represents a memory access and a node in the
CFG represents a basic block (see Section 3.2
for more details). After the FRG is built it is
traversed to calculate the close proximity relation for field pairs and store it in the CPG. A
straightforward way for traversal is to do an exhaustive search over all the FRG paths. The
problem is that this traversal has exponential
complexity. Instead we implement a different algorithm which we call the FRG collapsing algorithm, and which has linear complexity.
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This relies on the fact that basic block profiling
is losing some information (compared to tracing) so the inaccuracy in this algorithm doesn’t
cause additional loss of accuracy—this is described in more detail in Section 3.2.2.
Once we have the CPG we traverse it to determine the recommendations for structure splitting and field reordering. Field reordering is
straightforward; field pairs that have high close
proximity (according to CPG) are stored in
close locations in the record memory layout.
Doing so increases the program data locality,
because we increase the probability that data
which is accessed temporally “close” will be in
consecutive memory locations. In Section 3.2.3
we describe the algorithm and heuristic to find
the ordering of the record fields that best satisfies the field pairs close proximity relations.
In structure splitting we want to change the layout of the whole data structure by changing its
records (through their type definition). We separate the fields that are not likely to be accessed
close together temporally into different records
(or different sub-records), and fields that are
likely to be accessed close in time remain in
the same record. This avoids the penalty of
bringing irrelevant data into the cache. Often
only a few of the fields of a record are accessed most of the time, for example traversing a linked list using only the key and next
fields. In this case we separate the key and
next fields from the other fields of the linked
list record. In the general case, when deciding
how to split a record, we deal with two main
issues: The first is how to divide the sub-record
(which fields should be joined and which must
be kept away); the second is the performance
tradeoff between wanting to keep fields without
close accesses away from each other, but needing an additional pointer dereference for each
additional new sub-record (to access the next
record). A detailed description of this is in Section 3.2.5.

2.2

Three Types of Data Layout Reorganization

There are three types of data structure layout
transformations that our optimization can perform: field reordering, structure splitting and
structure peeling. Field reordering is a transformation where we create a new record definition
with the same fields, of the same types, with the
same names, as in the original record, but with
the fields defined in a different order. Figure 1
shows an example of this type of transformation. All occurrences in the program of the old
type are then replaced with the new type.
struct network {
char
char
long int
long int
long int
long int
long int
long int
long int
double
long int
node
node
arc
arc
long int
long int
};

clustfile[]
inputfile[]
n;
n_trips;
max_m;
m;
m_org;
m_impl;
primal_unbounded;
optcost;
ignore_impl;
*nodes;
*stop_nodes;
*arcs;
*stop_arcs;
bound_exchanges;
checksum;

Original Struct

struct network {
long int
long int
long int
double
long int
long int
char
char
node
node
arc
long int
arc
long int
long int
long int
long int
};

checksum;
bound_exchanges;
ignore_impl;
optcost;
primal_unbounded;
m_org;
clustfile[]
inputfile[]
*nodes;
*stop_nodes;
*stop_arcs;
max_m;
*arcs;
n_trips;
n;
m;
m_impl;

Reordered Fields

Figure 1: Example of field reordering.
Structure splitting involves pulling some of the
fields out of the original record and putting
them into one or more new records. Each new
record is pointed to by either a new field in the
original record, or a field in one of the other
new records. Figures 2 and 3 show an example
of this type of transformation.
Structure peeling is a special case of structure
splitting. As with structure splitting, fields are
pulled out of the original record and placed
into one or more new records. Unlike structure splitting, the new records do not need to
be pointed to by fields within the other records.
This leads to slightly more efficient, compact
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struct node_10
{
char
A[];
char
B[];
long int
C;
struct node_9 *f_9;
struct node_8 *f_8;
struct node_7 *f_7;
struct node_10 *next;
};

long int
O;
long int
P;
struct node_1 *f_1;
struct node_0 *f_0;

long int
D;
struct node_5 *f_5;
struct node_6 *f_6;

double

N;

double

Q;

double

R;

long int
long int
double

long int
E;
long int
F;
struct node_4 *f_4;
struct node_3 *f_3;
struct node_2 *f_2;

K;
L;
M;

long int

G;

long int

H;

long int
long int

I;
J;

Figure 3: Example of record hierarchy, after structure splitting.
records, but is only appropriate in those cases
where the original record was never used as
part of a dynamic data structure (i.e. it was only
used for creating arrays).
struct node
{
char
char
long int
long int
double
double
long int
long int
double
double
};

A[];
B[];
C, D, E, F, G;
H, I, J, K, L;
M;
N;
O;
P;
Q;
R;

Figure 2: Example record definition, before
splitting.

one desired goal of our transformations is to
reduce the size of the records, therefore structure peeling is preferred over structure splitting wherever possible, as structure splitting requires the addition of one new field for each
new record created. However we cannot always perform structure peeling. For example,
consider a student information record that contains seven fields: name, address, age, classes,
grades, GPA and next. The record is used to
create a linked list of student records. Suppose that there are three students, so there are
three records of type student. After applying
the data profiling and analysis, we determine
that the fields name, classes, grades and GPA
should be together in one record and the fields
age and address should be in a separate record.
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Now if we attempt to perform structure peeling
we have a problem. When we want to access
a student’s age or address, we have three dangling age-address records to choose from, with
nothing pointing to any of them, and no way
of telling which age-address record belongs to
which student’s original record. By comparison, if the student records were being used in
an array rather than a dynamic data structure,
we could use the array index to match all the
new records with the original records (see Figure 4).
2.3

Safety and Legality Issues

As with all optimizations, before we can apply
any of these transformations, we need to verify
that the transformation we want to apply is both
safe and legal for the particular program we are
optimizing. In other words we need to be absolutely certain that it will not alter the semantics
or behavior of the program in any way.
In order for it to be safe to rearrange the layout
of fields within a record or to pull them into a
new record, we need to check every field access
within the program and make sure the access
does not depend on the data within the record
being laid out in a particular manner. This is a
fairly simple concept, but implementing it involves several not-so-simple issues.
The first problem is finding “every field access
within the program.” There are two major subproblems implied by this phrase. The first subproblem is that we have to examine the entire
source program before we can apply any transformations.
Once we have made sure we have the entire
program to analyze, we still have to ensure that
no variable declared to be of a type we are considering splitting is passed as a parameter to an
external (library) function (escape analysis).

The next step is to analyze the code that we
have. This brings us to the second major subproblem: recognizing field accesses as such.
Because we are dealing largely with C, which
is a very flexible language, there are many different ways in which a field of a record can
be accessed: directly by field name; through
a pointer to the base variable plus an offset;
through a pointer to an adjacent field plus or
minus an offset; or through an aliased typecast variable (to name a few methods). A little
thought should convince the reader that out of
all of these access methods (and others that may
come to mind), only the first, directly by field
name, is safe for us to transform; all of the others would be broken by changing the data layout. Therefore our analyses check every variable and parameter in the program that has a
type of RECORD_TYPE (possibly nested in one
or more POINTER_TYPEs). If any such variable has its address taken and cast to something
else, or if its address is used in any pointer arithmetic, we declare the type unsafe to transform.
If a type passes all of these checks, we consider
it safe and legal to transform.

3

Low-level design details

We divided the implementation of this optimization into three stages: performing analyses
to determine which, if any, data records were
safe and legal for us to transform (Stage 1);
examining the profile information, building
the Close Proximity Graph and generating the
recommendations for data layout transformations (Stage 2); and applying the recommended
transformations to the program (Stage 3). We
will discuss each of these stages in more detail
below.
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struct student
{
char *name;
char *address;
int age;
class_rec classes[7];
char grades[7];
double gpa;
}

(a)

name: “Jill”
address: “1 Main St.”
age: 9
classes; ...
grades; ...
gpa: 3.14
[0]

name: “John”
address: “35 Elm St.”
age: 10
classes; ...
grades; ...
gpa: 2.75

name: “Alan”
address: “78 South St.”
age: 9
classes; ...
grades; ...
gpa: 3.0
[2]

[1]

(b)
name: “Jill”
classes; ...
grades; ...
gpa: 3.14

name: “John”
classes; ...
grades; ...
gpa: 2.75

name: “Alan”
classes; ...
grades; ...
gpa: 3.0

[0]

[1]

[2]

address: “1 Main St.”
age: 9
[0]

address: “35 Elm St.”
age: 10

address: “78 South St.”
age: 9

[1]

[2]

(c)
Figure 4: Solving the peeled reference problem for arrays.
3.1

Stage 1: Safety and Legality Analyses

Because we are transforming data types which
might be global to the entire source program,
we have to verify that the entire source program is safe and legal for us to transform, before we apply any transformations. Figure 5
helps to show why this is necessary. Suppose
we are considering to apply this optimization
to a program that consists of three source files
(one header file and two other C files), and
suppose we allowed the optimization to be applied without the requirement that we see all
the source files at once. As you can see, the
header file contains the definition of the record,
bad, which is used to create a global data structure, G, which is accessed by both source files.
First we compile File1.c, which contains no
illegal references to the record type, so we go
ahead and perform structure splitting, as recommended. In a separate compilation pass, we
compile File2.c, where we come across an

illegal reference to the record, so we do not
perform structure splitting. Next we attempt
to link the two .o files, which now contain
conflicting definitions for the data types. From
here on, it is impossible to predict what precise behavior will be encountered, but there is
guaranteed to be an error at some point. The
error might manifest itself when the linker attempts to link the .o files that contain conflicting type definitions (although it is certainly
possible for the link step to succeed). The program may crash with a bus error as soon as
the user attempts to run it; or it may run for
quite a while, either generating random wrong
results, or appearing to work correctly for a
while and then suddenly failing. The exact nature of the error and point of manifestation will
depend substantially on the individual program
being compiled. Obviously such nondeterministic and incorrect behavior is completely unacceptable. The only way to guarantee that
such “half-splitting” does not occur is to have
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the previously stated requirement, that the compiler be given the entire source program at one
time. Therefore we have a meta-safety issue
that needs to be addressed first, namely we have
to ensure that the compiler has been passed all
of the user written code for the entire program
at once.
File1.c

bar.h
struct bad
{ double F1, F2; };

#include “bar.h”
<okay uses of G>

File1.o

File2.c
#include “bar.h”
<Bad uses of G>

struct bad *G;

(compile & split)

File2.o

struct bad_0
{double F1;
struct bad_1 *f_bad_1;};

(compile &
don’t split)

struct bad
{double F1, F2;
};

struct bad_1
{ double F2; };
struct bad_0 *G;

struct bad *G;

... G->F1 ...
... G->f_bad_1->F2...

... G->F1 ...
... G->F2...

link

link
???

Figure 5: What happens if we do not use the
-fwhole-program flag.
The difficulty is that it is impossible for the
compiler to determine on its own whether or
not it has been passed all the user-written code.
In particular, calls to non-standard library functions, which are probably “safe” as far as we
are concerned (unless one of the arguments is a
variable of a type we are interested in), look exactly like calls to non-library functions, which
may not be safe. Since the previous statement
may not be immediately obvious, let us clarify. A function is “safe” if is does not contain
any unsafe references to a field of a record we
are interested in rearranging. Presumably the
records in question are defined in the program
we are compiling, so no library function should
touch them unless one is passed to the library
function as a parameter. On the other hand,
functions that are part of the program we are
compiling are freely able to create and access

variables of types in which we are interested,
so all such functions are by default not safe.
Since it is impossible for the compiler to determine if it has been passed all the user-written
code for the entire program, we have settled for
a close approximation: to force the error to appear at the earliest detectable moment, namely
link time. We use the -fwhole-program
flag implemented by Jan Hubicka on the treeprofiling-branch to do this. The flag works as
follows: If this flag is set, then all functions and
global variables passed into the current compilation are marked as static, i.e., private to the
current compilation. Thus if a program is compiled in multiple parts, either the parts must be
entirely disjoint (i.e., neither contains any reference to any function or variable in the other
part) or when the program is linked there will
be a link-time failure, as pieces from one compilation try to access static pieces from a separate compilation. There are a couple of exceptions to this behavior. The function main
is, of necessity, left globally visible, and any
decl marked as DECL_EXTERNAL is left globally visible. Our data layout reorganization optimization then checks to make sure that the
-fwhole-program flag has been turned on
before attempting to do any transformations.
Thus we guarantee either that we are passed the
entire program to analyze and transform, or that
the whole thing will fail at link time.
Having taken care of our meta-safety issue, we
still have to verify that no uses of records we
wish to transform “escape” to code that we cannot analyze. The escape analysis is performed
by traversing the call graph structure and examining every call to a function for which we
do not have a body. If any argument to any
such function call has a type we are considering transforming, that type is marked as unsafe
to optimize.1
1 Function

call arguments that are references to indi-
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3.1.1

Building on the work of others

The actual analysis of the variables (both the
alias analysis and the pointer math checks) are
done by the ipa-static-vars-analysis work written by Kenneth Zadeck. Many of the alias
and escape questions we needed to answer
were the same ones Kenneth Zadeck was working on in his improved alias analysis work,
which he did on the tree-profiling-branch. He
very helpfully wrote some extra functions to
help us obtain the particular information we
needed, and ported his work to the structreorg-branch. His analyses are all in the file
ipa-static-vars-analysis.c.
Our work is interprocedural in nature and has
to be applied to the entire program before
function-specific optimizations are applied, we
perform our optimization at the cgraph level,
and incorporate much of the work Jan Hubicka, Steven Bosscher, Daniel Berlin and Kenneth Zadeck have been doing on improving
the accuracy of the information available at the
cgraph nodes, and the quality of the analyses
that can be performed on them. This especially
includes the -fwhole-program flag (mentioned previously) and various modifications
necessary to make multi-file programs compile
correctly with this flag.
Using
the
-fwhole-program
flag
implies that we also need to use the
-funit-at-a-time
flag
and
the
-combine flag, if the program contains
more that one source file, which in turn means
we needed to add some code to c-decl.c to
make it do the right thing when it encountered
multiple definitions (resulting from multiple
files including the same header files) that
were really the same thing. We borrowed
heavily from Geoff Keating’s work on the
apple-ppc-branch to make this work correctly.
vidual fields within a record are okay, as long as the type
of the field itself is not based on a RECORD_TYPE.

We also augmented the cgraph information
to contain accurate information about indirect function calls (calls made through function variables). This was necessary as we
needed accurate information about which functions might be called to be absolutely sure that
we did not overlook anything when performing
the safety and legality checks for our optimization.
3.2

Stage 2: Building and Using the Close
Proximity Graph

The CPG summarizes the likelihood of each
pair of fields being accessed close together temporally during the program execution. We build
a separate CPG for each record type—we do
not attempt to combine fields from different
records. As previously mentioned, we use the
basic block profiling that exists in GCC to estimate the close proximity relation of the field
pairs. This is an inter-procedural optimization,
therefore the CPG summarizes the close proximity relations across all the functions. The
building of the CPG is done function by function. First, we traverse the CFG of a function to
build a field reference graph (FRG). Then, we
traverse the FRG to calculate the close proximity relation for pairs of field accesses, and
finally we summarize this information in the
CPG. In the rest of this section we describe the
process of building the FRG and traversing it
to calculate the close proximity relations. Then
we describe our algorithms and heuristics for
traversing the CPG and determining field reordering and structure splitting directives.

3.2.1

Building the Field Reference Graph
(FRG) from a profiled CFG

We start by traversing the basic blocks of the
given function, detecting accesses to fields and
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recording them in a chain of accessed fields for
each basic block. The fields are chained in the
order they appear in the basic block. A chain
element represents an access to a field with distance to the next access. The distance is the
amount of memory, in bytes, accessed in between the pair of field accesses. A basic block
that does not contain accesses to fields will have
one dummy element with distance equal to the
number of bytes accessed in the block. At the
end of the chain we put the distance to the end
of the basic block. If memory is accessed at
the beginning of the basic block (before the
first field access) it is represented as a dummy
chain element at the beginning of the chain. After computing the access lists for all the basic blocks of the function, we go over the basic blocks and connect each block’s chain to its
successors’ chains. At the end of this process
we have the FRG (Figure 6(b)). Each node in
the FRG represents an access to a field. A directed arc between two accesses ( fi , f j ) means
that the access fi is followed by the access f j .
Each arc has a count and a distance. The count
is the number of times the sequence ( fi , f j ) occurred, and the distance is the amount of memory accessed in between the access pair.

3.2.2

Collapsing the Field Reference
Graph (FRG) and generating the
Close Proximity Graph (CPG)

The intent of the FRG is to represent field access sequences, for a more convenient traversal to generate the CPG. A path in the FRG
(Figure 6(c)) represents a possible trace of accesses to fields in the instrumented program.
We analyze each path and consider only pairs
of accesses that are within a predefined distance
window. A close proximity relation is added for
the accessed pair of fields. The CP relation has
two parameters: distance and count. The distance is the summary of the distances along the

Figure 6: (a) Example Control Flow Graph
with accesses to fields. (b) The resulting Field
Reference Graph. (c) An example path in the
Field Reference Graph.

path from one access to the other. The count is
the minimum edge count along that path. For
example in Figure 6, the CP for the path from
node 1 to node 4 is: (count, distance) = (100, 7).
Notice that we take the minimum because the
only thing that we are sure about is lower bound
on the execution count. The CP relation is
added as an edge between the nodes that represent the fields pair. When we have two or more
CP relations between a pair of fields we accumulate the counts and average the distances,
weighted by the counts. To build the CPG we
would like to traverse all the possible paths in
the FRG and calculate the CP relation for each
pair of fields on each path. The problem with
this approach is that in many real programs it
has exponential complexity and is therefore not
practical. Instead we implemented what we call
the collapsing algorithm. The main goal from
this algorithm is to get a less complex FRG.
Since the complexity of traversing all the paths
on the FRG is exponential with the number of
split points we want to minimize the split points
number.
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In Figure 7 we can see that the number of split
points was reduced from two to zero. The algorithm we use (presented in Figure 9) has linear complexity (in the number of FRG edges)
and it doesn’t cause loss of information beyond
what the basic block profiling provides. For
example in Figure 7, the distance and count
from node 1 to nodes 2, 3, and 4 will be the
same for the paths that start from nodes 5 and
6. This is true because the distance and count
on the edges is the same for all the paths starting from node 1. The collapsing algorithm traverses the FRG nodes looking for candidate
nodes—a node is a candidate for collapsing if
it has a single predecessor. Once found we call
the collapse successor procedure (Figure 8) to
update the CPG and record the list of reachable
accesses (collapsed successors) in the predecessor node. Then the arc and node are deleted
(see Figure 9 for the complete collapsing algorithm). Notice that a loop in the CFG implies a
loop in the FRG. Thus when we detect a loop in
the FRG we add CP relations for all the possible pairs of the fields accessed within the loop.
Another way to look at this is as if the field accesses are ordered in a circle and we go over
the circle with a window and add CP relation
for pairs that are within the window.
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Figure 7: (a) Example FRG and CPG matrix.(b) The FRG and CPG matrix after collapsing node 4 into node 2.(c) The FRG and CPG
matrix after collapsing node 2 into node 1.

collapse ARC→dest:
foreach collapsed successor of ARC; c_arc
Update CPG (ARC→src, c_arc→dest),
with (c_arc→count, c_arc→distance)
Update CPG (ARC→src, ARC→dest),
with (ARC→count, ARC→distance)
add ARC→dest to ARC collapsed successors
foreach successor of ARC→dest, SUCC
foreach collapsed successor of SUCC

3.2.3

Algorithms and heurisitc to decide on
field reordering

C_ARC, do:
C_ARC→count
= MIN (C_ARC→count, ARC→count);
C_ARC→distance += ARC→distance;

The goal of field reordering is to make fields
that are likely to be accessed near each other
during the program execution be laid out close
together in memory. We use the algorithm described in Figure 10 to determine our field reordering recommendations. This algorithm is
taken from [5]. It defines a weight for a given
order of a group of fields; this is called the
Weighed Close Proximity (WCP). The intent
from the WCP is to estimate the expediency—
in terms of reducing cache misses—of a given

Update CPG (ARC→src, C_ARC→dest),
with (C_ARC→count, C_ARC→distance)
add C_ARC→dest to ARC collapsed successors
endforeach
Make SUCC source be ARC→src, with
minimum (ARC→count, SUCC→count), and
distance += ARC→distance
endforeach

Figure 8: The collapse-successor procedure
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Collapse (root)

F in G | maximum potential WCP

if (root was visited) return false

ORDER= [F]; G −= {F}

mark root as visited

while (G is not empty)

change = true
while change is true do:
change = false
foreach successor, SUCC, of root
if (SUCC is a loop arc)
Update CPG with accesses within SUCC loop
change = true
else if (SUCC can be collapsed)
collapse_successor (SUCC);
change = true
endif
foreach successor, SUCC, of root
change |= Collapse (SUCC→dest)
endwhile

foreach(field F in G)
L= wcp([F] | ORDER); R= wcp(ORDER | [F])
if (L > max)
max= L; CHANGE= true; NEXT= F; SIDE= left
if (R > max)
max= R; CHANGE= true; NEXT= F; SIDE= right
endforeach
if (not CHANGE)
F in G | maximum potential WCP
ORDER= [F] | ORDER;
else
G −= {NEXT}
if (SIDE is left) ORDER= [NEXT] | ORDER
else ORDER= ORDER | [NEXT]
endif

Figure 9: Collapsing algorithm pseudo code
ordering. The field reordering algorithm aims
to find an ordering that yields maximum WCP.
One way to do this is to calculate the WCP of
every possible ordering and find the maximum.
The problem with this is the complexity of such
an algorithm—O(|group of fields|!). Instead we
use the heuristic algorithm given in [5]. The
main idea is that at any point in the reordering
algorithm we choose the field that makes the
maximum contribution to the WCP.

3.2.4

Heuristical Algorithm to decide on
structure splitting

The goal of this algorithm is to cluster the
record in such away that fields that belong
to the same sub-record (cluster) are connected
with CP relations, which are within a certain
threshold. The CP relation threshold is a predefined ratio of the highest CP relation in the subrecord. This ratio is a parameter that we use
to tune the splitting algorithm—we call it the
COLD_RATIO. The dynamic threshold that we

G −= {F}; CHANGE= false

Figure 10: Field reordering algorithm

use in this algorithm is based on the observation that in many cases the amount of repetition
in the field access patterns differ by orders of
magnititude. We want to prevent us from ignoring many access patterns becuase there is one
that has a very high repition amount. Even access patterns with repetition amounts less than
the highest can affect performance. Besides the
COLD_RATIO there are three additional parameters that we use in this algorithm. The first
one is MAX_SIZE. We use this parameter to
limit the size (in bytes) of each sub-record. This
parameter is determined according to the cache
line size: If we want the splitting to be efficient
we must keep the groups smaller than half of
the cache line—we want at least two instances
to get into the same cache line. The second parameter is the DISTANCE_THRESHOLD. We
use this when calculating the CP relation between two fields. When the distance in a CP
relation is more than this threshold we ignore
the relation (i.e., its value is set to zero). The
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third parameter is the SIZE_PENALTY, which
is also used in calculating the CP relation. This
is used to help give preference to small groups
of fields; when we increase the group size we
decrease the potential benefit from the splitting because fewer instances will fit in the same
cache line. This algorithm is described in Figures 11 and 12.

REMAIN = G; i=1
while (REMAIN is not empty) do
find (f1, f2) in REMAIN with maximum CP
CP_THRESHOLD = CP(f1,f2)/(COLD_RATION^N)
Gi = {f1, f2}
REMAIN = REMAIN − {f1, f2}
while (REMAIN is not empty) do
foreach (fj in REMAIN)
F_CPj = average {CP(f, fi)|fi in Gi}

CP(f1, f2) :

MAX_F_CP

cp = CPG [f1,f2]

= MAX{F_CPj|size({fj}+Gi)<MAX_SIZE}

if (cp→distance > DISTANCE_THRESHOLD)

endforeach

return 0;

if (MAX_F_CP ≥ CP_THRESHOLD

else if (size(f1) + size (f2) > MAX_SIZE)

Gi = Gi + {MAX_F}

return 0;

REMAIN = REMAIN − {MAX_F}

endif

else break while

max = MAX (size (f1), size (f2))

endwhile

min = MIN (size (f1), size (f2))

i = i + 1

ratio = max / min ∗ SIZE_PENALTY

endwhile

return (cp→count / ratio)

Figure 12: Structure splitting algorithm.
Figure 11: Calculating the CP relation for the
Structure splitting algorithm.

3.2.5

Considerations in creating the subreord heirarchy

To apply the splitting (clustering) of the record
to sub-records, we must make sure that we
can get to all the sub-records from a single
“root” record—except in the case of pure peeling. Therefore pointers are added according to
the heirarchy described in Section 3.3 (see the
example in Figure 3). In many cases those additional pointers are brought into the cache when
they aren’t likely to be accessed in the near future. They also increase the sub-record size,
which means fewer instances fit into the same
cache lines. Moreover there is the additional
overhead of pointer dereferencing when accessing fields of sub-records other than the root of
the heirarchy. To minimize the overhead we

try to organize the heirarchy based on the field
access patterns. We distinguish between two
kinds of accesses to fields. The first is the general pointer access in which we have a pointer
to the record and we want to access its fields.
The second is when we access the record using
an index into an array of records. In the latter case we can prevent the overhead of pointer
dereferencing (pure peeling is when all the accesses to the fields are of the second type). We
choose the top of the heirarchy to be the subrecord whose fields have the highest number of
accesses of the first type, and the leaves (lowest
level of the heirarchy) to sub-records that have
the highest number of accesses of the second
type.
3.3

Stage 3: Applying the Transformations

Once we have determined which records (if
any) it is safe and legal for us to rearrange, and
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how we want to rearrange them, we still face
the non-trivial task of changing the record definitions and updating the program to use the new
data layouts. The following sections describe
our implementations of these transformations
in GCC.

3.3.1

Field Reordering

Field reordering is the simplest and safest transformation to apply. It does not require changing
calls to memory allocation functions, adding
new variables, or even updating field access
sites. It can be applied safely in cases where
variables of types in which we are interested
are passed to external library functions (unlike splitting or peeling) because the size of the
struct, the number of fields, and the names and
types of the fields all remain the same.
To implement field reordering, the first thing
we do is to create a new RECORD_TYPE which
has the same fields as the original record, but
in the new order. Then using the cgraph structures we find every global and local variable or
parameter whose type was based on the original record, and we replace its type with an
equivalent new type based on the newly created
record.

3.3.2

Structure Splitting

Implementing structure splitting occurs in five
steps:

1. Building the new record definitions.
2. Updating the field mapping information.
3. Updating the program variables.
4. Updating the individual field accesses.

5. Fixing up calls to malloc.
Each of these steps is discussed below. These
are all performed on the compiler’s internal
representation of the program.
Building the new record definitions. The first
step in structure splitting is the creation of the
new record definitions. Stage 2 passes in a
tree structure indicating how the original record
should be split. There is one node in the tree
for each new record to be created. Each tree
node contains a list of the fields to be put in
the corresponding new record. Each tree node
also has up to two outgoing edges, sibling and
children. Sibling nodes are all at an equivalent depth in the new record hierarchy, i.e., all
nodes found by traversing only sibling edges
should be pointed to by the same parent record.
Figure 13 shows an example of a tree passed in
by Stage 2. This tree would result in the split
shown in Figures 2 and 3.
The tree is traversed in postorder, with each
node visited being given a unique number representing its order in the traversal. This number is then used to create the name for the new
record as well as the name of the field that will
point to the new record. This is shown in Figure 14, which is a partial reproduction of Figure 3.
After we have created all the new records, we
go back over all of them and check the type
of each field to see if any of the fields had a
type based on the original record (e.g. a “next”
field). If so, we replace the type of such fields
with equivalent types based on the root of the
new data record hierarchy. It is necessary to
wait until all the new records have been created
before we do this, as the root record is always
created last (postorder traversal of the tree).
Updating the field mapping information. We
will need, later on, to know exactly where each
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A;
B;
C;
next;
sibling: /
children:

Node_10

Node_9
N;
sibling:
children: /

Node_8

Node_7

O;
P;
sibling:
children:

Node_1
Q;
sibling:
children: /

D;
sibling: /
children:

Node_0
R;
sibling: /
children: /

Node_6
E;
F;
sibling:
children:
Node_4
G;
sibling:
children: /

Node_5
K;
L;
M;
sibling: /
children: /
Node_3
H;
sibling:
children: /

Node_2
I;
J;
sibling: /
children: /

Figure 13: Example of tree structure passed in by Stage 2.
field fits into the new record hierarchy, in order to correctly update field accesses within the
program. Therefore as we create the new record
hierarchy, we update and maintain a set of field
mappings.
struct node_sub_9
{
double N;
};
struct node_sub_10
{
char
A[];
char
B[];
long int
C;
struct node_sub_9 *f_node_sub_9;
struct node_sub_8 *f_node_sub_8;
struct node_sub_7 *f_node_sub_7;
struct node_sub_10 *next;
};

struct node_sub_8
{
long int
O;
long int
P;
struct node_sub_0 *f_node_sub_0;
struct node_sub_1 *f_node_sub_1;
};

struct node_sub_7
{
long int
D;
struct node_sub_5 *f_node_sub_5;
struct node_sub_6 *f_node_sub_6;
};

Figure 14: New struct and field names.

Each field in the original record has a field
map associated with it. The field map is
a bi-directional linked list, where each node
in the list contains a type declaration, a forward pointer (contains) and a backward pointer
(containing_type).
Whenever a new record is created all the fields
that are directly within that record get a new
field map consisting of a single node. The type
declaration field of the new map points to the
newly created record. Next we check the head
of each previously existing field map list, to see
if its type is pointed to by a field in the new
record. If so, we insert a new node at the head
of those maps. The new node’s type field contains the newly created record. The new node’s
contains pointer now points to the old head of
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the field map. This is shown in Figure 15.
Field “I”:

Type: Node2
Contains: /

newNode = (struct student *)
malloc (sizeof (struct student));
(a)

(a) First field map for field “I”

Field “I”:

Type: Node6
Contains:

(1) T1 = 32;
(2) T2 = malloc (T1 );
(3) T3 = (struct student *) T2 ;
(4) newNode = T3 ;
(b)

Type: Node2
Contains: /

(b) Field map for field “I”, after creating Node6

Field “I”:

Type: Node10
Contains:

Type: Node7
Contains:

Type: Node6
Contains:

Type: Node2
Contains: /

(c) Final field map for field “I”

Figure 15: Evolution of field maps as new
records are created.
Updating the program variables. After we
have created the new record types and updated
the field mappings appropriately, we find all
the global and local variables and parameters
with types based on the original record, and we
replace them with new variables with equivalent types based on the new record hierarchy.
We also locate every use of the old variables.
At each use, we replace the old variable with
the corresponding new variable. The new variable declarations are inserted into the appropriate functions.
Updating the individual field accesses. After splitting fields from the original record into
several records, we need to find all the places
in the program where the fields are accessed
and update the access statements to use the new
record hierarchy. We take advantage of the fact
that all of the field accesses were looked at and
recorded in the process of building the CPG.
Therefore all we need to do at this stage is go
through the list of field accesses already collected, and replace the code that accesses the
original field with a new statement or set of
statements, based on the new field mapping information we created, to access the field correctly in the new record hierarchy.

Figure 16: Gimple transformation of malloc
calls.
Fixing up calls to malloc. For heap-based dynamic data structures, once we change the size
of the nodes we also need to find and fix any
calls to memory allocation functions that are
based on the original record size. This will
usually involve not only changing the size argument for the original function call, but also
adding new calls and assignment statements for
the newly split off records. Although there are a
variety of memory allocation functions, for the
sake of brevity we will use malloc to represent
all memory allocation functions for the rest of
this paper.
Before we can correctly update the calls to malloc, there are several important pieces of information we need to collect. We need to find every call to malloc, and for each call we need to
identify the source program variable that is assigned the results of the call and the amount of
memory being allocated. Obtaining this information is complicated by the internal representation being in Gimple form [7], which means
that the information we need is usually spread
across four statements. Figure 16 illustrates
this. Figure 16a shows a typical C statement
for allocating a new record. Figure 16b shows
the Gimple statements generated from the statement in Figure 16a.
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We start by finding all assignment statements
where the right-hand side is a call to malloc
(statement (2) in Figure 16b). We do this while
the call graph is being built. We organize the
calls we find by calling context (the function
containing the call), and record for each call
the variables corresponding to T1 and T2 in Figure 16b.
Next we go through the code for each function
that contains calls to malloc, looking for assignments with T1 on the left or T2 on the right. This
gets us statements (1) and (3) from Figure 16b.
Once we have statement (3), we can tell if the
call is for a type we are splitting or not. If so,
we search forward from statement (3) until we
find statement (4), which tells us which source
variable we are updating.
Once we have collected all the necessary data
about the original malloc call, we update the
call for the root of our new hierarchy as follows.
First we need to calculate the new amount of
memory we want to allocate:

(5) numElts = T1 /
sizeof (originalRecord);
(6) newMallocSize = numElts
* sizeof (newRootRecord);

Then we change statements (2) and (3) as follows:

(2a) T2 = malloc (newMallocSize);
(3a) T3 = (struct newRootRecord *) T2 ;

The next part is more complicated. In case numElts is not the constant “one” (and we might
not be able to tell at compile time) we need to
add a loop to iterate over each newly allocated
root node, adding the appropriate calls to malloc for the new fields (that point to the other

new records) within the new roots. The new
loop is roughly equivalent to:
for (i = 0; i < numElts; i++) {
currentRoot = newNode[i];
updateFieldMallocs(currentRoot);
}

where updateFieldMallocs for currentRoot
works as follows.
Suppose the original
record, node, was split into j new records,
node0 , node1 , . . . , node j−1 . To create the new
calls to malloc for the new fields that point to
the new records in the hierarchy, we add the
following Gimple statements:

T0 = sizeof (struct node0 );
T1 = malloc (T0 );
T2 = (struct node0 *) T1 ;
..
.
T3 j−6 = sizeof (struct node j−1 );
T3 j−5 = malloc (T3 j−6 );
T3 j−4 = (struct node j−1 *) T3 j−5 ;

The final step is to assign the malloc results (every third statement in the code above) to the
appropriate fields. We do this by starting at
the root record and doing a depth first traversal
of the fields. Any time we find a field whose
type is pointer-to-a-new-record, we add a new
statement assigning the appropriate allocation
results to the field, and then recursively checking the new record it points to.
After we have fixed and added all the necessary
calls to malloc, the last thing we do is check to
see if the original program contained a condition statement that compared the result of the
malloc call to NULL (a check to verify that the
call succeeded). If so, we add appropriate additional verification checks against all the newly
inserted malloc calls, and update the CFG appropriately.
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3.3.3

Structure Peeling

Structure peeling is a special case of structure splitting, so its implementation involves
the same basic steps. Therefore we will discuss
only how the implementation of peeling differs
from that of splitting.
Building the new record definitions. This
step is performed in the same general manner as
for splitting, but is simpler, as there is no need
to add new fields to point to the newly created
records. The result is a set of new, unconnected
record definitions.
Updating the field map information. This
step is exactly the same as for splitting, but
the resulting maps are simpler. Since there is
no hierarchy of containing records, the field
map lists each contain exactly one node, which
points to the new record type that contains the
field.
Updating the program variables. This is
more complicated than for splitting. Because
we are replacing the original record type with
a set of record types, we need to replace each
variable whose type was based on the original record with a set of variables, one for
each new record type. For example, suppose
a record, node, was peeled into three new
records, node_1, node_2 and node_3. Then every time we find a declaration of the form

struct node foo;

we need to replace it with three new variable
declarations, one for each new record:

struct node_0 foo_0;
struct node_1 foo_1;
struct node_2 foo_2;

For both splitting and peeling we maintain a list
of the “old” variables we find. Each node in the
list contains both the tree decl for the original
variable and a list of tree decls for the new variables created from it. In the case of splitting,
the list of new variables always contains only a
single node.
As with splitting, after we create the new variables we locate every use of the old variables
that isn’t a field access or a call to malloc (those
are handled separately) and replace them with
multiple uses, one for each new variable.
Updating individual field accesses. Since we
are dealing with new variables, the first thing
we do is look at the field map to find what type
the new variable needs to be in order to access
the correct field. Then we examine the original field access to determine the original variable used. Finally we find the original variable
in our list and look through the new variables
generated from it until we find one that has the
correct type. Then we substitute the new variable into the field access.
Fixing up calls to malloc. Since we are working with arrays, there may not be any calls to
malloc involved. But if there are any, they will
need to be updated.
This works very similarly to splitting, but with
two important differences. Rather than the result of calling malloc for the new records being
assigned to fields within the records, they are
assigned to the appropriate newly created variables. Also since we are dealing with arrays,
we need to dissect the original call to malloc
in order to determine the number of elements,
then use that as a multiplier in all the new mallocs, similar to the calculations shown in statements (5) and (6) in the previous section.
Updating array element calculations. This is
a step unique to peeling; splitting does not require it. Since we are dealing with arrays, we
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need to update the array element accesses. In
Gimple, “A[i]” has been converted into something like “&A + (sizeof (struct foo) * i)” (see
below). Therefore, since we have changed the
size of foo and replaced A with A_0, A_1 and
A_2, we need to locate the Gimple statements
that calculate these array references and update
them appropriately. In other words, this:

T1 = A;
T2 = sizeof (struct foo);
T3 = T2 * i;
T4 = (struct foo *) T3 ;
T5 = T1 + T4 ;
/* T5 == A[i] */
becomes this:

T7 = A_0;
T8 = sizeof (struct foo_0);
T9 = T8 * i;
T10 = (struct foo_0 *) T9 ;
T11 = T7 + T10 ;
/* T11 == A_0[i] */

4.1

Methodology

We ran our measurements on two systems with
different CPUs and cache parameters: An Apple G4 and an Apple G5, both running versions
of Mac OS X. Table 1 shows more details about
those systems. The measurements we took included running the SPEC benchmarks using the
SPEC harness to get a standard SPEC result
number (however, not official SPEC runs); and
running the benchmarks manually (without the
harness) to count the number of hits and misses
in the various caches. We measured all of this
data first without our optimization, and then
with it, in order to determine how our optimization changes the behavior of the programs. The
numbers shown here are averages taken over
multiple runs of each program, with the appropriate measurements taken during each run. We
were careful to alternate which versions of programs were being run, never running the same
one twice in a row, in order to avoid having a
“warm” cache at the start of a measurement run.
4.2

Results and Analysis

hRepeat for A_1 and A_2i
G4 Normalized SPEC Results
160.00%
140.00%

4

Measurements

Results before opt.
Results after opt.

120.00%
100.00%
80.00%

In order to measure the effectiveness of our optimization we took a series of measurements.
We started by turning on the optimization for
the SPEC2000 C benchmarks, to see which
benchmarks it determined it could transform.
The optimization applied structure peeling to
structs in equake and art, and it applied field
reordering to structs in gzip, mcf, and crafty. It
did not apply full structure splitting to anything
because the implementation of full splitting is
not complete at the time we are writing this.

60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

gzip

equake

mcf

crafty

art

Results before opt.

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

Results after opt.

100.00%

100.00%

100.56%

100.00%

143.81%

% Improvement in SPEC Results

Figure 17: G4 SPEC Performance Results
Figures 17 and 18 show the SPEC performance
results on the G4 and the G5. As can be seen,
the optimization did not have much impact on
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Hardware
OS
G4
Mac OS X 10.3.9
G5
Mac OS X 10.3.8

CPU
DL1
Speed Cache
800 MHz 32 KB
2 GHz 32 KB

L2
L3
Cache Cache
256 KB 2 MB
512 KB
none

Table 1: Various hardware configurations used for measurements.

G5 Normalized SPEC Results
160.00%
140.00%

G5 Total Cache Misses

Results before opt.
Results after opt.

120.00%

700,000,000
100.00%

600,000,000

80.00%

500,000,000

60.00%
40.00%

Misses before opt.
Misses after opt.

400,000,000

20.00%

300,000,000
0.00%

gzip

equake

mcf

crafty

art

Results before opt.

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

Results after opt.

100.13%

100.10%

99.81%

99.19%

150.23%

% Improvement in SPEC Results

200,000,000

100,000,000

0

Figure 18: G5 SPEC Performance Results
the performance of most of the benchmarks.
However it dramatically improved the performance of art on both architectures (roughly
47% improvement). We then looked at the
cache miss data for both architectures. Figures 19, 20, and 21 show the cache miss data for
the G5. One thing that is immediately apparent is that art is the only benchmark for which
the number of L2 misses is significant, compared to the number of L1 misses. It is worth
pointing out that the G5 does not have an L3
cache, so it has far less cache than many other
architectures. Therefore cache misses on a G5
can cause far more performance problems on
a G5 than on other architectures. Given that
art is the only benchmark where the number
of L2 misses far outweighed the number of L1
misses, it is reasonable that art was the only
benchmark to show much improvement on the
G5.
Figures 22, 23, 24, and 25 show the cache miss
data for the G4. This data does not so clearly

gzip

equake

mcf

crafty

art

Misses before opt.

250,477,182

264,866,640

310,186,607

324,703,391

575,147,221

Misses after opt.

182,260,139

282,272,145

303,412,638

353,078,261

374,553,328

Figure 20: Optimization effect on total cache
misses on a G5

G5 Effect of Optimization on L2 Misses
500,000,000
450,000,000
400,000,000
350,000,000
L2 misses before opt.
L2 misses after opt.

300,000,000
250,000,000
200,000,000
150,000,000
100,000,000
50,000,000
0

gzip

equake

mcf

crafty

art

L2 misses before opt.

1,463,921

58,937,731

95,686,848

6,639,429

458,003,736

L2 misses after opt.

1,462,150

62,894,135

95,035,732

7,156,013

324,971,294

Figure 21: Optimization effect on L2 cache
misses on a G5
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L1 vs L2 Cache Misses (G5)

L2 misses
L1 misses

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

L2 misses

gzip before

gzip after

equake
before

equake after

mcf before

mcf after

1,463,921

1,462,150

58,937,731

62,894,135

95,686,848

95,035,732

crafty before crafty after
6,639,429

7,156,013

art before

art after

458,003,736 324,971,294

L1 misses 249,013,261 180,797,989 205,928,909 219,378,010 214,499,759 208,376,906 318,063,962 345,922,248 117,143,485 49,582,034

Figure 19: Relative misses in L1 cache versus L2 cache on a G5
match the SPEC performance results and needs
a bit more analysis. Looking only at the cache
miss data, our optimization appears to reduce
the number of misses in all three caches for all
the benchmarks except crafty. Most of them
get just a little better, art gets a lot better, and
crafty gets a little worse. One might expect runtime performance to mirror this, but it didn’t:
art got better, while all the others remained virtually unchanged. We then looked at the L1
cache miss ratios, to see if perhaps the number of hits in the L1 cache was large enough to
overshadow the changes in the number of cache
misses. Figures 26 and 27 show the L1 hits and
misses both with and without the optimization,
as well as the optimization effects on the miss
ratios. Looking at the miss ratios we see that
the optimization causes gzip and equake to get
a little better, mcf and crafty to get worse, and
art to get much better. The last thing we looked
at were the relative cache misses (unoptimized)
between the various caches. Looking at this we
see that both crafty and gzip had very few L3
cache misses: they are nearly an order of magnitude less than their L1 misses, and (for crafty)
nearly two orders of magnitude less than the
L1 hits. This implies that gzip and crafty almost never miss in the cache, so our optimization would not have any visible effects on them.
Art, with significant improvements in both its
cache misses and its miss ratio, has a matching
performance improvement. Mcf gets some improvement in its cache misses, but this is offset

by getting worse in its miss ratio, so overall we
would not expect it to improve much. Equake is
a bit of a disappointment. It has a lot of misses
in the L3 cache, and its number of hits in the
L1 cache is roughly proportional to its misses
in the L3 cache, so there ought to be lots of
room for our optimization to have improved its
performance. It seems likely at this stage, that
the structure our optimization peeled was not
as important to performance as other structures
in the benchmark. Although the optimization
did improve both its cache misses and its miss
ratio, the improvements were relatively small
and were overshadowed by the large number of
cache accesses the program made.

G4 Total Cache Misses
2,000,000,000
1,800,000,000
Misses before opt.
Misses after opt.

1,600,000,000
1,400,000,000
1,200,000,000
1,000,000,000
800,000,000
600,000,000
400,000,000
200,000,000
0

gzip

equake

mcf

crafty

art

Misses before opt.

181,303,670

1,714,338,304

1,307,996,359

333,491,465

1,664,819,206

Misses after opt.

174,263,483

1,637,075,125

1,215,524,047

370,463,425

1,149,570,616

Figure 23: Optimization effect on total cache
misses on a G4
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L3 misses
L2 misses
L1 misses

L1 vs L2 vs L3 Cache Misses (G4)
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L2 misses
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equake after

mcf before
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crafty after

art before
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L1 misses 133,846,474 125,213,675 760,867,515 728,410,471 766,409,951 694,825,600 265,372,060 296,282,453 692,566,562 510,242,718

Figure 22: Relative misses in L1 cache versus L2 cache versus L3 cache on a G4
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Figure 26: G4 L1 cache relative hits and misses

G4 Effect of Optimization on L3 Misses

G4 Effect of Optimization on L2 Misses
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Figure 24: Optimization effect on L2 cache
misses on a G4

Figure 25: Optimization effect on L3 cache
misses on a G4
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as we broaden the range of programs to which
we attempt to apply this optimization.

G4 L1 Miss Ratios
0.60

0.50
Hit/Miss Ratios Before opt.
Hit/Miss Ratios After Opt.

We also earnestly wish to pursue obtaining
feedback from the GCC development community with respect to our work, and hope to eventually be able to integrate this optimization into
an official release of GCC.
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Figure 27: Optimization effect on G4 L1 cache
miss ratios

5

Current Status and Future Work

This work is being developed in the structreorg-branch of GCC. Currently we have implemented all of Stage 1 and Stage 2, and most
of Stage 3. The field reordering and structure peeling optimizations are completely implemented; the full structure splitting optimization is mostly implemented, but the part responsible for deciding on the sub-record hierarchy
(described in Section 3.2.5) is not implemented
yet. Our hope is to have full structure splitting
working by mid-summer in 2005.
Once that is done, there are several other areas
we could pursue. It was disappointing to only
gain performance in one benchmark. It would
be interesting to do further analysis as to why
more benchmarks did not benefit as much as
might be expected, and perhaps tune our optimization further based on such analyses. It
might also be fruitful to look at relaxing some
of the safety and legality constraints: perhaps
we are being overly conservative in applying
our optimization, and if we could overcome this
we might see more performance gains. Another possible direction is to influence malloc
to place instances of the same subrecords in
continuance memory locations. In addition we
may discover a need to improve our heuristics
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Compile-time stack requirements analysis with GCC
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Abstract
Stack overflows are a major threat to many
computer applications and run-time recovery
techniques are not always available or appropriate. In such situations, it is of utmost value
to prevent overflows from occurring in the first
place, which requires evaluating the worst case
stack space requirements of an application prior
to operational execution time. More generally,
as run-time stack areas need memory resources,
information on the stack allocation patterns in
software components is always of interest.
We believe that specialized compiler outputs
can be of great value in a stack usage analysis framework and have developed GCC extensions for this purpose. In this paper, we first
expand on the motivations for this work, then
describe what it consists of so far, future directions envisioned, and experiments results.

1
1.1

Motivation
Need for stack requirements analysis

Unlike dynamic heap allocations, stack allocations are most often implicit from the programmer’s standpoint and there is no standard notion of easy to check stack allocation failures.

Besides, stack areas have to be sized beforehand in many cases, and when the amount of
stack actually used by an execution thread exceeds an anticipated size, nasty events happen.
This is a “stack overflow” condition, the exact
consequences of which depend on the operating
environment and on the execution context. In
the worst cases, random memory is clobbered
with arbitrary follow-on effects. Run-time detection techniques a-la GCC -fstack-check limit
the most catastrophic effects but leave the program in an uncomfortable state. Even with languages such as Ada offering recovery mechanisms to the programmer for such events, the
situation is far from perfect: very little can be
done when an execution thread does not have
access to the stack space it needs for proper operation.
In many situations, it is of utmost value to prevent overflow conditions from occurring in the
first place, which requires a way to evaluate the
worst case stack space requirements of an application. In any case, having ways to evaluate
those requirements early avoids hitting erratic
run-time behaviors with high implied costs because uncovered late in the development process and often hard to characterize. It also allows developers to communicate on the stack
consumptions of the interface points they provide, which allows later analysis to proceed
even if the module sources are not available.
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There are two broad categories of approaches to
address the high level issue outlined here : Testing based and Static Analysis based [11, 12],
which often complement each other. We believe that GCC can play a major role in a stack
analysis framework of the latter category.
We will now describe the two categories of approaches and why we believe that a compiler
based solution is sensible.
1.2

Testing based approaches

Testing based approaches consist in measuring
the maximum amount of memory actually used
in deliberately oversized stack areas while running or simulating the application. One possible technique is to initialize the areas with a repeated pattern and measure the size of the parts
clobbered.
A positive aspect is that the measurements provide live data from actual executions or simulations of the code. Every software has to be
tested for numerous reasons anyway, and getting additional feedback from the testing campaign is always valuable. Furthermore, the
set of testing scenarios is usually augmented
for the specific measurement purposes and this
benefits the software general robustness.
Testing based approaches suffer a number of
weaknesses, however.
To start with, the testing scenarios most often cover only a subset of the possible execution paths, and so do not expose the absolute
worst case consumption. This is especially true
when interrupt handlers are involved, as they
make the system worst case behavior very timing and environment dependent, hence an extremely improbable and hard to produce event.
Then, it is crucial to exercise as many execution paths as possible, and significant costs

are entailed because working out and running a
proper set of tests requires a lot of resources.
In addition, the technical mechanisms required
to perform the measurements may have undesired side effects, such as subtle timing influences twisting the observation or with critical
consequences in the case of a real-time system.
It may also happen that the target environment
is not easily suited to these technical requirements, as in some typical cases of embedded
systems where the available resources are really scarce.
Finally, as implied by the previous point, testing based approaches often need to be as nonintrusive as possible to avoid perturbing the observed execution and wasting precious run-time
resources. To satisfy that constraint, only restricted feedback is allowable, with very little
information on the observed worst case context,
and this does not help much the development
process.
1.3

Static Analysis based approaches

Static Analysis based approaches consist in
using tools to analyze the application stack
space consumption patterns and possibly compute worst case bounds prior to execution time.
They usually perform some local stack consumption analysis combined with control-flow
graph traversals. The bound computation is actually a small subset of a wide category of resource bounding analysis problems, focus of a
lot of research activity over the years. See [2]
for an example set of publications in this area,
or [9] for a specific instance.
Static Analysis schemes operate over a rich variety of technical grounds, the choice of which
influences a lot the contexts in which they may
be used. Consider for example [13], describing formal transformations of functional programs into resource usage functions returning
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bounds on the stack or heap usage of the original program. Although presented as adaptable
to imperative languages, this approach would
require a large amount of work to become applicable to general purpose languages like C,
C++, Java or Ada. Actually, all the analysis
schemes we know of are able to operate only
within a comprehensive set of assumptions on
the target environment and on the programs to
be analyzed.
When available, static analysis approaches address the whole set of concerns expressed in
the previous section about testing based approaches. They can provide precise results
without much effort, rapidly and early in the
development process. They also have no runtime side effects and are not constrained by the
target resources so have more room to offer as
much and various feedback as desired.
Regarding hard bounds computation, they all
hit a common set of challenges:

• Cycles in the Control Flow Graph : In
presence of control flow cycles involving
stack consumption, the worst case bound
is a function of the maximum number of
cycle iterations. When bounds on such iteration counts are unknown, the amount of
potential stack usage is infinite. Bounding
the iteration count is very often difficult or
impossible.
• Indirect jumps or subprogram calls : Determining where such transfers of control
lead is often not achievable, and the corresponding stack usage is then unknown.
• Unresolved calls : These are calls to subprograms for which no stack usage information is available, introducing an unknown amount of stack usage in a call
chain.

• Dynamic stack allocations : For instance
from alloca with a variable argument in
C, or from dynamically sized local objects
in Ada. They introduce potentially difficult to bound variable amounts of stack usage on the paths where they appear.
• Possible interrupt events : When interrupt (hardware or signal) handlers run on
the currently active stack, their consumption has to be accounted for when sizing the various areas in which they may
run. When they run on their own dedicated
stack, this one has to be properly sized too.
In any case, how interrupts may preempt
each other greatly affects the associated
possible stack usage and is not easy to determine automatically. [7, 10, 8] and [11]
are examples of research literature on this
matter.
• Dynamic global behavior : Analysis tools
typically include in their evaluations many
paths that can never be taken at run-time,
referenced as False Paths in [6] or [5].
Excluding some of such paths on safe
grounds may, for instance, allow cutting
some control flow cycles or the production
of tighter worst-case bounds, saving runtime resources. [11] illustrates the use of
such techniques to automatically compute
the hardware interrupt preemption graph
for an AVR target. This is a hard problem
in the general case.

1.4

Compilers as a static stack requirements analysis framework component

Despite the set of challenging issues enumerated in the previous section, static analysis
based approaches to stack requirements evaluation remain very appealing for a number of
reasons.
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As already pointed out, they alleviate a number
of weaknesses of the testing based approaches
when strong guarantees are required and all the
constraints to allow such guarantees are satisfied. Actually, avoiding challenging program
constructs like recursive/indirect calls or dynamic stack allocations is often part of already
established coding guidelines in environments
where preventing stack overflows is a real concern. Moreover, the challenging constructs for
a static analyzer most often also are challenging
for a testing based approach, and potentially not
even identified as such. Finally, even when absolute bounds may not be computed, analysis
tools are still able to provide very useful feedback on the analyzed stack usage patterns.
The few existing practical solutions we know of
[1, 3, 11, 6, 8] work as binary or assembly level
analyzers, which gets them a very precise view
of what the code is doing and opens specific opportunities. For example, [11] exposes a binary
level “abstract interpretation” scheme for AVR
microcontrollers, analyzing the operations on
the hardware interrupt control bits to infer an
interrupt preemption graph. This allows the detection in the interrupt preemption graph of undesired cycles that could have been introduced
by programming mistakes, and minimizes the
amount of extra stack space to add for potential interrupts at any point. The scheme is in
theory adaptable to other target architectures,
provided the development of a comprehensive
machine code parser and instruction classifier
to distinguish calls, jumps, stack pointer adjustments and so forth. [6] develops similar ideas
for Z86 targets.
We suggest an alternate kind of scheme here :
develop dedicated compiler extensions to produce specialized outputs for stack requirements
analysis purposes. This is what we have implemented in GCC together with a prototype analyzer to process the outputs, as described in
section 2.

One limitation is that a compiler cannot provide information on elements it doesn’t process, such as COTS operating system services
for which sources are not available or very low
level routines developed in assembly language.
When worst case bounds are a strong concern,
not having the sources of some components is
rare, however, and the stack usage in assembly routines is usually simple enough to be accounted for manually.
The compilation process may also not be able
to grasp the interrupt handling bits necessary to
size the worst case amount of interrupt related
stack, be it for hardware interrupt or signal handlers. Interrupt handling always requires very
careful design and coding, though, so the information could at least also be provided to the
framework by the user, or accounted for separately.
Leveraging on a compiler’s internals has a
number of advantages:

• Reduced effort for new target architectures: A compiler typically knows everything about stack allocations for the code
it processes. When already structured to
support multiple target architectures, this
knowledge may be used for each and alleviates the need of an associated comprehensive machine instruction parser, potentially difficult and error-prone for complex
processors.
• User level guards: A compiler can be tailored with options to raise warnings or
errors on user level constructs known to
trigger stack allocation patterns that may
cause troubles to a stack analysis framework involved later on. This points directly at the user level construct, and so
very early in the development process,
both being of precious value.
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• Access to high level information: A compiler has visibility on semantic information that can help tackle some of the challenging issues we have previously identified. Consider an Ada Integer subtype
with range 1..5 for example. If a variable of this subtype is used to size a local
array, the range knowledge may be used
to compute a bound on the array size, and
so on the corresponding stack allocation.
Potential targets of an indirect calls are
another example. Based on subprogram
profiles and actual references to subprograms, the compiler can provide a limited
but exhaustive list of subprograms possibly reached by an indirect call. In both
cases, the compiler information at hand is
extremely hard, if not impossible, to infer
from a machine level representation.
• Scalability: Support for stack usage outputs is unlikely to change how a compiler
scales up against application sizes, so a
compiler-based stack analysis component
will scale up as well as the initial compiler
did. Besides, a compiler has the opportunity to output no more than what is really
relevant for later analysis purposes, which
makes this output easier to digest than a
huge machine level representation of the
code.

2

2.1

Compile-time stack requirements
analysis with GCC
Basic principles

We have developed a simple call graph based
model from two new GCC command line options. They respectively generate per-function
stack usage and per-unit call graph information,
from which we build a multi-units call graph informally defined as comprising:

• One node per subprogram definition, valued with the maximum amount of stack
the subprogram may ever allocate. For
nodes performing dynamic stack allocation not trivially bounded, the value includes an unknown part, denoted by a
symbolic variable named after the subprogram for later analysis purposes. We call
such a node a dynamic node.
• One node per subprogram referenced from
the set of processed compilation units,
without being defined. Since the compiler has not processed the corresponding
body, the associated stack usage value is
unknown and also denoted by a symbolic
variable for later analysis purposes. We
call such node a proxy node.
• Directed edges to materialize a may_call
relationship, where the source subprogram
may_call the destination subprogram. Indirect calls with potentially unknown targets are represented as calls to a dummy
proxy node.

We value the worst case stack consumption
over any path in this graph as the sum of the
values associated with each node on the path.
As implicit from the graph informal description, this sum includes symbolic variables for
paths with proxy or dynamic nodes.
This is a coarse grained representation, with the
advantage of simplicity. As described later in
Section 2.5, obtaining tighter worst case values is possible with finer grained representations and we already have tracks for future refinements on that account.
There is no special consideration for potential
interrupt events at this point. As previously
mentioned, they may either be included into the
graph manually or accounted for separately.
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2.2

New GCC command line options

We have implemented two new GCC command line options: -fstack-usage and
-fcallgraph-info.

2.2.1

-fstack-usage

Compiling a unit X with -fstack-usage
produces a text file X.su containing one line of
stack allocation information for each function
defined in the unit, each with three columns. In
column 1 is the function name and source location. In column 2 is an integer bound to the
amount of stack allocated by the function, to
be interpreted according to column 3. In column 3 is a qualifier for the allocation pattern,
with three possible values. static means
that only constant allocations are made, the
sum of which never exceeds the value in column 2. dynamic,bounded means that dynamic allocations may occur in addition to constant ones, for a sum still never larger than the
value in column 2. This typically occurs for
aligning dynamic adjustments from expand_
main_function. Finally, dynamic means
that dynamic allocations may occur in addition
to constant ones, for a sum possibly greater
than the value in column 2 up to an unknown
extent.
This can be illustrated from the following C
code in, say, fsu.c:

Compiling fsu.c on an x86-linux host with
-fstack-usage yields fsu.su as follows:
fsu.c:4:foo
fsu.c:7:bar
fsu.c:10:main

2.2.2

1040
16
32

static
dynamic
dynamic,bounded

-fcallgraph-info

For a unit X, -fcallgraph-info produces
a text file X.ci containing the unit call graph in
VCG [4] form, with a node for each subprogram defined or called and directed edges from
callers to callees. With -fstack-usage in
addition, the stack usage of the defined functions is merged into the corresponding node descriptions, then qualified as annotated.
To illustrate, for the following fci.c:
typedef struct
{ char data [128]; } block_t;
block_t global_block;
void b (block_t block)
{ int x; }
void c ()
{ block_t local_blocks [2]; }
void a ()
{ int x;
c ();
b (global_block);
}

We obtain the annotated graph below:
#include <alloca.h>
static void foo (void)
{ char buffer [1024]; }
static void bar (int n)
{ void * buffer = alloca (n); }
int main (void)
{ return 0; }
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2.3

Processing the outputs

There is a wide panel of possible applications
using the new options outputs. Evaluating
worst case allocation chains is one, and we have
prototyped a command line tool for that purpose.
Our prototype analyzer merges a set of annotated ci files and reports the maximum stack
usage down a provided set of subprograms, assorted with a call-chain. It is essentially a
depth first traversal engine tailored for the kind
of graphs we produce. Paths including proxy
or dynamic nodes are always reported, as they
trigger unknown amounts of stack allocation at
run-time. The analysis currently stops at the
first cycle and reports it.
For the ’a’ entry point in the fci.c example,
we get:
a: total 416 bytes
+-> a : 144 bytes
+-> c : 272 bytes

That is: “the worst case stack consumption
down a is 416 bytes, after a, which may use
up to 144 bytes, calls c which may use up to
272 bytes.”
Although still experimental, this framework allowed conducting a number of instructive experiments, as we will describe in Section 3.
2.4

Implementation

We are only going to give a sketch of the implementation of the two new command line options. The bulk of the work and experimentation has been conducted on a modified 3.4.x
code base, but we think the approach is easily adaptable to a 4.x code base. The options
are independent from each other although they
produce the most interesting results when used
in conjunction.

2.4.1

-fstack-usage

The general principle is as follows: we directly
leverage the long existing infrastructure for calculating the frame size of functions, made up
of both a generic part and a target back-end
dependent part, to report the amount of static
stack usage for the function being compiled. As
the back-end dependent part already needs to
gather the final result of the calculation before
emitting the assembly code, the actual implementation essentially boils down to modifying
every back-end so as to be able to easily retrieve
this result by means of a “target hook.”
We found that, at least for the most common
architectures, the changes to be made are very
localized. The “target hook” implementation
model proved to be a very efficient device and
really minimizes the effort required to add support for a new target. x86, powerpc, sparc, alpha, mips and hppa have been covered up to
now. The only challenge is to make sure that
every single byte allocated on the stack by the
calling sequence, even if it is not formally part
of the frame, is taken into account.
In this context, one interesting technical point
is of note: the difference in treatment between ACCUMULATE_OUTGOING_ARGS and
PUSH_ARGS targets. In the former case, the
arguments of called functions are accounted
for in the final frame size, whereas they are
not in the latter case; moreover, another subtlety comes into play in the latter case, in the
form of the -fdefer-pop command line option, which instructs the compiler to not pop the
pushed arguments off the stack immediately after the call returns. This may result in increased
stack usage and requires a special circuitry to
be properly dealt with at compile-time.
The remaining task is then to detect the dynamic stack usage patterns, much like what
is implemented to support -fstack-check.
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For this initial implementation, we mainly operate in the Tree to RTL expander by intercepting the requests for dynamic stack allocation. Moreover, as we are primarily interested
in bounding them, we also try to deduce from
the IL (here RTL) limits easily evaluated at
compile-time. A technical detail that must not
be overlooked here is that the compiler may
generate code to dynamically align the stack
pointer. While the amount of stack usage is easily bounded in that case, it must not be forgotten in the final result.
There is certainly room for improvement in either direction on the axis of compiler passes:
by working later down the RTL optimization
passes, one should be able to obtain additional
constant bounds for dynamic allocation cases
that are not inherently bounded; by working
closer to the trees handed down by the frontend, one should be able to recognize inherently
static allocation patterns that happen to require
a dynamic-like treatment for specific reasons,
as is the case for big objects when -fstack-check
is enabled for example.

2.4.2

-fcallgraph-info

We again leverage an existing infrastructure of
the compiler to implement this command line
option, but a much more recent one, that is the
"callgraph" machinery introduced in the 3.4.x
series. We only use this machinery to gather
information all the way through the compilation. We don’t drive the compilation with it
or attempt to rely on it for any code generation purpose, so our approach is not tied to one
of the compilation modes supported by GCC
3.4.x. In particular, it works with the unit-at-atime mode (C and C++ compilers at -O2), with
the function-at-a-time mode (C and C++ compilers at -O0/-O1) and finally the statement-ata-time mode (Ada compiler).

The general principle is straightforward: we
record every direct function call the compiler
has to process, either at the Tree level in unit-ata-time mode or at the RTL level in non unit-ata-time modes, and every indirect function call
at the RTL level. Of course some of these function calls may end up being optimized away at
one stage of the compilation but, as we aim at
computing a worst case scenario, this conservative stance is appropriate.
However, an optimization technique relating
to function calls is particularly of note since
it can bring about huge differences in results
for any types of callgraph-based analysis, depending on whether it is accounted for or not,
that is function inlining. We therefore do arrange for eliminating or not registering in the
first place in the call graph edges that correspond to function calls for which the callee is
inlined in the caller in the assembly code emitted by the compiler. For the example of the
-fstack-usage option, the immediate benefit is that the static stack usage of the callee is
guaranteed not to be counted twice in the final
calculation.
When additional analysis-oriented command
line options are passed to the compiler, nodes
in the call graph can be annotated with additional information gathered all the way through
the compilation.
The final step is to generate an output suited to
the kind of post-processing callgraph-based analyzes are naturally likely to require. In particular, as the process of merging .ci files is somewhat akin to linking object files, the problem of
the uniqueness of the identifiers for the merge
points has to be addressed. The VCG format for the output was chosen as a simple and
natural medium to convey compiler-generated,
callgraph-based information. It goes without
saying that targeting any other (text-based) format is easily doable and would only command
modifications at the very end of the chain.
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2.5

3

Possible enhancements

Experiments results

This is a non exhaustive set of enhancements
we are considering at various levels.

3.1

There is first large room for improvements
in the post-compilation processing tool, which
currently stops at the first cycle it sees and is
not yet able to provide a rich variety of results.
Then, on the compiler side, the current implementation is low level to have visibility on every detail, and misses high level semantic information which would be useful to better handle
a number of challenging constructs.

We have first compared the compilation time
of a large Ada system with a compiler having the support included and unused against the
time with a compiler not having the support included. The difference was hardly noticeable
on an unloaded average x86-GNU/Linux PC (a
couple of seconds out of a 46+ minutes total
time), showing that there is no visible compilation time impact from the support infrastructure
when it is not used.

Finally, the current graph model could be refined to convey finer grained information on the
stack allocation within subprograms, to let later
analyzers compute tighter bounds. Let us consider the code for ’a’ in fci.c to illustrate this
point. Out of GCC 3.4.4 on x86-linux, with
accumulate-outgoing-args turned off
we see:

We have then performed various experiments
with the new options, the prototype analyzer
and a couple of “devices” to measure/observe
the actual stack allocation at run-time. Those
devices are a fillup scheme, filling oversized
stack areas with repeated patterns then looking
for the latest altered, and a GDB based observation scheme using watchpoints.

a: pushl %ebp
movl %esp, %ebp
subl $8, %esp
call c
addl $-128, %esp
[...]
call b
subl $-128, %esp
[...]

General description

We have experimented this framework in different contexts for different purposes:
<-<-<--

Although the reported maximum stack usage,
still 144, is correct for the function as a whole,
128 bytes are allocated only around the call to
’b’, and the maximum at the call to ’c’ is actually 16. Accounting for that would significantly
lower the worst case sum, and such effects currently accumulate on deeper call graphs. A
possible approach would be to have the graph
convey context oriented information on edges,
such as a value representing the maximum
amount of stack used in the caller when the
edge may be taken.

• On a large piece of an existing Ada application, to see if the approach scales up.
• On a set of Ada tests initially written for
the GNAT High Integrity profiles and expected to fit the constraints for a static
bound computation scheme, to confront
computed worst cases with run-time observations.
• On a simplified Ada parser, much larger
than individual tests in the previous set, to
confront computed and measured values
again and see how hard it is to adjust the
coding style to fit a static analysis scheme.
All the framework experiments were conducted
on an average PC running Windows.
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3.2

On a large piece of Ada

This large piece of Ada is a significant part of
an existing multi-tasking application running
on HP-UX hosts and not at all written with
the static stack analysis purposes in mind. The
code base is approximately 1.280 million lines
spread over 4624 units. There are very complex
Ada constructs all over, and numerous reasons
for a static analysis not to be able to provide a
useful upper bound on the stack consumptions
for the various Ada tasks.
Still, after having compiled this whole piece
with the two new options, we have been able
to produce a global annotated call graph in a
matter of seconds, for 377905 edges and 99379
nodes. We were also able to evaluate the consumption down specific entry points in a few
seconds.
This experiment told us that the approach does
scale up very well, both performance and interface wise. We are able to efficiently get
very useful text oriented feedback out of a large
graph involving thousands of units, while a visual representation was clearly not adequate.
3.3

On a set of Ada tests for the GNAT
High Integrity profiles

This experiment was to exercise the framework
against a number of tests and compare computed worst case values with run-time observations. The set of tests is a selection among a
series initially devised for the GNAT High Integrity profiles and expected to fit a static analysis experiment. In particular:
• They make a very restricted usage of runtime library components, thus avoiding
complex constructs which can make static
stack analysis difficult.

• They feature no indirect calls and very few
call graph cycles or dynamically sized local variables.
• They are inputless, have a very stable behavior over different runs, and so are easy
to study.

We ended up with over 10,000 lines of Ada
in 14 separate tests together with their support
packages.
Table 1 summarizes the first comparison we
have been able to make between fillup measured consumptions and statically computed
worst case values.
Test
01a
02a
06a
08a
10a
11a
12a
13a
16a
17a
18a
19a
20a
21a

Fillup
328
488
8112
7932
7868
56
8040
5280
6732
8
272
88
832
1584

Static
Delta
328
0.00%
240 –50.82%
8288 +2.17%
8092 +2.02%
8032 +2.08%
56
0.00%
8208 +2.09%
5452 +3.26%
6896 +2.44%
8
0.00%
272
0.00%
88
0.00%
896 +7.69%
400 –74.75%

Table 1: Fillup Measured vs Statically Computed worst case stack amounts (in bytes) on a
set of High Integrity Ada tests
For most tests, the statically computed worst
case is equal or only slightly greater than the
observed maximum usage, as expected. We
haven’t investigated the detailed reasons for all
those differences. A number of factors can
come into play:
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• The fillup instrumentation code only declares “used” the area up to the last clobbered word, possibly not as far as the last
allocated word.
• All the experiments were performed without accumulate-outgoing-args,
so overestimates by lack of context may
appear as described in section 2.5.
• The reported worst case code path might
never actually be taken during the test execution.

One big anomaly shows up from this table,
though: for two tests (02a and 21a), the statically computed worst case is lower than the
observed actual consumption, which we would
expect never to happen. This was triggered by
shortcomings in our first version of the prototype analyzer, which silently assimilated the
variable amounts for proxy and dynamic nodes
to a null value.
Test 21a turned out to involve a couple of dynamic nodes, making the comparison meaningless. Test 02a simply missed to account for a
proxy node corresponding to a run-time cosine
entry point, and obtaining a better estimate (640
bytes) was easy after recompiling the library
units with the new options.
All in all, we obtain a very sensible static worst
case evaluation for all the relevant tests, with
run-time observations/measurements equal or
lower by only small factors.
3.4

On a simplified Ada parser

Here the goal was to evaluate the stack analysis
framework on a moderately large single application, written in Ada and not designed with
static analysis in mind although believed to be

close to match the required criteria. The application is a simplified Ada parser without recursion, used for text colorization purposes in an
IDE editor module. Unlike the previous set of
testcases, this one is input sensitive and evaluating its worst case stack consumption with a
testing based approach is not easy.
The first analysis attempts stumbled on dynamic allocations for common Ada constructs,
easily rewritten in a more efficient manner.
The second difficulty was calls to the system heap memory allocator. It turned out to
consume significant and not easily predictable
amounts of stack on our platform, so we have
replaced it with in-house Ada Storage_Pool.
Eventually, we found that indirect calls were
used in numerous places and that properly accounting for them was a hard prospect. For
the sake of the experiment, we assigned a null
value to the fake indirect call proxy node and
were then able to compute a worst case. Of
course, the so computed value was expected
not to be a reliable upper bound. Running an
instrumented version of the parser over 2047
files from the GNAT source tree indeed revealed one case of measured stack consumption
greater than the statically computed value. The
other tests also provided interesting statistical
figures: more than 60% of the tests revealed
a measure within 98% of the computed value
and the overwhelming majority of the remaining tests got measures above 80% of the computed value.
This experiment confirmed that static analysis
of stack depths requires a lot of factors to allow
the computation of reliable upper bounds, and
that it should be anticipated early in the development process. It also shows that even when
reliable upper bounds may not be obtained, performing the analysis is instructive and is a very
helpful development instrument.
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It is also interesting to notice that in none of our
experiments to date, have we found a case of a
computed max value unreasonably bigger than
the measured values. Admittedly, our experiments have been limited and thus are not fully
representative. Nonetheless, it is an encouraging result which would tend to indicate that refinements in the maximum computation are not
immediately urgent.

4

Conclusion

Static analysis of stack allocation patterns is
of great value in many situations and even a
requirement in some specific software development processes. We have explained why a
compiler can play a key role as a component
in an analysis framework, and described two
new GCC command line options implemented
for this purpose. We obtained very encouraging results from several experiments with these
options and a prototype analyzer to process the
outputs, reporting on the worst case paths down
provided entry points. As we have shown, the
approach scales up well and is adaptable to new
target architectures with only little efforts. It
is already able to produce very valuable feedback early in the development process and still
leaves a lot of room for refinements and extensions in the future.
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Abstract
In recent 5 years GCC was redesigned to support profile driven optimization in almost all
stages of optimization. We outline the approach for implementing the profiling support,
the heuristics used to statically guess the profile
and examine effectivity of individual optimizations. We also compare code quality produced
by the static profile estimation relative to profile feedback and describe future plans on improving the profiling (such as value profiling on
symbolic values to support devirtualization).

1

Introduction

To drive decisions of various optimisations
(function inlining, loop optimisations, register allocation) it is useful to have information
about execution time behaviour of the compiled
code. By control flow profile we mean annotation of the internal program representation
(control flow graph and call graph) by information about frequencies of executions of individual functions, basic blocks and edges.
There are several notions of profile commonly
used to guide optimisations with different granularity. Function profile holds information
about expected number of executions of individual functions, basic block profile holds information about expected number of executions

of individual basic blocks, edge profile holds
in addition information about number of executions (probabilities) of every edge in the control
flow graph (CFG) and path profile holds information about execution of individual bounded
size paths through the CFG.
In recent 5 years we modified GCC to use the
edge profile that seems to be reasonable compromise across those choices—it is not more
difficult to build than the basic block profile
(except for low overhead profiling) while it is
significantly easier to deal with than patch profiling scheme. Relative to basic block profiling
it is significantly more useful to drive optimisations such as trace formation or basic block
reordering (in fact some papers discussing basic block profiling approach also mention that
edge probabilities needs to be guessed based on
basic block profile, see [DEC]). For discussion
of advantages of path profile over edge profile,
see, for instance, [Path profile] or some of followup papers.
In addition to the control flow behaviour of
the program, it is useful to have information
about value histograms of individual variables
manipulated by the program. We call such a
profile value profile. This profile is useful to
drive optimisations such as de-virtualisation,
data prefetching or switch statement expansion.
The profile can be measured from actual program execution: program is compiled with instrumentation, trained on typical data set and
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later recompiled with taking the experimentally
measured profile into account. This approach
is very effective, but difficult to use. While
several studies show that choice of train data
set is not very difficult for most programs (the
outcome of individual conditionals in programs
seems to be mostly independent on choice of
input data set), majority of users (especially in
free software world) are not willing to complicate their build process.
Because of the mentioned problems it is useful
to heave backup plan—static profile estimation.
This technique estimates the edge profile based
on the observation about common properties
of the compiled programs without need for actual training. In limited sense (branch outcome
guessing) it was first described by [Ball Larus].
Our implementation is mostly based on the followup paper [Static profile].
Rest of paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we outline ways to construct and maintain the profile. In Section 3 we describe the
more notable optimisations that take advantage
of the profile. In Section 4 we present some
SPEC2000 scores. In Section 5 we describe
some issues arising from using profile guided
optimisations in real world applications. Finally in Section 6 we summary our effort and
describe some of plans for future enhancements
we have.

2

Profile implementation

At our starting point GCC represented compiled functions as a doubly linked lists of instructions with almost no additional control
flow data-structures preserved in between optimisation passes. While attempt was made to
represent profile as a notes attached to instructions (branch probability notes for conditional

jumps and execution count notes for the first instruction in “basic block”) it seemed most natural to represent profile as a part of control flow
graph.
We took existing implementation of control
flow graph used by liveness data-flow pass and
added counts and frequencies to basic block
data-structure. count is 64bit value representing number of executions of given block when
profile feedback is available, frequency is 32bit
value representing relative frequency within the
function scaled to range 0 to 10000 and is
available for static profile estimation as well
as for profile feedback. Edges have similar
notion of count, but the the relative information is recorded by probability of execution of
the edge represented as integer in the range 0
to 10000. (It is important to have the integral frequencies kept in lower range as profile
updating code sometimes compute up to third
power of the values and we avoid use of floating
point). We modified the existing passes to use
and maintain the CFG up to date, so now (development tree-profiling-branch that
plans to be merged into GCC 4.1) the CFG is
build before inlining and is preserved up to the
final stages of optimisation. Earlier released
compilers (post GCC 3.2) maintained the profile only after the inlining.
Majority of profiling infrastructure and profile
guided optimisers are trivial to implement and
actually wast majority of effort was put into
this project of updating compiler to preserve the
CFG. We hope that these changes will pay back
on their own in more maintainable and faster
optimisation passes.
2.1
2.1.1

Profile feedback
Edge profiling

Edge profiling implementation predated our
project and was originally contributed by James
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E. Wilson in 1990. We based our implementation on this existing module, updated it to operate on CFG, extended the file format for more
robustness and added value range profiling.

might end up wrong. Since the abnormal edges
are unlikely optimised, this lack of information
is probably not critical.

The basic idea of edge profiling is to insert
counters on each edge of the CFG together with
machinery to save them in runtime (our implementation in libgcov allows merging from
multiple runs) and read back to compiler afterwards.

This algorithm results in significantly fewer instrumentation points (over 50% savings in average), but require the profile feedback to be
read in carefuly since the errors might propagate across the CFG (further reduction might
be possible by taking the estimated profile into
account and construct maximal frequency spanning tree, but we didn’t experimented with this
idea yet). To prevent profile mismatches we do
some basic CRC checks both in the runtime and
at the time we load profile into compiler to ensure that the CFG used to guide instrumenting
and current CFG match. We also ensure that
the computed counts are not negative. Unfortunately even despite the CRC checking effort it
is not unusual for user to get trapped by the corrupted profiles in some corner cases. Especially
our implementation does not support threading
and is not able to cope very well with constructors, destructors and dynamically loaded objects yet.

In GCC implementation the profile generation
is optimised, so that not all edges in the CFG
need instrumenting. First, the CFG is closed
by adding fake edge from exit block to the entry block and extended to represent all places
where execution might terminate (such as function calls and asm statements) by edges to exit
block. To optimise the instrumentation we generate the CFG minimal span tree, only edges
that are not on the span tree (plus the entry
point) need instrumenting. From that information all other edge counts can be deduced via
simple observation that sum of counts of incoming edges is equivalent to the sum of counts
of outgoing edges for each basic block. To
make instrumentation possible, all fake edges
and edges we can not redirect (called abnormal edges comming from exception handling,
indirect jumps and similar constructs) must be
on the spanning tree. We also attempt to place
critical edges on the spanning tree to reduce
amount of newly created basic block.
Note that in some cases the abnormal edges
might form an cycle making it impossible to include them all in the spanning tree. To prevent
this we replace each such edge by edge from
entry block to source block of replaced edge
and edge from destination block of replaced
edge to exit block. The resulting CFG has the
property that spanning tree can always contain
all the new abnormal edges even if the resulting
profile can not be precisely transformed back to
original one so actual counts of abnormal edges

2.1.2

Value profiling

Value profiling was implemented by Zdeněk
Dvořák and allows optimisers to point out values to profile by one of implemented value
profiles (such as to discover most common
value variable has, compute simple histogram
or prove that it is mostly power of 2). At
the present only very basic optimisations based
on this infrastructure are implemented, but we
hope to extend it soon to support speculative
de-virtualisation to enhance C++ and Java inlining.
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2.2

Profile estimation

When profile is not available, it is still possible to do reasonably good job by guessing the
profile. Our implementation is mostly based
on [Ball Larus] and [Static profile]. First series of heuristics are executed in attempt to predict direction of conditionals in the CFG. Because multiple heuristics might apply to given
branch (and suggest different outcomes), the
heuristics are noted in the CFG and later combined into single outcome. For reliable heuristics (see bellow) the outcome of first matching
heuristics (in fixed priority order) is taken (such
combination scheme is referred as first match),
for unreliable heuristics Dempster-Shaffer theory (a statistics tool to combine hypothesis
weighted by their reliabilities into single hypothesis) is used to produce overall outcome.
See [Static profile] for details on DempsterShaffer theory.
When profile feedback is read, the information about success/failure of each heuristics
might be dumped into debug file and tool
analyze_brprob is available to measure hitrate of each hypothesis on the tested program.
We regularly run such analysis on SPEC2000
integer benchmarks and put back the experimentally measured values into GCC to guide
weights for combining the hypothesis.
While
several
followup
papers
to
[Static profile] point out the Dempster Shaffer
theory to be poor tool for combining the outcomes in this case (the mechanism incorrectly
assumes full independence of the individual
heuristics), we found this tool work pretty well
(especially with the more reliable heuristics
handled separately) and solve issues with discovering proper order of priorities for the “first
match” scheme. [Ball Larus] took approach
of experimentally testing every priority order
for “first match” scheme instead that seems

difficult to maintain as the number of different
heuristics grow.
Following reliable heuristics are implemented
(in the priority order for “first match” combination scheme):
loop iterations This heuristics attempts to
analyse induction variables of each loop
and figure out number of iterations. If
this succeeds, the probability of loopback
edge is computed. This heuristics match
for typical for style loops with constant
bounds on induction variable and similar
constructs.
__builtin_expect As a GCC extension, __builtin_expect function
call might be used to specify expected
value of its argument. This information
might be used to compute outcome of
the branch. When this is possible, the
expected direction is predicted with 95%
probability.
noreturn call Code path leading to call that
never returns (such as call to exit or
abort) is unlikely executed. All basic blocks where some but not all exit
edges leads to basic block postdominated
by such a call gets the edges predicted as
unlikely.
loop branch The loopback edge of loop is
usually taken (since loops within time
consuming programs are looping). For
SPEC2000 average loop iterates roughly 5
times.
loop exit Edge exiting a loop is predicted as
not taken. As a special cases basic blocks
already predicted by loop branch heuristics are not considered for this heuristics.
This is very similar to loop branch heuristics, we just separated these two since
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most programmers tends to exit edges by
the loop conditional rather than break
statements placed in the middle of loop.
This separation didn’t seem to bring any
useful value as can be seen from results in
Section 4 however.
The following unreliable heuristics are implemented:
pointer Pointers are usually not NULL.
opcode positive Integral values in programs
are usually positive (so outcome of conditionals comparing with 0 can be predicted).
opcode nonequal Two integral values in programs are not equal.
FP Opcode Two floating point values are usually not equal.
goto Heuristic predicting that goto statements are usually not executed. This was
especially implemented to help people developing Linux kernel where goto statements are often used to get out of hot path.
It seems to serve good job in other programs as well.
call Predict that a conditional where one but
not all successor edges are postdominated
by some specific call is not taken. The intuition is that conditionals are often used
to protect error handling that is often represented by function call.

implement fast path checking in the beginning of function.
In the new implementation of our intermediate program representation, all the
return statements are combined into
single return at the end of program so
this heuristics mark all the block leading to the return block early. This makes
the heuristics even weaker than it used to
be. Adding machinery to notice earlier
return statements might be possible, but
author is unsure if this heuristics is worth
the effort at all.
constant return Returns with constant values
are often used to represent error states.
This heuristic predict return of nonzero
constant to be unlikely.
negative return Predict return of negative
constant to be unlikely (negative values
are even more likely to represent error
state)
NULL return Predict return NULL; to be
unlikely
Following predictors are not functional at a
time of writing paper because of unfinished effort to updated them for tree-SSA framework.

Adding function attribute to mark real error recovery functions (such as perror)
might lead to significant improvement of
this heuristics.

continue A loop formed by C continue
statement is usually not looping. Hitrate
was about 56% demonstrating that average loop formed by continue iterates
usually just twice, while normal loop 5
times. As a special case we disabled loop
branch heuristics when continue heuristics
matched. We plan to re-implement this
soon.

early return Predict that most functions returns by the last return statement in the
source code of function. This is very fragile heuristics as it is common scheme to

Loop header It is common to transform
while into do-while style loops by duplicating the loop conditional. The first
execution of loop conditional is usually (it
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decides whether a loop will iterate at all or
not) and the heuristics claims that the loop
will usually execute. The hitrate of this
heuristic used to be roughly 64% but in the
new implementation we duplicate the loop
test after constructing the estimated profile
and this heuristic is thus no longer in use.
Note that our implementation was different from [Ball Larus] one in a way that we
marked only the really duplicated tests and
this improved reliability of this predictor.
Once the probabilities of individual edges are
computed, the estimated profile is constructed
by propagating the information across non-loop
regions and computing expected number of iterations of natural loops by same algorithm
as in [Static profile]. This algorithm runs into
interesting side cases, where function having
CFG of very deep tree might run into exponentially small frequencies that still needs to sum
to to entry block frequency in exit, while CFG
with very deep loop nest can run into exponentially large frequencies. This is a proof of lack
of sense of reality in the profile but also problem for implementation since algorithm runs
easily out of range of integers. Our initial implementation used floating point but it resulted
in different profile being constructed on different underlying FP units so we replaced it with
our software emulator that turned out to be bottleneck (for very deep loop nests, the algorithm
is quadratic) and now we use custom floating
point implementation.
The branch prediction algorithm is run in limited sense even when profile feedback is available. For basic blocks with count of 0 the
edge probabilities are guessed and for functions never executed in the train run the estimated frequencies are constructed based on
these probabilities (on executed functions, the
basic block counts are simply rescaled to frequencies and edge counts are used to compute
probabilities).

2.3

Maintaining profile up to date

Touchy issue is the need to keep profile intact in CFG across the whole compilation process. While for the CFG itself it is easy to
implement sanity checking tool and hide most
of actual transformations in simple abstraction
(such as function redirecting the edge in CFG at
the same time as updating underlying IL), the
profile might easily become damaged even by
properly performed transformations. The basic problem is that each code duplication transformations might result in two different copies
of original region of CFG with different profiles while the lack of path sensitive profile information in compiler generally only allow to
copy distribute the profile evenly across the
copies. Later constant propagation on conditionals might then prove edge with nonzero believed probability impossible resulting in conflicts. This makes automatic verification difficult (if not impossible at all). In a combination
with the fact that most of profile updating requires high level knowledge about the transformation the optimisation is performing (so it is
difficult to hide in basic CFG manipulation abstraction) and the fact that many of GCC developers are still unaware of the profile existence,
it is common for profile to break. At the moment only sanity checking is done while dumping the intermediate representation into debug
files, but most of GCC developers seems to ignore the mismatches found.

3
3.1

Optimisations implemented
Register allocation

GCC use simple priority driven register allocation scheme. In order to compute priorities, the
basic block frequencies are now taken into account. This replaced original heuristics that estimated every loop to iterate three times.
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3.2

Hot/cold partitioning

Many of optimisations trading code size for
performance are now conditioned by predicates maybe_hot_p, probably_cold_p
and probably_never_executed. When
profile feedback is available, the basic block
is considered as maybe hot when its count exceeds maximal count across all compilation
units (computed by runtime saving the profile)
divided by count fraction parameter defaulting
1000. Basic blocks not satisfying probably hot
predicate are considered maybe cold and basic
blocks having counts lower then half of training
runs are considered never executed.
When profile feedback is not available the predicates must be computed on per-function basis
and are mostly noop. We consider all blocks
maybe hot except those having basic block
frequency smaller than maximal frequency divided by frequency fraction parameter (defaulting to 1000). Analogously for maybe cold
predicate. Blocks are never considered as
probably never executed. Because the estimated profiles tends to be flat, it is likely that
most functions will consists only of maybe hot
blocks.
Predicate maybe_hot_p is used by majority
of code growing optimisation. It is used by loop
unrolling and unswitching to disable transformation on uninteresting loops, basic block reordering to disable basic block duplication, inliner to avoid code growing inlines in cold calls,
crossjumping to avoid merging of basic blocks
with different outcomes and few extra transformations. Probably never executed is currently
in use in basic block reordering algorithm to
factor out uninteresting portions of functions
and by pass inserting code alignments.

3.3

Function partitioning

To reduce code cache footprint and average
call distance, we split functions into separate
sections on ELF system based on their execution frequency. .text.hot section contains functions with at least one hot basic
block. .text.unlikely_executed contains functions where all blocks are unlikely executed. Rest of functions go into .text.
Recently function body splitting was implemented (so large function body can be divided
into those sections when it contains hot and
cold portions) but this feature is not fully functional at a time of writing this paper and is
disabled in the benchmarks. It would be also
nice to implement full function reordering algorithm (that reorders functions in a way so common calls are in short distance) but that would
require closer cooperation with the linker or
whole program optimisation.
3.4

Tracer

Tracer (also known as tail duplication or superblock formation) is a pass duplicating basic block across common paths in the code to
avoid “join edges” (places where the common
path meets with some other path in CFG causing dataflow based optimisation going into conservative assumption). Our implementation is
based on [DEC] with few additional parameters
to limit code growth.
The pass works by identification of traces i.e.
sequences of basic blocks often executed in a
row. Then the blocks are visited in trace order, starting with the second block. If a block
has more than one predecessor the block is duplicated (with all outgoing edges) and the edge
from previous block of the trace is redirected to
the duplicate. This is repeated until every basic block on the trace is visited. As a result the
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trace is transformed into a superblock (i.e. sequence of basic blocks with no incoming edges
except for the first basic block in sequence).

parameter (max code growth) cuts the duplication process once the function body grows by
given amount.

The usual algorithm for trace formation starts
in some frequent basic block (seed) and continues by the most frequent predecessor as long
as the previously visited basic block is the
most frequent successor of selected predecessor. Once the walk terminates it is performed
symmetrically from the seed to the most frequent successor. Our implementation works
by repeatedly choosing the most frequent basic
block not yet visited by trace formation algorithm as a seed, forming a traces and performing tail duplication until some of limiting parameters are met.

In GCC implementation the trace formation
is run in the RTL part of backend after all
high-level and mid-level optimisations are performed. This is done basically for historical
reasons and we plan to re-implement the tracer
as part of SSA optimisation queue. We however need to experiment with this carefully as
running tracer damages dominator relationship
and might confuse high-level optimisations.

Tracer is one of algorithms not working very
well on estimated profiles, since it care about
outcome of non-loop edges that gets often misspredicted. Little special care however makes
the algorithm profitable on estimated profile too
(as observed earlier in [Superblock], our methods are different thought).
We limit the code growth caused by algorithm
by several parameters. Minimal probability of
successor limits the probability of edge that
still can join two basic blocks in the trace. This
value needs to be set differently for estimated
profile where one hardly finds edges with very
high probability (while in real profiles this is
very common). We use 80% probability for real
profile and 50% probability for estimated profiles. Dynamic coverage limits amount of basic
blocks ever considered for superblock formation. The algorithm is run as long as the time
spent in the visited blocks does not exceed this
parameter. This time for real profile one needs
higher value (95%) while for estimated profile
we use 75% as code size growth gets too considerable otherwise. This seems to be explained
by fact that estimated profiles are more “flat”
(the difference in between coldest and hottest
basic block is lower than in real profile). Last

The benefits of tracing come mostly from
improved optimisation possibilities for later
passes and from reduced amount of taken
branches executed in the final code. Our implementation is targeted specially for the first
goal. The code paths where no optimisation
took place should be later re-combined by tail
merging pass done after register allocation (due
to limited scope of analysis done here this is
not always the case) and we re-run similar algorithm in the basic block reordering pass to
track the second case.
3.5

Loop unrolling and peeling

Profile provide information about expected
number of iterations of each loop in program as
well as about importance of each loop. This is
very useful to drive loop optimisations in general. Our implementation of unroller will not
unroll loops in cold regions of program. When
profile feedback is not available loops where
number of iterations is not known are not unrolled by default. When feedback is available,
the loops iterating more than twice the number
of copies unroller is considering to make are
unrolled and other loops are peeled.
The unroller is currently enabled by default
only when profile feedback is available as oth-
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erwise it is considered too costly code size wise
for common use.
3.6

Inliner

Our inliner implementation use simple bin
packing algorithm. There are several limitations given by user (maximal estimated size
of inline candidates, maximal growth of whole
compilation unit due to inlining, large function
threshold and maximal growth of large functions). Given these limitations, the inliner is attempting to maximise number of calls inlined.
When profile feedback is available we compute priorities based on number of execution
of each edge in the call-graph and the expected
growth of caller function body after inlining is
performed (so the priority represents benefits to
costs ratio in our simplified model). Then simple greedy heuristics attempt to mark inlinable
edges inline in the priority order dynamically
updating the costs and priority queue as the
number of call sites of functions change. When
profile feedback is not available we optimize
for amount of different functions all callers—
so the priority is driven by overall unit growth
after inlining into all callers of given function.
In the benchmarks we included results with
profile feedback available but inliner modified
to ignore them (so it would be still optimizing for number of different functions inlined).
These results are referred as “static inliner”.
Inlining is certainly one of the most important
profile driven optimisations because its benefits can be very high (some C++ programs
can be sped up several times) and the costs
can go up as well. Sadly our estimated profiles don’t seem to be very useful for driving
inliner yet, because the profile is not propagated inter-procedurally. [Static profile] suggest that adding inter-procedural profile propagation pass might be fruitful for whole program
optimisation.

3.7

Basic block reordering

Basic block reordering (branch alignment) is a
pass changing order of basic blocks with a goal
to minimize amount of taken branches. This
can be done by simple DFS search that visits
the edges in probability order, but it is far from
optimal. The optimal sollution can be reduced
to travelling salesman problem [TSP] that is
hard to solve so we use easier approach (software trace cache, see [STC] for full description of the algorithm) that is in nature similar to
trace formation: first traces are identified and
then ordered in sequence with limited amount
of basic block duplication in most profitable
cases.

3.7.1

Value profile transformations

At the moment just very simple transformations
are implemented. We have pass converting:
a=b/c;
into:
if (c==common_value_of_c)
a=b/common_value_of_c;
else
a=b/c;
or
if (c is power of 2)
a=b << log(c);
else
a=b/c;
similarly for modulo operations where we additionally check for the case where modulo is
noop.
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While this optimisation is good trick for extra SPEC points we are unsure it serve very
good value in practice (even though GCC itself is sped up by this transformation measurably in its growing hash tables functions). We
currently work on speculative de-virtualisation
that seems more important use of this framework.
We also implemented a speculative prefetching.
We look for read or write of mem[address],
where the value of address changes usually by
a non-zero constant C between the following
accesses to the computation. We then add a
prefetch of address + C before the load/store.
This handles prefetching of several interesting
cases in addition to a simple prefetching for addresses that are induction variables, e.g. linked
lists allocated sequentially (even in case they
are processed recursively).
For majority of modern CPUs this optimisation
is not particularly interesting since the hardware prefetching mechanism is in charge. This
transformation is currently disabled because we
didn’t updated it to new tree-SSA framework
(yet).

4

Experimental results

In this section we present some results of
SPEC2000 benchmark on AMD Opteron CPU
to give an idea of effectivity of various optimisations. All runs are done with standard
optimisation settings and whole program compilation enabled (-O2 -fwhole-program
--combine).
Tables 1, 2, and 3 refer to outcomes of individual branch prediction heuristics described
in Section 2.2. Branches column list number of branches in compiled code the given
heuristics match on, coverage represent number of branches executed predicted by given

heuristics, hitrate represents the probability
that outcome of executed branch predicted by
the heuristics will actually be as predicted and
max hitrate represents maximal such hitrate
possible (i.e. the predictability of the branch by
profile feedback). So good heuristics should
have coverage and hitrate as high as possible.
If hitrate is lower than 50%, the heuristics are
wrong in most cases on given benchmark.
Individual heuristics are presented first, first
match represents the combined outcome of all
reliable heuristics, DS theory represents combined outcome of all unreliable heuristics, no
prediction represents all branches not predicted
at all. Finally combined represents outcome of
all the heuristics together.
As can be seen, the usability of individual
heuristics may vary depending on programming style and nature of problem it solves
(SPECfp control flow behaviour is much more
predictable overall as most of time is spent by
loop branches) but overall the heuristics combination scheme derive useful results even for
non-SPECint programs our prediction mechanism is tuned for. The combined hitrate of 75%
for SPECint seem to be very good result compared to other papers published on the topic.
Our main advantage over [Static profile] implementation seems to be availability of higher
level information about the source program
since our predictors works early in the optimization queue, while [Static profile] analyse
already optimised object code.
Tables 4 and 7 list effectivity of most important
optimisations we implemented when guided by
static profile estimation. Tables 5 and 6 list
results with profile feedback. The first line
in each table represents the same baseline run
done twice to give a idea of noise in the benchmarks. It is followed by optimisations enabled
in the standard optimisations settings in order
of effectivity. Optimisations not enabled by default but available as additional command line
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options come next (note that the standard settings differ when profile feedback is available
as the inliner, superblock formation and loop
transformations are enabled by default). Summary of effectivity of all the profile guided optimisations come last.
Each benchmark was repeated 3 times and median of the runs was used. Since it is not
possible to cover the interferences in between
passes, the benchmark always compare the results with the pass of interest disabled relative
to run with the pass enabled. All other passes
are enabled/disabled same way as with default
settings. SPEC2000 benchmarks provide two
different datasets one for train run and one for
actual benchmark so it should come close to
real world scenario.
As can be seen, most of optimisations are already effective with statically estimated profile,
but the additional gains from actual profile are
still important. Some of optimisations are less
effective than in [DEC], but it seems to be explained by lower sensitivity of AMD Athlon
to compiler optimisations than traditional RISC
architectures. The higher effectivity of register
allocator seems to support this hypothesis.
For runs with profile feedback, profile estimation refers to enabling profile estimation in addition to profile feedback for portions of programs not covered by train runs. profile feedback compare performance with estimated profile relative to performance with profile feedback and estimation enabled. overall compare
performance with no profile compared to performance with profile feedback and estimation
enabled. It is somewhat surprising that the profile estimation is quite effective even in addition
to the actual profile feedback.
Author finds it somewhat disappointing however that the code size is increased by the
profile feedback despite all the benefits from

hot/cold partitioning. This seems to be combined result of enabling aggressive code growing optimisations by default. Obviously there
is room for improvements in this area because
majority of other compilers produce smaller
code when profile feedback is available.

5

Real world usage

While the branch prediction mechanism is
completely transparent to the end user and
seems to be widely accepted (there are almost
no problem reports related to branch guessing
in bugzilla and only very few projects disable
profile driven optimisation explicitely. In fact
author is only aware of linux kernel that disable
basic block reordering pass and rely on goto
statements instead), the profile feedback feature
has not been very widely accepted by free software community a the present.
This situation is understandable since for free
software the simplicity of build process is very
important. On the other hand it is unfortunate
too as profile feedback brings considerable improvements both in performance and memory
footprint. Author hope that the feature will become more popular in the future as the quality of implementation improve. The situation
would be also greatly helped if common tools,
such as automake had basic support to specify
train run and produced profile feedback ready
makefiles.
GCC itself is able to build with
profiledbootstrap setting that use
its own runtime libraries as train run. The
speedups on x86 architecture (AMD Athlon)
are roughly 7% building combine.c GCC
module with optimization, 10% building
without optimisation and 15% building simple
hello world program (an average of 100 runs).
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Several core interpreter packages (bash, awk,
sed, etc. . . ) in SUSE GNU/Linux distribution
are also built with profiling via simple trick:
CFLAGS="-O2 -fprofile-generate"\
make
make check
make clean
CFLAGS="-O2 -fprofile-use" make

These packages are specially easy targets for
feedback based optimizations and the benefits
are slightly over 10% on execution of common
configure scripts from disc cache.
Author is also aware of at least one proprietary
database vendor who used the profile feedback
feature in GCC.

6

Conclusion and future plans

The overall speedup of 6% on SPECint (12%
with profile feedback) makes the profile guided
optimisations one of the most effective improvements to GCC optimisers in recent few
years. We found the static profile estimation
a valuable and almost drop-in replacement for
real profile for number of profile guided optimisations. Work on CFG transparency across
optimisation passes should have improved the
maintainability of GCC sources too. This
makes us believe that our work seems relatively
effective despite the long term effort needed
and the fact that profile feedback feature might
not gain very big user base. We also hope this
paper to be useful as perhaps the first study
of effectivity of static branch prediction algorithms in real world compiler.
We might have captured most of the lowest
hanging fruits but still in addition to possible
improvements discussed earlier we see many of

areas that needs further work. In near future we
plan to add devirtualisation support and finish
updating the infrastructure for tree-SSA optimisers. We also hope to improve user friendliness and usability of profiling mechanism (add
more safety checks, thread support). The gcov
utility to annotate source code by number of
executions of individual basic blocks/edges can
be greatly extended too. Several compiler vendors are shipping popular tools for source level
coverage to detect dead code in programs but
our gcov utility don’t seem to be that popular yet, perhaps because it lacks number of
features, especially good summary information
and not everyone is ready to employ his favorite
scripting language.
The static profile estimation methods can always be improved too. GCC recently gained
a value range propagation pass that can be useful to predict non-loop branches (see [VRP]).
Several other ideas are discussed in number of
followup papers to [Static profile].
There is no interface for passing profile information to machine descriptions. This can be
useful to drive the instruction choice in expanders, splitters and output templates so the
choice in between code size and optimised performance instruction choice can be done on local basis.
Interesting possibility for future development is
to employ the low overhead profilers (such as
oprofile). Even though those profilers are
not providing as much granuality as we might
want, they should be useful to drive the inlining decision and hot/cold partitioning (the most
important passes we can not drive by static profile). Combined with profile estimation doing
pretty good job on local basis, the resulting
code may get pretty close to one produced by
actual edge profile. Low granuality of the profile might also make it possible for developers
to measure the profile themselves and simply
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ship the relative function weights together with
the program source code.

International Symposium on
Microarchitecture (1994), p. 1–11.

Finally many of optimisers implemented (profile guided inliner in particular) would probably
benefit from additional tuning as so far majority of effort went into getting the infrastructure
in place and little was put into actual tweaking
of individual passes.

[Path profile] T. Ball, J.R. Larus., Efficient
path profiling, Proceedings of the 27th
International Symposium on
Microarchitecture (1996), p. 46–57.

7
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Table 1: Branch prediction heuristics behaviour on SPEC2000 integer train run
Heuristics
loop branch
loop exit
call
opcode values nonequal
early return
pointer
opcode values positive
loop iterations
noreturn call
negative return
null return
__builtin_expect
DS theory
first match
no prediction
combined

branches
13883
11212
51548
31239
14386
19467
6348
1975
1740
2010
1336
148
93449
27821
44078
165348

(rel)
8.4%
6.8%
31.2%
18.9%
8.7%
11.8%
3.8%
1.2%
1.1%
1.2%
0.8%
0.1%
56.5%
16.8%
26.7%
100.0%

hitrate
91.35%
91.64%
71.90%
70.98%
45.98%
83.35%
73.67%
94.11%
100.01%
77.30%
91.82%
88.81%
72.89%
91.64%
51.07%
75.72%

maximal hitrate
92.95%
94.75%
93.46%
88.60%
91.65%
92.61%
85.01%
94.11%
100.01%
79.14%
94.51%
88.81%
89.69%
93.74%
85.61%
90.46%

coverage
17352864750
12891913888
9807380439
8578270991
4519214662
3438347274
2594503596
1528650186
408485170
305719479
239072867
93907054
23017931222
31750839958
17866106188
72634877368

(rel)
23.9%
17.7%
13.5%
11.8%
6.2%
4.7%
3.6%
2.1%
0.6%
0.4%
0.3%
0.1%
31.7%
43.7%
24.6%
100.0%

Table 2: Branch prediction heuristics behaviour on SPEC2000 fp train run
Heuristics
loop branch
loop exit
call
opcode values nonequal
early return
pointer
opcode values positive
loop iterations
null return
noreturn call
negative return
__builtin_expect
DS theory
first match
no prediction
combined

branches
1421
339
2952
784
1295
1352
1025
242
45
112
27
1
4943
2101
2794
9838

(rel)
14.4%
3.4%
30.0%
8.0%
13.2%
13.7%
10.4%
2.5%
0.5%
1.1%
0.3%
0.0%
50.2%
21.4%
28.4%
100.0%

hitrate
95.73%
95.82%
67.48%
22.11%
22.10%
99.24%
78.33%
94.50%
49.60%
99.99%
50.00%
0%
56.50%
95.73%
48.77%
82.72%

maximal hitrate
95.73%
95.82%
94.23%
94.42%
92.16%
99.96%
80.41%
94.50%
99.99%
100.00%
100.00%
0%
93.00%
95.73%
90.21%
94.46%

coverage
4627361472
1697791223
822816942
590441990
210748393
164797817
108902513
83631750
24961335
1352502
12
0
1261323000
6400679358
1478703393
9140705751

(rel)
50.6%
18.6%
9.0%
6.5%
2.3%
1.8%
1.2%
0.9%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
13.8%
70.0%
16.2%
100.0%
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Table 3: Branch prediction heuristics behaviour on GCC profiledbootstrap
Heuristics
loop exit
opcode values nonequal
pointer (on trees)
noreturn call
call
early return (on trees)
loop branch
loop iterations
opcode values positive
null return
negative return
__builtin_expect
DS theory
first match
no prediction
combined

branches
11000
34145
21970
21523
37695
17225
8093
381
2810
1771
9486
24
82062
38990
21294
142346

(rel)
7.7%
24.0%
15.4%
15.1%
26.5%
12.1%
5.7%
0.3%
2.0%
1.2%
6.7%
0.0%
57.6%
27.4%
15.0%
100.0%

hitrate
86.28%
67.58%
63.15%
99.99%
69.24%
55.38%
84.82%
87.27%
67.47%
68.53%
17.32%
97.53%
65.38%
89.31%
41.18%
69.90%

maximal hitrate
92.20%
89.78%
91.27%
100.00%
89.90%
89.89%
85.94%
87.27%
88.23%
83.50%
94.87%
99.61%
89.99%
92.49%
86.26%
90.25%

coverage
482487861
436206375
351688646
335263906
333274963
238913240
187124950
65497338
53403249
44592831
17173041
623140
1083353422
876724378
422370441
2382448241

(rel)
20.2%
18.3%
14.8%
14.1%
14.0%
10.0%
7.8%
2.7%
2.2%
1.9%
0.7%
0.0%
45.5%
36.8%
17.7%
100.0%

Table 4: 64-bit SPECint 2000 without profile feedback (AMD Opteron)
Performance (relative speedups in percent):
gzip
vpr gcc mcf crafty parser
perl gap vortex bzip2 twolf
avg
0.00 –0.43 –0.43 0.24 0.21 0.00 –0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.12
register allocation
0.00 1.56 1.17 0.00 2.05 –0.73
0.00 4.94 –2.20 –1.32 5.76 1.38
block reordering
0.25 0.42 0.42 –0.25 1.68 –0.37
0.93 1.15 0.72 0.80 –0.35 0.49
hot/cold blocks
–0.13 0.42 1.06 2.24 2.05 0.36
0.10 –0.13 0.00 –0.40 0.23 0.49
superblock formation –0.26 1.54 0.10 0.24 –1.52 0.91
1.75 0.63 4.22 3.07 1.04 1.11
static inliner
3.32 3.64 –0.32 –2.35 1.01 6.95 –12.16 0.38 9.54 0.78 –2.71 0.24
loop unroll/peel
0.76 –1.40 –0.43 –4.67 –1.73 –1.47
2.67 0.38 0.09 0.00 –0.94 –0.74
profile estimation
–0.26 3.33 8.60 –0.25 7.01 3.99 11.26 12.78 10.75 5.31 5.89 6.17

File size (relative increase of the size of stripped binaries in percent):
options
gzip
vpr gcc mcf crafty parser perl gap vortex bzip2 twolf total
hot/cold blocks
0.00 0.00 –0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 –0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 –0.01
register allocation
0.00 0.01 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.43 0.26
block reordering
3.79 1.95 2.93 0.00 3.17 0.00 3.44 2.54 3.82 0.00 2.73 2.90
superblock formation 0.39 2.03 2.06 0.00 1.70 2.11 2.97 3.48 2.28 –0.05 2.28 2.35
static inliner
5.76 2.69 8.43 2.78 3.41 22.37 7.46 6.63 1.86 12.71 5.42 6.96
loop unroll/peel
46.45 28.70 11.41 27.42 16.03 14.93 14.45 45.12 1.77 31.65 38.36 17.81
profile estimation
3.94 1.87 3.02 –0.11 1.65 1.95 3.58 2.29 4.96 6.75 2.31 3.16
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Table 5: 64-bit SPECint 2000 with profile feedback (AMD Opteron)
Performance (relative speedups in percent):
gzip vpr gcc mcf crafty parser perl gap vortex bzip2 twolf avg
0.00 0.39 0.19 0.00 0.00 –0.15 –0.10 –0.25 0.08 0.00 –0.36 0.00
block reordering
3.16 1.45 2.10 –0.25 0.43 1.16 3.69 3.50 2.20 1.70 1.08 1.78
value profiling
0.83 –0.26 0.00 –0.49 0.07 16.05 0.56 0.24 0.24 0.51 –0.36 1.42
profiled driven inliner 3.79 5.63 0.59 –0.48 0.58 5.98 1.42 1.97 4.68 0.51 –3.38 1.42
loop unroll/peel
2.16 0.13 3.97 –0.25 3.07 1.61 3.90 0.98 8.26 0.12 –3.90 1.30
superblock formation 1.31 4.06 0.29 –0.25 –0.73 0.14 0.28 1.35 0.24 0.38 0.60 0.70
function partitioning 0.11 0.65 –0.20 –1.20 0.58 0.28 2.10 0.97 –0.50 0.12 2.06 0.58
register allocation
1.31 –0.14 1.09 –0.25 0.51 1.16 1.13 0.24 –2.75 0.64 1.44 0.47
hot/cold blocks
–0.12 0.65 –0.20 –0.25 –0.30 0.14 3.49 0.00 0.00 0.12 –3.12 –0.24
static inliner
2.81 4.94 –0.20 –0.24 –0.88 6.74 0.47 0.73 3.90 –0.26 –5.13 0.59
profile estimation
2.66 1.86 2.83 –0.49 2.69 1.60 2.30 1.22 4.69 0.91 1.69 1.90
profile feedback
8.71 6.22 7.15 0.97 0.80 25.72 8.12 4.17 3.87 0.64 –3.79 4.65
overall
8.16 11.46 16.85 0.72 5.85 31.93 22.41 18.39 20.01 8.53 2.94 12.22

File size (relative increase of the size of stripped binaries in percent):
options
gzip
vpr gcc mcf crafty parser perl
gap vortex bzip2 twolf total
hot/cold blocks
–15.65 –14.62 –7.67 0.00 –11.30 –6.17 –11.04 –24.43 –10.79 –14.44 –19.56 –12.23
function partitioning
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01
block reordering
0.00 –0.14 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 –0.23 –0.05 0.00 –0.13 0.02
value profiling
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 –0.07 0.00 0.16 0.17 0.00 0.55 0.07
register allocation
0.00 0.05 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 –0.08 0.22 0.00 0.14 0.10
superblock formation –0.08 0.07 1.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.01 0.97 1.90 0.00 0.86 1.02
inliner
1.77 1.78 2.32 12.04 0.00 15.50 0.53 1.50 0.31 5.95 0.60 2.06
loop unroll/peel
11.31 5.73 3.36 23.43 5.85 13.83 1.08 4.95 0.67 12.66 2.89 3.76
static inliner
6.13 3.64 9.54 12.04 3.19 29.81 8.13 7.79 1.88 17.91 5.32 8.12
profile estimation
–0.04 –0.15 –0.02 0.00 –0.04 0.84 –0.04 0.00 0.15 0.00 –0.17 0.03
profile feedback
10.57 4.79 2.07 27.53 5.06 25.17 –3.05 0.14 –3.82 12.66 0.68 1.53
overalll
15.38 8.93 7.34 27.39 8.62 30.32 3.42 6.01 3.25 20.22 5.36 7.20
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Table 6: 64-bit SPECfp 2000 without profile feedback (AMD Opteron)
Performance (relative speedups in percent):
options

wupwise swim mgrid applu mesa art equake facerec ammp lucas fma3d sixtrack apsi total
–3.89 0.72 0.00 0.16 –2.25 –1.07 2.81 –0.79 –0.12 0.00 1.45
0.96 0.78 0.00
register allocation
6.04 0.72 –1.84 3.46 2.62 –0.64 1.11 1.44 –1.50 0.57 –1.30 –1.67 4.67 1.26
hot/cold blocks
0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.08 –0.13 0.00 –0.24 0.23 –0.44
0.24 0.26 0.13
block reordering
1.22 0.14 0.18 0.00 –1.91 –0.32 –2.04 0.15 0.11 0.23 –1.02 –6.14 0.39 –0.69
loop unroll/peel
2.30 –1.44 –2.07 5.51 –2.77 0.63 –4.52 5.98 6.06 –0.12 2.89
7.03 5.92 2.21
static inliner
0.00 0.28 0.00 0.16 3.37 –2.72 –2.43 –0.16 0.11 –0.12 0.00
0.00 0.26 0.00
superblock formation
–4.00 0.28 0.00 0.00 –2.35 –2.64 3.06 –0.79 –0.12 –0.12 1.45
1.21 0.78 –0.14
profile estimation
7.15 1.01 7.87 5.47 10.62 1.52 3.80 2.25 4.26 3.20 –0.30
2.99 4.95 4.18

File size (relative increase of the size of stripped binaries in percent):
options
wupwise swim mgrid applu mesa art equake facerec ammp lucas fma3d sixtrack apsi total
hot/cold blocks
0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 –0.07 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
register allocation
0.00 0.27 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.01 0.19 0.00
0.28 0.00 0.09
block reordering
0.00 0.40 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.55 2.23 0.19 0.72
1.10 0.73 0.71
static inliner
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.98 5.20 2.79 0.00 2.98 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 1.20
superblock formation
1.13 0.13 0.22 –0.05 2.85 0.00 0.00 4.15 4.36 0.35 2.15
0.38 2.94 1.81
loop unroll/peel
25.52 25.78 35.38 41.21 38.23 41.24 32.47 29.53 37.10 6.15 31.67 19.44 37.13 29.52
profile estimation
–0.07 0.54 0.11 0.18 2.87 0.00 –0.09 0.29 2.12 –0.24 0.64
0.77 0.20 1.10
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Table 7: 64-bit SPECfp 2000 with profile feedback (AMD Opteron)
Performance (relative speedups in percent):
options

wupwise swim mgrid applu mesa art equake facerec ammp lucas fma3d sixtrack apsi total

loop unroll/peel
block reordering
superblock formation
function partitioning
value profiling
profile driven inliner
register allocation
hot/cold blocks
static inliner
profile estimation
profile feedback
overall

–0.11

0.28

–1.73

–0.76

0.00 0.00

–0.37

–0.15

–0.34

–0.12

0.00

13.31

0.14

–1.54

8.77

0.36 0.75

–3.68

4.41

2.40

0.00

2.15

–0.23 –0.27 –0.27
7.17

1.36

2.60

4.07

0.43

0.19

0.30

10.87 –1.58

–0.13

0.58

1.12

0.22

0.28

0.22

0.53

1.21

7.99

0.14

–1.73

–0.76

4.60 0.00

0.00

0.00

–0.89

3.77

–0.29

1.35

0.81

1.08

0.21

0.86

0.19

0.00

10.53 0.64

–0.13

0.14

0.11

0.11

–0.15

0.22

0.53

0.94

3.84

–0.15

–1.54

–1.06

8.77 –0.85

–1.22

–0.44

–0.67

0.11

–0.43

–0.23

0.40

0.53

0.00

0.14

0.19

0.30

0.00 0.95

0.85

–0.15

–0.23

0.00

0.00

–0.23 –0.14

0.13

1.65

–0.15

–5.94

1.37

–1.72 –0.95

0.12

0.29

–0.67

–1.57

0.42

2.22

1.15

2.14

1.53

2.24 1.40

–4.90

0.73

0.11

–0.46

0.56

0.22 –5.21 –0.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

–0.16

–0.82 0.21

0.24

–0.58

–0.23

0.00

–0.43

0.00 –0.14 –0.14

0.67

1.91 –0.14

0.65

0.86

–0.20

0.30

1.11 –0.43

–0.13

–0.15

–0.23

0.22

1.13

0.22

1.91

0.53

16.03

0.14

–3.75

9.86

14.00 1.62

–3.33

9.06

4.79

1.26

2.15

7.43 –3.13

3.60

19.50

1.89

3.83

16.07

23.27 2.06

3.17

10.64

9.13

4.51

3.34

11.72

2.47

7.93

File size (relative increase of the size of stripped binaries in percent):
options
wupwise swim mgrid applu mesa art equake facerec ammp lucas fma3d sixtrack apsi total
hot/cold blocks
–8.84
–3.91
–12.80
–2.22 –25.78 –8.52
–7.51
–17.14
–24.25 –10.96
–11.97
–19.87 –18.30 –17.62
block reordering
4.38
–0.23
–0.20
–0.07
–0.57 –0.16
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03 0.05 –0.04
function partitioning
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
value profiling
7.83
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01 0.00
0.00
0.27
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.05 0.11
superblock formation
7.83
0.00
–0.20
–0.04
0.00 –0.72
0.00
0.71
4.18
–5.73
–0.31
0.11 0.28 0.14
register allocation
0.00
0.22
–0.20
1.07
0.04 0.11
0.00
0.16
1.52
5.62
–0.01
0.31 0.28 0.31
profile driven inliner
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.79 1.07
8.91
0.00
1.99
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.35
loop unroll/peel
7.89
19.70
19.11
37.93
0.75 26.45
31.75
7.91
6.06
4.20
16.56
1.51 13.67 8.61
static inliner
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.13 13.30
12.18
0.00
4.26
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 1.41
profile estimation
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
–0.98 –0.08
0.00
–0.07
0.00
0.00
–0.32
0.00 0.00 –0.29
profile feedback
15.84
19.38
18.57
37.87
–4.11 26.33
32.64
4.48
4.23
–5.58
13.74
0.51 11.43 6.06
overall
17.07
20.19
18.98
38.06
1.46 26.33
32.53
9.14
11.09
–5.47
16.95
1.67 14.94 9.17
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Abstract
In C, a program is made up of one or more
translation units. Historically, GCC has compiled one translation unit at a time, completely
discarding state when switching between translation units. It would make interprocedural optimisations more effective if this state could
be kept. Inter-Module Analysis (IMA) for C
achieves this by extending GCC to work on
more than one translation unit. The most significant implementation difficulty was not in implementing the semantics, but in dealing with
the problems of scale that appear when very
large programs are compiled and the optimisers work on them.
IMA can be extended to work on C++ just as
it works on C. Because of the differences between the languages, especially the existence of
the One Definition Rule (ODR) in C++, some
of the internal implementation details can be
streamlined. IMA for C++ allows the possibility of saving compilation time by exploiting the
ODR. IMA for C++ also permits an implementation of the export keyword.
Although these IMA implementations have
some advantages, most notably that they are
relatively easy to implement, they do lack some
desirable features. They require re-parsing and
re-optimisation of every file, even if only one
has changed; they do not permit mixing of
code from different languages; they do not eas-

ily lend themselves to a disk-based compiler.
Solving these problems requires some kind of
language-independent intermediate form. Unfortunately, at present no-one is working on implementing such a form; volunteers would be
appreciated.

1

Introduction

Every compiler is fundamentally limited in the
optimisations it can perform by what it knows
or can deduce about the code it is optimising.
For example, an inliner cannot inline a function
whose body is unavailable and constant folding cannot be performed on an expression that
refers to a constant whose value is unknown.
One way to improve this is to add special annotations to code and declarations to provide the
compiler with information about the functions
that it can’t see. This is effective, but requires
significant work on the part of the user and is
error-prone; consider the number of times that
a function has been marked const when it
should not have been. An alternative and often
better solution is to give the compiler the ability
to see the original definitions of the functions
and variables. The compiler can then make deductions from those definitions.
The first step in this direction was unit-at-atime mode which allowed the compiler to see
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the definition of every function in a compilation
before compiling the first one. Yet for C and
C++ the compiler still examined its input files
one at a time; different files were compiled in
different processes and there was no possibility
of information sharing.

The driver was also changed to permit generation of a .o file (or a .s file) from more than
one source file; where before it only allowed
gcc -c file1.c -o file1.o
it now permits

2

IMA for C
gcc -c file1.c file2.c -o ex.o

In early 2003 GCC was changed so that for C
it can share information between the compilation of all the files given on its command-line,
to permit Inter-Module Analysis (IMA). There
were three key parts to the change: the driver
changes, the C semantic changes, and the crossmodule linkage step.
2.1

Driver Changes

The highest-level change was to the driver.
GCC has always been able to accept
gcc file1.c file2.c -o ex
but previously the driver would convert this into
a sequence of executions like
cc1 file1.c -o file1.s
as file1.s -o file1.o
cc1 file2.c -o file2.s
as file2.s -o file2.o
ld file1.o file2.o -o ex
This does not permit any information sharing
between the two cc1 invocations. After the
change, the driver now passes the two source
files to the same cc1 invocation, like
cc1 file1.c file2.c -o ex.s
as ex.s -o ex.o
ld ex.o -o executable

This last point was the cause of some controversy, as some argued that it should be
gcc -c file1.c -o file1.o \
file2.c -o file2.o
however, I believe that this would have been
difficult, dangerous, and useless. Part of the
difficulty would come from the need to modify the high-level structure of cc1 to make it
output more than one .s file. Further difficulties occur when you consider that now it can
happen, through inlining, that file2.o might
need to be able to refer to static variables in
file1.o.
Consideration of such a case will then quickly
lead to the realisation that the separation of the
.o files is not useful, since there is no situation where one could reliably appear without
the other; they must be rebuilt at the same time
because they both depend on both file1.c
and file2.c and they must be linked together
into every executable or not at all. In fact, if you
wished this effect you could simply have written
gcc -c file1.c file2.c \
-o file1.o
gcc -c -x c /dev/null \
-o file2.o
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The danger appears when you consider that
even though the two .o files must be used together, if a true separation was implemented
where an attempt was made to output functions
from each .c file into the corresponding .o
file, those dependencies might not be apparent.
Users might be led to think that they could perhaps use or rebuild one .o without the other,
causing inconsistent behaviour of the built executable or link failures that appear only at certain optimisation levels. Thus, this feature is
not implemented in the driver.
2.2

C Semantic Changes

Unlike some languages, in C one cannot simply concatenate two source files and obtain the
same behaviour as if they had been compiled
separately. C defines a translation unit to be the
result of preprocessing a single source file and
says that all declarations have a scope, a region
of the program text in which they are visible.
In particular, any declaration which is not inside some other construct has file scope, which
terminates at the end of the translation unit.
Since the compiler had not previously needed
to consider multiple translation units, it had
placed such declarations in a single topmost
scope which it never needed to terminate. It
did have existing support for nested scopes and
even for handling both variables (as part of ISO
C) and functions (as a GNU extension) in them,
so the work required to have multiple topmost
scopes was small.
The C frontend used the existing support for
nested scopes to ensure that static objects
with the same name in different input files were
named uniquely in the assembly output. This
was achieved by setting the DECL_CONTEXT
field.
Finally, there was additional code required
to have comptypes correctly implement the

ISO C semantics [2, section 6.2.7 paragraph 1]
for type compatibility across translation units.
Within a single translation unit, every structure, union, or enumeration definition creates
a new type which is incompatible with all other
types, but between translation units, structures
are compatible if they are sufficiently similar.
2.3

Cross-module Linkage

The third key component of IMA for C is
the logic which associates a declaration in one
translation unit with its definition in a different
translation unit.
In the original implementation, a final linking phase was implemented in merge_
translation_unit_decls. Once all the
source files have been parsed into trees, all
the globally visible definitions were merged
with their declarations from other source files,
just as a linker would associate references with
definitions.
At the time, this was necessary because GCC
permitted, apparently as an extension, a declaration to be declared first extern and then
later static. Because of this, no declaration could be certain to be accessible outside its
translation unit until all of that translation unit
was seen. It was not clear that the extension
was intentional and not simply a bug. When it
caused further trouble, it was removed for GCC
4.0.
The current compiler implements the association by creating only a single declaration for
each object and using it consistently. The type
of the object will be whatever type it was last
declared with, except that for arrays of unspecified length, like extern int foo[];, the
type may contain the length if one was seen earlier. A consequence of changing the type of the
declaration like this is that although the type
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of an object itself will be complete, the types
of objects pointed to from the type may not be
complete even if they were complete when the
object was originally declared; this is believed
to not affect compilation.
An interesting feature of the C language is that
type compatibility is not transitive. That is, just
because type A is compatible with B, and B is
compatible with C, it doesn’t follow that A is
compatible with C. This can happen if A and
C are structures, unions, or enums in the same
translation unit and B is in a different translation unit. Combined with the modification of
types of objects, this means that type checking
is not reliable after all the source files have been
turned into trees. Fortunately, at that point
full ISO C type checking should not be necessary.
Another case where type compatibility is not
transitive is where A and C are complete structure or union definitions in different translation
units with the same tag but with different fields
and B is an incomplete structure or union declaration in a third translation unit. In the 1989
version of ISO C, such cases are much more
common because that version does not even require that the tags match [1, section 6.1.2.6].
Current GCC does not handle some rare consequences of this case properly in the tree-level
optimisers.

2.4

Implementation Experience

All the above caused relatively little trouble in
the initial implementation. The greatest problems were caused by the compiler using all
the extra information available in inlining, then
performing subsequent optimisations to produce procedures that are larger and have a significantly different structure than any routine
that a human (or even most programs) would

write. These routines tend to have a more complex loop structure with much deeper loop nesting, many more variables, longer basic blocks,
and more basic blocks. All this stresses the existing optimisers significantly, exposing semantic and performance bugs.
The effect of C IMA was significant. The initial
implementation, with no other tuning, provided
an improvement of about 5% on SPEC2000.
Since then, further improvements have been
made in the optimisers leading to an even
greater performance impact.

3

IMA for C++

Having IMA for C is useful, but much code today is written in C++. At present, there is no
IMA functionality for C++, but let’s consider
how it would be implemented.
Much of the implementation would follow the
C version. The same driver changes would
be used, but there would be some significant differences in semantic processing. In
ISO C++ [3], types have linkage, just as
functions and variables do in both languages
and, instead of the requirement for compatible
types, the requirement is simply that the types
of objects are “identical” [3, basic.link
paragraph 10] after some basic simplification.
Thus, for C++, there should be no need to
change the types of declarations and all the discussion above about the consequences of intransitivity does not apply to C++. Instead it
will be necessary to track whether those objects
that must be defined, rather than declared, before being used actually have been defined in
this translation unit.
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3.1

One Definition Rule

While considering objects that can be defined
in more than one translation unit, there is another feature of ISO C++ that GCC could benefit from, the One Definition Rule (ODR) [3,
basic.def.odr paragraph 5]. Part of the
ODR is that when multiple definitions are allowed, each definition must contain the same
sequence of tokens and those tokens must have
the same meaning in every translation unit.
This means that it is not necessary to completely parse an entity every time that it is seen.
A loose implementation could simply notice
that the entity has been seen before and is being defined here and then skip to the end of the
entity. A better implementation would check
that the token sequence is really the same and
an even better one would also check that the
meanings are the same. For backwards compatibility, GCC will probably need to be able to
do both the ‘loose’ and ‘better’ versions, since
it is likely that many existing programs rely on
the existing lax behaviour.
An additional benefit of compiling multiple
translation units to a single .o is that the compiler will need to emit only a single copy of
implicit template instantiations and out-of-line
copies of inline functions. The effect of these
benefits should be that compiling two or more
files together should be significantly faster than
compiling them separately.
3.2

Templates

If all was as it should be, handling template
instantiation with IMA would not be a concern. Unfortunately, GCC’s handling of templates is not quite right at present [4]. The ISO
C++ standard specifies precisely when a template should be instantiated. It is possible to

construct examples to test this by having incomplete structures completed after that point
or overloading functions after that point. GCC
presently instantiates templates at the end of the
compilation, not at the point specified by the
ISO C++ standard.
For simple IMA, this could just be changed to
have GCC instantiate templates after each compilation unit, which would preserve the existing incorrect behaviour. For proper ISO C++
behaviour, especially for export (see below),
it would be best if template instantiation was
changed to operate at the point ISO C++ requires, at least from the user’s viewpoint.
3.3

export

There is one significant ISO C++ feature that
GCC does not yet implement, the export
functionality. For those readers unfamiliar with
this (perhaps because almost no existing compilers implement it), this feature allows the
user to define a template in one translation unit
with the export keyword. In other translation units the template need only be declared;
the compiler will use the definition that had the
keyword.
Once GCC has the ability to process multiple C++ translation units at once and the template instantiation problem is fixed, then the
only step required to implement export is to
link the declaration with the exported definition. GCC would do just what it would do with
any other kind of declaration while suppressing
the error that would have been produced if the
export keyword was not there.

4

Multi-Language IMA

The work described in the previous sections allows the compiler to combine information from
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multiple files, but only so long as those files
are written in the same language. Programs
are commonly written in multiple languages so
it would be desirable to propagate information
across language boundaries.
One way to do this would be to merge all
GCC’s supported languages into a single executable and extend that so that each source
file compiled could be a different language.
It would be desirable to share front-end code
between the languages as much as possible,
maybe even going so far as to share one parser
between C and C++, but that is not required
for this functionality. Such a merge would be
a worthy project for many reasons, not least
of which is that it would mean that the interface between language frontends and the
middle-end would become better-defined. Such
a merge would also be a lot of work.
Another disadvantage of the IMA implementations described earlier is that even if only
a single file is changed, all files must be reparsed. The repeated work makes this very
slow when compared to compiling that single file by itself. If some of that work could
be avoided then there would be a significant
speedup. The IMA compile would still be many
times slower than compiling that single file separately because all the optimisation and code
generation would still have to be re-done unless
some more sophisticated dependency analysis
was performed.
The proposed design shown in Figure 1 is one
way that these problems can be avoided. The
compiler has a number of parsers, just as it does
now (possibly in the same executable, possibly
not).
The language frontends call into an ‘Intermediate Language (IL) library’ in much the same
way as they now call into the middle-end of
GCC. The interface would be similar to the current GENERIC, although hopefully a smaller,

more efficient GENERIC than the one we have
today.
The IL library creates an IL representation in
SSA form suitable for optimisation. This intermediate form can either be sent directly to a
very fast code generator that would run at -O0
or sent through one or more simple optimisers, including at least dead code removal and
maybe CSE and other optimisations that simplify the code. The aim here is not to generate
great code, but to reduce the amount of work
that later passes must do.
Next, the IL is written out to an on-disk format together with whatever analysis information makes the job of the remaining passes easier (trading off a little disk space against faster
compilation). The on-disk format can be directly executed, possibly even JIT compiled if
that turns out to be faster than the -O0 code
generator.
Usually, though, the on-disk format will be
passed to what we would now consider to be
a GCC frontend for the IL ‘language’. The new
frontend will be able to read multiple IL files
and merge them; that is, it will support ‘IMA
for IL’. It may also be desirable, in the case of a
single input IL file, to skip the writing and reading and just pass the data in memory. If it is on
disk, the IL will be not be read all at once, but
as needed for inlining or to output a particular
routine.
Each routine, or possibly a group of routines
that are being optimised as a unit, will then be
passed to the later single-routine optimisers and
through RTL-based code generation.
This design should give better compile speed
performance and work in restricted (32-bit) address spaces while supporting IMA and the design is similar to well-tested designs that other
compilers use. Unfortunately, there are a lot
of pieces which would have to be written or
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re-written to implement this solution, most notably the IL format must be defined and the
reader and writer libraries must be written.

5

State of This Work

IMA for C is in current compiler releases;
credit is due to Caroline Tice and Per Bothner for the driver changes and to Zack Weinberg for the changes to use a single declaration for each object. IMA for C++ is planned
and will be done when time permits, earlier if
a volunteer appears, or not at all if the multilanguage IMA is ready before IMA for C++
can be started (since the multi-language IMA
would make the single-language IMA implementations obsolete).
The multi-language IMA is not planned and at
present won’t be done until a volunteer (or a
group of volunteers) steps forward to do the
work. It may be that there is no strong need
for multi-language IMA, in which case it need
not ever be implemented. However, I believe
it would be useful and so I take this opportunity to encourage like-minded people to come
forward to help on this project!
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Abstract
In recent years interprocedural dataflow optimization and analysis became a standard part
of optimizing compilers. We implemented such
an optimization in GCC—interprocedural constant propagation (IPCP), which tries to determine which parameters of given methods are
known to be constant at compile-time. In order
to implement IPCP we used the interprocedural
framework being developed in GCC. We also
extended this framework to support versioning
(a.k.a. specialization or cloning) of methods, to
serve IPCP and other interprocedural optimizations. In this paper we describe both the IPCP
algorithm and implementation, as well the versioning support. In addition, we outline future
plans for further extensions of IPCP.

1

Introduction

Interprocedural data flow analysis propagates
information across a program’s methods. The
compiler can take advantage of this information later when optimizing individual methods.
IPCP is an effective interprocedural data flow
optimization that extends constant propagation
beyond the single method boundary.
IPCP can be devised as either a contextinsensitive or a context-sensitive optimization.

The context-insensitive form determines for
each method in the program, the formal parameters that have the same constant value in every
invocation of the method. The context-sensitive
form determines the parameters that have constant values each time a specific method is
called from a specific callsite.
Callahan et al. [Cal86] use “jump functions”
and “return jump functions” to perform IPCP.
The computation of these functions is done
by intraprocedural analysis that may be either
flow-sensitive (depends on the control flow)
or flow-insensitive (independent of the control
flow).
Based on their work, we chose a flowinsensitive, context-insensitive implementation
and pass-through-parameter jump functions,
which we refer to simply as jump functions. Its
aim is finding out whether a certain formal parameter receives the same constant value from
all of the method’s callsites. In such a case, we
can propagate this constant to the method for
the benefit of later optimizations.
The versioning utility can generate different
versions of a method. This utility is generic and
can be used by many interprocedural optimizations. IPCP uses this utility to create a new version annotated with IPCP results, the optimized
version, usually invoked instead of the original
one.
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2

Interprocedural Analysis Framework in GCC

Initially, GCC compiled one method at a time.
Each method was translated into an intermediate representation, the optimizations were performed and then its object representation was
created.
Interprocedural analysis (IPA) requires information about multiple methods within the application program, therefore, the previous approach had to be modified. The compiler
has to collect information (intermediate representation, cfg, profiling info, etc.) for every
method. After this information is accumulated
for all methods, the whole program can analyzed. Then the rest of compilation can occur,
one method at a time.
There are different ways to store this information. One way is storing it on a disk. Another
is to keep it in memory, as GCC currently does.
GCC IPA framework is evolving. When started
implementing IPCP, a “high gimple tree” representation of each method was available. In
order to support profile based inlining, this representation was replaced by “low-level gimple
tree” representation that includes control flow
graph information for each method. This is
the current representation used by IPCP and
other interprocedural analyses and optimizations. There are plans to replace it with a tree
SSA representation. This will allow already existing tree SSA analyses and optimizations to
be used by IPA.
One of the important data structures for IPA is
the callgraph. This is a directed graph, where
each node corresponds to a method and each
directed edge from node1 to node2 corresponds
to a direct call from the method represented by
node1 to the method represented by node2. Indirect calls (called via pointer) are not represented at the moment in GCC’s callgraph. Any

method whose address is taken is considered
to be a potential target of an invocation, which
makes further analyses and optimizations very
conservative.

3

IPCP Algorithm

IPCP algorithm requires an intraprocedural
stage whose results are propagated through the
callgraph by the interprocedural stage.
3.1

Intraprocedural stage

The intraprocedural stage of IPCP is done using a simple flow-insensitive analysis of the
method. A flow-sensitive analysis can be performed, but experimental results have shown
that the simpler analysis succeeds in most of
the cases. At each callsite, the compiler constructs a “jump function” that represents the
value passed by the callsite to each actual argument. These values include the following:
(Formal, id) – the caller’s formal parameter id
is passed as an actual argument. This is
called “pass through parameter.”
(Constant, val) – a constant is passed as an actual argument, and its value is val.
(Unknown, _) – neither of the above.
Figure 1 illustrates the jump functions
for the callsites in f and f1, where
J(caller, callee, callsite,
formal_of_callee) is used for describing a jump function. In f1, a is modified,
therefore, the value reaching cs4 is not the
same as the value of the formal parameter a.
Thus, J(f1, g, cs4, c) = Unknown.
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f (int a, int b) {
cs1: g (b,a);
cs2: g (a,1);
}
f1 (int a, int b) {
cs3: g (b,a);
a = .... ;
// a modified
cs4: g (a,1);
}
g (int c, int d) {
. . .
}
J
J
J
J

(f,
(f,
(f,
(f,

g,
g,
g,
g,

J
J
J
J

(f1,
(f1,
(f1,
(f1,

g,
g,
g,
g,

cs1 ,c)
cs1, d)
cs2, c)
cs2, d)

method_cval – returns current cval of formal i of callee.
cval_meet – computes a new cval as described in Figure 2

=
=
=
=

cs3 ,c)
cs3, d)
cs4, c)
cs4, d)

cval_compute – given type and type_info
of the actual argument i (returned by the
jump function), it computes a new cval for
formal i of callee as described in Figure 2.

b
a
a
1
=
=
=
=

(Formal)
(Formal)
(Formal)
(Constant)
b (Formal)
Unknown
Unknown
1 (Constant)

Formals that have (CONSTANT, val) cvals
at the end of the algorithm are those formals
that are called with the same constant val in all
invocations of this method.
3.3

IPCP algorithm example

Figure 1: Jump functions example
Since we chose a flow-insensitive implementation, the modification of a affects all appearances of a, therefore
J(f1, g, cs3, d) = Unknown
as
well. This example shows that modify information is needed for each formal parameter
and method.
3.2

We simplify the example in Figure 1, and consider only the methods f and g. We trace the
computation of cvals for formals of method g,
as function of f’s formals cvals.
Initial cvals for formals of method g:
cval(g, c) = (TOP, _)
cval(g, d) = (TOP, _)

Interprocedural stage

The interprocedural stage takes all jump functions and computes a value, referred to as cval,
for each formal parameter of each method. The
possible values for cval include (TOP, _),
(BOTTOM, _), and (CONSTANT, val).
Each cval is initialized to (TOP, _), meaning that this formal has not yet been analyzed.
If cval for formal f is (CONSTANT, val) it
means that all callsites to this method visited so
far have the same constant value “val” passed
to f. Otherwise, the value is (BOTTOM, _).
Figure 2 outlines the interprocedural propagation.
There are three main methods referred:

We assume that the order of processing of the
calls to g is cs1, cs2.
For cs1:
cval (g, c) =
meet(cval( f , b), (TOP, _)) = cval( f , b)
cval (g, d) =
meet(cval( f , a), (TOP, _)) = cval( f , a)
For cs2:
cval (g, c) =
meet(cval( f , a), cval(g, c)) =
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IPCP_PROP
worklist = all methods
while (worklist_not_empty)
mt = remove method from worklist
for (every callsite cs of mt)
callee = callsite_callee (cs)
for (every actual argument i of cs)
(type, type_info) = J (mt, callee, cs, i)
cval_new = cval_compute (type, type_info, i, callee)
cval_old = method_cval (callee, i)
cval_result = cval_meet (cval_new, cval_old)
if (cval_changed (cval_old, cval_result))
cval_set (callee, i, cval_result);
add_method (worklist, callee);
endif
endfor
endfor
endwhile
end
cval_compute (Constant, val, i, callee) = (CONSTANT, val)
cval_compute (Formal, id, i, callee) = cval (id)
cval_compute (Unknown, _, i, callee) = (BOTTOM, _)
cval_meet ((BOTTOM, _), x) = (BOTTOM, _)
cval_meet ((TOP, _), x) = x
cval_meet ((CONSTANT, val1), (CONSTANT, val2))
= (BOTTOM, _), if val1 != val2
= (CONSTANT, val1), if val1 == val2

Figure 2: IPCP propagation

meet(cval( f , a), cval( f , b))

cval(g, d) = (CONSTANT, 1)

cval (g, d) =
meet((CONSTANT, 1), cval(g, d)) =

Let’s assume now that the single call to f is f
(1, 2); in this case:

meet((CONSTANT, 1), cval( f , a))

cval( f , a) = (CONSTANT, 1)

Let’s assume that there’s a single call to f in the
program f (1, 1); in this case:

cval( f , b) = (CONSTANT, 2)
Therefore,

cval( f , a) = (CONSTANT, 1)

cval(g, c) = (BOTTOM, _)

cval( f , b) = (CONSTANT, 1)

cval(g, d) = (CONSTANT, 1)

Therefore,
cval(g, c) = (CONSTANT, 1)

Let’s assume now that the single call to f is f
(2, 2); in this case:
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4.1

Data Structures

cval( f , a) = (CONSTANT, 2)
cval( f , b) = (CONSTANT, 2)
Therefore,
cval(g, c) = (CONSTANT, 2)
cval(g, d) = (BOTTOM, _)

4

IPCP Implementation Overview

IPCP has been developed in the tree-profiling
branch and is scheduled to be integrated in
mainline 4.1. IPCP is one of the IPA passes,
and is enabled by the -fipa-cp flag. The
option -fipa-dump-cp dumps IPCP data
structures and results, as well as the callgraph
after IPCP transformation. The IPCP code
can be found in two files, ipa_prop.c and
ipa_prop.h. IPCP implementation is divided into three stages:

Intraprocedural stage—performs a local analysis of the method that computes the values passed at the method’s callsite (construction of the jump functions).
Interprocedural propagation stage—uses this
local information to solve the interprocedural problem.
Transformation stage—propagates the information about the constant-valued formals
to the methods.

The first two stages implement the algorithm
(described in section 3). The third stage relies
heavily on versioning and will be explained in
details in later sections.

Similar to any other IPA optimization, IPCP
needs to annotate the callgraph with additional
information. This information is divided into
two main components: ipa_node and ipa_
edge structures. ipa_node stores IPCP information related to a method and its formal
parameters, and is pointed to by a field in the
callgraph node (a cgraph node). It contains the
following fields:
ipcp_orig_node – this field is non-null
only for a versioned method. It points to
the original node from which the method
was versioned.
ipcp_mod – an array with an entry for each
formal parameter of the method that indicates whether or not this formal parameter
is modified inside this method.
ipcp_cval – an array in which each entry
holds the cval for each formal parameter
of this method. Each cval is implemented
as a couple (type, value). Types of cval
currently supported by the implementation
are all integer and real constants, and also
references to such constants (as in Fortran).
The ipa_edge structure stores IPCP information related to a callsite and its arguments, and
is pointed to by a field in callgraph edge (a
cgraph edge). It contains:
ipcp_jump_func – an array with an entry for each actual parameter representing
the jump function for the argument. Each
jump function is implemented as a couple (type, value). Types of jump function
currently supported by the implementation
are all integer and real constants, also references to such constants (as in Fortran),
and pass-through parameters.
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4.2

IPCP functions

The driver of IPCP is ipcp_driver(). The
three stages of IPCP are implemented by the
following functions:
ipcp_init_stage() – performs an intraprocedural analysis of all the methods,
computing modify information and jump
functions.
ipcp_iterate_stage() – performs the
interprocedural stage based on the information computed in ipcp_init_
stage(), by iterating over all methods
and propagating IPCP information across
the call graph. It stores its results in the
cval data structure.
ipcp_insert_stage() – passes on the
information computed by the algorithm
for use by later optimizations. For safety
reasons, specialization/versioning utility
is required. Versioning and this last stage,
ipcp_insert_stage(), are referred
to later on.

5

Versioning

The versioning utility creates a full duplication
of the method; the cgraph node and the gimple
tree representation (including the cfg and the
function struct) of the method are duplicated.
The callgraph is updated as required. Versioning has been developed in the tree-profiling
branch and is scheduled to be integrated in
mainline 4.1.
The
versioning
utility
resides
in
cgraphunit.c,
tree-inline.c,
and gimplify.c. It receives the original
cgraph node to be duplicated, varray of cgraph

edges representing the callers of the new
version, and varray of ipa_replace_map
structures representing a tree replacement
(explained later). It returns a new cgraph
node for the new version. The driver is
cgraph_function_versioning(). It
consists of three main functions:
cgraph_copy_node_for_versioning()

creates a new cgraph node, whose contents are duplicated from the original
cgraph node, and integrates the new node
properly in the callgraph.
The callees (i.e., exiting) cgraph edges
of the original node are duplicated—all
methods called by the original version are
also called by the new version.
The callers (i.e., entering) cgraph edges
passed by the user are redirected to point
to the new node.
A special case is an edge representing a
recursive invocation, for example g→g.
When duplicated, this edge’s caller is
g_versioned and its callee is g. The edge
is redirected to point to the versioned node
(g_versioned→g_versioned).
tree_function_versioning()
duplicates the low-level gimple tree
representing the method. It receives two
FUNCTION_DECL tree nodes, one for
the original method and one for the new
copied method. It uses existing functions
available in tree-inline.c to copy the
method’s arguments, cfg, and body.
Initially, these functions were written for
inlining. They were adapted to support
versioning. This makes sense because of
the similarity between versioning and inlining. Inlining can be thought of as versioning the callee and then integrating it
into the caller.
During the duplication it is possible to replace a subtree with a new one as specified
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by the user. This information is contained
in ipa_replace_map structs. This utility
is very useful for IPCP, enabling constant
propagation during duplication.
update_call_expr() After the body is
copied, it modifies the call expr tree nodes
of all callers of the versioned node with the
new name of the versioned method.
When versioning a method, a unique new name
must be created for it. We use the original name
to create the new one, as follows: new_name
= ’original_name.<number>’. The
’.’ makes sure the user won’t create such
a name (it is not a source code valid method
name). The number is generated uniquely by
the compiler. When the original name includes
characters that are not alpha-numeric, such as
operator<< , the name created might not be a
valid assembly name. This is why we check the
name and any non alpha-numeric characters are
transformed to ’_’.
When there are multiple compilation units, the
same number might be generated for more than
one compilation unit and then the name might
not be unique. We define the version to be local
(not externally visible outside the compilation
unit), therefore, this problem will not interfere.
Versioning the same method in the same way
(propagating the same constant) in multiple
translation units, could have used the “link
once” idea. This requires an ABI support for
versioned names. We might consider this in the
future.

6

Transformation Stage Implementation

6.1

Due to the current callgraph implementation
the only calls analyzed are direct calls present
in our compilation unit. There could be other
calls that are not analyzed: externally visible
methods used outside our compilation unit and
methods called via pointer. Thus propagating
the formal-is-a-constant information into the
original method is not safe. The purpose of using versioning is having two versions: the original one that stays unchanged for safety reasons,
and the versioned method is annotated with the
information regarding the formal being a constant value.
IPCP uses three ways to propagate a constant
to the versioned method:
Building a new assignment statement
formal = constant and inserting it
at the beginning of the versioned method
(this is the usual case).
Replacing all the uses of the formal with
the constant in the body of the versioned
method. This can be done for a read-only
formal (known to have no definitions) with
no address taken uses. A similar approach
is used by the inliner for read-only formals. This is done by versioning that has
the capability to replace a sub-tree with
another.
Replacing the all indirect reference trees with
the constant tree, for cases where the formal is a reference to a constant allocated
in a read-only area (as in Fortran—see explanation further in Fortran section).
6.2

This section describes in details IPCP’s transformation stage, implemented in ipcp_
insert_stage().

Propagating the constant to the method

Updating the callgraph

IPCP iterates over all the methods and versions
the ones having constant-valued cval(s) for its
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f1 (x)
{
g (5);
}

f1 (x)
{
g_versioned (5)
}

f2 (x)
{
g (x);
}

f2 (x)
{
g_versioned (x)
}
f1_versioned (x)
{
x = 5;
g_versioned (5)
}
f2_versioned(x)
{
x = 5;
g_versioned (x)
}

Before versioning

ent than constant 5 (for instance an invocation via a pointer or outside the compilation
unit). This parameter is passed through to
g_versioned, but g_versioned is a special version of g that assumes the constant 5 as
its formal parameter.
The problem described above may occur only
for pass-through parameters. In such cases, the
original method should call the original callee
(and not the versioned one). When a method is
called with a constant as argument (as in f1), it
is correct to call the versioned method (annotated with that constant).

After versioning

Figure 3: f1, f2 and g before and after versioning.

formal(s). No order of iteration is assumed,
when a particular method is being versioned, its
callers are the original callers and their versions
generated up to that point (if any). IPCP versioning redirects all these callers to the new created version of this method. After all required
methods are versioned, the callgraph has the
property that if a method is versioned, the original method has no callers in the callgraph; the
versioned method is being called instead. As illustrated below, the resulting callgraph may not
be correct at this point.

We fix the callgraph by redirecting all edges
corresponding to callsites which do not pass the
constant directly, to the original callees. The
call exprs are modified accordingly.
6.3

Update profile information

Adding versioned methods and changing
the callgraph breaks the profiling information. ipcp_update_profiling() updates profiling information for both the original methods and the versioned ones. The profiling information uses several counts relevant
for versioning: cgraph node count, cgraph edge
count, cfg bb count, and cfg edge count.

In the example in Figure 3, suppose IPCP
analysis found that f1, f2, and g (not
shown) are invoked from all callsites with
the constant 5. All three methods are versioned and the assignment x=5 is inserted in
f1_versioned, f2_versioned, and g_
versioned (not shown). After versioning, all
callers of g (f1, f2, f1_versioned,
f2_versioned) call g_versioned.

The cgraph node count represents the number
of times the method was invoked. The cgraph
edge count represents the number of invocations done via the corresponding call site. For
a cgraph node, summing up the counts of entering cgraph edges and dividing by its count
yields the “count scale.” The count scale describes which part of the calls to the method
were direct calls (as indirect calls are not represented by a cgraph edge).

The resulting callgraph is incorrect, as it is
possible to invoke f2 with a parameter differ-

All counts of the versioned method (cgraph
node count, exiting cgraph edges counts, cfg
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bbs counts, and cfg edges counts) need to
be multiplied by the count scale. All counts
for the original method need to be multiplied
by the complementary value (1 - count_
scale).

6.4

Minimizing IPCP versioning

One of the problems caused by versioning is the
increased space and increased compile-time required for the application. In some cases we
could eliminate versioning for methods local
to the compilation unit. An example of local methods are static methods whose address
doesn’t escape the file unit. The IPCP algortihm could cause the versioning of all methods on a given path in the callgraph. The
first method in the path is the one that receives
the constant directly from the callsite; the rest
of the methods receive the constant as passthrough parameter.
For example: f→g→h→k. Assuming f passes
a constant to g, g and h pass-through the constant. At the end of the algorithm g, h, and k
are versioned.
In order to decrease the number of versioned
methods, we can trace these paths. If all methods on such a path are local to the compilation
unit, we can avoid versioning of these methods and propagate the constants to the original
ones. Another way to minimize versioning is
profile-driven IPCP. It could restrict versioning
to methods belonging to hot paths only.

7

Fortran

This section describes the special issues of
IPCP enhancement for Fortran.

7.1

The Fortran callgraph

In Fortran each top-level program unit (i.e.,
function/subroutine) is an independent module.
The Fortran front-end in GCC isn’t type-safe
between modules, and creates multiple declarations for the same method. In other words,
each module has its own copy of any external
declaration.
Because of this, the callgraph built for Fortran programs is not informative at all. Several
cgraph nodes created for the same method are
unrelated to one another. Because the connection is lost between the method definitions and
the method calls, the IPCP analysis is pointless. In order to perform IPCP analysis for Fortran, a temporary local hack was used to merge
the nodes according to the name of the method.
IPCP supports Fortran constants, so as soon as
a proper callgraph is available, IPCP analysis
can be effective for Fortran as well.
7.2

Supporting Fortran

In Fortran, passing a constant to a method is actually passing an address of a temporary holding that constant value. Uses of the formal in a
method are actually uses of the de-reference of
the parameter. The temporary created by GCC
for the constant is defined to be in a read-only
memory area. See example in Figure 4. Support for Fortran constants (both real and integral constants) was added into IPCP.
The transformation stage, where the constant
found by the algorithm should be passed on to
the method, required special handling.
It is impossible to insert an assignment statement (see subsection 6.1) at the beginning of
the method, as it would assign a value to a readonly area. However, since we know it is a readonly area, it cannot be changed, which gives
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program main
call foo (8)
end

subroutine foo(n)
i=n
print *, "i=", i
end

MAIN__ () {
int4 C.479 = 8;
foo (&C.479);
}
foo (n) {
int4 i;
int4 D.484;
D.484 = *n;
i = D.484;
/* print */

Regarding the applicability of IPCP, analysis
of SPEC2000 found several instances where
IPCP could help the performance. For example, in SPECFP wupwise benchmark, there’s
a method called 48 times with two constantvalued arguments. Due to IPCP, an optimized
version of this method is produced.

}
(a)

(b)

9
Figure 4: Fortran example and its gimple representation; C.479 is a read-only memory allocated by the compiler.
us the ability to replace all de-references of the
formal with the constant.
In the example presented in Figure 4, we cannot insert *n = 8 at the beginning of foo, as
*n is a read-only area. All uses of *n will be
replaced with 8 in foo.

Future

Below are potential enhancements to IPCP:
Using IPCP infrastructure as a propagation
engine to propagate various properties for
formal parameters in the callgraph. Some
examples of this include:
• Detecting ‘arrays passed as pointers.’
This can be used e.g. by the vectorizer.
• Interprocedural range propagation.

8

Status

The first implementation of IPCP in GCC did
not include versioning and in order to ensure
safety was very restricted. Since then, versioning was added and IPCP was extended to use
it. IPCP has been enhanced to support all integer types, real types, and references to constants (Fortran).
IPCP efficiency was measured on SPEC2000.
Because it has been developed on an evolving
branch, the results have been rather unstable.
Analysis of the results show that versioning has
a significant impact—in some cases the versioned method gets inlined where the original
didn’t. Therefore, IPCP affects inlining decisions. As a future extension, the inliner could
be taught to use IPCP results.

• Inferring that a formal’s value is divisible by constant, could be helpful
e.g. for loop unrolling.
Reducing calling overhead. If a formal has no
definition in the method, and all its uses
were replaced by the constant found by
IPCP then it is redundant and can be eliminated.
Multiple versioning for IPCP. We intend to
support multiple versioning, which would
support the case in which a formal receives
more than one constant value. This may
help improve run-time performance.
Profile-guided IPCP. In order to reduce the
number of versions, IPCP will use profile
information to make versioning decisions.
This will be useful, especially for multiple
versioning.
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Abstract

the RTL is not changed until the very end of the
register allocation.

The current GCC register allocation is divided
into many passes: regclass, regmove, local and
global allocators, reload, and post-reload. Such
deep division on the passes results in difficulties of evaluation of the final result of optimization decisions practically on each pass and, as
a consequence, a bad register allocation which
became a bigger problem after introducing the
new IL (Tree-SSA) to GCC and the optimizations performed on it.

The framework implementing the transformations can be used to implement different register allocation algorithms. Design of a few of
them is discussed. The ultimate goal of the
project is to remove all of the numerous existing GCC register allocation passes and to use
the proposed register allocator instead of them.
The current state of the project is reported.

Another approach to GCC register allocation
is proposed in the article. The approach is
to support the correct code during all register allocation after getting an initial allocation.
Such an approach permits accurate evaluation
of each transformation cost. The central notion of the proposed register allocator is allocno, which mainly corresponds to a pseudoregister live range. The register allocator implements the following major transformations:
assignment of a hard register or stack memory
to an allocno, coalescing a pair of allocnos, register elimination, allocno value rematerialization, and instruction code selection. Execution
of one transformation can result in execution
of other transformations to maintain the code
correctness. Any chain of transformations may
form a transaction. Each transaction can be undone. All transformations are stored in the local
memory of the register allocator. It means that

Introduction
Modern processors have a small number of
fastest storage units called registers (or hard
registers). Their number is not enough to store
the values of all the operations and directly referred variables in any serious program. The
lack of hard registers is the consequence of a
trade-off between the processor’s speed and its
price. Moreover register sets frequently have
an irregular structure. The irregularity means
that different registers may have different characteristics such as their access time, allowance
to be part of a memory address or to be used in
some instructions etc.
The small size of the register set and the irregularity of the target processor make it practically
impossible to effectively implement any optimization in a compiler (especially in a portable
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one) whose intermediate representation only
refers for the hard registers. Therefore many of
the compiler’s optimizations are written for an
abstract machine which has an infinite regular
set of virtual registers called pseudo-registers.
The optimizations use them to store intermediate values and the values of small variables. For
this approach we need a special pass (or optimization) to map abstract machine code into
one close to the target machine code which contains only the hard registers of the target processor. This pass is called register allocation. Correspondingly, the register allocator is one or
more compiler components that transform the
abstract machine code into the code containing
only hard registers.
A good register allocator becomes a very important component of an optimizing compiler
nowadays because the gap between access
times to registers and to the first level memory (cache) widens for the high-end processors. Many optimizations (especially interprocedural and SSA-based ones) tend to create
lots of pseudo-registers. The number of hard
registers is the same because it is part of the
architecture. Even processors with new architectures containing more hard registers need a
good register allocator (although to lesser degree) because the programs run on these computers tend to also be more complicated.
As consequence of its importance, register allocation is probably the most popular area of
research in compiler optimizations. The reader
can find a brief description of most of the
widely known algorithms in [Matz03]. Although there are huge number of articles about
different methods of register allocation, practically all of them focus only on a few tasks –
register assigning, register coalescing, register
spilling, and register rematerialization. In reality there are more tasks solved by the register
allocators. As an extreme example, the GCC
register allocator additionally solves other tasks

like better reloading of operands, instruction
transformation into two operand form, dealing with constraints of different class register
moves and/or register-memory moves, register
elimination, dealing with memory address constraints, exchanging operands in an associative
operation, and even partial code selection.
As a consequence of numerous tasks solved by
GCC register allocator, it has a lot of passes.
Some important components (passes) of the
current GCC register allocator have stayed
practically unchanged since the first version.
Their history is described briefly in [Mak04].
There is a common understanding in the GCC
community that we need a better register allocator. It became even more obvious after
transition of GCC to Tree-SSA infrastructure
[Nov03]. This is a huge and very important
step in GCC’s history. It permitted the implementation of more aggressive optimizations
and the generation of better code for targets
having many hard registers. Unfortunately, the
aggressive optimizations create a bigger register pressure which the current GCC register
allocator cannot deal with this problem adequately. As the result, SPEC2000 scores are
worse for architectures with small register files.
Very important architectures for GCC like x86
(and probably x86_64) are among them.
The major problem of the current
GCC register allocator is the accountability of optimization decisions, i.e. the final cost of a taken
optimization decision in early passes
cannot be evaluated. Because the
major last pass of the register allocator is reload, which finally removes
pseudo-registers, people often blame
this component.
One reason of that GCC has so many register
allocation passes is in the powerful (sometimes
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too powerful) GCC model describing the register set of the target architecture. This model
is described by constraints in define-insn
constructions of the GCC machine description
file and by a lot of machine dependent macros.

hard to evaluate the final cost of a decision in
the passes to figure out the best or better choice.
Accurate evaluation is not possible because of
the numerous and complex subsequent passes
(especially the reload pass).

On one hand, it makes GCC a very portable
compiler. On the other hand, this complexity
resulted in the use of a typical engineering approach, which is to divide complex task on several smaller subtasks. In other industrial compilers a good register allocation is achieved by
combined algorithms. Intel’s x86 global register allocation based on graph fusion [Lueh96] is
such an example. Improving GCC register allocation by adding new passes usually only worsens the situation. As the result such projects
fail.

All that is mentioned above was a major motivation to start work on another approach to the
register allocator. The approach is to create an
infrastructure which supports all GCC register
allocation tasks in a combined way. After getting an initial register allocation, simple code
transformations like assigning a hard register to
pseudo-register, reloading a value into another
location, splitting the live range of a pseudoregister, coalescing registers, register elimination, rematerialization are done. Execution of
one transformation can result in the execution
of other transformations to maintain the code
correctness. Such a chain of transformations
is called a step. Any chain of transformations
may form a transaction. Any transaction can
be undone. All transformations performed are
stored in the local memory of the register allocator. It means that the RTL code is not
changed until the very end of the register allocation procedure.

As example, let us look at two projects. The
new register allocator [Matz03] which removed
two passes local-alloc and global-alloc and
added two other passes—a colour-based register allocator with live range splitting and coalescing, and pre-reload which is actually the
reload moved from after register assignment to
before it. The goal of the pre-reload pass was to
give the new register allocator a better evaluation of its decisions which early on was not possible because of massive code changes in the
reload pass. So the complexity of the new allocator (and its code) became even bigger, and
the cooperation of the register allocator passes
was not improved much. In my opinion this is
one reason why the project has failed.
Another project was to improve the original
GCC register allocator [Mak04]. New rematerialization, live range splitting and register
coalescing passes, and improved cooperation
between reload and global were added. The
project was a small success. The biggest improvement was gotten from the better cooperation of the reload and the global allocator. On
the contrary, the separate more sophisticated
passes gave practically nothing because it is

Each transformation step will result
in correct code (as it exists currently
in GCC after the reload pass), so
after each transformation step we
can evaluate the cost of the final
results. This way the accountability
problem can be solved.

This article is focused mainly on description of
the infrastructure rather than the register allocation algorithms which can use it. The first
section describes the original GCC register allocator and tasks solved by it in more detail.
The second section describes the major notions
and data structures of the infrastructure of the
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retry_global

regmove
(regmove.c)

regclass
(regclass.c)

local allocator
(loca-alloc.c)

global allocator
(global.c)

1st insn
scheduler

reload
(reload1.c, reload.c)

post-reload
(post-reload.c)

Figure 1: Passes in the current GCC allocator.
proposed register allocator. The third section
describes the current status of the project.

1

The original register allocator in
GCC

The original register allocator contains a lot of
passes. Figure 1 shows the major passes and
their order.
Regmove. The major task of regmove is to
generate move instructions to satisfy two
operand instruction constraints when the
destination and source registers should be
the same. The reload pass can solve this
task too but in a less effective manner.
Regmove ignores the fact that sometimes
the transformation of an instruction into
two operand form is not necessary because
there may be another alternative of RTL
instruction in three operand form. The
pass also does some register coalescing.
The regmove pass removes some register
moves if the registers have the same value
and they can be found in the scope of a
basic block.
Regclass. GCC has a very powerful model for
describing the target processor’s register
file. In this model there is the notion of

register class. The register class is a set of
hard registers. You can describe as many
register classes as possible. Of course,
they should reflect the target processor’s
register file. For example, some instructions can accept only a subset of all hard
registers. In this case you should define
a register class for the subset. Any relations are possible between different register classes: they can intersect or one register class can be a subset of another register class (there are reserved register classes
like NO_REGS which does not contain any
hard register or ALL_REGS which contains all hard registers).
The pass regclass (file regclass.c)
mainly finds the preferred and alternative
register classes for each pseudo-register.
The preferred class is the smallest class
containing the union of all register classes
which result in the minimal cost of their
usage for the given pseudo-register. The
alternative class is the smallest class containing the union of all register classes the
usage of which is still more profitable than
memory (the class NO_REGS is used for
the alternative if there are no such hard
registers besides the ones in the preferred
class).
The weakness of the regclass pass is in
that it finds the preferred and alternative
classes for whole function. If we imple-
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ment any pseudo-register live range splitting, this information would be not accurate because the most profitable register
class could be different for different live
ranges of a pseudo-register.
It is interesting that finding through the
preferred and alternative classes, the pass
also implicitly does code selection by
choosing possible instruction alternatives.
The local allocator assigns hard registers
only to pseudo-registers living inside one
basic block.
Besides assigning hard registers, the local
allocator also does some register coalescing: if two or more pseudo-registers shuffled by move instructions do not conflict,
they always get the same hard registers.
The global allocator also tries to do this in
a less general way. The local allocator also
performs simple copy and constant propagation.
The global allocator assigns hard registers to
pseudo-registers living in more than one
basic block. It could change an assignment made by the local allocator if it finds
that usage of the hard register for a global
pseudo-register is more profitable than usage for the local pseudo-register.
The global allocator sorts all pseudoregisters according to the following priority:
log2 Nre f s · Freq
· Size
Live_Length
Here Nre f s is number of the pseudoregister occurrences, Freq is the frequency
of its usage, Live_Length is the length of
the pseudo-register’s live range in instructions, and Size is its size in hard registers.
Afterwards the global allocator tries to assign hard registers to the pseudo-registers

with higher priority first. This algorithm
is very similar to assigning hard registers in Chow’s priority-based colouring
[Chow84, Chow90].
The global allocator tries to coalesce
pseudo-registers with hard registers met in
a move instruction by assigning the hard
register to the pseudo-register. It is made
through a preference technique: the hard
register will be preferred by the pseudoregister if there is a copy instruction with
them.
The reload is a very complicated pass. Its
major goal is to transform RTL into a
form where all instruction constraints for
its operands are satisfied. The pseudoregisters are transformed here into either
hard registers, memory, or constants. The
reload pass follows the assignment made
by the global and local register allocators. But it can change the assignment if
needed.
For example, if the pseudo-register got
hard register A in the global allocator
but an instruction referring to the pseudoregister requires a hard register of another
class, the reload will generate a move of
A into the hard register B of the needed
classes. Sometimes, a direct move is not
possible; we need to use an intermediate hard register C of the third class or
even memory. If the hard registers B and
C are occupied by other pseudo-registers,
we expel the pseudo-registers from the
hard registers. In this case, the reload
could be considered as a local spiller. The
reload will ask the global allocator through
function retry_global to assign another hard register to the expelled pseudoregister. If it fails, the expelled pseudoregister will finally be placed on the program stack.
To choose the best register shuffling and
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load/store memory, the reload uses the
costs of moving register of one class into
a register of another class, loading or storing a register of the given class. To choose
the best pseudo-register for expulsion, the
reload uses the frequency of the pseudoregister’s usage.
Besides this major task, the reload also
does elimination of virtual hard registers
(like the argument pointer) and real hard
registers (like the frame pointer), assignment of stack slots to spilled hard registers and pseudo-registers which finally
have not gotten hard registers, copy propagation etc.

2

The design

The central notion of the proposed register allocator is notion of allocno. There are three kinds
of allocnos:
• Instruction allocno designates an
operand in a RTL instruction or an address (or part of it) of memory mentioned
in the instruction. Assigning hard registers, memory, or nothing should guarantee
that the instruction is valid (there is an
alternative where the instruction constraints are satisfied) and the addresses are
legitimate.

The complexity of the reload is a consequence of the very powerful model of the
target processor’s register file, permitting
one to describe practically any weird processor.

• Range allocno designates a pseudoregister value between instructions in a
basic block. Assigning hard registers or
memory to it means spilling/restoring the
pseudo-register in the basic block.

Postreload. The reload pass does most of its
work in a local scope; it generates redundant moves, loads, stores etc. The postreload pass removes such redundant instructions by a global redundancy elimination technique.

• Region allocno designates a pseudoregister in a region (currently regions
are loops). Assigning hard registers or
memory to it means spilling/restoring the
pseudo-register in the region.

As we can see that one task (e.g. coalescing or
assigning) is solved in many passes sometimes
differently and in a primitive way, the passes
frequently change the decision of the previous
passes because they work mainly without cooperation or taking the subsequent or previous
passes work into consideration. We cannot be
sure what the final cost of our optimization decision is on practically any pass until all the register allocation is finished, because we cannot
be sure what the final result of the decision will
be. The register allocator proposed in this article tries to solve the problem.

Allocno is an object which should get a hard
register, memory or nothing. The later is possible only for an instruction allocno representing
an explicit hard register, a constant, or memory. Allocnos have an attribute used to mark
that the allocno lives through a function call.
In this case the allocno will never get a hard
register clobbered by function calls. To simplify the implementation different allocnos of
the same pseudo-register always get the same
memory. It permits not to worry about generation of memory-memory moves.
Allocnos are connected by copy edges. A copy
edge is potentially one or more move, load,
or store instructions to move a pseudo-register
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R = ...

use p

r1 = R
...
i1 = r1
use i1
r2 = i1
...
i2 = r2
use i2

...

...

def p

def i3
r3 = i3
...
R = r3

...
use p
...

...

i1

r1

i2

r2

i3

r3

R

...

Copy edges

... = R

Pseudos

Allocnos

Figure 2: Allocnos and copy edges for a pseudo-register living in a loop
value or reload a non pseudo-register value. For
example, if the source allocno of a copy edge
gets memory and the destination allocno gets a
hard register, the copy edge will be represented
by load instruction after the register allocation.
If the allocnos get the same memory or hard
register, the copy edge will not correspond to
any move instruction (in other words the allocnos will be coalesced).
Figure 2 illustrates how allocnos corresponding
to one pseudo-register p are connected by copy
edges between the allocnos. Here i1, i2, and
i3 are instruction allocnos; r1, r2, and r3 are
range allocnos, and R is the region allocno corresponding to pseudo-register p in the loop.
Copy edges represent all potential places to
split live range of a pseudo-register. The place
might be before or after the pseudo-register’s
references or on entry to or exit from a region

or basic block where the pseudo-register is referenced. I call such an approach pessimistic
splitting as opposed to the famous optimistic
coalescing [Park98] approach in register allocation. Generally speaking, live range splitting
could be anywhere the pseudo-register lives.
But such freedom will not permit us to improve
code in most cases, it will only make the register allocator too slow because of numerous allocnos and copy edges. Probably even in the
current approach there are too many allocnos
and copy edges and a more conservative approach to live range splitting might be required
in the future.
An instruction allocno has a lot of additional
information. The most important information
is
• Type, which is determining whether the
allocno represents an instruction operand,
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base register, or index register, or other
non-operand value which is a part of RTL
CLOBBER or USE clause.
• Reference to another instruction allocno
representing another operand of a commutative operation.
• Reference to a tied allocno. Tied allocnos
always get the same hard register or memory. This attribute is used to describe a situation when the two operands in an RTL
instruction are actually one operand in a
machine instruction, e.g. for an architecture with two operand instructions.
• Intermediate elimination register. Sometimes it is impossible to change a hard or
virtual register to a hard register with constant displacement without the usage of
an intermediate hard register. In such a
case, the attribute describes the intermediate hard register. For example, when we
eliminate the frame pointer by the stack
pointer, the displacement might be not legitimate. If it is the case, we should generate an instruction assigning the stack
pointer value plus displacement to the intermediate hard register and use it in place
of the frame pointer.
• Location in the instruction of the object
represented by given allocno. Location of
the container of the object. It might be
used to find SUBREG for the register represented by given allocno or MEM for the
base or index register represented by given
allocno.
• Early clobber attribute for the corresponding instruction operand. Actually, the
clobber flag should belong to the instruction alternative but it is hard to represent
and use it for allocno conflicts. Therefore
we make it true for all alternatives if there
is a flag for at least one alternative.

• Information about register elimination for
the corresponding allocno.

X

reload_in
pattern

X&C

M
D
S

M

R

X&S

R

M

R

S is a result of SECONDARY_RELOAD_CLASS
R is the class we reload into
C is the class of the clobber clause in reload_in pattern
D is the destination class in reload_in pattern
M is optional memory

Figure 3: GCC cases of reload value X into
hard register of class R.
Copy edges have a lot of attributes. The main
reason for this is in the powerful register file
model of a target processor in GCC. GCC is
based on the suggestion that hard register of
any class (also memory or constant of the appropriate mode) can be moved to (from) a hard
register of any another class even though it can
be impossible in the target processor without
using intermediate registers, special instructions described by special reload_in_* or
reload_out_* patterns, or memory (it is
called secondary memory). A typical example of usage of secondary memory is the movement of general registers into floating point registers for the x86 architecture. Figure 3 illustrates such complicated cases for loading a
value X into a hard register of class R. Here S
is a register class returned by the GCC target
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macro SECONDARY_INPUT_RELOAD, C is a
register class of the clobber clause in the corresponding GCC reload_in pattern, D is a register class of the destination register in the corresponding reload_in pattern, and M is optional secondary memory.
The most important attributes of a copy edge
are
• Position. This is the place where the corresponding move, load, or store instructions
will be placed. The position may be after a
given instruction, at a given basic block’s
start or end, or at the source or destination
of a given edge.
rp1
p3:=p1+p2
Active copy

• Rematerialization attributes. These attributes contain information about the instruction pattern which can be used for rematerialization and references for allocnos
which can be used as the operands of the
rematerialized instruction. We can use the
rematerialization instruction instead of the
move instructions if it is more profitable.
There is an allocno conflict graph. If two allocnos conflict, they cannot get the same hard register or memory. The allocno can be dependent
on copy edge activeness. Figure 5 illustrates
such case. Allocno ipm conflicts with allocno
rp1 only if copy rp1-rp1’ is active.
rp1

rp2

M[ip1]

ip3:=ip1+ip2

ip3<-ipm+ip2

p3<-M[p1]+p2
rp3

rp1’

rp2’

Inactive copy

rp2

rp1’

rp3

rp2’

Active copy
Inactive copy

Figure 4: Example of instruction allocnos with
inactive copies
• Active. A copy edge can be active or inactive. Most copy edges are always active. Sometimes we can load a value into
an allocno from different source allocnos.
Figure 4 illustrates such a situation when
value rp1’ can be loaded from rp1 or ip1.
In this example, one copy with destination
rp1’ is active, another one is inactive. If
ip1 got a hard register and rp1 got memory, then the active copy might be more
profitable if rp1’ got a hard register.
• Intermediate hard registers mentioned
above.
• Secondary memory mentioned above. The
attribute usually refers to a stack memory
slot.

Figure 5: Another example of instruction allocnos and copies
As mentioned above a copy edge can get at
most two hard registers and/or memory too. It
is needed when secondary reload hard registers
and/or secondary memory is needed to move
the corresponding allocno values. Therefore
there is also a conflict graph for copies and allocnos (copies can conflict with allocnos). If a
copy got hard registers, they cannot be assigned
to allocnos conflicting with the copy and vice
versa.
There is also a dynamic data structure describing stack slots. Freeing a stack slot (e.g. because we assigned a pseudo-register to a hard
register instead of memory) could make stack
memory smaller and decrease displacements
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for addressing other stack slots gotten by some
other allocnos. Currently the implementation is
based on the assumption that shortening the address displacement will not make the legitimate
address an illegitimate one.
The register allocator provides the following
primitive transformations1 :
• Assign, Unassign. The assign transformation assigns a hard register or memory slot to an allocno. It might require
the allocation of a stack memory slot, assigning secondary memory and/or intermediate hard registers to copy edges with
given allocno. Correspondingly, the unassign transformation might result in freeing a stack memory slot, secondary memory, and/or the intermediate registers of
the copies. There are two variants of the
transformations: with a specified hard register or a specified hard register class.
• Tie, Untie. A pair of unassigned instruction allocnos can be tied. After that, assigning a hard register or memory to one
allocno results in assigning the same hard
register or memory to another allocno.
• Commutative exchange.
Two unassigned instruction allocnos representing
the operands of a commutative operation
can be exchanged. It means that their locations are changed. Such a transformation might result in more profitable code
because the operand constraints may differ.
• Activate, Deactivate a copy edge. A copy
edge connecting two unassigned allocnos
can be activated if another copy edge with
the same destination range allocno is inactive (see Figure 4).
1 Practically

all transformations have two forms. The
second form undoes the first one.

• Eliminate, Uneliminate. An allocno representing a hard register whose value is
changed by another hard register plus displacement. The eliminate transformation
might require the allocation of a hard register as an intermediate register for the
elimination because the substituted expression is illegitimate, e.g. the displacement is too big. There are two classes of
eliminated hard registers. The first one
is virtual registers (e.g. argument register) which are used for convenience. They
should be eliminated in any case. Another
class is real hard registers, e.g. the frame
pointer register, which can be changed
by another hard register, e.g. the stack
pointer, to increase the number of hard
registers available for register allocation.
Registers of the first class may not be uneliminated. Registers of the second class
may be uneliminated. Sometimes usage of
an eliminated register might be more profitable than the substituted register, e.g. the
displacement is smaller, which may result
in shorter instructions for some architectures.

A transformation may be failed if it is not possible to perform it. For example, assigning a
specified hard register is impossible because
the hard register is already assigned to conflicting allocnos or copy edges.
After each transformation is done, the overall
cost of the code is modified. The cost of code
is evaluated by the following formula

∑

∀c∈Copies

Costc · Freqc +

∑

Costalt(i) · Freqi

∀i∈Insns

Here Costc is the cost of moves, loads, and
stores or rematerialization (whichever ones are
cheaper) generated by a copy c, Freqc and
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Freqi are correspondingly the frequency of
copy c and the frequency of instruction i,
Costalt(i) is cost of the current alternative of the
instruction i.

of sub-registers in RTL2 . That creates many difficulties for the implementation of register allocators in GCC. The described infrastructure is
trying to hide some of these difficulties.

As a result of such design, we are solving the
accountability problem of the current GCC register allocator. After getting an initial allocation, we have always the exact cost of the current register allocation and support it correct
through all changes to the register allocation.

Currently the register allocator is in the early
stages of implementation. Most of the infrastructure described above has been implemented. Missing parts are register rematerialization, unelimination, representation of RTL
move instructions by copy edges, and evaluation of the cost of instruction alternatives.

More complex transformation like allocno coalescing is implemented through a small chain of
assign/unassign transformations with the hard
registers specified.
Sometimes a long chain of transformations is
needed for the implementation of register allocation algorithms. To facilitate rejecting such
chains of transformations, e.g. because of one
transformation in the chain failed or the chain
of transformations is unprofitable, transactions
of transformations are implemented. Any chain
of transformations may form a transaction.
Each transaction can be rejected (in this case,
we return to the same register allocator state
as it was before the transaction) or accepted.
Transactions may be nested.

The flexibility and power of the infrastructure
permits to implement sufficiently easily different register allocation algorithms in GCC,
from the ones used in industrial compilers
[Muchnick97, Morgan98, Cooper03], to research algorithms [Appel01, Sholtz02]. Most
probably, GCC as a portable compiler should
use at least two register allocator algorithms
(one for irregular and small register file architectures and one for regular and moderate or
large register file architectures). Currently two
register allocation algorithms are in the process
of implementation. They are chosen to justify
the project approach.
• Priority colouring [Chow84, Chow90].
– Initial allocation: all region and
range allocnos are in memory,
instruction allocnos are assigned
taking the optimistic assumption
that non-instruction allocnos will be
eventually in hard registers.

The RTL code will be not changed until the final, pretty simple, stage of changing the code.
So all the information needed for this is stored
in local data of the register allocator.

3

– Priority assigning hard registers to
range and region allocnos and coalescing them with their corresponding instruction allocnos.

The current state of the project

Any project for the implementation of a new
register allocator for GCC has to be a long
project. GCC is an extremely portable compiler because of its powerful register description model for target processors and the notion

• The current GCC approach which is close
to priority colouring.
2 This

model is sometimes too powerful and can and
should be simplified.
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– Initial allocation: priority assignment of hard registers to region and
range allocnos and then assignment
to instruction allocnos with possible spilling of conflicting region and
range allocnos.
– Coalescing region and range allocnos with their corresponding instruction allocnos.
Results received on some benchmarks for the
two register allocation algorithms are promising.

[Chow90] F. Chow and J. Hennessy. The
Priority-based Coloring Approach to
Register Allocation, TOPLAS, Vol. 12,
No. 4, 1990, pages 501–536.
[Cooper03] Keith Cooper, Linda Torczon,
Engineering a Compiler, Morgan
Kaufmann (2003), ISBN 155860698X.
[Lueh96] G.Y. Lueh, T. Gross, and
A. Adl-Tabatabai, Global Register
Allocation Based on Graph Fusion, Ninth
Workshop on Languages and Compilers
for Parallel Computers, August 1996.
[Mak04] V. Makarov, Fighting register
pressure in GCC, GCC Summit, 2004.
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GFortran: Compiling a 1,000,000+ line Numerical
Weather Forecasting System
A Case Study

Toon Moene
A GNU Fortran Maintainer
toon@moene.indiv.nluug.nl

Abstract
Gfortran is the Fortran (95) front end in the
GNU Compiler Collection. It is new and
untested in the Real World. This paper discusses how well the new entry to the Collection
fares in terms of compiling HIRLAM, a Limited Area Numerical Weather Prediction system. HIRLAM is an old (started in 1985),
continuously evolving project (see http://
hirlam.knmi.nl).
In addition, the effectiveness of optimizations
implemented in the new middle end and the
vectorization subclass of them (on a powerpcunknown-linux-gnu target) with respect to this
kind of code are investigated.

matic weather forecasts for the Nordic countries. Others joined during the late 80’s, early
90’s.
In the 20 years since its inception, the code
has grown to about 1.2 million lines of Fortran,
tens of thousands of lines of C and an elaborate script system (both Bourne Shell and Perl)
to run it in both experimental setup as well as
operationally (i.e., 365 x 24).
The code runs on traditional vector supercomputers, shared memory multiprocessor machines and distributed memory architectures.
Small (in area and/or grid) forecasts can be
done on personal computers - even laptops.

2
1

Introduction

HIRLAM (HIgh Resolution Limited Area
Model) is a collaborative effort by the National
Weather Institutes of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, The Netherlands, Norway, Spain,
and Sweden.
The project started in 1985 to provide local, short range (i.e., up to 48 hours) auto-

2.1

Weather Prediction by Numerical Process
Physics

Physically, weather forecasting is the problem
of tracking all processes on relevant scales in
the atmosphere, trying to determine an “initial state” at a certain time and performing the
forward extension of physical laws governing
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the atmospheric evolution, constrained by the
boundary conditions (soil, top-of-atmosphere).

2.3

The physical laws involved are:

The mathematical problem posed above cannot
be solved analytically.

Numerical Weather Forecasting

• Conservation of mass
• Conservation of energy
• Conservation of momentum
• Release and consumption of latent heat
due to changes between the three phases
of water in the atmosphere
For the purpose of weather forecasting, the atmosphere can be approximated by an ideal gas
with atmospheric water being tracked in its
three phases.
Note that the concept of the “initial state” of the
atmosphere is an artifact one needs for weather
forecasting—in reality, the atmosphere is in
constant motion, where every "state" is a consequence of change from a previous “state.”
2.2

Mathematics

Mathematically, the problem falls apart into
two:
1. Determine the initial state of the atmosphere at a given time on the basis of a
limited number of different observations
of differing quality performed at that time.
2. Perform the integration of the coupled partial differential equations discribing the
physical laws and constrained by the atmosphere’s boundary conditions.
The mathematical problem is complicated by
the fact that the physical laws are to be described on a rotating sphere.

2.3.1

Forecasting

As the integration of the coupled partial differential equations doesn’t have an analytical solution, only numerical integration can be used.
To perform the numerical integration, the atmosphere is modeled using a three dimensional array of boxes, each of which represents a part of
the atmosphere (we call this the “model atmosphere”).
The integration of the coupled partial differential equations proceeds by accounting for air
properties changing in a particular box due
to advection of properties from neighbouring
boxes (i.e., the temperature in a particular box
can change due to inflow of air of a different
temperature from an adjacent box). The differential equations are approximated by using
finite differences.
A second effect to be accounted for is the processes occurring at subgrid scale. Radiation
from the Sun can, or cannot reach the ground
due to clouds; radiation welling up from the
Earth’s surface can reach outer space (and be
lost), or not, due to clouds.

2.3.2

Determining the Initial State

To start a weather forecast, we need a clear definition of the initial state of the (model) atmosphere at a certain time.
The deterimination of the initial state is complicated by the fact that the number and type of
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observations do not completely determine the
model atmosphere—the problem of determining the initial state is “underdetermined.”
The solution to this limitation is to find the best
fit between a previously computed short range
forecast (typically 3 or 6 hours in advance,
called “first guess”) and the observations.
This best fit is computed by minimizing a “cost
function” describing the costs of deviating from
the first guess and the observations, weighted
by the “quality” of both (i.e., their error characteristics).

3

The Code

4

To study the behaviour of gfortran compiling
this code, the following version of the compiler
was used:
$ /usr/rel/bin/gfortran -v
Using built-in specs.
Target: powerpc-unknown-linux-gnu
Configured with: ../gcc/configure
--prefix=/usr/rel
--disable-nls
--disable-multilib
--enable-languages=f95
Thread model: posix
gcc version 4.0.1 20050501
(prerelease)

About three quarters of the code is dedicated to
determining the initial state of the model atmosphere from which to start forecasting.

5

The rest is necessary for performing the actual
forecast.

5.1

All of the code is organized in libraries that pertain to either the “initial state” or “forecasting”
part of the problem. Some utility libraries are
common to both problems.
An executable is formed by writing the following Fortran code:
CALL SUBPROG
END
where SUBPROG is the main program of that
executable, written as a subroutine, and linked
with the relevant libraries.
The “run schedule” is controlled by a Perl script
that interprets a “schedule” file, spawning Fortran programs when needed.

The Compiler

Errors Preventing HIRLAM
From Being Compiled
Programmer Errors Caught

None anymore. The author presented three
programmer errors detected by gfortran at the
HIRLAM All Staff Meeting 14–16 March
2005, but they have been repaired.
Still, the compiler is being used to hunt down
programmer errors. In the author’s Institute it is
installed for the express purpose of finding programmer errors where the “officially blessed,”
proprietary, compiler leaves much to be desired.
5.2

5.2.1

Problem Reports Encountered With
This Effort
Strings

One of the Fortran codes drew the following
ire:
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ONETWO_pp.f: In function ’onetwo’:
ONETWO_pp.f:89: internal compiler
error:
in gfc_conv_string_parameter,
at fortran/trans-expr.c:2011

In file gc_com_pp.f:2149
INTRINSIC LOC
1
Error: Intrinsic at (1) does not
exist
In file gc_com_pp.f:2153

The offending code looks like this:
do 7 j=1,2
imatch(j)=1
continue

7

where imatch is an integer array. Probably the
line number is off in the error report. This is PR
Fortran/18283.

5.2.2

Automatic Arrays

NBYTES = (LOC(LAST) LOC(FIRST))
1
Error: Function ’loc’ at (1)
has no implicit type

is due to the fact that the Fortran code has
to interface to the C-implemented M(essage)
P(assing) I(nterface) definition, which is based
on C concepts. LOC is the function that returns
the adress of its argument. The GNU Fortran
team probably has to implement this extension.

Here is another one:
5.3.2
getgrp_pp.f: In function ’getgrp’:
getgrp_pp.f:17: internal compiler
error: in
gfc_trans_auto_array_allocation
at fortran/trans-array.c:3036

The source looks as follows:

FLUSH

In file PFLUSH_pp.f:25
call flush(kunit, iostat)
Error: Too many arguments in
call to ’flush’ at (1)

integer cgroups(6,maxgrp)
where maxgrp is a dummy argument and
cgroups is not. This is PR Fortran/21034.
5.3

Flush is an extension—the GNU Fortran team
has to determine which “fashion” of the extension it wants to support.

Extensions to be supported

6
5.3.1

What Works

LOC

The following error:

What works is, well, compiling the other 1.2
million lines of code.
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6.1

Typical Programming Constructs

Characteristic for the kind of code in HIRLAM
is the SPEC mgrid routine RESID—here
slightly altered for clarity:

SUBROUTINE RESID(U,V,R,N,A)
INTEGER N
REAL*8 U(N,N,N),
,
V(N,N,N),
,
R(N,N,N), A(0:3)
INTEGER I3, I2, I1
DO 600 I3=2,N-1
DO 600 I2=2,N-1
DO 600 I1=2,N-1
600 R(I1,I2,I3)=V(I1,I2,I3)
- -A(0)*( U(I1, I2, I3 ))
- -A(1)*( U(I1-1,I2, I3 )
+
+ U(I1+1,I2, I3 )
+
+ U(I1, I2-1,I3 )
+
+ U(I1, I2+1,I3 )
+
+ U(I1, I2, I3-1)
+
+ U(I1, I2, I3+1))
- -A(2)*( U(I1-1,I2-1,I3 )
+
+ U(I1+1,I2-1,I3 )
+
+ U(I1-1,I2+1,I3 )
+
+ U(I1+1,I2+1,I3 )
+
+ U(I1, I2-1,I3-1)
+
+ U(I1, I2+1,I3-1)
+
+ U(I1, I2-1,I3+1)
+
+ U(I1, I2+1,I3+1)
+
+ U(I1-1,I2, I3-1)
+
+ U(I1-1,I2, I3+1)
+
+ U(I1+1,I2, I3-1)
+
+ U(I1+1,I2, I3+1))
- -A(3)*( U(I1-1,I2-1,I3-1)
+
+ U(I1+1,I2-1,I3-1)
+
+ U(I1-1,I2+1,I3-1)
+
+ U(I1+1,I2+1,I3-1)
+
+ U(I1-1,I2-1,I3+1)
+
+ U(I1+1,I2-1,I3+1)
+
+ U(I1-1,I2+1,I3+1)
+
+ U(I1+1,I2+1,I3+1))
END

partial differential equations, where the difference of quantity A between neighbours I-1, I
and I+1 is the measure of change.
By using RESID for the analysis of gfortran we
achieve two goals:
1. RESID is a well studied routine by the
compiler community due to the fact that
it is part of SPEC2000.
2. It is much smaller than the smallest routine from HIRLAM (which contains about
350 lines—before formatting it in a column) without sacrificing on computational
complexity.
6.2

Optimization

When optimizing this type of code, the number of integer/address registers necessary is
important. In fact, it is far more important
than the number of floating point registers; no
shortage is apparent for them. If a processor
doesn’t have enough integer/address registers,
the reload pass of the compiler has to generate
code to reload them from (stack) memory.
How many integer/address registers do we need
in routine RESID?
If we assume a machine with “register+offset”
addressing, we need the following registers in
the inner loop:
• 1 for all A elements
• 1 for R
• 1 for V

Although one will not find this routine anywhere within the HIRLAM code verbatim, its
use of arrays is very comparable to that of a
finite difference approximation to continuous

• 1 for each of the U(..,I2[+/-1],I3[+/-1]),
because N is not a constant, which means
the offsets into the sub-arrays are not constant (totalling 9 registers)
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• 1 for the loop count
Or 13 in total.
It is the function of the induction variable
strength reduction and elimination pass to remove excess integer computation here.
In fact, it is rather amazing that resid.f.06.loop
contains diagnostics like: “giv of insn XXX not
worthwhile” (giv stands for “general induction
variable.”) In a routine like this, where all induction variables are based on the adresses of
dummy arguments, reducing all givs leads to
the minimum number of registers used (there
may be combinations of reduced and nonreduced givs that lead to the same minimum,
but reducing all is certainly correct and optimal).
6.3

Vectorization

The inner loop in RESID cannot be vectorized
on PowerPC, because the operands of the computations are all 64-bit floating point variables
(REAL*8).
If we change their declaration to REAL*4 (32bit floating point variables), the inner loop is
vectorized when using the following command
line:
/usr/rel/bin/gfortran
-O2 -ftree-vectorize
-ftree-vectorizer-verbose=9
-maltivec -da -S resid.f

This is significant to us, because most of the
computations in the forecasting system can be
performed with 32-bit floating point variables.
However, there still is a problem. The vectorizer has to assume it knows nothing about the

alignment of the arrays A, R, U, and V and
hence has to perform a lot of code duplication
for peeling unaligned loads and stores from the
inner loop.
This is tragic, because in a normal Fortran program, the arrays would either be static or automatic arrays in a routine higher up in the call
tree or the main program (and hence could be
aligned by the compiler), or be ALLOCATEd
there (and hence be aligned by the run time library).
Perhaps we need an “I know the arrays in this
routine are suitably aligned” flag.

7

Conclusions

HIRLAM cannot be completely compiled by
gfortran—yet. However, it is close, and some
small amount of programming will get it there.
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Abstract
This paper discusses the compatibility needs of
Linux users, the kinds of compatibility that are
needed and means of achieving them. It reviews the successes of recent years in achieving compatibility between C++ compilers on
Linux. We show that a still higher level of
cross version compatibility is valuable to Independent Software Vendors. We describe an
approach that will allow these needs to be met
without crippling further development of libstdc++.

Introduction—Why Compatibility is
Important to Linux
Linux has become the platform of choice for
many proprietary products. Because the products have been used on other platforms for
many years, their availability on Linux makes
migration to Linux viable for their users. This
in turn helps attract other software and hardware vendors to the platform. For this reason,
the availability of a wide variety of proprietary
products on Linux should be welcomed and encouraged by the community.
Because of the nature of proprietary software
development, these products flourish best in a

stable environment. This need has the potential
to create a tension with those users attracted to
Linux as a source of, and vehicle for, innovation. Those innovations are critical to the success of some users. The multi-threading improvements made in the 2.6 kernel are just one
example. Many customers need both the stability and the innovation, so choosing the former
over the latter is not a good solution for many
customers and is not even viable for some.
Through working with both internal and external customers we have gained insight into the
compatibility needs of the developers of these
products. These needs affect our own product
and support plans, and meeting them turns out
to be a significant undertaking. This paper describes our view of those requirements and suggests a method by which they can be met in the
hardest case while maintaining Linux as an innovative platform.1

1

Kinds of Compatibility

It is important to distinguish a number of different levels of compatibility. Roughly, in order of
perceived difficulty, we categorize them as follows:
1 The

views expressed in this paper are those of the
authors and not necessarily those of Intel.
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• Source Compatibility. A program developed on an earlier version of Linux can be
compiled and run on a newer version.
• Binary Compatibility. A program (or
DSO) compiled on an earlier version of
Linux can be run on a newer version.
• Compiler Compatibility. Two compilers
are compatible if code compiled with one
compiler can be linked with code compiled with the other and the resulting executable runs correctly.
• Library Compatibility. A library linked
with one compiler can be linked with code
compiled with a newer compiler and set of
headers.
1.1

Source Compatibility

We have source compatibility if we can pick
up an arbitrary correctly written program that
was written against an earlier version of Linux,
compile it on our new Linux version, and have
it work. This is the level of compatibility required by most Linux distributions as all the
packages are recompiled as part of the new distribution.
Problems can arise when programs are not correctly written. For example, some programs
broke when errno became a macro because
they declared this as a variable instead of including the system header. We have also seen
programs that used internal structures used by
the dynamic loader even though they were documented as private. Such issues represent bugs
in the source rather than defects in the level of
compatibility.
1.2

Binary Compatibility

We have binary compatibility if we can pick
up a program compiled on an earlier version of

Linux and run it on a newer version. We deliberately constrain this to not include moving
from newer versions of Linux to older versions
since this is of insufficient value to justify the
constraints it would place on new development.
We find ourselves supporting users who are still
on versions of Linux produced five or more
years ago, as well as users using the newest
releases. So far we have been able to do this,
without having to produce multiple versions of
our own product, by building our products on
the oldest Linux that remains of interest. That
we are able to do this represents an important
success for Linux over that period.
A good example of an issue during this period
that could have broken binary compatibility but
which was handled so as to avoid it was the
change-over to the use of thread based locales.
By gradually phasing in the change, and making it available before it was mandatory, developers were given a means of maintaining binary
compatibility over many versions of Linux.
1.3

Compiler Compatibility

We have compiler compatibility if we can mix
code compiled with two compilers. The two
compilers in question may simply be different
versions of the same compiler.
Compiler compatibility, and the stronger library compatibility are of importance to users
who cannot or do not wish to recompile the libraries they depend on. The biggest category
of such users is proprietary software developers
who use third party proprietary libraries since
these are often supplied as binaries.
Compiler compatibility also permits developers to compile their source with different compilers so as to take advantage of the differing
strengths of those compilers. For this reason
this is also called compiler interoperability.
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We shall talk about compiler interoperability in
some detail in a later section.
1.4

Library Compatibility

looking for very low bug counts and low support costs. As a result, lead times for individual
versions tend to be longer and new versions less
frequent.

For clarity of exposition we distinguish Library
Compatibility from Compiler Compatibility to
distinguish the requirements of generating the
same code for the same source from those of
generating compatible code in the presence of
changing headers.

It can take a year to validate a new version
of a product. Once a product has been validated changing anything that the product depends upon requires a complete new validation
cycle. So just upgrading, for example, from one
version of gcc to a newer one can be a year’s
work.

For C, the interfaces defined in the headers are
often defined by standards and are therefore
fairly stable. Care still needs to be taken when
making changes but the rate of change itself is
slower.

So these products certainly need a high level of
binary compatibility across versions of Linux.

For C++, the impact of changing headers is
greater because a lot of improvements continue
to be made and, most of all, because much of
the implementation is visible in the headers as
templates.

2

The Lifecycle of a Typical Proprietary Product

A typical proprietary product has a rather different lifecycle from the typical open source
product. For open source products, the emphasis is on the source code and new development. Users are encouraged to build from
source, to modify it, and to contribute their
modifications back to the product. The viability of this model for many open source products, and that it has benefits for many users, has
been amply demonstrated.
Proprietary products, by contrast, are usually
shipped as binary, and are subject to a great
deal of validation testing before being released.
Customers for these products are generally

If compatibility is broken, because of their
product cycle, a user may not be able to upgrade to the newer Linux version for as much
as several years. Worse, if the product cycles of
the various proprietary products used by a given
customer do not mesh, there may be no one version of Linux on which all the user’s packages
will run.
For the developer of proprietary software, the
situation may be still worse.
A product may depend upon third party libraries. In this case, if library compatibility
is not maintained, one cannot even start to upgrade to a newer Linux until its third party libraries have been upgraded. This entire process
can take years. For example one of our internal customers is still developing using a library
supplied in binary built with a 2.96 compiler
because that is the latest version of the library
available. Hopefully this is an outlier.
So these products need a high level of library
compatibility across versions of Linux.
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3

Achieving Compiler Interoperability

Interoperability means that object files built
with one compiler can be linked with object
files built with a second compiler, producing an
executable that runs correctly. [Goodman] is a
detailed discussion of what is required for interoperability to happen. In this section we will
focus on how to achieve interoperability and to
verify that interoperability has been achieved.
One might try to achieve interoperability by
taking a number of large applications, compiling parts of each with one compiler and parts
with the other, linking them together and, when
they did not work, debugging the reason why.
In practice this does not work very well for a
complex language like C++. Even for a simple
language like C it is easy to get unpleasantly
surprised. There is one compiler, for example, that passes a 64-bit float, if it is in just the
right place in the parameter list, with half on the
stack with the other half in a register. Finding
such an incompatibility using the above process
is largely a matter of luck.
Worse, even when one does discover an incompatibility one has to understand it well enough
to duplicate the desired behavior. If the standard for compatibility is “whatever XYZ compiler does” then working out what that is can be
quite hard.
Fortunately, for Linux we have both a C++ ABI
standard [CodeSourcery] and a community that
is committed to maintaining that standard when
problems are found and to making sure gcc
compilers conform. The community has expended considerable effort to make and keep
gcc ABI compliant, starting with gcc 3.4, and
has also vigorously resisted an attempt to make
the binary standard “whatever gcc 3.3. does.”

As a result, we have a well defined standard that
can be used as the basis for producing interoperability with any version of gcc as well as
maintaining compatibility between versions of
gcc itself We can achieve interoperability with
the following steps.
• Assess ABI Compliance
• Catalog gcc ABI deviations and emulate
• Validate with mix and match testing
3.1

Assessing ABI Compliance

Given that we have a C++ ABI standard document, we can start interoperability work by
ensuring that our C++ compiler conforms to
that standard. CodeSourcery developed an ABI
conformance suite that does a very good job of
determining if a compiler conforms to the ABI
standard and in isolating deviations. This can
be used both to find problems and to test for
regressions.
The CodeSourcery suite has been used by us
and others to find ABI deviations in gcc 3.2 and
gcc 3.3 that, when reported as bugs, were fixed
by the gcc developers so as to produce a high
level of ABI compliance in gcc 3.4. They have
also been used to find any deviations that crept
into gcc 4.0 and these have also been fixed by
the gcc developers.
We found that the CodeSourcery suite does a
very good job of finding deviations from the
ABI standard. It has been the basis of our own
work on the Intel R C++ Compiler to make it
compatible with a range of gcc compilers from
3.2 through 3.4.
The most important benefit of having interoperable compilers is that it allows third party libraries to be distributed as a single version. As
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discussed elsewhere in this paper, we believe
this is a very important goal on Linux, and to
support it the compiler writer has no alternative
but to produce the highest level of interoperability achievable. In turn this means that an
accurate and complete ABI standard is a key
requirement for Linux to meet the goals described in this paper.
3.2

Emulating Deviations in a Released
Compiler

As well as identifying deviations in our compiler, the CodeSourcery suite can be used to
identify deviations we will need to emulate in
order to interoperate with a released compiler.
There are two possible kinds of ABI deviation:
those that result in a correctly running program,
and those that cause the problem to fail. Only
the discepencies that do not cause program failure should be emulated.
3.3

Validating with Mix and Match Testing

Not all interfaces are currently defined in the
ABI document. For example, stack unwinding table formats are not defined. These tables
need to be compatible so that two compilers can
share the same language support run-time. If
the run-time cannot be shared then the binaries
cannot be linked together at all.
In order to test the interoperability of these
items and also to validate the success of the
other stages, the next step is to do extensive mix
and match testing.
There are two approaches to performing mix
and match testing. The first approach is to
create a random test generator that generates
C++ source files. Each generated source file is
compiled with both compilers and the contents

of the object code are examined. The object
files are checked to see that names are mangled compatibly and data structures are allocated compatibly. Any difference in name mangling could be exposed as a link time error. Any
difference in data structure allocation could be
exposed as a run-time error.
The second approach is to take a number of
large applications, build each with both compilers, and link intermixed objects from the two
builds. If there are no interoperability issues,
each of the combinations of object files will
produce a running program. If there are issues,
these will usually show up as a link-time or runtime error. The larger the application and the
more thorough the tests available for the application, the greater the chance of this process
finding any remaining problems.
If a problem is found, a compilation unit that
evinces the problem can be isolated by starting
with binaries entirely from one compiler and
substituting in the binaries of compilation units
from the other compiler one by one until a failure ensues. When doing this it is important to
start with the binaries from the compiler used
to create the run time libraries.

4

Cross Version C++ Standard Library Compatibility

Maintaining compatibility across versions of
the C++ libraries is much more difficult than
maintaining compatibility across C library versions. Now that we have converged on the C++
ABI this is the next compatibility issue that
needs to be addressed.
C library compatibility is greatly helped by the
fact that there is a well defined binary interface.
A few macros, such as that for errno, certainly
exist, but these are simple and give one some
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additional flexibility in preserving compatibility rather than creating extra constraints. In
C++, on the other hand, the library contains a
large number of templates and these templates
contain large portions of the implementation of
the library.
Because the implementation is exposed, this
greatly increases the coupling between the library and the source program. Large portions
of the implementation of the standard C++ library get compiled into both the third party library and the user program. As a result, the
standard technique of creating an interface that
the library keeps fixed, or at least compatible,
does not work.
While it might be possible to create a standard
library in which the exposed templates were
just proxies for hidden implementations, such
an implementation would pay a very substantial
performance penalty for the additional layer of
abstraction.
The only simple way to maintain compatibility
across versions of the library is to keep the implementation unchanged. This is a very high
barrier to innovation.
If any innovation is going to be allowed then
the affected parts of the library are going to be
incompatible from one version of the library to
the next.

The only requirement placed on the maintainers by this approach is to make sure that new
versions of gcc can continue to build and run
the older library sources.
In the past we would also have had to maintain
the ability to generate non-ABI compliant code
and this was hard to do, but with gcc 3.4 and
beyond this problem should not arise again. At
present we believe the level of ABI compatibility between gcc 3.4 and gcc 4.0 is very high
and we anticipate that will remain high in the
future.
An impact of this approach is that distributions
must supply the backwards compatible headers
as well as the backwards compatible binaries,
but this does not seem like a large burden.
While this will work for many, it leaves the developer discussed earlier who is using a third
party library stuck with the C++ Standard Library used by that library. So they will not be
able to take advantage of new work and, given
that quite a bit of this work is likely to be directed towards better performance and not just
new functionality, this leaves the developer at a
competitive disadvantage.
Worse, a developer relying on several such libraries may not be able to select any one version of the library that works for all the third
party libraries he or she is using.

6
5

A Simple Approach

As the C++ headers and libraries are so tightly
bound together, a simple approach is to maintain multiple versions of both the headers and
the binary libraries so that a user can choose
to use an older set of headers and libraries for
compatibility purposes.

Obtaining Compatibility with Attribute Strong

Fortunately there is a way in which even these
worst case user requirements can be met, with
reasonably straight-forward use of attribute
strong. The application developer with mutually incompatible third party libraries will have
to do some extra work, as we shall show, but
would not be totally blocked.
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According to the documentation the semantics
of attribute strong may change over time. However we believe that the need is sufficiently
clear that this will not happen.
What attribute strong does, in general terms, is
make any symbol declared in the namespace
being used behave as if it was declared in the
namespace doing the using. As we shall see,
an important point is that the name mangling of
the symbol remains unchanged. It continues to
be mangled with the name of the namespace in
which it was actually declared.
The gcc 3.4 manual (section 6.9) states:
A using-directive with __attribute
((strong)) is stronger than a normal
using-directive in two ways:

namespace ns1 {
class T1 { int x;};
};
namespace ns2 {
class T2 { int x;};
};
namespace ns3 {
using namespace ns1;
using namespace ns2
__attribute((__strong__));
int f2(T2 t2);
int f1(T1 t1);
};
int main() {
ns3::T1 n1;
ns3::T2 n2;
f1(n1); //error
f2(n2); // ok
}

Figure 1: The difference attribute strong makes

• Templates from the used namespace can be specialized as
though they were members of
the using namespace.

checks namespace ns2 and, because of the use
of attribute strong, namespace ns3.

• The using namespace is considered an associated namespace of all templates in the
used namespace for purposes
of argument-dependent name
lookup.

Clearly the use of attribute strong has subtle
and non-local effects to name resolution and
therefore needs to be used carefully; however,
this does not seem to present a major problem
with its use in the context of the C++ Standard
Library.

This is useful for composing a
namespace transparently from implementation namespaces.
The intent here is that there be an as-if rule in
force: name resolution in the using name space
behaves as if the templates declared in the used
namespace were in fact declared in the using
namespace. The simple example in Figure 1
demonstrates the use of this attribute.
The argument dependent lookup for function
f1 is done just in the namespace ns1 and
therefore fails to find f1. The lookup for f2

The existing use of this attribute is to separate
the implementation of the C++ Standard Library into debug and release versions. Therefore we have evidence that attribute strong can
be used without a detrimental impact on the application developer.
6.1

The Product Lifecycle

To demonstrate how attribute strong would be
used to version libraries in practice, here is a
very simplified example of a header that we
might get with a third party library. We assume
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that the library vendor shipped us the source for
a number of headers but that the implementation is only available to us in binary. Figure 2
shows an example header.
#include <list>
void acme_libcall(
const std::list<int> &x);

Figure 2: An example header from a third party
library
Let’s say that the implementation of acme_
libcall was compiled with an older compiler being used by the supplier. If we, as application developers, compile using the latest
compiler, and if the implementation of list has
changed, we are in trouble. Internally the library will use the implementation of List from
the headers of the old compiler while we will
use the newer implementation from the current headers. The compiler will not detect a
problem since the supplied third party headers,
when we compile with them, will also use the
new implementation, but our program will not
run.
But suppose the C++ library developers had declared the list type as shown in figure 3
There are only a couple of points of interest here. Most importantly the list class has
been couched inside a versioned namespace.
Second, this is then imported into std unless
we inhibit this by defining __DONT_USE_STD.
Third, we have versioned the guards around the
header file.

#ifndef __LIST2__
#define __LIST2__
namespace version2 {
template<class T> class list {
...
};
}
#ifndef __DONT_USE_STD
namespace std {
using namespace version2
__attribute((__strong__));
};
#endif
#endif

Figure 3: A list implementation (fragment)
#ifndef __LIST3__
#define __LIST3__
#ifdef __BACKWARDS_COMPATIBILITY
#ifndef __DONT_USE_STD
#define __DONT_USE_STD
#include <version2/list>
#undef __DONT_USE_STD
#else
#include <version2/list>
#endif
#endif
namespace version3 {
template<class T> class list {
...
};
}
#ifndef __DONT_USE_STD
namespace std {
using namespace version3
__attribute((__strong__));
};
#endif
#endif

Figure 4: A new implementation of list

Now suppose a C++ Standard Library developer decides an improved list class would be
in order for the next release. In order to maintain backwards compatibility, they would write
the new definition as shown in Figure 4.

a version2 subdirectory) whenever we define
__BACKWARDS_COMPATIBILITY.

So now we have a header that will include the
legacy header (which is going to be moved to

Notice that the version of list that appears in
std will always be the new one.
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We can now see how this helps our application
developer interface to the legacy library. Recall
that the original header included the system list
class and then declared a function that took a
list as a parameter.
If the original library implementor understood
the versioning system and was diligent in supporting it, that header would have been written
as shown in figure 5.
#include <list>
void acme_libcall(
const version2::list<int> &x);

Figure 5: A versioned library header

Or, more likely, as they want to be able to upgrade at some point, as shown in figure 6.
#include <list>
#include "acme_version_info.h"
void acme_libcall(
const ACME_VERSION::list<int> &x);

Figure 6: Just keeping the version in one place

Now, as application developers, when we use
this header in our environment, the declaration
will still work as it did for the library developer.
We will get the version 2 list. Our code will link
to the supplied binary libraries correctly.
In our code we need to be careful to type
our own lists that we want to pass to acme_
libcall with type ACME_VERSION::list.
If we fail to do this, and instead use the std::
list template class, we will get compilation
errors which, as they are in our own source, are
amenable to being fixed.
Now you are going to complain that it is a lot to
expect the library developer to follow this convention so as to make it possible for us to use
the newer compiler and library. The nice thing
about this approach is that, even if the original

library developer did not code the headers in
the required form, we can do it ourselves and
the library will still work.
This is so because even though the library developer declared the parameter to be of type
std::list its name mangled using the type
version2::list. So after we change the
header to follow the convention, linkage will
still work.
6.2

Linking the Application

With this new scheme the use of versioned C++
libraries is no longer desirable. Rather than creating versions of symbols, we create versioned
namespaces so that the symbol names themselves change.
A simple approach is to retain all of the old
symbols in an updated library. So, in the examples given above, the version 3 library will
contain everything that was in the version 2 library. This may be an unnecessary burden on
users who do not need the backwards compatibility.
However we can arrange things so that users
who do not need backwards compatibility do
not pay anything for it. The library with the
old compatibility interfaces, but the new implementation as well, can be shipped using the
old version number, while a smaller new library
without the legacy binaries in it will be shipped
with a newer version number.
In this paper we have only discussed the impact of changes in templates on C++ Library
compatibility. There are, of course, parts of
the C++ Library, especially those involved with
input-output that are embodied in the library
binaries that would need to remain compatible
from version to version. The versioning system
described here can be used to give the maintainer of those parts of the library flexibility and
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in addition these portions of the library do not
present the same level of difficulty as do the
template based parts of the library. They are
much more equivalent to the C library situation
where it has been possible to maintain compatibility for many versions.
So we believe that the approach we have outlined is sufficient to meet the backwards compatibility needs of C++.

Conclusion
In this paper we have shown how compatibility is just as important an attribute for Linux as
some attributes of longer standing because they
allow an important class of users to embrace the
platform. We have shown that even the most
difficult problems with cross-version compatibility can be addressed without impacting the
continued evolution of Linux.
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Abstract
Several analyses and transformations work
by propagating known values and attributes
throughout the program. In this paper, I will
describe a generalization of the propagation algorithm used by SSA-CCP and its application
to copy propagation and value range propagation.

1

Introduction

Several compiler transformations are based on
the concept of propagation. Values or attributes
generated at various producing sites are propagated into other sites consumers of those values. For instance, in constant propagation we
are interested in replacing loads from registers
or memory into direct constant references.
The most commonly used algorithm for constant propagation in SSA form is known as
SSA-CCP (Conditional Constant Propagation)
[3]. The basic idea is very simple, constants
are propagated by simulating the execution of
the program while keeping track of constant
assignments. Since the program is in SSA
form, every constant assignment of the form
Ni = CST is recorded in an internal table indexed by SSA index i. During simulation, uses
of Ni are replaced with CST , if that yields another constant value, the new constant value

is used for further propagation. The simulation includes keeping track of conditional predicates, if they are deemed to have a statically
computable value, the predicted branch is simulated, and the others ignored. Once simulation
stops, the values stored in the constant value
table are replaced in the program, expressions
folded and the control flow graph adjusted to
account for predicted branches.
This paper describes a generalization of this
basic simulation scheme used by SSA-CCP so
that it can be used in other transformations that
can be expressed in terms of value propagation. The paper also describes some applications of this propagation engine to copy propagation and value range propagation. Section 2
describes the propagation engine and its implementation in GCC. Section 3 describes an extension to the traditional SSA based copy propagation that can also propagate copies across
conditionals. Section 4 describes an implementation of Value Range Propagation (VRP) in
GCC [2] and some infrastructure changes for
doing incremental updates to the SSA form.

2

Propagation Engine

Propagation is performed by simulating the execution of every statement that produces interesting values. In this context, an interesting
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value is anything that the specific implementation is looking to propagate: constants in SSACCP, copies in copy propagation, range information in VRP, etc.
Both control and data flow are simulated using two separate work lists: a list of control
flow edges (CFG work list) and a list of defuse edges (SSA work list). Simulation proceeds
as follows:
1. Initially, every edge in the CFG is marked
not executable and the CFG work list is
seeded with all the statements in the first
executable basic block. The SSA work list
is initially empty.
2. A basic block B is taken from the
CFG work list and every statement S
in B is evaluated with a call to a userprovided callback function (ssa_prop_
visit_stmt). This evaluation may produce 3 results:
SSA_PROP_INTERESTING: S produces a

value deemed interesting by the callback
function and that can be computed at compile time. When this occurs, ssa_prop_
visit_stmt is responsible for storing the
value in a separate table and returning
a single SSA name Ni associated to that
value1 .
All the statements with immediate uses of
Ni are then added to the SSA work list
so that they can also be simulated. Furthermore, if S is a conditional jump and
ssa_prop_visit_stmt has determined
that it always takes the same edge E, then
only the basic block reachable through E
is added to the CFG work list.
If S is not a conditional jump, or if S is
a conditional jump whose value cannot be
1 In some propagation problems it may be useful to al-

low statements to return more than one interesting name.
But the current implementation is limited to just one.

determined, all the immediate successors
of B are added to the CFG work list.
SSA_PROP_NOT_INTERESTING:

Statement S produces nothing of interest and
does not affect any of the work lists. The
statement may be simulated again if any
of its input operands change in future iterations of the simulator.
SSA_PROP_VARYING:

The value produced by S cannot be determined at compile time and further simulation of S is not
needed. If S is a conditional jump, all the
immediate successors of B are added to the
CFG work list. Once a statement yields a
varying value, it is never simulated again.
Once all the statements in basic block B
have been simulated, its statements are not
traversed again. Statements are only visited more than once if they are added to the
SSA work list when visiting other statements.
3. If block B has any φ nodes, they are simulated with a call to the callback function ssa_prop_visit_phi. As opposed
to regular statements, φ nodes are always
simulated every time B is added to the
CFG work list. This is because φ nodes receive their inputs from different incoming
edges, so every time a new edge is marked
executable, a new argument of each φ
node will become available for simulation.
It is up to ssa_prop_visit_phi to only
consider φ arguments flowing through executable edges (marked with flag EDGE_
EXECUTABLE). The return value from
ssa_prop_visit_phi has the same semantics described in 2.
Also, the evaluation of φ nodes is different from other statements. A φ node is a
merging point of potentially different values from different SSA names. In general,
the resulting value of a φ node will be the
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“intersection” of all the incoming values.
Each propagator will have a different concept of intersection according to its own
lattice value rules.
4. Simulation terminates when both work
lists are drained.
For efficiency of implementation, the SSA
work list is split in two separate lists: one
to hold all the SSA names with a result of
SSA_PROP_VARYING and another one to hold
those with SSA_PROP_INTERESTING values.
The rationale is that the majority of names will
not actually yield interesting values, so it is
more efficient to dispose of the varying values
by simulating the affected statements as soon as
possible.
2.1

2.2

Propagating memory loads and stores

SSA names for GIMPLE registers (also known
as real names) represent a single object, so
when the propagator associates a value with a
real name Ni , uses of Ni can be replaced directly. On the other hand, an SSA name for
partial or aliased stores (also known as virtual
names) may represent different objects or parts
of an object. For instance, given

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

# A3 = V MAY DEF <A2>
A[i9] = 13
[ ... ]
# VUSE <A3>
x3 = A[i9]

Keeping track of propagated values

As discussed earlier, during propagation two
user provided functions are called: ssa_
prop_visit_stmt and ssa_prop_visit_
phi. The propagator itself is only interested
in the three return values to determine which
blocks and statements to add in the work lists.
However, the real work is in keeping track of
propagated values. Every interesting value produced by simulation must be associated to a
single SSA name Ni , but the final values must
not be replaced in the IL until propagation has
finished. During propagation, names may get
more than a single value.
Once propagation has finished, final values
may be replaced into the IL with a call to
substitute_and_fold. The only argument
it receives is an array PV of propagated values indexed by SSA index. If name Ni has
final value V then PV [i] == V . The call to
substitute_and_fold is optional, individual users are free to use the final propagated
values in any other way.

Depending on the exact value of i9 at runtime,
different locations of A may be used to store 13.
However, both the memory store represented
by A3 at line 1 and the subsequent memory load
at line 7 are guaranteed to read the same value
because they are both loading from array slot
i9 .
To support propagation in these cases, the array of propagated values also includes a field
denoting what memory expression was used
in the store operation that created the associated name. When simulating the memory
store to A3 in line 2, the implementation of
ssa_prop_visit_stmt in SSA-CCP will associate two things to A3 , namely the value 13
and the memory expression A[i9 ].
Once simulation has finished, the call to
substitute_and_fold will proceed as follows: On finding the VUSE for A3 at line 7, it
will compare the memory load expression on
the RHS of the assignment with the memory
store expression from line 2. In this case, both
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expressions are identical so line 7 will be converted to x3 = 13.
If the propagator is interested in working with
memory loads and stores, then it needs to handle them in both the statement and the φ simulator. For instance, given the following, admittedly contrived, code snippet

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

struct prop value d {
/* Lattice value.
Each propagator is
free to define its own lattice and
this field is only meaningful while
propagating. It will not be used by
substitute and fold. */
unsigned lattice val;
/* Propagated value.
tree value;

*/

/* If this value is held in an SSA
name for a non-register variable,
this field holds the actual memory
reference associated with this
value. This field is taken from
the LHS of the assignment that
generated the associated SSA name. */
tree mem ref;

if (. . .)
# A4 = V MAY DEF <A3>
A[i3] = 42;
else
# A5 = V MAY DEF <A3>
A[i3] = 42;
# A6 = PHI <A4, A5>
};
if (. . .)
# A7 = V MAY DEF <A6>
A[i3] = 42;
# A8 = PHI <A6, A7>
# VUSE <A8>
x9 = A[i3];

When visiting the φ node A6 at line 6, ssa_
prop_visit_phi will examine φ arguments
A4 and A5 . Since they both represent stores to
the same memory expression, A[i3 ], it will store
value 42 and memory expression A[i3 ] into A6 .
Similarly, the visit to φ node A8 will assign
value 42 and memory expression A[i3 ] to A8 .
Notice that propagation of memory stores and
loads is necessarily slower than propagation
of GIMPLE register values because of the additional comparison of memory expressions.
Therefore, the “store” versions of the propagators are usually implemented as separate
passes.
Propagated values are represented using an array indexed by SSA name index. Each element
of the array is of type prop_value_t defined
in tree-ssa-propagate.h:

typedef struct prop value d prop value t;

To summarize, every propagation algorithm
should define three basic elements:
1. An array of values V of type prop_
value_t indexed by SSA index number.
2. Statement

simulation
(ssa_prop_
visit_stmt). Evaluates the expression

computed by the statement, if the statement produces an interesting result, it
must be in the form of an SSA name Ni .
The produced value is stored in V [i] and
Ni is returned to the propagator engine so
that its def-use edges can be added to the
SSA work list.
If the statement is a conditional jump and
it is possible to compute which edge E will
be taken, E is returned so that its destination basic block can be added to the CFG
work list. Otherwise, all outgoing edges
are added to the list.
3. φ node simulation (ssa_prop_visit_
phi).
Similar to ssa_prop_visit_
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stmt but the evaluation is a user-defined

copy_prop_visit_stmt, we assign copy-of

merge operation of all the values coming
in through executable edges.

values instead of the direct copy. If a variable is not found to be a copy of anything else,
its copy-of value is itself. So, in this case we
would have y4 copy-of z6 and x5 copy-of z6 . At
the end of propagation, uses of x5 and y4 will
be replaced with z6 .

Once an implementation for ssa_prop_
visit_stmt and ssa_prop_visit_phi exists, propagation is done with a call to ssa_
propagate.

Propagation must also be able to propagate
copies exposed by φ nodes. For instance,

3

Copy Propagation

Copy propagation in SSA form is, in principle, very simple. Given the assignment x5 = y4 ,
all we need to do is traverse all the immediate uses of x5 and replace them with y4 . However, such approach will not be able to propagate copies past φ nodes, particularly those
involved in loops. Note that it may be debatable whether aggressive copy-propagation is
desirable, as this may have negative effects on
passes like register allocation (due to increased
register pressure), but the current implementation sticks to the simplistic metric of maximizing the number of propagated copies.
3.1

Lattice for copy propagation

Copy propagation can be described as the problem of propagating the copy-of value of SSA
names. Given

y4 = z6;
x5 = y4;
...
z9 = PHI <x5, y4>

Should result in z9 being a copy of z6 . The implementation of ssa_prop_visit_phi only
needs to check the copy-of values of every executable φ -argument. If they all match, then the
LHS of the φ node (z9 in this case) can have its
copy-of value set to the common copy-of value.
Otherwise, the value of the φ node is considered varying and the copy-of value of the name
on the LHS is itself. So, when visiting the φ
node for z9 , the propagator finds x5 copy-of z6
and y4 copy-of z6 , which means that z9 is copyof z6 .

y4 = z6;
x5 = y4;

We say that y4 is a copy-of z6 and x5 is a
copy-of y4 . The problem with this representation is that there is no apparent link from
x5 to z6 . So, when visiting assignments in

The following example shows a more complex
situation where copy relations may be obfuscated by loops. Note that the actual visit ordering depends on the shape of the CFG and immediate uses, the ordering used here is meant
for illustration only:
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5. Visit SSA edge 1 → 0: x2 = x3 . The value
of x2 changes to copy-of x8 . Therefore,
SSA edge 0 → 2 for x2 is added to the
work list.

ENTRY

0
x_2 = x_3

6. Visit SSA edge 0 → 2. This time both
edges E3 and E4 are marked executable.
Since both arguments are copy-of x8 , the
value of y4 doesn’t change.

...

9
...

10
...
E1

E2

7. Work lists are drained. Iteration stops.

1
x_3 = PHI <x_8(9), y_4(10)

...

11
...

12
...
E3

E4

2
y_4 = PHI <x_3(11), x_2(12)>

1. The first time we visit block 1, edge
E1 is marked executable, but edge E2 is
not. Therefore, the visit to x3 = φ <x8 (9),
y4 (10)> results in x4 copy-of x8 . Since x3
has changed to a new value, the SSA edges
for x3 are added to the work list (1 → 2 and
1 → 0).
2. Visit SSA edge 1 → 2: y4 = φ <x3 (11),
x2 (12)>. Assume that edge E3 is marked
executable, and edge E4 is marked not executable. This yields y4 copy-of x8 , because x3 is copy-of x8 . The SSA edge
2 → 1 for y4 is added to the work list.
3. Visit SSA edge 1 → 0: x2 = x3 . This yields
x2 copy-of x8 . The SSA edge 0 → 2 for x2
is added to the work list.
4. Visit SSA edge 2 → 1: x3 = φ <x8 (9),
y4 (10)>. This time both edges E1 and E2
are marked executable. Since x3 has not
changed its copy-of value, no edges are
added to the work list.

The straightforward implementation of copy
propagation, would have needed multiple
passes to discover that x3 → x8 . But the iterative nature of the propagation engine prevents
that. Moreover, this kind of propagation will
only iterate over the subset of statements affected, not the whole CFG.

4

Value Range Propagation (VRP)

This transformation is similar to constant propagation but instead of propagating single constant values, it propagates known value ranges.
GCC’s implementation is based on Patterson’s
range propagation algorithm [2]. In contrast
to Patterson’s algorithm, this implementation
does not propagate branch probabilities nor it
uses more than a single range per SSA name.
This means that the current implementation
cannot be used for branch prediction (though
adapting it would not be difficult).
The current implementation is used to remove
NULL pointer checks and redundant conditional branches. For instance, the code in Figure 1 is extracted from a typical expansion of
bound checking code in languages like Java.
Notice how the bound checking done at line 3 is
not really necessary as variable i is guaranteed
to take values in the range [0, a->len].
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struct array
{
const int len;
int *data;
};
void
doit (array *a)
{
1 for (int i = 0; i < a−>len; ++i)
2
{
3
if (i < 0 | | (i) >= (a−>len))
4
throw 5;
5
call (a−>data[i]);
6
}
}

Figure 1: Bound checking code generated by
the compiler.
Value range propagation works in two main
phases:

1. Range Assertions. Some expressions like
predicates in conditional jumps, pointer
dereferences or taking the absolute value
of a variable imply something about the
range of values that their result may
take. For instance, the expression if (a_
5 > 10) ... implies that every use of a5
inside the if will be guaranteed to use values in the range [11, +INF].
For every expression in this category, the
compiler generates a new expression code
(ASSERT_EXPR) that describes the guaranteed range of values taken by the associated name.
2. Range Propagation. Once ASSERT_EXPR
instructions have been inserted, the SSA
propagation engine is used to evaluate the
program. After propagation, every SSA
name created by the program will have a
range of values associated with it. Those
ranges are then used to eliminate condi-

tional jumps made superfluous by the new
range information.

4.1

Inserting range assertions

Certain expressions found in the code give us
information about the range of values that may
be taken by the operands involved in the expression. For instance, consider the code fragment
in Figure 2(a).
Since pointer p4 is dereferenced at line 6, we
know that the NULL test at line 8 must always
fail. Similarly, the use of a5 at line 12 is guaranteed to always use the constant value 10. However, we cannot guarantee that all uses of p4
and a5 will always have a known value. For instance, we have no way of knowing at compile
time whether the NULL test for p4 at line 3 will
succeed or not. Similarly, the use of a5 at line
14 does not use a known value.
The technique used by VRP to overcome this
problem is to create new SSA names to which
we can pin the range information that we want
to propagate. GCC generates a new expression called ASSERT_EXPR that captures this information and stores it into a new SSA name.
When the compiler finds an expression that
contains interesting range information for name
Ni , it builds a predicate P describing that range
and generates the assignment N_j = ASSERT_
EXPR <N_i, P> . This expression means that
variable N j has the same value as Ni and that
value is guaranteed to make predicate P evaluate to true.
Therefore, for the code in Figure 2(a), the compiler inserts the assertions found in Figure 2(b).
The pointer dereference in line 6 produces the
assertion p5 = ASSERT_EXPR < p4 , p4 != 0> .
With this conversion, all uses of p5 are guaranteed to be uses of a non-NULL pointer. Simi-
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p4 = p3 + 1
if (p4 == 0)
return 0
x10 = *p4
if (p4 == 0)
return 0
if (a5 == 10)
return a5 + x10
return a5 − x10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

p4 = p3 + 1
if (p4 == 0)
return 0
x10 = *p4
p5 = ASSERT EXPR <p4, p4 != 0>
if (p5 == 0)
return 0
if (a5 == 10)
a6 = ASSERT EXPR <a5, a5 == 10>
return a6 + x10
return a5 − x10

(a) Before inserting assertions.

(b) After inserting assertions.

Figure 2: Preparing the program for Value Range Propagation.
larly, uses of a6 are guaranteed to use the constant value 102 .

4.2

Incremental updates of the SSA form

Since range assertion expressions are inserted
once the program is in SSA form, it must be
updated before ranges are propagated. Each expression Ni = ASSERT_EXPR < N j , P> creates a
mapping from the existing name N j to the new
name Ni .
As assertions are inserted in the IL, a replacement mapping is built. In the example code of
Figure 2(b), the compiler will build two mappings, namely p5 → p4 and a6 → a5 . Once
all the assertions have been inserted, a call to
update_ssa replaces all the uses of every existing name dominated by the new name.
2 For equality expressions, GCC generates straight as-

signments instead of ASSERT_EXPR, but the effect is
the same.

The mechanics of the updating process are
a little more elaborate than this, but in
essence all it does is search and replace inside the sub-regions of the CFG affected by
the existing names and their replacements.
More details about the replacement process
and its API are available in the GCC internal documentation (http://gcc.gnu.
org/onlinedocs/gccint/SSA.html).
4.3

Propagating ranges

The current VRP implementation uses two
range representations:
[MIN, MAX] to denote all the values
that are between MIN and MAX (i.e., N
such that MIN <= N <= MAX), and,

RANGE

ANTI - RANGE

~[MIN, MAX] to denote all the
values that are not between MIN and
MAX (i.e., N such that N < MIN or N >
MAX).
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RANGE

ANTI-RANGE

VARYING

Figure 3: Lattice values used for range propagation.
As opposed to Patterson’s formulation, SSA
names cannot take multiple disjoint ranges.
This was done mainly for simplicity of implementation and compile-time performance3 . But
it would be perfectly feasible to allow names to
take disjoint ranges in the future.
The range propagation lattice has 4 values as
shown in Figure 3. As is the case with other
propagation problems, the only valid transitions are those that move downward in the lattice. If we were to allow transitions in different
directions, we would risk infinite loops during
propagation.
Lattice values RANGE and ANTI-RANGE
are exactly the same in terms of propagation,
they both represent known range values for the
associated SSA names. The key difference is in
the semantics of the actual value when evaluating expressions.
Statements are evaluated by vrp_visit_
stmt. Two types of statements are considered
interesting by the propagator:
1. Assignments of the form Ni = EXPR,
where EXPR is of an integral or pointer
type. The expression is evaluated and if it
3 In

general, I have found the current VRP implementation to be about 4x slower than the CCP pass.

results in a useful range, its value is associated to Ni .
Naturally, the more common sources of
useful range information are ASSERT_
EXPRs, but other expressions may also
provide useful ranges. For instance, if
EXPR is 42, then we can set the range
of Ni to [42, 42]. Similarly, expressions
involving names with known ranges may
yield useful information.
If scalar evolution information is available
for Ni , the computed range is augmented
with the bounds computed by Ni ’s chain
of recurrences [1].
2. Conditional branches are also evaluated. If
the controlling predicate includes names
with known ranges, only the taken edges
are added to the CFG work list.

Evaluation of φ nodes uses the usual shortcut of ignoring arguments coming through nonexecutable edges. Given two arguments with
ranges VR0 and VR1:

1. If VR0 and VR1 have an empty intersection the resulting range is set to VARYING. Note that if VR0 and VR1 were adjacent, the result could actually be the VR0
S
VR1, but this has not been implemented
at the time of this writing.
2. Otherwise, the resulting range is VR0
VR1.

S

Propagation continues while names change
from one state to the other. Once all the basic
blocks have been simulated and no state transitions occur, simulation stops. The resulting
ranges are recorded in the SSA_NAME_VALUE_
RANGE field of each SSA name and the affected
conditional expressions are folded.
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5

Conclusion

This paper describes an abstraction of one of
the main components of a commonly used constant propagation algorithm [3]. The basic
propagation and simulation done to propagate
constants in SSA-CCP can be factored out and
re-used for several other transformations that
need to propagate values globally.
We have also described two transformations
that are based on this generic propagation engine. Several other applications are possible:
attributes like string lengths, variable types,
bit values, etc. may be propagated using this
technique. Some of these applications are either planned or in the process of being implemented.
When implementing a propagation pass using
this engine, three basic elements must be defined:

1. A lattice value to control state transitions
for SSA names. It is important to only allow transitions in one direction and to limit
the depth of the lattice. State transitions
that go in different directions may throw
the propagator into an infinite loop. Also,
deep lattices take longer to converge.
In most cases, the majority of the values
will tend to be varying, so providing a fast
path to the varying state speeds up the simulation.
2. An

implementation for ssa_prop_
visit_stmt. This function will receive

a statement taken from either the SSA or
the CFG work list. If evaluation produces
a new value, the name Ni for which that
value is produced must be returned so that
the propagator can add the SSA edges for
Ni to the work list.

If the statement is a conditional branch and
the controlling predicate can be computed
to a known value, the corresponding outgoing edge E should be returned. In that
case, only E will be added to the CFG
work list.
If a statement is considered varying, the
simulator will not schedule any more visits
to it.
3. An

implementation for ssa_prop_
visit_phi. Think of this function as a
merge operation. If all the φ arguments
that flow through executable edges have
compatible values according to the lattice
then the result will be an interesting value.
Otherwise, the result should be marked
varying, in which case this φ node will
not be visited again.
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Abstract

1

The Cell processor architecture, jointly developed by Sony, Toshiba, and IBM, represents
a new direction in processor design. The Cell
processor features in addition to a PowerPCcompatible Power Processor Element (PPE) an
array of eight Synergistic Processor Elements
(SPEs) supporting a new instruction set. SPEs
are optimized for media workloads, providing
a set of 128 vector registers of width 128 bits,
and capable of sustaining 4 multiply-and-add
operations per cycle. Applications making optimal use of the Cell processor will comprise
both PPE and SPE components, requiring tool
chain support for working with two different instruction set architectures and ABIs in an integrated fashion.
Work is currently underway to port both the
Linux kernel and the GNU tool chain to run
on a system based on the Cell processor. We
will give an overview of the features of the Cell
architecture relevant to the tool chain and introduce the proposed programming model for Cell
software. We will present the current status of
the GNU tool chain porting effort, and discuss
in particular those areas where architectureindependent common code needs to be changed
in order to support the Cell processor. Special
focus will be placed on the question how to enable GDB to debug a combined PPE/SPE program.

Introduction

The Cell processor [1] is a multi-core microprocessor, containing a Power Processor Element (PPE) and an array of eight Synergistic Processor Elements (SPEs). The PPE is
a general-purpose 64-bit PowerPC-compatible
processor providing the VMX multimedia extension. In the current Cell processor, the PPE
uses an in-order pipeline and supports two-way
simultaneous multi-threading. It runs the operating system and performs system management and control tasks; it can also run existing
PowerPC-compatible application programs.
Each SPE [2] consists of a Synergistic Processor Unit (SPU) and a memory-flow controller
(MFC). They are intended to provide computational performance, in particular for game, media, and broadband workloads. The SPE implements a new instruction set architecture featuring a register file of 128 SIMD vector registers, each 128 bits wide. All general-purpose
SPE instructions are SIMD vector instructions
and operate on that register file; the contents of
a register can be interpreted as a vector of either sixteen 8-bit integers, eight 16-bit integers,
four 32-bit integers or single-precision floatingpoint values, or two double-precision floatingpoint values. Operations on scalar values have
to be implemented by simply using vector operations on vectors holding the scalar as one
“preferred” element; the scalar result of the operation is again found in the preferred element
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slot, while the other result vector elements can
be simply ignored.
Load and store instructions allow to access a
256KB local-storage memory (local store) private to the SPE. All memory accessed directly
by SPE load and store instructions, as well as
the instruction text itself, must reside within
that local store. However, the SPE is able to
use DMA operations to copy data between local store and main storage, using facilities provided by the MFC. Local store accesses are not
subject to address translation; however when
the SPE performs a DMA operation, the main
storage effective addresses involved in that operation will be translated to physical addresses
using the page tables set up by the operating
system. Local store accesses are also not subject to protection checks, and addresses beyond
the local store limit will simply wrap around;
thus SPE load and store instructions can never
cause an exception to be generated.
The SPE supports only a single mode of operation, there is no distiction between problem
state and privileged state. When running Linux
on the Cell processor, all privileged operating
system tasks are performed by PPE code.

2

Linux on Cell

Linux and the GNU tool chain have been ported
to the Cell architecture early during the design phase of the processor, and were extensively used in simulation and during bringup.
With a team at the IBM Böblingen development lab, in cooperation with the STI Design
Center in Austin, we are currently working on
providing support to run Linux on a hardware
system based on the Cell processor. In this
section of the paper we will describe the core
features and interfaces available to application
programs running under Linux on that system;

the implications on the GNU tool chain and the
GDB debugger will be examined later on.
2.1

Kernel support

At the time of this writing, we are currently
working on Linux kernel support for the Cell
architecture; initial patches have just been published on the kernel mailing list. This consists
of a new subarchitecure of ppc64, paralleling
the existing pSeries and Power Mac subarchitectures. It provides all necessary support to
operate the Cell processor, including interrupt
controller and IOMMU functionality. SMP and
multi-threaded environments will work as well.
For PPE applications running under this kernel, the environment will appear very similar
to other ppc64 machines.
In order to allow user space applications to run
code on the Synergistic Processor Elements of
the Cell processor, the Linux kernel provides
a name space via a file system called spufs,
similar to existing file systems providing name
spaces for posix shared memory or message
queues. Given appropriate permissions, users
can create directories in the spufs root; each
directory represents a logical SPE context.
In the current implementation, each logical
SPE context is mapped directly to a physical SPE present in the system. In future we
plan to allow the kernel to virtualize SPEs by
switching between multiple SPE contexts running on the same physical SPE. However, note
that this type of kernel-provided context switch
will be significantly more expensive than traditional PPE context switches, due to the large
amount of context information that needs to be
saved and restored. Thus, the facility should be
employed judiciously.
Each SPE context directory in spufs contains
a predefined set of files used for manipulating
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the state of the logical SPE. At the time of this
writing, the exact set of supported files has not
been fully defined yet. However, these files of
primary interest here:

code signalled by the last SPE instruction executed, if applicable.

The mem file represents the contents of the local store memory of the SPE. It can be accessed
like a shared memory segment; read, write and
mmap access is supported. For SPE contexts
currently scheduled onto a physical SPE, the
physical local store can be directly accessed
through that file; for SPE contexts not scheduled the file can be used to access the saved
context information instead.

If a PPE thread currently blocked on a spufs_
run ioctl receives a signal that needs to cause
the system call to return to user space, the kernel will first ensure the SPE is stopped. As
above, the npc value is updated; this allows the
PPE thread to continue executing of interrupted
SPE processing by just re-issuing the same ioctl
operation. In fact, this will happen by default in
the case where the signal was marked to automatically restart interrupted system calls using
the SA_RESTART flag.

The regs file represents the contents of the
SPE register set, i.e. a set of 128 16-byte registers; reading and writing that file will cause
the kernel to fetch or modify the register contents of the SPE. This is possible only at a time
when the SPE is currently not running. (Note
that this file should only be used for debugging
purposes.)

To summarize, in this model all SPE execution
takes place only on behalf of a specific PPE
thread which is currently blocked in an ioctl
system call. This allows SPE threads of execution to be identified by the task ID of that PPE
thread; for example it is possible to kill a currently running SPE thread by sending a regular
kill signal to the corresponding PPE task ID.

The run file allows to actually execute code on
the SPE. The only supported access to this file
is via ioctl. Currently only one ioctl method,
spufs_run, is supported. The ioctl needs to
be called with a pointer to a structure of this
type:
struct spufs_run_arg {
u32 npc;
u32 status;
};
On entry to the ioctl, npc specifies a Next Program Counter value; the kernel will start execution on the SPE at this address. While SPE code
executes, the PPE thread will block on the ioctl
system call. Once SPE execution stops due to
execution of certain instructions on the SPE,
the kernel will update npc with the address of
the next instruction to be executed on the SPE,
and status will be updated to hold the status

2.2

PPE programming interfaces

The spufs kernel interface described in the
previous section is not intended to be the primary interface used by application programs
containing SPE execution components. Similarly to how the Linux user space thread library provides the standard pthread interface to
application programs, implemented on top of
a Linux-specific kernel interface, we will provide a libspu user space library that exposes
an application interface to handle SPE execution threads. On Linux, this library will be implemented using the spufs kernel interface.
However, the libspu interface may be made
available on other operating systems for the
Cell platform as well; applications written to
that interface will thus be more easily portable.
At the time of this writing, the libspu interface specification was not yet fully standard-
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ized. We will provide an overview of some
aspects of the current implementation here; be
aware that details may still be subject to change
at this point.
The central concept of the libspu interface
is the SPE thread, represented by an spuid_
t identifier. SPE threads can be created using the spu_create_thread routine. The
program to be executed within the new SPE
thread is identified by passing a pointer to
the in-memory copy of an SPE executable image to the spu_create_thread routine.
The caller can establish such a pointer either
by memory-mapping a stand-alone SPE executable file using the spu_open_image routine, or else by referring to an SPE executable
image embedded into the PPE executable file
(see below). Using an SPE image loader,
which is part of the libspu library, the spu_
create_thread routine will load the SPE
executable into the local store associated with
the new SPE context, and then start SPE execution at the corresponding entry point.
In addition, the libspu interface provides a
variety of other routines related to SPE threads,
like spu_kill to send signals to an SPE
thread or spu_wait to wait until an SPE
thread has terminated.
2.3

SPE programming interfaces

The SPE loader initializes local store and register contents as defined by the SPE ABI prior
to starting execution on the SPE. The initial
stack pointer is set up to point to a minimal
stack frame at the top of the stack, where
the stack frame backchain is terminated by a
NULL backchain pointer. In addition, some
parameters passed by the PPE application to
the spu_create_thread are made available to the SPE start-up code, which then calls
the high-level language entry point of the SPE

application using those parameters. For a C application, that entry point will be conventionally declared as:
extern int
main (unsigned int spu_id,
unsigned long long param,
unsigned long long env);
where spu_id is the unique SPE task identifier, param is a system memory address pointing to application parameters, and env is a system memory address pointing to runtime environment information.
To finish processing, the SPE program executes
a Stop and Signal instruction, which halts SPE
execution and presents an interrupt to the operating system, providing a signal code. Certain
signal codes are reserved by the ABI to denote
normal and abnormal termination; one signal
code is reserved to denote a debugger breakpoint. Other signal codes may be freely used to
communicate status between the SPE and PPE
components of an application.
SPE applications can be written either in assembly language or a high-level language; currently support for C and limited support for
C++ exist. However, to accommodate the special circumstances encountered in the SPE environment, some extensions and modifications
to the C and C++ language standards apply for
SPE code. To allow applications to exploit
the SIMD capability of the processor, vector
data types and intrinsics are defined, similar to
the types and intrinsics allowing to exploit the
VMX instruction set on PowerPC. In addition,
most SPE assembler instructions are directly
represented as intrinsic functions, allowing to
write fully optimized code for performancecritical sections without resorting to GCC’s inline assembler facility.
Due to the restricted local store size, it is not
easily possible to make the full set of library
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functions defined by the C and C++ standard
available to SPE code. Work is currently underway to define a reasonable subset meeting
the requirements of typical SPE code. For less
frequently used library calls, the code implementing the functionality can be offloaded to
the PPE by executing a “system call” on the
SPE. Although not an ABI requirement, system calls are implemented by Stop and Signal
instructions with special signal codes which are
intercepted and handled by PPE operating system and/or runtime support code.

3

Compiler and tool chain

A team at Sony Computer Entertainment is
working on providing GCC and GNU binutils
support for the Cell processor. At the time of
this writing, work on a tool chain based on
GCC 3.4.1 and binutils 2.15 is ongoing; initial
patches should be made public soon.
3.1

Object file format

As object file format, the Executable and Linking Format (ELF) is used. SPE binaries are implemented as 32-bit big-endian ELF files with
the ELF header e_machine field set to the
EM_SPU processor identification; this identifier has been registered with a numerical value
of 23. ELF executable files must be statically
linked; the SPE loader does not perform any relocation processing. A limited form of shared
libraries called SPE plugins is supported, however. Like regular SPE executables, plugins
require no relocations and provide just a single entry point; however, they contain positionindependent code, allowing them to be loaded
at different local store addresses as required.
The current implementation of SPE plugins requires some binutils common code changes.

A new binutils target spu supporting this variant of ELF allows a set of cross-tools hosted on
the PPE and targetting the SPE object file format to be built; the tools do not run natively
on the SPE. To process PPE object files, the
existing ppc and ppc64 targets can be used,
possibly slightly extended to handle some new
features of the Cell processor.
To facilitate applications with both PPE and
SPE components, it is possible to embed one or
more SPE binaries into a PPE executable. To
do so, a section called .spuelf.filename
is added to the PPE executable, whose contents
are an identical copy of the SPE executable filename. The section should be 128-byte aligned
to facilitate DMA transfer into SPE local store.
A new utility embedspu takes an SPE executable and embeds it in this fashion into
a PPE object file, and defines a global variable pointing to the start of the new section.
This object can subsequently be linked into a
PPE executable that uses this global pointer to
load the embedded SPE executable onto a SPE.
(The embedspu utility could in fact be implemented as a variant of the --add-section
command of objcopy.)
3.2

GCC support

For GCC, it is sufficient to handle the PPE and
SPE components of an application completely
separate, similarly as described for binutils. As
the PPE is PowerPC compatible, it is already
supported by the existing rs6000 GCC back
end. However, processor-specific tuning information and a scheduler pipeline description for
the Cell processor have been added, allowing
generation of PowerPC code optimized for the
PPE.
Code generation for the SPE is implemented in
a new GCC back end for the spu target. Like
mentioned above for binutils, this is typically
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used to build a cross-compiler generating SPE
object files, hosted on the PPE. The SPE GCC
back end currently supports C and C++ code
generation, and implements support for vector
data types and intrinsics. Instruction scheduling for the SPE processor’s in-order dual-issue
pipeline is also provided.
One feature of the SPE required GCC common code changes in order to achieve reasonable code quality. The processor features a
deep pipeline, causing very expensive stalls on
mispredicted branches. Furthermore, the SPE
does not have any hardware branch prediction
logic. Instead, the instruction set contains explicit branch-hint instructions. These instructions allow to specify a branch instruction address and the target address, and will cause the
SPE pipeline to assume that the given branch is
likely to branch to the specified target address.
However, the branch hint needs to be executed
several cycles ahead of the actual branch to allow it to take effect.
In some cases, the compiler can automatically generate branch hints, for example to
mark the back-edge branch of a loop as likely
taken. Profile-directed feedback data, if available, is also an excellent source to generate
branch hints; the programmer can also manually specify such information by using the
__builtin_expect function. To allow for
even greater flexibility, this function was extended for the SPE GCC to accept a nonconstant second argument. Just like for the regular version of __builtin_expect, the intended semantics is simply that the compiler
should assume the value of the first argument is
likely to be equal to the second argument. The
builtin will be expanded to code that evaluates
the second argument to compute the target address the branch controlled by __builtin_
expect will jump to if the expectation holds
indeed true, together with a branch hint instruction specifying that target address for this

branch.
The SPE provides instructions that perform
conditional assignments, commonly referred
to as conditional moves. These can be used
to avoid branch instructions in the first place
in many cases. This type of optimization is
currently performed by the if-conversion pass;
however this pass only succeeds in a limited
number of scenarios. The SPE GCC provides
a more aggressive if-conversion pass that eliminates branches that have possibly several assignments within the branch-taken and/or fallthrough blocks. Because of the high branch
mis-prediction penalty, this pass has proven to
significantly enhance SPE performance in certain applications.
The next step will be to port the SPE and PPE
toolchains to a current version of GCC. In the
case of SPE, this will make recent GCC features available that are likely to prove very beneficial on that platform; the autovectorization
support introduced with GCC 4.0 is of course
very important on the vector-centric SPE processor, and due to the large register set the
Swing Modulo Scheduling software pipelining
algorithm has the potential to significantly improve performance.
3.3

Future directions

As the SPE is able to access PPE memory,
it could be useful to extend the object format
to support accessing PPE symbols by name
from an embedded SPE executable image. This
would simplify development of applications
employing closely interacting PPE and SPE
components. A further step into that direction
would be to support automatic generation of the
DMA code sequences needed to actually access
PPE variables by the SPE GCC back end. This
would allow SPE code to directly use such variables.
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Currently, PPE and SPE code generation require two different compile steps applied to two
different source files. It may be desirable to investigate ways that would allow for even more
seamless integration, e.g. by providing a compiler that would generate both PPE and SPE object code from a single source file, using annotations to decide which parts of the code to
run on the PPE and which on the SPE. It might
even be conceivable to have the compiler automatically select hot spots that would benefit
most from running on the SPE, thus allowing
applications to exploit SPEs by a simple recompile. All this would definitely require significant GCC common code changes.

that define the machine instruction set and ABI
used by the program being debugged. The target vector contains routines that define how to
access the debuggee’s state information (e.g.
register and memory contents) from whatever
host platform GDB currently runs on. This
distinction is made even in the common case
where GDB is used to debug programs running
on the same system as itself.

4

At the time of this writing, we have patches
against GDB 6.0 that implement these two interfaces. Work is currently underway to port
them to current GDB mainline, and adapt them
to changes in the kernel interface introduced by
spufs. We hope to be able to release initial
patches soon.

Debugging options

To make application development for the Cell
architecture feasible, good debugging tools are
an essential requirement. In this section, we
discuss a number of options how to extend
GDB to provide debugging support on the Cell
platform. As GDB currently does not support
the notion of a platform with two distinct instruction sets, some GDB common code modifications will likely be required.
4.1

SPE-only debugging

The core requirement for GDB on the Cell architecture is to debug both PPE and SPE code.
At a minimum, we need one GDB port able
to debug PPE code and another to debug SPE
code. While the existing GDB Linux on PowerPC target can be used to handle the PPE, a
new target to support the SPE is required.
GDB provides two distinct interfaces to allow
its behaviour to be adapted to a particular platform. The architecture vector contains routines

In order to allow GDB running on the Cell platform (i.e. as a PPE executable running under
Linux on Cell) to debug an SPE thread, we
need to implement architecture vector routines
to handle the SPE instruction set and ABI as
well as target vector routines to allow accessing SPE state.

The SPE architecture vector routines are mostly
straightforward. As with many targets, stack
unwinding is currently implemented by analyzing the function prolog to detect the size of
the allocated stack frame and the location of
saved registers. It might prove beneficial to
switch to using DWARF-2 Call Frame Information records instead to provide that information;
however currently the tool chain does not yet
provide that data.
While the SPE does provide a hardware singlestep interface, this is currently not used by
GDB. The main reason for this is that the hardware single-step does not always execute only
one instruction; instead it will stop execution
after one “issue group,” which may consist of
one or two instructions. (In addition, the current kernel interface does not actually provide a
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means for GDB to activate the hardware singlestep feature.) Instead, the current GDB implementation uses a software single-step mechanism that temporarily inserts a break point after
the next instruction. If the next instruction is a
branch, the code needs to be analyzed to determine the potential branch target addresses, and
the single-step break point is then inserted at all
those locations.
The SPE-specific target vector routines are the
most interesting part. They need to implement
access to SPE register and local store contents.
As described previously, at the kernel level
SPE threads are represented by the task ID of
the PPE thread issuing the spufs_run ioctl;
GDB uses ptrace to attach to that thread.
Note that attaching to the PPE thread causes
not only it, but also the associated SPE thread
to stop. Continuing the inferior task using
the PTRACE_CONT operation will cause the
spufs_run ioctl to be restarted, and the SPE
thread will continue. Thus, GDB run control
works as usual. However, the ptrace interface does not provide direct access to SPE state
information.
To access SPE state, GDB uses the spufs kernel interface directly. Using ptrace, GDB
determines the parameters used by the PPE
thread to invoke the spufs_run ioctl, and
in particular the file handle it is performed on.
By looking up the /proc/pid/fd/handle
symbolic link, GDB can determine the directory name associated with this file handle, and
open the mem and regs files in that directory
to access SPE local store and general-purpose
register contents. To get and set the current
program counter value, GDB will use the npc
member of the spufs_run_args data structure used as argument to the spufs_run ioctl.
This can be implemented by overriding the
target vector target_fetch_registers
and target_store_registers routines
to access registers, and the target_xfer_

memory routine to access local store memory.
4.2

GDB child-session support

The SPE-only debugger described in the previous section does allow the user to debug a
single SPE thread. However, this is a very unsatisfactory way of debugging a real Cell application that consists of PPE and SPE components closely interacting. One means of improving that user experience, while still keeping SPE and PPE two separate targets from a
GDB implementation perspective, could be to
integrate multiple SPE-gdb and PPE-gdb debugger processes attached to the various component threads of a Cell process into a single
overall user interface.
Similar as for the SPE-only debugger, we currently have an implementation of that idea, and
are working to adapt it to recent kernel and
GDB changes in preparation for release. To
use the current implementation, an instance of
GDB configured for the PPE target is invoked
on the main PPE executable. This allows PPE
debugging as usual. In addition, this GDB instance is modified to intercept generation of
SPE threads by the process being debugged.
This could be implemented with the help of
kernel support, using a ptrace event similar to the PTRACE_EVENT_FORK family of
events supported by recent Linux releases. If
the kernel does not provide such a facility, the
debugger can instead install break points on
known library functions like spu_create_
thread similar to how shared library event are
handled. This assumes the debugged process
only uses the standard library to create SPE
threads, of course.
Once it has intercepted a SPE thread creation
event, the main debugger can then launch an
instance of the SPE-only debugger that will attach to the new SPE thread. At this point the
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current implementation offers two choices how
to allow the user to interact with the newly
started debugger. In “launch mode,” some external program is used to host the SPE debugging session; this can be either an xterm terminal session, or a GDB-wrapping GUI like
DDD. The user can configure via the LAUNCH_
PLATFORM environment variable or a command line option which host program is to be
used. From then on, the user interacts with the
SPE debugger via that host program.
In “passthru mode,” the PPE debugger itself
acts as host to the SPE debugging session,
by intercepting the standard input and output
streams of the SPE debugger. User input is
forwarded to the currently active SPE child debugger, and its output is presented back to the
user. New GDB commands allow the the user
to choose one of possibly multiple SPE child
debugging sessions to work with at any moment; it is also possible to bypass the command
forwarding and apply commands back to the
PPE debugging session. Note that GDB will
not attempt to automatically coordinate the various debugging sessions; for example, starting
or stopping a single child debugging session
will not automatically start or stop the other
sessions as well. Passthru mode requires significant changes to GDB common code to coordinate the flow of commands between the various child debugging sessions. The current implementation, while useful for initial debugging
support in a simulator environment, is likely not
suited for upstream integration; we will probably drop this mode in the future.
4.3

GDB multi-architecture target

The best solution to debug Cell applications,
however, would appear to be an integrated
GDB target that by itself supports both PPE
and SPE instruction sets and ABIs. Using such
a target, the user should be able to debug a

full process, including multiple threads any of
which might currently be executing code in a
logical SPE context or executing PPE signal
handler code that happened to interrupt SPE
execution, from within a single GDB session.
Stack backtraces should show PPE and SPE
frames properly intermixed. Disassembly of
both PPE and SPE code should work transparently. Symbol and line-number resolution
should work correctly for all PPE and SPE
code. The complete GDB user interface should
ideally be absolutely unchanged, allowing all
GDB-wrapping debuggers (like DDD) to work
without changes.
At the time of this writing, we do not yet have
implemented this solution. The remainder of
this section presents a proposal how a target
along these lines could be implemented within
the current GDB framework, and which interfaces to common code might need to be modified in order to make this approach possible.

Accessing process state
The debugger requires access to a variety of
process-related information in order to operate,
collectively called “process state” here. For a
regular Linux PPE process, the process state includes its memory image, register file contents
(one set for each thread of the process), and
some other kernel meta-data, like the hardware
watchpoint or other control registers.
For a Cell process using one or more logical
SPE contexts provided by spufs, however,
the process state includes in addition information about each SPE context the process is currently using (i.e. has an open file handle to).
This information includes the local store memory image, register file contents, and other kernel meta-data, like run status information or
executable-file mapping data.
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The debugger needs to be able to retrieve, and
in some cases manipulate, the state of the process being debugged. GDB currently supports
three major ways of doing this: native debugging, remote debugging, and core-file debugging. As we want to support all three modes
of operation to debug Cell processes, all three
methods have to be enhanced to support accessing SPE state in addition to the traditional process state.

Native debugging The debugger runs as a
process on the same system where the debuggee runs. GDB will use operating system interfaces provided by the kernel (e.g. the
ptrace system call and/or the /proc file system) to access process state of the debuggee. To
allow for native debugging on Cell, the kernel
provides interfaces to allow accessing SPE state
for a logical SPE context in use by the inferior
process. The SPE context is identified using the
spufs file handle used by the inferior to access it. GDB can directly access the associated
spufs files to manipulate process state, just as
the previously described SPE-only GDB back
end does.

Remote debugging The debugger runs on a
host system and is used to debug a process running on another target system. GDB will interface, typically over the network or a serial link,
with a remote debugging stub provided by the
target system. The stub can either be implemented by a user space application running on
the target system (e.g. the gdbserver application
provided with GDB), or else be implemented
as part of the operating system, boot monitor,
or other system component. The remote debugging interface provides operations to access
process state. To allow for remote debugging
on Cell, that remote protocol needs to be extended by new operations that allow to access
SPE state. The gdbserver application would

use same interfaces GDB uses in native mode
to implement the new operations.

Core-file debugging After abnormal termination of a process, the kernel writes the full
process state to a core file. GDB reads the
core file to retrieve the process state. The format of the core file is a variant of ELF; the
memory image is represented by LOAD segments, and register set information is added in
the form of NOTE segments. To allow for corefile debugging on Cell, the kernel needs to be
enhanced to add SPE state to core files it generates. The core file will contain additional
NOTE segments for each SPE context used by
the process, containing their local store images
and register sets (and potentially meta-data).

Determining executable file mappings
One important part of SPE state meta-data is
the path to the SPE ELF executable image that
was initially loaded into the logical SPE context. This is required by the debugger to resolve
symbolic information for SPE local store code
and data. The same information may also be
required within the kernel, for example to allow tools like oprofile to collect symbol information for profile samples collected during
SPE execution.
In the SPE-only debugger case, the debugger
is invoked with the path to executable image
already specified on the command line, so no
further information is required. However, in
the multi-architecture scenario, the main executable specified thus would be the PPE executable; therefore it will be necessary to retrieve the file mapping information for all logical SPE contexts by some other means.
We have not yet finally decided on how that information will be passed. One option would
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be to have the SPE loader maintain a list of all
loaded SPE executables in main storage, similar to how the shared library loader ld.so
maintains a list of all loaded shared libraries.
That list could be traversed by the debugger.
One disadvantage of that solution is that it will
not cover the case where one process attaches
to a spufs context initialized by another process.
The second option, which would also handle that more general case, would be to store
the executable file mapping information within
the spufs directory itself. Similar to how
the /proc directory associated with a process
contains a symbolic link exe pointing back to
the process’ main executable, the spufs directory associated with a SPE context could contain such a link. However, as the kernel is not
directly involved with loading SPE executables,
that link would likely have to be created by the
user space SPE loader itself. Note that to allow for remote debugging, the gdbserver protocol would require an extension to retrieve that
path; and to enable core-file debugging, the kernel would need to store the path into the core as
well (presumably into yet another NOTE segment per SPE context).

GDB implementation issues
The single-target GDB implementation supporting both PPE and SPE is likely to require
some changes to GDB common code. We will
describe in the remainder of this section how
such a target could be integrated into the current GDB structure, and where we would need
some changes.

Address space GDB fundamentally assumes
an internal representation of target addresses
that consists of a single flat address space per
process. However, it allows the target back end

to provide mappings between this GDB internal
format and a more general target-specific situation, using the POINTER_TO_ADDRESS and
ADDRESS_TO_POINTER macros. (The AVR
is an example of a target currently supported by
GDB that uses multiple address spaces.)
It should be possible to employ this feature to
define an internal address representation able
to encompass both the PPE address space and
SPE local stores. That internal representation
would encode addresses in the PPE address
space by a marker bit of zero followed by the
target address. An address in a logical SPE context’s local store would be encoded by a marker
bit of one followed by the SPE identifier (file
handle) and the local store address. This encoding assumes a 64-bit GDB internal address
space.
|0|
PPE address
|
------------------------|1| SPE id | LS address |
------------------------| | 31-bit |
32-bit
|

Register set The GDB internal register set
for the Cell back end would be defined as the
union of the PPE register set and the SPE register set, plus a pseudo register representing the
current execution state. For each thread, the
contents of the PPE subset of the register set
would have their usual meaning; in particular, if
the thread is currently executing on an SPE, the
PPE register set would represent the state of the
PPE at the time it executed the spufs_run
ioctl. The contents of the SPE subset of the
register set would hold the current SPE register contents if the thread is currently executing
on an SPE, and be in an undefined state otherwise. The extra pseudo register would hold
the identifier (file handle) of the logical SPE
context that is currently executing, or a NULL
value if the thread is currently executing on the
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PPE. The function of the extra pseudo register can most likely be subsumed into the virtual
PC register—the PC would hold a GDB internal address that by itself identifies the current
execution state.

Symbol resolution To allow for symbol and
line-number resolution for the SPE executable
loaded into a SPE context, the most natural
way would appear to be to treat them as a
type of “shared libraries” to the main process. We would implement a new target_
so_ops class that retrieves the executablemapping meta-data for each SPE context (see
above), and provides the information to GDB’s
symbol table routines, with a relocation offset
appropriate to map the file at its proper GDB internal address representing its location in SPE
local store.

Disassembly listing To enable proper multiarchitecture disassembly, the back end can register a disassembler routine print_insn that
would check the top bit of the GDB internal
memory address passed to it and dispatch the
call to either the PPE or the SPE disassembler
accordingly.

Execution control Due to way spufs execution control works, the debugger should
be able to attach to and detach from a SPE
thread using the normal ptrace interfaces applied to the corresponding PPE thread; stopping and starting SPE threads is handled likewise. Should we want to support hardware
single-step on the SPE, the most natural implementation would be for the kernel to treat
a PTRACE_SINGLESTEP into a spufs_run
ioctl as a request to single-step the SPE. Thus,
the debugger could just continue the use the
ptrace interface for this action as well.

Stack unwinding We would need to provide
stack frame sniffers and unwinders for both
PPE and SPE architectures. By checking the
top bit of the GDB internal address of the virtual stack pointer register we would ensure that
only the appropriate sniffer for the architecture
would trigger on any given frame. If we want to
support mixed backtraces representing the transitions between PPE and SPE code by means
of the spufs_run ioctl and signal handler invokations, this can be handled similiarly to the
way signal trampoline frames are currently recognized: For the PPE to SPE transition, the signal trampoline sniffer would recognize that the
spufs_run ioctl was interrupted by the signal, and unwind to the frame described by the
SPE register set for the SPE file handle used
with the ioctl, in addition to performing the normal unwind for the PPE register set. For the
SPE to PPE transition, a special sniffer would
recognize the top of the SPE stack and unwind
to the frame described by the PPE register set.

Inferior function calls A call to a PPE function while currently executing PPE code works
just as today. A call to an SPE function while
currenly executing SPE code can be implemented in the straightforward way like the current SPE-gdb does. A call to a PPE function
while currently executing SPE code should also
work; the dummy frame on the PPE stack will
act as PPE/SPE boundary like a signal trampoline frame. A call to an SPE function while currently executing PPE code would require construction of a dummy spufs_run ioctl invocation.

Native target function overrides At the process stratum level, the functions target_
fetch_registers and target_store_
registers would need to be implemented as
follows: First the PPE registers are fetched or
stored as usual. Then the PPE register contents
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are checked to determine whether the thread
is currently executing an spufs_run ioctl,
as described for the SPE-only case. If so,
the SPE registers of the respective logical SPE
context are fetched or stored. The target_
xfer_memory function would need to be implemented as follows: If the address to be transferred has its top bit clear, perform a memory
transfer to or from PPE main storage. If the address has its top bit set, transfer to or from SPE
local store on the SPE identified within the address. Note that functions from the other target
strata should not require any overrides. In particular all handling of threads should just work
using the regular Linux thread target functions.

Test suite To provide a high-quality GDB
port it is essential to be able to run the extensive GDB test suite. Running the test suite natively will ensure the PPE part of the Cell GDB
still works. Running the test suite using an SPE
compiler is necessary to ensure the SPE part of
GDB works as well; this comprises e.g. stack
frame unwinding and inferior call support. To
make this happen requires that GDB is able to
start SPE-only binaries. This could be achieved
either by kernel support allowing to directly execute an SPE executable, or else by exploiting the remote-target features of the test suite
harness to interpose a SPE loader binary. To
test mixed-mode debugging, new test cases will
certainly be required as well.

Core-file target function overrides To enable handling of combined PPE/SPE core files
as described above, the core stratum target
functions will have to be adapted similarly to
the native target functions. In particular, they
will have to be able the SPE register file and
SPE local store NOTEs provided by the core
file. It appears that some GDB common code
changes will be required to implement this.

5

Architecture vector overrides Several of the
functions implemented by a GDB target by providing an architecture vector callback routine
have already been described above. For the
other architecture vector callbacks, it should
be possible to either just share them between
PPE and SPE code, or else allow them to determine from looking at an address passed as argument whether to apply PPE or SPE architecture
methods. However, it may turn out that some
architecture methods cannot be correctly implemented in the mixed-architecture scenario;
in this case some GDB common code changes
may be required.

Conclusion

The Cell processor requires a programming
model that differs in significant aspects from
those used with previous microprocessors; corresponding changes in the GNU tool chain are
needed to enable a high-quality software development environment for Cell. We are convinced that both Linux and the GNU tool chain
will be of great relevance on this new platform,
and are looking forward to working with the
GNU developer communities to integrate Cell
architecture support into mainline source trees
soon.
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Abstract
The Intel IA-64 architecture provides a rich
set of features to aid the compiler in exploiting instruction-level parallelism to achieve high
performance. Currently, GCC is a widely
used open source compiler on IA-64 platform,
but its performance, especially floating-point
performance is poor compared with commercial compilers because it has not fully utilized
those features. We have been absorbed in improving performance of GCC on IA-64 architecture since late 2003. This paper reports
some of our work on several algorithms concerning with architecture features of IA-64 for
achieving higher floating-point performance of
GCC, including FORTRAN alias analysis, induction variable optimizations, loop unrolling,
and prefetch of loop arrays. These improvements have markedly optimized the floatingpoint performance of GCC on Itanium-2 systems.

1

Introduction

The Intel IA-64 architecture[1] provides many
supports for instruction-level parallelism (ILP),
such as Explicitly Parallel Instruction Computing (EPIC), control and data speculation, predication, register rotation, software pipelined

loop branches, large register files, along with
special instructions such as data prefetch, postincrement loads and stores, load-pair etc. The
compiler for this architecture can achieve high
performance no other than fully exploit the capability of instruction-level parallelism.
The open source compiler, GCC, is widely used
in many areas for its features of multi-platform
compatibility and multi-language supportability. But its performance (especially floatingpoint) is very low on IA-64 platform compared
with commercial compilers. On IA-64 system,
the performance of GCC is about 70% of the Intel compiler with test suite of SPEC CINT2000,
and about 30% with SPEC CFP2000. Since
2001, projects aiming at improving GCC performance on IA-64 have been started[2]. But
except for major changes on its infrastructure,
its performance of floating-point nearly has not
improved.
We have been concentrating on improving the
performance of GCC on IA-64 platforms from
late 2003. We did most of our work on the GCC
of the version 3.5-tree-ssa branch on Dec. 21,
2003. As this version of GCC can only pass
a small set of benchmarks, firstly we implemented some unsupported FORTRAN syntax
to make it pass all the NAS benchmarks and
most of SPEC CFP2000 benchmarks excluding 191.fma3d and 200.sixtrack. In this paper,
without additional version notations, the term
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GCC refers to this version of GCC.
In this paper, we grasp the main factors which
affect the performance seriously, then improve
the FORTRAN alias analysis, induction variable optimizations, loop unrolling, and prefetch
of loop arrays. On Itanium-2 1.0GHz system, it has shown that our efforts improved
the floating-point performance of GCC greatly,
42% improvements of SPEC CFP2000 benchmarks and 56% improvements for NAS benchmarks. By concluding our work, we present
our ideas about the future optimization directions of GCC. It is hopefully that GCC could
exploit the performance features of IA-64 Architecture.
This paper is organized as follows. The limitation of GCC on IA-64 Architecture is analyzed
firstly in Section 2. In Section 3, our improvement and implementation done on some algorithms and techniques for GCC is presented.
Performance comparison is given in Section 4.
In Section 5, further optimization directions are
discussed. And the conclusion is drawn in Section 6.

2

Limitation Analysis of GCC on
IA-64

Compared with Intel compiler, the important
optimizations which have not been fully implemented in GCC include software pipelining, inter-procedural optimizations and loop
transformation[3]. So, we perform performance tests for Intel compiler to analyze how
much the optimizations which have not been
fully implemented in GCC contribute to the
performance gain in Intel compiler. The test
suite is SPEC CFP2000 benchmarks, and the
version of the Intel compiler is V8.0.
By default, Intel compiler does not perform
inter-procedural optimizations without the op-

tion -ipo. When at the optimization level
-O2, Intel compiler performs software pipelining, but it can be turned off by adding directives: !DIR$ NOSWP for FORTRAN and
#pragma noswp for C/C++. There are no
options and directives related to loop transformation. At the optimization level -O3, Intel compiler conducts the following three high
level loop optimizations: loop transformation,
scalar replacement and data prefetch. So we
can use the optimization level -O2 to roughly
estimate the effects of loop transformation.
In Figure 1, Intel -O2 -NOSWP means
that Intel compiler turns off the high level
loop optimization and software pipelining;
Intel -O2 means turning off
the high level loop optimizations only;
Intel -O3 -NOSWP means turning off software pipelining only; and Intel -O3 -ipo
means turning on the inter-procedural optimizations. Compile options for GCC are
-O3 -ffast-math -funroll-loops
-fprefetch-loop-arrays.

Figure 1 depicts the performance of SPEC
CFP2000 under different optimizations. Because there are execution errors with the program 187.facerec and 191.fma3d at -O2 optimization level, results compared with Intel
-O2 and Intel -O2 -NOSWP are less precise.

1. With high level loop optimization (Intel
-O3 vs. Intel -O2), the performance
increases 35%;
2. With software pipelining (Intel -O3
vs. Intel -O3 -NOSWP), the performance increases 19%;
3. With
inter-procedural
optimizations
(Intel -O3 -ipo vs. Intel -O3),
the performance increases 36%;
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4. Turning off these three optimizations
(Intel -O2 -NOSWP vs. GCC), the
overall performance is still 18% higher
than GCC.

Obviously, the former three kinds of optimizations are the most important ones for improving the performance of GCC on IA-64 system.
But those optimizations already implemented
in GCC still need improvements. We conduct performance analysis for GCC with lots
of means, including using performance analysis
tools such as GPROF and PFMON, choosing
GCC optimization options, tuning optimization
parameters of GCC, and analyzing the assembly codes generated by GCC. We have found
some major factors affecting the performance
of GCC:

1. Without alias analysis for FORTRAN and
without taking advantage of the load-pair
instructions of IA-64, which result in lots
of redundant LOADs.
2. The optimizations for loop are not well
done. General induction variable optimizations, loop unrolling and prefetch of
loop arrays does not fully utilize the features of IA-64.

3

Implementation and Improvement

Based on the analysis in the former section, we
implement and improve several optimizations
which affect the performance mostly, including alias analysis of FORTRAN, general induction variable optimizations, loop unrolling, and
prefetch of loop arrays.

3.1

Alias Analysis

Alias analysis[4] refers to the determination of
storage locations that may be accessed in two
or more ways. Alias information is generally
gathered by the front-end of the compiler and
passed to the back-end to guide the compile
optimization. In GCC, alias analysis for FORTRAN is not as adequate as for C/C++.
GCC implements alias analysis at the syntax
tree level as a common function for all the programming languages. Each language-specific
front-end can define the LANG_HOOKS_GET_
ALIAS_SET as the alias analysis function of
itself. In the FORTRAN front-end of GCC,
we defined it as gfc_get_alias_set, then
implemented alias analysis in this function.
By now, we have finished a trial implementation of inner-procedural alias analysis, mainly
consider the alias brought by EQUIVALENCE
statement, pointers, objects with TARGET attributes, and parameters.
GCC uses alias set to express that the memory
references contained in the same set alias each
other. That is, two memory references in different alias set can not alias each other. Then
if a object does not alias any other objects, we
build a new alias set for it. In FORTRAN, objects satisfy the following conditions will not
alias any other objects.

1. COMMON variables contained in a
COMMON block without any EQUIVALENCE objects.
2. Parameters, if a programmer assumes
that there are no aliases for parameters by turning on compile option
-fargument-noalias.
3. Local variables, which are not pointers
and also without TARGET attributes.
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Figure 1: Performance comparison of Intel compiler with high level loop optimization, software pipelining
and inter-procedural optimizations.

before
after

171.swim
3.20 × 109
2.20 × 109

172.mgrid
1.21 × 1010
7.00 × 109

173.applu
2.75 × 109
2.53 × 109

301.apsi
2.84 × 109
2.24 × 109

Table 1: The number of LOAD instructions retired
before and after alias analysis

Through alias analysis, a lot of redundant
LOADs can be removed, so the performance of
GCC can be improved. An example is shown
in Table 1. The result was gotten with the performance tool PFMON. The test programs are
SPEC CFP2000 benchmarks in train mode.
3.2

Induction Variable Optimizations

Induction variables[4] are variables whose successive values form an arithmetic progression
over a loop. Induction variables are often
divided into basic induction variables (BIVs)
and general induction variables (GIVs). BIVs
are explicitly modified by the same constant
amount each iteration of loop, e.g., the loop iterator. GIVs may be modified or computed by
a linear equation of the form GIV = b × BIV
+ c (where b and c are constants). Optimizations for induction variables include elimina-

tion and strength reduction, and strength reduction of GIVs can utilize the architecture feature
of IA-64.
IA-64 architecture provides post-increment
load and store instructions which can combine
the memory access instruction and the address
modification instruction into one instruction.
Using such kind of instructions, compilers can
not only reduce the code size of the object code
but also make the object code use less function
units.
GCC can identify the address GIV (e.g., address of an array element) of the form: GIV =
b × BIV + c, where b represents the size of
the array element, BIV represents the loop iterator, and c represents the base address of the
array, then perform strength reduction which
transforms multiply operation into add operation, and then combine the memory reference
and the address increment into one instruction.
Although GCC implemented such kind of optimization, it gains little performance improvements on IA-64 because it does not correctly
analyze the legality for reducing GIVs.
Usually, the loop iterator (a BIV) is a 32-bit in-
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teger, and on 64-bit system, the address of an
array element (a GIV) is 64-bit long. When
calculating address through loop iterator, first
the value of the BIV is calculated, then it is extended to 64-bit integer, and then use b × BIV
+ c to evaluate the GIV (the address). Before
strength reduction of this type of GIV, GCC
checks the BIV to see whether it may overflow
or not within its mode (32-bit integer) during
loop execution. If it may overflow, the GIV
is illegal to be reduced. This check routine is
defined by check_ext_dependent_givs in
loop.c, but this checker almost always fails
when compiling FORTRAN programs. The
reason is that FORTRAN 95 front-end introduces a temporary to replace the iterator, and
the checker can not deal with this case.
To make the strength reduction of GIV come
into effect, we find a temporary way to fix this
problem. When an address GIV is encountered,
we suppose it is legal to be reduced.
3.3

of iterations times the number of RTL instructions is less than MAX_UNROLLED_
INSNS, then the loop is unrolled completely. Otherwise, try to unroll the loop
a number of times, and ensure the times
of unrolling is a factor of the number
of iterations, so that only one exit test
is needed. The times of unrolling approximately equal to the result that MAX_
UNROLLED_INSNS divides the number
of RTL instructions.
2. The number of iteration can be calculated
exactly at runtime and the loop is always
entered from top. In such condition, how
many times the loop will execute should
be calculated firstly, then execute the loop
body for a few times so as to ensure that
the remaining iterations will be multiple of
4 (or 2 if the loop is large). Then the loop
is unrolled 8 (4 or 2) times with only one
exit test at the end of the loop.

Loop Unrolling

Loop unrolling[4] replicates the instructions in
the loop body into multiple copies and adjusts
the exit code of the loop to generate a new
loop body. Loop unrolling not only can reduce the cost of loop execution but also can
improve the effectiveness of other optimization
such as common sub-expression elimination,
induction variable optimizations, data prefetch,
and software pipelining. Especially, on the architectures which support instruction-level parallelism, loop unrolling can increase the size of
the loop body which provides more chances for
improving instruction scheduling.
In GCC, the way of loop unrolling and the determination of the times of unrolling can be
classified into following two conditions:
1. The number of iterations can be calculated
statically. If the result that the number

Obviously, in GCC, loop unrolling is mainly
affected by the parameter MAX_UNROLLED_
INSNS. GCC defines it as 200, which results
in that loop unrolling can not succeed when
the number of RTL instructions in the loop
body exceeds 100. On IA-64 systems, it is not
proper to define MAX_UNROLLED_INSNS as
200, which makes the loop unrolling ineffective. We compared the execution time of four
programs from SPEC CFP2000 under different MAX_UNROLLED_INSNS values of 200,
400, 600, and 800. The result is shown in
figure 2, programs run in train mode. It is
obvious that when MAX_UNROLLED_INSNS
equals 600, loop unrolling can achieve high effectiveness.
Increasing MAX_UNROLLED_INSNS, some
big loop can be unrolled and the times of unrolling can also increase, which may lead to
high register pressure. But IA-64 systems have
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Figure 2: Effectiveness of loop unrolling in GCC
under different MAX_UNROLLED_INSNS values.

large register files. It can endure higher register pressure. So, we can improve the loop unrolling algorithm in GCC by properly increasing the value of MAX_UNROLLED_INSNS.
3.4

Data Prefetch

Data prefetch is a technique for hiding memory access latency. It overlaps the memory access and computing or other memory access.
Data prefetch need to properly insert prefetch
instructions in the program to ensure that data
can be fetched to the nearest level of memory
hierarchy before being used. Data prefetch is a
kind of complement for data locality optimization such as loop transformation and scalar replacement.

2. PREFETCH_DENSE_MEM. Setting the
value of memory access density for
prefetches. It refers to the ratio of amount
of bytes accessed by a prefetch to the
amount of bytes prefetched. Memory access generally takes word or dual-word as
an access unit, but the prefetch usually
read a cache line containing 4 or more
than 4 words. So, PREFETCH_DENSE_
MEM reflects the effectiveness of a single
prefetch. GCC sets this value as 220/256.
3. PREFETCH_LOW_LOOPCNT, least iteration times, is set as 32, means that
prefetches can be inserted only if the number of iteration is more than 32.
4. SIMULTANEOUS_PREFETCHES. Setting of the maximum number of the
real prefetch instructions which can be
inserted into loop body. If the number is greater than SIMULTANEOUS_
PREFETCHES, no prefetch instructions
will be inserted into the loop body.

GCC implemented data prefetch at the RTL
level, but it had no effectiveness on IA-64 platform. The machine description file did not
present proper information to guide the data
prefetch algorithm and the algorithm itself is
not properly designed. The condition controlling data prefetch in GCC mainly includes:

We adjust the above four parameters repeatedly, then we find that the definitions of the first
three parameters are reasonable, but the definition of SIMULTANEOUS_PREFETCHES is
reasonless. In the machine description file of
IA-64, SIMULTANEOUS_PREFETCHES is set
as 6 which equals the maximal number of instruction that IA-64 can issued simultaneously.
While computing intensive loops in the programs in SPEC CFP2000 need more than 6
prefetch instructions, but on the contrary, according to the conditions above, these loops do
not be inserted any data prefetch instructions.

1. PREFETCH_NO_CALL. Whether to insert prefetches into the loops containing
function call is determined by this macro.
If it is defined as 1, prefetch instructions
can not be inserted in such loops.

Figure 3 depicts the statistical results of
prefetch requirements of some programs in
SPEC CFP2000, x-axis denotes the number of
prefetches required and y-axis denotes the accumulative distribution of prefetches in loops.
The result is generated after adding following
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optimizations: alias analysis for FORTRAN,
GIV optimization and loop unrolling. As the
figure shows that the number of prefetches required by most of the loops is less than or equal
to 6, but these loops account for small part of
the execution time of the programs, while the
loops which account for large part of the execution time require far more than 6 prefetches.

4. Determine the upper bound of the number of the real prefetch instructions,
Pmax, according to SIMULTANEOUS_
PREFETCHES and the number of instructions in the loop (num_insts). For
IA-64, our experiences shows defining
SIMULTANEOUS_PREFETCHES as 18 and
let the maxmum prefetches not to exceed
one eighth of the num_insts will get good
results. So, let Pmax = MIN (SIMULTANEOUS_PREFETCHES, num_insts ÷ 8).

For example, four loops in 171.swim, loop 100
in procedure CALC1, loop 200 in procedure
CALC2, loop 300 in procedure CACL3 and
loop 400 in procedure CACL3Z, the number
of prefetches required by them is 8, 6, 12, and
9 respectively. The two loops which account
for nearly all the execution time of the program
172.mgrid, loop 600 in procedure PSINV and
loop 800 in procedure RESID, the number of
prefetches required by them is 28 and 29 respectively.

5. If the number of real prefetch instructions (Pnum) exceeds Pmax, sort all the
prefetches according to the following two
criteria in order:
(a) Times of mergence. More times
means this prefetch will satisfy more
array accesses, so give it higher priority.

So, it is not proper to set a small upper bound
for the number of prefetches which can be
inserted into loops. But inserting too many
prefetch instructions will result in performance
degradation. Adopting rotating register allocation can dramatically reduce the number of
prefetch instructions inserted to the loops[5],
but GCC has not implemented rotating register
allocation. We improved the prefetch algorithm
for IA-64 as follows:
1. If a loop contains function call or its number of iteration is less than PREFETCH_
LOW_LOOPCNT, then do not generate
prefetch instructions.

(b) Memory access density.
Higher
density means higher efficiency, so
higher priority.
6. Choose the first K prefetches to emit real
prefetch instructions for them before and
within the loop, where K satisfies the
following condition: ∑ki=1 prefetch(i) ≤
MIN(Pmax, Pnum), and prefetch(i) represents the number of the real prefetch instructions the ith prefetch needed within
the loop.

4

Performance Evaluation

2. Merge the prefetches which access the
same cache line, and record the times of
mergence.

4.1

3. Evaluate the memory access density of all
prefetches, discard the prefetches whose
memory access density are less than
PREFETCH_DENSE_MEM.

We performed performance evaluation on
an IA-64 system for the implementation
and improvement of all the optimizations
described above. The platform is an Itanium-2

Platform
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Figure 3: The statistical results of prefetch instruction requirements of some programs in SPEC CFP2000.
server with 2 CPUs of 1GHz, 2GB memory,
16KB L1 instruction cache and 16KB data
cache, 256KB L2 cache, 3MB L3 cache,
and Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 2.1 as
operating system. The test suites are SPEC
CFP2000 benchmarks (excluding 191.fma3d
and 200.sixtrack) and NAS benchmarks. The
compile option for all the version of GCC
is
-O3 -ffast-math -funroll-loops
-fprefetch-loop-arrays.
4.2

Compared with the Original GCC

Figure 4 describes the result under different optimizations.
+alias means alias
analysis of FORTRAN. +giv means adding
general induction variable optimizations to
the former optimizations. +unroll means
adding loop unrolling to the former optimizations. +prefetch means adding prefetch
of loop arrays to all the former optimizations.
geo-mean is the geometric mean of the SPEC
ratio.
The ratio of SPEC CFP2000 with GCC is 420.
After adding alias analysis, the ratio reaches
455; after adding general induction variable optimization, the ratio reaches 470; after adding

loop unrolling, the ratio reaches 540; after
adding prefetch of loop arrays, the ratio reaches
596. So, after adding all the above optimizations into GCC, the ratio of SPEC CFP2000 increases from 420 to 596, increasing 42%.
Figure 5 depicts the performance of NAS programs after adding the optimizations described
above incrementally. After adding alias analysis, the speedup of NAS programs reaches
1.1; after adding general induction variable optimization, it reaches 1.14; after adding loop
unrolling, it reaches 1.52; after adding prefetch,
it reaches 1.56.
4.3

Compared with GCC-4.0.0

We try to apply our optimizations to GCC4.0.0. For COMMON variables, we create RECORD_TYPE declarations for COMMON blocks without EQUVALENCE objects,
this makes the alias analyzer in GCC backend work well.
This work was already
committed in GCC-4.0.0. We also modify
loop.c to improve general induction optimizations, prefetch of loop arrays, and adjust the MAX_UNROLLED_INSNS defined in
params.def or to use the compile option
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Figure 4: The performance of SPEC CFP2000 benchmarks after incrementally adding the optimizations
presented in this paper.
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paper.
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-param max-unrolled-insns to improve loop unrolling. As the loop.c will be removed and the new RTL loop optimizer does
not support address GIV splitting. And this defect in GCC-4.0.0 greatly degrades the effectiveness of applying optimizations discussed in
this paper, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
Our patches for these optimizations have not
been committed yet.
Figure 6 depicts the test result for SPEC
CFP2000 benchmarks after incrementally
adding optimizations presented in this paper to
GCC-4.0.0. The ratio of SPEC CFP2000 with
GCC-4.0.0 is 450. After adding alias analysis,
the ratio reaches 485; after adding general
induction variable optimizations, the ratio is
486, nearly no increase; after adding loop
unrolling, the ratio reaches 500; after adding
prefetch of loop arrays, the ratio reaches 516.
So, after adding all the above optimizations
into GCC-4.0.0, the ratio of SPEC CFP2000
increases from 450 to 516, increasing 15%.
The spec ratio of our optimized GCC reaches
596, increasing 33% compared with gcc-4.0.0.
Figure 7 depicts the performance increase of
NAS programs after adding the optimizations
described above incrementally to GCC-4.0.0.
After adding alias analysis, the speedup of NAS
programs reaches 1.09; after adding general induction variable optimization, it reaches 1.14;
after adding loop unrolling, it reaches 1.27; after adding prefetch of loop arrays, it reaches
1.32. The speedup of our optimized GCC
reaches 1.49 compared with gcc-4.0.0.

5

Loop transformation [6] is aiming at achieving
higher cache locality. GCC implemented the
optimization framework for nesting loops [7],
based on this framework, the problem should
be solved including powerful data dependence
analysis, and fully implementing all kinds of
loop transformation algorithms.
GCC has implemented software pipelining preliminarily [8]. But the SWING modulo scheduler can only make successful schedule for simple loops on IA-64. The work for consummating software pipelining includes: precise dependence analysis, improvement of scheduling
algorithm and fully take advantage of software
pipelining supports provided by IA-64.
Inter-procedural optimizations play an important role in Intel compiler on IA-64 systems.
GCC partially implemented inter-procedural
optimizations in a single file, such as inline and
constant propagation, but much effort is needed
to make it take full effectiveness.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we find the main factors which
affect GCC performance mostly on IA-64 platform using comparative test and analysis. A
few optimization algorithms are improved and
implemented which result in significant performance improvements. Although compared
with Intel commercial compiler, there still exists a vast performance gap. It is hopeful that
the performance of GCC can reach or approach
the performance of commercial compilers.

Future Optimization Directions

For IA-64 platform, the optimizations of GCC
should emphasize on the following: loop
transformation, software pipelining, and interprocedural optimization.

7
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